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Executive Summary 

In order for Mountain Transit (MT) to apply for and receive federal funding, MT is required 
to prepare, adopt and submit a Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) to the county 
transportation commission, the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG).  
Projects contained within the SRTP provide the basis for the Regional Transportation 
Improvement Program (RTIP), which is the programming instrument for federal funds that 
implement the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).   

An up-to-date SRTP is also the tool that implements the Agency’s guiding vision and 
mission for service provision and future investments. It is a living document that uses 
current information, financial resources and performance targets to plan for local public 
transit services.  The SRTP balances MT’s projected costs and revenues over a five-year 
timeframe.  The 2016-2021 SRTP also contains assumptions and a roadmap for a 15-
year Operating, Capital and Financial Plan.   

As such, the SRTP process has included the following activities: 
1. Opportunities for current transit riders, the public and stakeholder input into the

future of public transportation services throughout the MT service area.
2. Market research that provides a profile of current MT patrons, their satisfaction level

with services provided and priorities for improvements.
3. Review of performance standards.
4. Review of current service and recommendations for future service.
5. Development of a five and 15-year Operating, Capital and Financial Plans.  This

SRTP process also included a “constrained” five and 15-year Financial Plan (with
conservative, anticipated revenues and expenses) as well as an “unconstrained”
five and 15-year Financial Plan (with more aggressive/optimistic assumptions).  All
references to costs and revenues in this Executive Summary have been derived
from the constrained plans (unless otherwise cited).  The unconstrained plans are
also presented in the Chapter 7 Financial Plan.

The Big Bear Valley (BBV) is defined as the communities in the eastern portion of the San 
Bernardino Mountains, including, but not limited to the City of Big Bear Lake as well as the 
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unincorporated communities of Big Bear City, Erwin Lake, Fawnskin, Lake Williams and 
Sugarloaf. The communities in the western portion of the San Bernardino Mountains (RIM 
area), includes but is not limited to the unincorporated communities of Lake Arrowhead, 
Blue Jay, Twin Peaks, Rim Forest, Top Town, Crestline, Cedar Pines and Running 
Springs. When the document refers to the “Mountain Communities’, this is a reference to 
both the BBV and the RIM communities. 

Service Plan. The process that created the SRTP used feedback from current riders, the 
general public, stakeholders and employees, to craft the following recommended service 
strategies.  These strategies are presented in detail in the Chapter 4 Service Plan, and are 
key service enhancements that have been budgeted for and included in the constrained 
portion of the five-year SRTP.   

Existing Service Enhancement. The strategies that enhance existing service and have 
minimal impact to the annual budget, include: 

1. RIM Off the Mountain (OTM) and Fixed Route Service Enhancements.  There
are near term changes to the system that have been evaluated through the SRTP
process, and as a result, will be implemented in Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17. These
changes will improve Route 2 and Route 4 connectivity to the OTM service, as well
as improve connectivity between OTM and other Metrolink and the San Bernardino
Transit Center (SBTC) transit connections in downtown San Bernardino.

2. BBV OTM and Fixed Route Enhancements. There are near term changes to the
system that are in the process of being evaluated and will be implemented in FY
2016-17. These changes will improve fixed route flow in the grocery store area in
Big Bear Lake, as well as improved connectivity between OTM and other Metrolink
and connections with service at the SBTC.

3. BBV Special Event Services.  MT has budgeted 240 vehicle service hours
(VSHs) each year to respond to and provide special event services by working with
the event sponsors to design, fund and operate the service. It is assumed that any
service provided will be reimbursed by the event provider 100%.

Constrained Service Expansion. The next series of service strategies are expansion 
opportunities that have been programmed into the constrained five-year SRTP. Some of 
the ideas for expansion service came out in the survey process and some have come to 
light due to the impacts of a busy 2016 winter season. There are many unknowns in this 
emerging economy and market; and at this point, the SRTP Team and staff have done the 
best that they can to provide concrete expansion suggestions by implementation year.  
MT needs further information as plans develop, and trigger points can be identified which 
will help MT know when it might be time to implement expansion services that can be 
operated successfully and ensure continued success.  Because of the many unknowns 
and limited resources, it is recommended that MT consider many of the expansion 
projects as a “demonstration” and establish performance targets by which to measure 
their success and potential for continuation.  It is suggested that each type of service 
proposed for expansion, meet the system’s average productivity measurement for similar 
service offered in the system.  For example, should a RIM Weekend Trolley Service be 
implemented, then the standard which the service should meet to determine continuation, 
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would be the current passenger per VSH (P/VSH) of the BBV trolley service.  As a result, 
the following expansion service strategies have been proposed by FY and by area, in the 
five-year constrained SRTP: 

1. RIM Trolley/Summer Weekend Service Expansion. MT will begin in May
2017, to provide a weekend trolley-type service between Lake Arrowhead and
Lake Gregory, during the summer weekends through Labor Day. The Friday
Trolley service will be from 5:00 to 10:00 p.m., the Saturday Trolley service will
be from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Trolley service will be provided on three
Sundays from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and Monday holiday weekends from
12:00 to 6:00 p.m.  The primary market will be the Lake Arrowhead concert
goers; but the Trolley service will also be planned to transport visitors between
Lake Arrowhead and Lake Gregory.

2. RIM Dial-A-Ride (DAR) Expansion.  In May 2017, MT will implement Sunday
DAR service in the Lake Arrowhead, Crestline and Lake Gregory areas, from 9:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.  DAR service will also be expanded and provided during the
Lake Arrowhead Trolley service hours during summer Friday and Saturday night
concerts, and expanded to compliment the Trolley service provided on three
Sunday and Monday holiday weekends as well.

3. BBV Fixed Route Expansion. In FY 2016-17, MT will implement additional
service along Route 1 during peak winter periods from November 1st through
March 31st of each year.  The improvements proposed will provide express-type
service during the morning and evening peak travel times and result in 30-minute
service during the non-peak service periods.

4. BBV Resort Expansion. Additional VSHs are programmed starting in FY 2017-
18, on key winter weekends and holiday periods, to address the additional
congestion and travel demands from residents and visitors throughout the BBV.

5. BBV OTM Expansion.
a. MT will implement in FY 2017-18, a three day per week service to and from

BBV to the Lucerne Valley, to connect with Victor Valley Transit Authority
service that will assist residents to services in the greater Victor Valley.

b. In FY 2019-20 when the SANBAG Redlands Passenger Rail service begins
(that provides light rail service between SBTC and the University of
Redlands), MT will implement daily OTM service to and from the BBV to the
University of Redlands rail station, via State Route 38.  This service may
also provide additional trips during peak resort winter periods, so as to
provide transit options when the highways traveling to and from the BBV are
severely congested.

6. BBV DAR Expansion. The DAR program will extend each night until 10:00 p.m.,
seven days a week, to address travel needs of employees who work late and
where the fixed route service is not provided.

Unconstrained Service Expansion. The unconstrained 15-year Financial Plan provides 
the following additional service expansion strategies that will require additional funding 
above and beyond the MT traditional revenue stream (as contained in the constrained 
plan) so as to fund and operate these additional expansion services.  These service 
enhancements were programmed in the specific fiscal year, due to many market 
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uncertainties and triggers that have yet to occur to warrant a nearer term implementation. 
However, should a new trigger occur, MT may always revisit the service strategy and 
move the service further up into the implementation queue.  Therefore, these expansion 
strategies have been incorporated into the unconstrained plan and are programmed 
further out in the 15-year Plan: 

1. RIM Fixed Route Expansion:
a. Route 4 Weekend Expansion. Should the SkyPark recreational area be

revitalized and a demand for transit services is warranted by FY 2022-23,
MT proposes to provide weekend service from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 pm.

b. Route 2 Saturday Service Expansion. MT proposes in FY 2023-24, to
expand Route 2 service on Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

c. Route 4 Weekday Expansion.  Should the SkyPark recreational area be a
success and a market and ridership has been established on weekends,
MT would expand the Route 4 service to include weekday service in FY
2023-24, from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

7. RIM DAR Expansion.  DAR service will be expanded to provide
complimentary service, as the RIM Route 4 weekend strategy is implemented
as described above.  Should RIM Route 4 service be implemented, then DAR
service will also be expanded on weekends to provide service from 10:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.

2. BBV Trolley Expansion. MT has budgeted an expansion trolley for additional
weekend service during key congested periods beginning in FY 2021-22.

Operating Plan.  The SRTP Operating Plan has been built to support the services 
proposed in the Service Plan contained in Chapter 4.  The key recommendations from the 
Operating Plan (Chapter 5), include: 

1. Expenditure Assumptions. A consistent 3% increase each year in operational
expenses, including wages, benefits, insurance and maintenance activities. There
are few exceptions to the 3% increase assumption in operational costs:

a. In the years of service expansion, there are additional and proportional
increases in driver/dispatch wages, driver uniforms, driver/dispatch
insurance and benefits and fuel costs. There are also additional one-time
marketing and signage costs that are budgeted and required when new
service is added to the system.

b. The Support Technology & Administrative Resource system (STAR) requires
additional capital expenditure and licensing fees each time an expansion
vehicle is added to the fleet. In addition, in Year 4 of the SRTP, the Agency
licensing for the STAR system will be paid for on an annual basis.

c. Fuel costs are at a slightly higher growth rate (4%) due to the uncertainty
and historical fluctuations in fuel costs.

d. Starting in FY 2019-20, there is additional funding every three years to
serve as a placeholder for costs increases as a result of Union negotiations.

e. There is a contingency amount each year for professional services, so that
MT may retain assistance in a variety of areas that MT does not have the in-
house expertise or the available staff to provide those services.  In the past,
areas that MT has required assistance, included human resources,
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marketing planning, service planning and grant assistance. 
2. Ridership projections are extremely conservative and grow at a slow pace of .5%

to 4% year over year, depending upon the service area, service type and other
activities that occur in a particular FY. Even with additional service that has been
added over the 15-year period (which equates to an average of a 4.8% increase in
VSHs year-over-year during the 15-year period), the average year-over-year
ridership increase is 6.1%. When taking into account the ridership attributed from
service expansion, the true ridership growth rate on average over the 15-year
period is 1.32% year-over-year.  This growth is somewhat hampered as a result of
the three fare increases that are programmed into the 15-year Plan and is
addressed further in the Chapter 7 Financial Plan.

3. Staffing. With the service expansion in the RIM area that is primarily additional
weekend service, it is recommended that the Agency increase their Administrative
Staff in FY 2019-20 to add an Operations Manager to the Crestline facility.   At that
time the Agency may also reconsider the organizational structure to transition to a
different structure, from the current “flat” organizational structure to a “divisional”
structure with a bit more hierarchy and levels.

Capital Plan. The SRTP also provides a detailed Capital Plan (Chapter 6), which includes 
guidance and a program of projects for the five program categories described below.  The 
five-year SRTP capital program is approximately $11 million, and the 15-year capital 
program totals $25.9 million.  The specific capital projects and assumptions are presented 
in detail in the Chapter 6 Capital Plan, and the key recommendations are as follows: 

1. Revenue Vehicles.  The Agency operates 22 revenue vehicles with the current
vehicle classes: two minivans, two heavy-duty buses and 18 buses in the small
and medium sized cutaway style.  Vehicle lengths range from 16.5’ to 37’. Of
those 22 vehicles, 13 were replaced in FY 2015-16. Based on the year of
purchase as well as the average miles that each vehicle travels on the most
common route, the Agency will replace 13 of the 22 vehicles during the SRTP
period, with 38 additional purchases occurring during years six through 15. As
discussed above, the SRTP is also recommending service expansion which will
require the purchase of seven additional revenue vehicles, which would bring the
fleet size to 29 vehicles by the end of the SRTP period. Should those expansion
vehicles be placed into service, then those vehicles will require replacement during
the last ten years of the 15-year Plan, for a total expansion service vehicle
purchase requirement of 16 vehicles.  As a result, the SRTP will require 20 revenue
vehicle purchases during the period, and the remaining ten-year period will require
47 revenue vehicle purchases, for a total 15-year revenue bus purchase of 67
vehicles.  The biggest issue that the Agency faces in the purchase of these
vehicles is to continue to purchase vehicles sufficient in size to accommodate an
increase in ridership, and yet be able to navigate and travel through the windy
mountain roads. In addition, the larger capacity vehicles in the RIM service area
cannot be purchased until the facility modifications are made as outlined in the
Chapter 6 Capital Plan.

2. Non-Revenue Vehicles. The current MT non-revenue fleet consists of five
vehicles, three located at the Big Bear Lake facility and two at Crestline. One of the
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five vehicles was recently approved to be auctioned and removed from the Big 
Bear Lake facility, and the Agency is in the process of purchasing two replacement 
vehicles during this FY. The non-revenue vehicles are replaced primarily based on 
the total miles that are accrued, and during the SRTP period four vehicles will be 
purchased for replacement purposes. During the last ten years of the 15-year Plan, 
the non-revenue vehicles will be replaced twice more, for a total plan replacement 
of 12 purchases.  As in the past, MT will continue to purchase all wheel drive 
(AWD) or four-wheel drive (4 X 4) configuration to handle the mountain weather 
conditions. A new consideration is to also purchase consistent models and 
manufacturers for ease of maintenance and purchasing parts. 

3. Equipment.  The equipment portion of the Capital Plan includes the normal
replacement of office equipment, computers and printers, marketing costs and
materials, security equipment, maintenance and shop equipment.  All of these
expense categories are based on prior Agency expenditures and increase
throughout the life of the five and 15-year Plan based on an inflationary factor. The
biggest change to this portion of the SRTP is the addition of the newly
implemented STAR System.  This system was procured, purchased and installed
during FY 2015-16, and provides Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology on every revenue vehicle. Each year the
program will grow as expansion vehicles are added to the fleet, and there are
assumptions for hardware replacements and upgrades throughout the Plan.  In
addition, every five years the SRTP assumes that the Agency will procure/install a
new system or conduct a major upgrade to the existing system.

4. Transit Enhancements. The previous SRTP wrapped these types of assets and
improvements into the Equipment category. Transit Enhancements (TE) have
become a key focus of the State and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), and
federal and state grant funding is often available to implement TE improvements to
bus turnouts, shelters, as well as pedestrian/bicycle access and transit
connections to parks and recreation centers.  As the MT transit system matures,
and in order to attract additional riders and accommodate the harsh climate of the
mountain communities, additional TEs are needed.  MT-owned TE also provides
the Agency an opportunity to provide advertising and to generate revenue from the
advertising media. The SRTP recommends that in Year 5 an extensive inventory of
each bus stop be conducted, and a feasibility study and a TE Plan be developed
that will guide the agency over the next ten years for needed improvements and
estimated costs.  The two years following the TE Plan development, the SRTP has
incorporated funding to implement the priorities from the TE Plan. In addition, in
Year 10 funds have been budgeted for a Plan update, followed by two more years
of improvements and Plan implementation.

5. Facilities. Major capital improvements to the two MT facilities is a major focus of
this SRTP.  There are multiple issues with both facilities that are explained in detail
in the Chapter 6 Capital Plan.  As a result, the SRTP takes steps to conduct a
feasibility study and preliminary design for improvements to the Crestline
maintenance shop, as well as a study and design of a new facility in Big Bear Lake.
These major facility improvements cannot be completed without support from
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SANBAG.  Without that support, the Agency will be unable to implement the 
service strategies in Chapter 4, and will always have limitations as to the type and 
scope of services that can be provided in the Mountain Communities. The SRTP 
provides an aggressive timeline for improvements, and as such, the Facility 
category budget is close to $7 million of the $11 million SRTP capital budget.  

Financial Plan. The SRTP combines the expenses from the Operating and Capital plans, 
and matches them with a revenue stream to ensure that the Agency can implement the 
service strategies outlined in Chapter 4, and continue throughout a 15-year period. The 
Financial Plan provides these key components and recommendations: 

1. The constrained five and 15-year Plan has been developed in a manner to provide
a conservative, yet realistic expense and revenue stream during the 15-year
period. The five-year SRTP constrained plan totals $30.4 million in expenses and
revenue, and the 15-year Plan totals $97.2 million in expenses and revenue.

2. Excluding the one-time operating reserve, during the five-year SRTP period,
expenses will increase 7% between year one and year five. Over the 15-year
period, expenses will increase on average 3.39% year-over-year and revenue
closer to 4.09% year-over-year.

3. The revenue streams proposed are the traditional funding sources the Agency has
received over the past several years.  Many of the funds that are passed through
or allocated by SANBAG, and those annual funding estimates were provided by
SANBAG and incorporated into the five-year plan.  There are three exceptions to
the SANBAG revenue projections:

a. Because of the inflationary factors applied as well as the service expansion
programs proposed, the average request from SANBAG’s Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality funding for revenue vehicle replacement has
increased from a past annual allocation of $560K per year to $720K per
year.

b. The Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) program is allocated
by SANBAG on a “as needed” basis. The SRTP period proposes an
LCTOP allocation of $200K.  Throughout the 15-year period, MT is
requesting $1.25 million from this funding source.

c. SANBAG has stated that should there be major capital needs, that the
request should be highlighted and SANBAG will determine the funding
source.  Due to the nature, urgency and amount of the facility modifications
required to sustain the Agency, along with a few other key one-time capital
improvements, this SANBAG capital request totals $5.5 million over the life
of the SRTP and $8.4 million over the 15-year period.

4. This SRTP recommends that the Agency establish an operating reserve of
$500,000 to manage cash flow fluctuations and have the financial capability to
carry out the proposed capital projects that are most often implemented on a
reimbursement basis. It is also proposed that any remaining funds at the end of
each fiscal year be placed into a capital reserve.  Refer to Chapter 6: Capital Plan
for details as to how the capital reserve is used throughout the five and 15-year
Plans.
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5. There are no recommendations to change the fare structure of fare pricing;
however, it is recommended that to keep up with inflation and the proposed
service enhancements, the Agency evaluate and propose a fare increase every five
years starting in FY 2017-18, with implementation in the following FY. The SRTP
assumes that for every 10% increase in fares, there will be a 3% decrease in
ridership, and these assumptions have been factored throughout the SRTP. All fare
increases proposed will result in improved farebox return. The service expansion
projects as contained in Chapter 4, are considered demonstrations and the costs
and revenue may be excluded from the Agency’s farebox return calculations.
However, for the SRTP purposes, the expansion project’s costs and resulting
farebox revenue was included into the Agency five and 15-year farebox return
ratios. Even so, the Agency continues to demonstrate a greater than 10% farebox
return ratio and shows over the 15-year period a continued increase in farebox
return.

6. In regards to the differences between the constrained and unconstrained plans, in
general, during the first five years the expenses contained in the unconstrained
plan are identical to the five-year constrained plan. This is typical, in that in general
a five-year plan should not vary between the constrained and unconstrained due to
the near term nature of the service implementation. However, the revenue
generation does vary and the unconstrained five-year plan generates $1.8 million
more in revenue due to the more aggressive revenue assumptions, as well as the
partnership strategies proposed. This additional revenue generation is required in
the first five years of the unconstrained strategy, so as to build and sustain the
service introduced in years 6, 7 and 8 of the unconstrained Financial Plan.

SRTP Organization. The 2016-2021 SRTP is organized in the following manner: 
1. Chapter 1 is an introduction to MT service, administration and capital projects, as

well as a review of the fares and performance standards.
2. Chapter 2 provides a summary of key population, employment and demographic

trends and compares those trends to the 2015 Onboard/Public Survey, as well as
other observations from the Stakeholder Survey and the MT Employee Interviews.

3. Chapter 3 revisits the recommended performance standards from the 2012 SRTP
and provides recommendations to monitor the ongoing performance of all transit
services.

4. Chapter 4 is the Service Plan, which provides an evaluation of MT transit services
and needs, provides recommendations to improve upon existing service and
options for expansion services.

5. Chapter 5 provides the Operating Plan, including assumptions for staffing and
expenses over a five and 15-year period.

6. Chapter 6 outlines the Capital Plan, including assumptions for costs over a five
and 15-year period.

7. Chapter 7 contains the Financial Plan for the five and 15-year period, describing
sources and uses of funding for both the operating and capital programs, in a
constrained funding environment (anticipated, yet conservative revenue estimates).
Chapter 7 also presents an unconstrained funding plan (aggressive, yet possible
revenue estimates).
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8. Chapter 8 is an Action Plan with recommendations itemized by fiscal year. The
Action Plan is broken down further by grouping strategies into four functional areas.

9. Appendices are at the end of this document and are identified and referenced
throughout the Plan.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Figure 1: MT Bus in the Big Bear Valley 

1.1 Purpose 
Public transit strategies play a crucial role in overall transportation planning for the San 
Bernardino Mountain communities. The Mountain Communities are a unique and sensitive 
environment, situated primarily within National Forest and containing a weather 
environment that boasts of all four seasons at high altitude.  As such, this environment 
almost entirely precludes the ability to address mobility issues through expansion of 
roadways. While bicycle and pedestrian travel has an important role (particularly for shorter 
trips), harsh winter weather sometimes limits the overall effectiveness of non-motorized 
travel. As a result, transit services are the key strategy in achieving transportation goals. 

This role is currently growing even stronger, as an economic recovery in Southern 
California, improvements to the real estate market and recent changes in ownership of 
popular ski resorts have seen an increase in part time home ownership and visitors to the 
communities. As a result, the impact of weekend and holiday traffic and reduction in 
mobility is a definite detraction to the areas, which underscores the importance of transit 
services in achieving regional mobility goals. 

At the same time, the Mountain Communities present challenges in order to provide 
effective transit services: 

1. There are multiple communities, in a rural setting, far apart, and low density which
reduces the effectiveness of transit services.

2. There are one incorporated City and two county supervisorial seats in the service
area, which create jurisdictional issues as well as the need to also provide services
outside of Mountain Transit (MT) service area.

3. Seasonal roadway congestion is serious enough to significantly impact transit
running times, with no dedicated transit right-of-way to allow transit to avoid these
delays.

4. The “seasonality” of the need for transit services complicates the development of
effective transit strategies.
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5. Although there has been some improvement to local and state transit funding
resources, it is still insufficient.

6. The Mountain Communities are very expansive low-density areas with dispersed
populations of transit-dependent elderly, disabled, and low-income populations.

7. There is a need for additional non-emergency medical transportation outside of the
Mountain Communities.

8. There is a lack of transportation for those who don’t own or cannot afford an
automobile for access to jobs in and around the Mountain Communities, and
connecting to jobs “off the mountain”.

This Plan provides a thorough review of existing transit services currently provided in the 
MT service area, reflecting an in-depth look at the transit system currently in place, 
evaluation of the optimal manner in which transit can meet the public’s needs within this 
dynamic area, and a careful definition of where transit resources should be devoted over 
the short and long range planning period.  As a result, the Plan will provide a 
comprehensive regional transit strategy to help attain mobility and environmental goals.  

1.2 Mountain Transit Services and Agency Overview 
1.2.1 Modes 
MT's service consists of the following transit modes, by area. The fixed route, Off The 
Mountain (OTM) and Weekend Trolley modes utilize a time-transfer system with 
multiple transfer points. Dial-A-Ride (DAR) service is provided to seniors (60 years and 
older) and persons with disabilities, as well as the general public living more than 3/4 
mile beyond existing fixed routes.  

A. Big Bear Valley Area:
1. Fixed Route:

a. Route 1 provides 14 eastbound and westbound trips between
Boulder Bay to the west, and Erwin Lake to the east, between 5:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and between 6:30 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. on Sundays.

b. Route 3 provides six eastbound and westbound trips between Mountain
Meadows Senior Apartments, Stater Bros., Interlaken Center, Hospital
and Gold Mountain/North Shore Drive, between 9:15 a.m. and 3:15
p.m. Monday through Friday.

2. OTM:
a. Provides long distance fixed route service between the Big Bear Valley

(BBV) and Running Springs, and the Cities of Highland and San
Bernardino.

b. Provides connectivity to various locations in the City of San Bernardino
including the Metrolink station, San Bernardino Transit Center with
Omnitrans and Victor Valley Transit Authority (VVTA) transfer services,
Greyhound, Carousel Mall, San Bernardino Courts and St. Bernadine
Hospital, as well as Wal-Mart in Highland.
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c. Three round trips per day are provided Monday to Friday leaving
Interlaken Shopping Center in Big Bear Lake at 6:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m., and arriving back at Interlaken Shopping Center at 9:50
a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 7:11 p.m.

d. Two round trips per day are provided on Saturday and Sunday leaving
Interlaken Shopping Center in the BBV at 6:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., and
arriving back at Interlaken Shopping Center at 9:50 a.m. and 7:11 p.m.

3. Weekend Trolley:
a. Provides fixed route service on weekends and holidays in the BBV

tourist areas.
b. Provides 13 circulator trips to and from the Alpine Slide, the Village,

Moonridge Zoo/Bear Mountain, Interlaken Shopping Center, and many
local hotels and restaurants.

c. Service hours vary with an increase in service during holiday periods (for
example, days between Christmas and New Year’s, and Monday
Federal holidays).  In general, Saturday/holiday service hours are from
7:22 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Sundays from 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

4. DAR:  service hours are Monday to Saturday 5:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., and
Sundays from the hours of 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

B. RIM area:
1. Fixed Route:

a. Route 2 provides nine eastbound and eight westbound trips, from Lake
Arrowhead to the east to Cedarpines Park to the west. One run a day

Figure 2: Big Bear Valley Routes 
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serves Cedar Pines in the eastbound direction and by request on the 
last run of the day. Service hours are Monday to Friday between 6:15 
a.m. to 7:05 p.m.

b. Route 4 provides nine eastbound and eight westbound trips, from
Mountain Community Hospital to the west in Lake Arrowhead to
Running Springs to the east.  Service hours are Monday to Friday 6:50
a.m. to 6:35 p.m.

2. OTM:
a. Operates fixed route, long distance service between Lake Arrowhead,

Twin Peaks and Crestline, and the City of San Bernardino
b. Provides connectivity to the Auto Zone, San Bernardino Metrolink

Station, Greyhound, Omnitrans, Carousel Mall, San Bernardino Transit
Center (Omnitrans and VVTA transfers), San Bernardino Courts

c. Operates four round trips per day Monday to Friday, departing
Arrowhead Village at 5:25 a.m., 8:30 a.m., 2:40 p.m. and 5:40 p.m.

d. Operates two round trips on Saturday, departing Arrowhead Village at
8:30 a.m. and 2:40 p.m.

3. DAR: service hours vary by area, and in general are Monday to Friday 6:15
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and Saturday (Crestline and Lake Arrowhead only) 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

1.2.2 Ridership 
For Fiscal Year (FY) 2014-15, MT system-wide ridership increased over FY 2013-14 
by 6.6%, with a 5.5% ridership increase in the RIM area and a 9.8% increase in the 
BBV area. Refer to Exhibit 1-1 for a summary of MT's FY 2014-15 ridership, broken 
down by area and mode: 

Figure 2: RIM Area Routes 
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Exhibit 1-1 Summary of MT’s FY 2014-15 Ridership by Area and Mode 

Area Fixed Route DAR OTM Trolley Total 
BBV 99,765 9,227 12,099 3,648 124,739 
RIM 23,340 7,992 10,728 N/A 42,060 

Total 123,105 17,219 22,827 3,648 166,799 

1.2.3 Fares 
Across all modes, MT offers reduced fares to seniors (60 years and over with 
California I.D. cards from the Department of Motor Vehicles), Veterans (with Veteran ID 
cards), persons with disabilities (MT identification cards are required). Children five 
years of age and under ride for free (up to three children per paying adult). Cash for the 
exact price (for each individual trip), or a pass, is required for all services offered.   

The MT fare structure varies from mode to mode. In general, all fares and day passes 
can be purchased on board each bus (exact cash is required).  All other passes and 
punch cards, as well as any fare media may be purchased at MT office locations with 
cash, check, Visa or MasterCard.  Trolley day passes are also sold at participating 
hotels. The fares are structured as follows: 

A. Big Bear Valley
1. Fixed Route - $1.50 one-way cash fare, a day pass for unlimited rides

($4.00), a week pass for unlimited rides ($20.00) and 10-ride punch pass
($13.50) are also available.

2. DAR - one-way cash fare within 3/4 mile of Routes 1 and 3 is $5.00 per
trip. Beyond of 3/4 miles of Routes 1 and 3, as well as for residents of
Fawnskin, Baldwin Lake and Lake Williams, the one-way cash fare is $7.50
per trip. In addition, a 20 punch pass is available at $45.00 with each
punch is good for $2.50 towards the fare.

Fixed Route Dial a Ride Off the Mtn Trolley Total
Big Bear Valley 99,765 9,227 12,099 3,648 124,739 
RIM Area 23,340 7,992 10,728 - 42,060
Combined 123,105 17,219 22,827 3,648 166,799
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Exhibit 1-2 Summary of MT's FY 2014-15
Ridership by Area and Mode
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3. Off The Mountain - based on the distance between designated zones (four
in total) the cost ranges from $2.50 to $10.00 for a one-way fare. A 24
zone punch pass is also available at $54.00 with each punch is good for
$2.50 towards the fare.

4. Weekend Trolley - $5 flat fare; however, the "ticket" is good all weekend.

B. RIM
1. Fixed Route - based on the distance between designated zones (four in

total) the fares range from $1 to $4 for a one-way fare. A day pass for
unlimited rides ($5.00) and a weekly pass for unlimited rides ($20.00).  A 10
zone punch pass ($9.00) is available that has a $1.00 value per punch and
is punched based on how many zones the rider will travel through.

2. DAR - based on the distance between designated zones (four in total) and
fares range from $4 to $10 for a one-way fare. A 20 punch pass is also
available ($36.00) with each punch valued at a $2.50 and is punched
based on how many zones the rider will travel through.

3. OTM - based on the distance between designated zones (four in total) with
one-way fares ranging from $1.50 to $7.50. A 30 punch pass is also
available ($40.50) with each punch valued at $1.50 and is punched based
on how many zones the rider will travel through.

MT works with Omnitrans and Metrolink, honoring $1.00 off the cash fare for transfers 
to MT’s “Off-the-Mountain” service. 

1.2.4 Staffing/Administrative 
MT employees directly perform operations, facility and maintenance activities. The FY 
2015-16 full time employee equivalent is 33.5 positions, and is covered through 38 
employees. The entire management and administrative functions are covered by five 
employees and four maintenance employees, for a total of nine non-union employees. 
The remaining 29 employees are drivers and dispatchers and are all members of the 
Teamsters Union Local 572.  

There is one mechanic in Crestline, a part time mechanic assistant in Crestline, a 
mechanic and lead mechanic at the Big Bear Lake facility. The Assistant General 
Manager (GM) oversees all maintenance activities at both facilities and each of these 
positions report directly to the Assistant GM. MT performs preventive and vehicle 
repair maintenance, and uses local contractors as necessary for major or complex 
facility repairs (such as electrical and plumbing). Landscaping is performed in-house by 
the mechanic helper. Janitorial services, snow removal and hazardous waste disposal 
are contracted. 

1.2.5 Capital Assets 
MT capital assets can be categorized into five areas, including Management 
Information Systems/Information Technology (MIS/IT), Fleet, Facilities, Other Capital 
Assets and Bus Stop Sign and Shelters. Each category is further described below. 
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1. MIS/IT Technology:
a. MT does not currently have an Information Systems Master Plan or

documented decision-making process for IT systems.
b. Buses are equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) and Automatic

Vehicle Location (AVL) technology for fleet tracking. All scheduling and
dispatching is currently done manually.  Drivers call in stop information to
dispatchers. Buses are not equipped with automatic passenger counting
capabilities.  In FY 2015-16, MT started to implement a new AVL and GPS
project (through the vendor DoubleMap) that will provide next bus
capabilities, a variety of real-time information to the public, dispatching and
scheduling capabilities, arrival/departure information and a whole host of
data that will replace the current manual processes of tracking and
scheduling.

c. MT’s 11 personal computers (PC) are networked with two servers. In
addition, they use three laptops, two of which are dedicated to vehicle
diagnostics. MT does not have in house IT staff and instead utilizes a
contracted IT technical consultant for maintaining computer equipment and
systems; however, MT does have a defined personal computer
replacement schedule.

d. MT uses Manager Plus to record and track maintenance activities, parts
and overall inventory.

e. Buses are equipped with an integrated video camera system, as well as
video cameras are in place at both facilities.

f. Fare counting activities are performed by dispatchers at both facilities.

DAR Bus         2016 Ford F550 Cut-away 

    New Trolley  37’ Freightliner Vehicle 
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2. Fleet: In FY 2015-16, the revenue fleet has been in transition as the cut-a-way
vehicles have been replaced.  In the BBV there is also one trolley used during
weekends for peak trolley service as well as a backup trolley. During FY 2015-
16, MT purchased 13 revenue vehicles, including:
a. two minivans for DAR service,
b. two new gasoline cut-a-way vehicles,
c. a new trolley for BBV weekend service,
d. two 37’ vehicles for BBV OTM service, and
e. six gasoline Ford F550 cut-a-way vehicles, for fixed route, DAR and OTM

service for both RIM and BBV.
f. All revenue vehicles utilize either gasoline or diesel fuel.
g. Revenue vehicles are purchased through CalACT and non-revenue vehicles

are purchased through a state of California contract.
h. There are no fueling capabilities at either of the MT facilities, and fuel is

obtained at the sheriff facility through a contract with the County. Moonridge
Fuel is a back-up supplier for the Big Bear Valley vehicles. Crestline has no
back-up fuel supply.

i. The non-revenue fleet consists of five vehicles with four-wheel drive (4 X 4)
capabilities, two at Crestline and three located at the Big Bear Lake facility.

3. Facilities:  MT owns two facilities:
A. The Big Bear Lake facility, located at 41939 Fox Farm Road, Big Bear Lake,

CA 92315:
a. The Big Bear Lake facility is a steel-on-frame building and has two bays

capable of servicing up to a 35’ vehicle.
b. Also housed at this location is the Agency’s administrative headquarters.
c. Portable floor lifts are used and will accommodate all two-axle vehicles.
d. There is no on-site fueling or drive through bus wash and there is

insufficient capacity to perform additional maintenance.
e. Tires are stored in a shipping container to increase space inside the

maintenance area.
B. The Crestline facility, located at 621 Forest Shade Road, Crestline, CA

92325:
a. Crestline is a 35’ X 50’ wood-frame building.
b. Houses a single bay that can contain up to a 27’ vehicle.
c. There is no vehicle lifting capability, no on-site fueling or drive through

bus wash. There is insufficient capacity to perform additional
maintenance.

d. This facility was not designed as a transit yard and is not sufficient to
accommodate the 29’ Glaval Titans used for OTM service.

e. The bus yard is very small and it is very difficult to maneuver buses
within it.

f. The Crestline Facility has experienced flooding during heavy
precipitation and there are run off issues with neighboring facilities.
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Figure 4: Big Bear Lake Facility 

4. Other Capital Assets:
a. Engines and transmissions are purchased from the Original Equipment

Manufacture (OEM) and Transtar respectively and replaced in-house. Body
repair and painting is contracted to A-Z Bus Sales.

b. Batteries are provided through a contract with Centennial.
c. Tires are leased through a contract with Goodyear.
d. Most parts are sourced from local Ford and GM dealerships. Inventory is

limited to mostly consumables and the combined inventory value for both
facilities averages approximately $7,500.

e. Support for retrieval and towing of vehicles is contracted.
f. OTM incident road calls and vehicle replacement response are time

consuming. MT has created a Memorandum of Understanding with
Omnitrans for road call/ passenger assistance when the MT vehicles are in
the San Bernardino valley.

5. Bus Stop Signs and Shelters:
a. There are 182 bus stops that MT provides service to and from in the

Mountain Communities: 137 bus stops in the BBV and 45 in the RIM area.
If a stop is served by two or more routes, the stop is counted once for this
purpose.

b. There are 16 bus shelters in the MT mountain service area, which results in
8.8% of all bus stops having a bus shelter.  Of those 16 shelters, MT owns
and maintains one shelter (Fawnskin), and the remaining 15 mountain
system shelters (14 in BBV and one in RIM) are contracted through KBHR

Figure 5: Bus Stop with Bench Figure 6: Bus Shelter 
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who buys, installs and maintains the shelters. 
c. Shelters feature advertising from which MT receives 10% of income from

the "sales". The contract with KBHR expires in 2016.
d. All bus stop signs are owned by MT and were installed by a contractor in

City, County or Caltrans right-of-way.

1.3 Systemwide Performance 
Exhibit  1-3 provides an overview of MT’s systemwide performance since the approval of 
the prior Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP). MT has done an excellent job of containing 
costs during this period, in that operating costs throughout the four-year period averaged 
an increase of 2.2% per year. In addition, the cost per revenue vehicle service hour (VSH) 
has decreased over the same four-year period by 6.1%. 

Ridership has seen a steady increase from year to year (3.8% on average each year) and 
tracks closely with the increase in VSHs which on average increased by 4.0% each year 
over the four-year period. Farebox recovery stayed somewhat steady, showing a -1.7% 
decline year-over-year during the same period. The projected performance for FY 2015-
16 is tracking slightly lower than the prior FY which is not surprising given the slight 
ridership decline. Given the proposed service adjustments in Chapter 4 this SRTP, the 
SRTP projects a steady increase in performance as a result of proposed systemwide 
improvements. 

Exhibit 1-3 FYs 2011-12 through 2015-16 System-wide Performance 

Total MT All 
Services 

2011-12 
Actual 

2012-13 
Actual 

2013-14 
Actual 

2014-15 
Actual 

2015-16 
Projected* 

Annual Base Statistics 
 Passengers 144,982 153,408 156,501 166,799 162,132 
 Revenue VSHs 28,491 28,266 31,658 33,011 33,901 
 Operating Costs $2,196,095 $2,298,127 $2,346,021 $2,388,283 $2,457,900 
 Fare Revenue $306,739 $317,745 $313,486 $331,020 $324,234 

Performance 
 Pass./Rev VSH 5.1 5.4 4.9 5.1 4.8 
 Cost Per Pass. $15.15 $14.98 $14.99 $14.32 $15.16 
 Subs. Per Pass. $13.03 $12.91 $12.99 $12.33 $13.16 
 Cost/Rev. VSH $77.08 $81.30 $74.11 $72.35 $72.50 
 Farebox Recovery 13.97% 13.83% 13.36% 13.86% 13.19% 
 Average Fare $2.12 $2.07 $2.00 $1.98 $2.00 

* Projected operating costs and fare revenue are based on the MT’s General Manager
March 4, 2016 Budget worksheet that is backup to the FY 2016-17 MT Budget.  The
projected revenue VSHs and passengers are based on TransTrack data from July 2015
through May 2016, extrapolated using a straight-line methodology to come to annual
projections.
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Chapter 2: Transit Needs 
This chapter reviews the socioeconomic characteristics of the population in the Mountain 
Transit (MT) service area based on the 2010 Federal Census, as well as annual updates 
to the Census with certain indicators.  The chapter also presents the socioeconomic 
characteristics of existing riders from the 2015 Onboard Survey. Finally, this chapter 
summarizes key transit needs and issues identified when the Short Range Transit Plan 
(SRTP) Consulting Team conducted interviews with Board Members, key Stakeholders 
and employees, as well as needs/issues gathered from the Stakeholder Survey and the 
Onboard/Public Surveys.  

2.1 Socioeconomic Characteristics 
As mandated by the United States’ Constitution, America gets one chance each decade 
to count its entire population.  The most recent decennial Census was in 2010 and data 
from the Census can be found at the United States Census Bureau at 
http://www.census.gov.  For the past ten years, the American Community Survey (ACS) 
has provided U.S. communities with detailed information critical for making informed 
decisions about their people, places and economy. The data provided allows users to 
identify trends for social and economic characteristics for even the smallest communities 
on a more frequent basis than the decennial Census process.  As the nation's largest 
ongoing, random, household survey, the ACS produces statistics annually at all levels of 
geography, down to the block group level for every community in the nation. Data from a 
state, county or community level from the Census, 2014 ACS or 2010-2014 ACS surveys 
are found at http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml.  The 
ACS survey is a rolling survey that represents one point in time, or a period of several 
years.  Since all survey–based estimates are subject to sampling error, the reader should 
note that the data from the ACS should be used with caution since the sampling errors 
are relatively large in comparison to the estimate. It is encouraged that the ACS data be 
utilized as a starting point for discussion relative to data point category and cross-
referenced should local socioeconomic data become available.   

Please refer to Appendix A, which is a comparison of key Census and 2014 ACS 
indicators in the Mountain Communities, in comparison to the State of California and the 
County of San Bernardino. For the Big Bear Valley (BBV), information was gathered from 
two Census Designated Places (CDPs): 

• The incorporated City of Big Bear Lake; and
• The Big Bear City CDP, which consists of the communities of Erwin Lake, Lake

Williams, Baldwin Lake and Sugarloaf.
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Figure 7: Map of CDPs in Big Bear Valley Area 

Served by MT but excluded from a Census CDP (and therefore not included in the 
statistics), are households east of the dam/bridge off of North Shore Drive heading west to 
North Division Drive, which also includes the community of Fawnskin.  

Information was gathered from three CDPs in the RIM Area (“RIM” area is the western 
Mountain Communities surrounding Lake Arrowhead, Crestline and Running Springs):  

• Lake Arrowhead CDP consists of the communities of Lake Arrowhead, Twin
Peaks, Blue Jay, Cedar Glen, Sky Forest and Rim Forest;

• Crestline CDP consists of the communities of Lake Gregory, Top Town, Valley of
Enchantment and Cedar Pines; and

• Running Springs CDP consists of the communities of Running Springs and
Arrowbear.

Served by MT, but excluded from a CDP designation (and therefore not included in the 
statistics), is the community of Green Valley Lake. 
 

Figure 8: Map of CDPs in RIM Area 
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In Appendix A, each of these CDPs are presented individually, then combined to 
represent the BBV Market and the RIM Market, and combined to represent the entire MT 
market.  

Data categories of interest, which vary from either the State of California as a whole, or 
from the County of San Bernardino, or the Mountain Communities market as a whole, 
include the following: 

1. Population. The BBV area increased in population 2.0% over the 2010 Census,
which is consistent with the State and the County.  However, the RIM area
population declined by 4.8%, with the largest change in population occurring in
Lake Arrowhead (-9.4%) and Crestline (-12.4%) within the Lake Arrowhead CDP.
There was little information available as to why there was a decrease in full-time
population. The Comprehensive Annual Financial report to the Lake Arrowhead
Community Services district (Year ended June 30, 2014) stated “The recent
economic recession resulted in lower tourism and a decrease in full-time
population but in the last year, foreclosure rates have decreased and the area is
anticipating a gradual recovery.” Another theory could be recent fires occurring in
the area, where homes were destroyed or damaged, and permanent residents
choose to relocate away from the area. Nonetheless, the reduction in permanent
population should be of note.

2. Age.  While the median age for the County is 32.2 (and 35.6 for the State), the
average MT market median age is 44.1.  Those under the age of 19 is 30.7%
lower than the County, and the population of persons 65 years and older is 16.7%
for the MT market area, compared to 9.6% for the County.  The aging population of
the MT market area definitely has an impact on MT services.

3. Ethnicity.  The MT market area is primarily Caucasian (75.8% compared to 31.8%
Countywide) with the next largest ethnic group being Hispanic/Latino (19.9%
compared to Countywide of 50.5%).  In addition, the non-English languages
spoken in a home were markedly lower (13.0% of total population) than the County
or State rate (32.3% and 42.8% respectively).

4. Veterans.  The County rate of Veterans to the general population is 4.9%, whereas
the average for the MT market is 11.2% with the greatest Veteran population
residing in the Big Bear City CDP (19.5% of the population).  Even the smallest
Veteran population (Big Bear Lake of 7.6%) is almost twice that of the County
average.

5. Housing.  Given the tourist and vacation market in the Mountain Communities, it is
not surprising that the occupied housing units’ percentage when compared to total
housing units, is half of the County average (40.9% for the MT area compared to
86.3% for the County) and the owner occupied rate is similar (28.3% for the MT
area compared to 52.6% for the County).

6. Commute Travel Time. The BBV residents that commute to work travel fewer
minutes one-way to work (23 minutes) as compared to the County (30.3 minutes)
or the State (27.6 minutes). However, RIM residents travel longer than the
County/State average, with a 39.7-minute average travel time to work for Running
Springs residents and 33.3 for Crestline.
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7. Income.  Mean (average) income of the BBV household is 12.6% under the
County average, and the average income for the RIM household is 7.0% above the
county average.

8. Poverty Level. Persons recording an income level below the poverty level varies
by Mountain Community.  With a County average of 19.2% and a State average of
16.4% of the population below the poverty level, Big Bear City had the highest
percentage of poverty at 21.3%.  Running Springs had the lowest rate (11.8%),
followed by Lake Arrowhead (13.2%) and Big Bear Lake (15.8%).  The MT market
area as a whole is below the County poverty level (16.7% for the MT area
compared to 19.2% for the County), but slightly higher than the State average of
16.4%. The poverty income level ranges have improved since the 2012 SRTP,
demonstrating that the percentage of households under the poverty income level
ranged from 19.0% to 31.0% in both the City of Big Bear Lake and Big Bear City.

2.2 Onboard and Public Survey Demographic Results 
MT management believed that in general, the socioeconomic climate of the MT market 
area had not changed substantially since the 2012 SRTP.  Therefore, the Onboard and 
General Public Survey instrument was devised to minimize the gathering of demographic 
and socioeconomic data.  However, where appropriate, the survey questions were crafted 
so that they were identical to the question asked in the 2011 Onboard Survey (conducted 
for the 2012 SRTP).  Where those questions were asked and where appropriate, that will 
be highlighted and the responses will be compared to the responses in the 2011 
Onboard Survey.  

Keep in mind that the 2015 Onboard Survey was a voluntary survey of riders and not 
represented by route or distributed in a manner to provide statistical significance.  The 
2011 survey was a formal passenger survey conducted on‐board fixed route buses by 
trained surveyors.  One must keep in mind the differences in the approaches between 
these two surveys so that as this SRTP compares questions and resulting data between 
the two surveys, the changes in responses may be interesting but not necessarily 
statistically sound during the comparison process. 

The 2015 Onboard Survey was conducted and collected over a two-week period from 
November 16th through November 30, 2015. After the conclusion of the Onboard Survey 
the same survey instrument was promoted to the general public for an additional two-
week period from November 30th through November 14, 2015. However, only one 
additional survey was gathered during this two-week promotional period.  A total of 81 
surveys were collected from passengers riding on BBV buses, and 71 from passengers 
riding on RIM buses. Please refer to Appendix B, which contains a summary of the 
Onboard/Public Survey process, the survey questions as well as topline results of the 
responses. In Appendix B the responses are broken down by total survey responses, 
then by BBV and RIM responses. For a copy of the actual printed survey instrument in 
English, please refer to Appendix E. Appendix F contains the Spanish version of the 
survey that was provided onboard buses.   
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The questions contained in the 2015 Onboard Survey were of a demographic and/or 
socioeconomic nature. These questions are discussed so the reader can better 
understand the MT rider.  In addition to observations/findings with this data set, the results 
may be compared to the 2011 Onboard Survey and/or compared to the ACS data. 

Question #12: What is your home/permanent residence zip code? 
Of those who responded and identified Mountain Community zip codes (127 
respondents), 48.9% reside in the BBV, 45.2% are in the RIM area and 5.9% live 
outside of the Mountain Communities (aka “off the mountain”). Crestline and Big 
Bear City riders represented almost half of the survey respondents (27.4% and 
23.7% respectively). Of the eight respondents who live “off the mountain”, 
permanent residence included out of state locations (Skokie Illinois and Beaverton 
Oregon), and Cities/Communities within California: Beverly Hills, Artesia, Altadena, 
Chino, Norco and Lincoln. This question correlated closely to 2015 Onboard 
Survey Question #10, where 94.1% of those who responded indicated that they 
were permanent, full-time residents of the Mountain Communities.  

When compared to the ACS Survey, RIM population represents 59.1% of the 
Mountain Communities and the BBV population represents 40.9% of the total 
Mountain Communities population.  From a ridership perspective, during Fiscal 
Year (FY) 2014-15, the BBV services provided trips to 75.0% of the total system 
ridership and RIM trips constituted 25.0% of total system ridership. 

Exhibit 2-1  Onboard Survey Question #12 Responses – Home Zip Codes 

Zip Code Community Survey 
Area # % of 

Respondents 
92314 Big Bear City BBV 32 21% 
92315 Big Bear Lake BBV 23 15% 
92386 Sugarloaf BBV 10 7% 
92333 Fawnskin BBV 1 1% 

Subtotal Big Bear Valley Residents 66 43% 
92325 Crestline RIM 37 24% 
92382 Running Springs RIM 12 8% 
92352 Lake Arrowhead RIM 6 4% 
92322 Cedarpines Park RIM 2 1% 
92391 Twin Peaks RIM 2 1% 
92317 Blue Jay RIM 1 1% 
92385 Sky Forest RIM 1 1% 

Subtotal RIM Residents 61 40% 
Did Not Respond 17 11% 

Home Zip Code Off Mountain 8 5% 
Total 152 100% 
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Question #13: How old are you? 

Of the 152 respondents, 35 preferred not to respond and six respondents were 19 
years or younger. Of those who did respond and were 20 years or older, Exhibit 2-
2 below distributes the age spread in total, by area and in comparison to the ACS 
Survey (also adjusted to only include those persons 20 years and older).  Of 
interest is that even though the 65 and older population is quite high in the 
Mountain Communities for the ACS Survey (average 21.4% of 65 and older 
population), those that responded to the 2015 Onboard Survey represented only 
11.7% of the respondents 65 years and older. However, the median age of the MT 
rider population is higher than the median age of the ACS Survey respondent in the 
BBV, but more closely aligned with responses in the RIM area. 

Exhibit 2-2 Onboard Survey Question #13 Responses -  
Age Compared to ACS Data 

Age Grouping Total 
- ACS

Total - MT 
Survey 

BBV - 
ACS 

BBV-MT 
Survey 

RIM-
ACS 

RIM-MT 
Survey 

   Persons 20 to 64 79% 88% 79% 86% 78% 91% 
   Persons 65 & older 21% 12% 21% 14% 22% 9% 
   Median Age 44.1 46.7 45.4 49.0 43.3 44.5 

When compared to the 2011 Onboard Survey, the Big Bear Valley respondents 65 
and older were 13.0% of the total (slightly lower than this survey of 14.3%) and the 
RIM respondents in 2011 that were 65 and older were 15.0% (slightly higher than 
the 9.1% recorded in this survey).   

Question #14: What is your total annual HOUSEHOLD income? 
Of the 152 respondents, 15 (9.9%) preferred not to respond to this question. Of 
the 137 who responded, most riders reported quite low incomes, with over half 
reporting household incomes of less than $14,999 (51.8%). Interestingly enough, 
of the RIM survey respondents, the distribution of income was spread more evenly 
than the survey average, with 54.5% reporting household incomes less than 
$14,999 and 19.7% responded having incomes of $50,000 or more (compared to 
49.3% and 12.7% in the BBV).  Since the survey instrument did not ask how many 
persons are in the respondent’s household, it is difficult to compare these 
responses to poverty level responses contained within the ACS Survey.  Utilizing 
averaging in each income category, the average household income for those that 
responded in both areas, averages to approximately $25,000, which is well below 
the average ACS household average for these communities of $69,034.   
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Exhibit 2-3  Onboard Survey Question #14 -  
Income Level 

Income Category Total BBV RIM 
Less than $10,000 40 29% 21 30% 19 29% 
$10,000 to $14,999 31 23% 14 20% 17 26% 
$15,000 to $19,999 17 12% 12 17% 5 8% 
$20,000 to $24,999 12 9% 8 11% 4 6% 
$25,000 to $34,999 9 7% 3 4% 6 9% 
$35,000 to $49,999 6 4% 4 6% 2 3% 
$50,000 to $74,999 10 7% 3 4% 7 11% 
$75,000 to $100,000 4 3% 0 0% 4 6% 
More than $100,000 8 6% 6 9% 2 3% 

Total 137 100% 71 100% 66 100% 
No Response 15 10 5 

When compared to the 2011 Onboard Survey, the income levels have risen for MT 
riders.  In 2011, 42.0% in the Big Bear Valley area reported a household income of 
less than $10,000 and only 13.0% responded to having an income of greater than 
$35,000 (compared to 20.4% in this survey). Similar trends were seen in the 2011 
Onboard Survey in the RIM area, with 42.0% reporting less than $10,000 and 
14.0% with incomes of greater than $35,000 (compared to 28.8% and 22.7 
respectively in this survey). Although the ridership income levels have improved 
since the 2011 Onboard Survey, they are still well below the State and County 
averages from the ACS Survey.  

Less than 
$10,000

29%

$10,000 to 
$14,999

23%

$15,000 to 
$19,999

12%

$20,000 to 
$24,999

9%

$25,000 to 
$34,999

7%

Greater than 
$35,000

20%

Exhibit 2-4 Income Levels: 2015 Onboard Survey
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A word of caution about the comparison of income levels from the 2015 Onboard 
Survey to the 2011 Onboard Survey. The 2015 Onboard Survey was self-
administered and voluntary. As a result, 15 (9.9%) of the 152 respondents elected 
not to identify their household income level.  Should the reluctance to not respond 
be due to the respondent’s low-income level, then addition of those low levels 
would further lower the average income level, and be more in line with the 2011 
results. Therefore, the reader is advised to take this caution when comparing the 
income levels from the 2011 Onboard Survey to the 2015 Onboard Survey.  

2.3 Outreach Efforts to Determine Needs and Issues 
Mountain Transit staff are extensively involved with BBV and RIM public agencies, 
chambers, private non-profit groups and committees. The following is a list of regular 
meetings and committees that MT staff attend, which presents an excellent opportunity to 
receive ongoing feedback from stakeholders and groups.  

1. Big Bear Valley Regional Traffic Advisory Group (RTAG);
2. Big Bear Community Organization Active in Disaster (COAD);
3. Big Bear Lake Village Business Association (VBA);
4. Big Bear Valley Chamber of Commerce;
5. City of Big Bear Lake Council Meetings;
6. Crestline Community Development Association (CCDA);
7. Crestline Connection;
8. Crestline Municipal Advisory Council (MAC);
9. Lake Arrowhead Chamber of Commerce;
10.  Lake Arrowhead MAC;
11.  Mountain Mutual Aid (MMA);
12.  RIM Community Organization Active in Disaster (COAD);
13.  RIM MAC;
14.  Running Springs Area Chamber of Commerce;
15.  Rim Community Resource Network (RCRN); and
16.  SANBAG Public Safety and Specialized Transportation Advisory and Coordination 

Council (PASTACC) meetings. 

In addition to the type of feedback received on a regular basis from the groups above, as 
well as feedback from riders during the Onboard/Public Survey process (mentioned in 
Section 2.2), the SRTP process also reached out to Stakeholders and Employees via a 
survey and interview mechanism.   

The Stakeholder Survey was developed and created through SurveyMonkey.com, and the 
online version of the Stakeholder Survey was available for responses from December 1st 
through December 15, 2015. An “email blast” was used quite often, where an email was 
sent to an email list of recipients with a message and a link to the online survey.  The 
Stakeholder Survey was promoted and distributed through the following three 
mechanisms: 
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1. Through the Big Bear Chamber of Commerce an email blast was sent to Chamber
to all Chamber members.  The Big Bear Chamber is a Big Bear Valley-wide
organization with many public, private, business and social service members.

2. A list of 150 emails was gathered through MT Staff, as well as email addresses
from the Lake Arrowhead, Crestline/Lake Gregory and Running Springs Chambers
of Commerce. Through SurveyMonkey.com an email blast was sent to the 150
emails gathered announcing the survey and its purpose.  Several days before the
survey end date, an additional email blast was sent out reminding these contacts
of the survey deadline.

3. Through 1:1 interviews with MT Board members and other public stakeholders. In
all, ten individual interviews were conducted and the questions asked of the
individuals were identical to the online survey tool. All 1:1 stakeholder interview
responses were inputted into SurveyMonkey.com.

Please refer to Appendix C for topline results of the Stakeholders’ Interviews/Survey, which 
also contains summaries of the open-ended responses.   

The final outreach mechanism was with MT employees and staff.  The SRTP Team 
conducted 1:1 and group interviews with available MT staff in mid-December 2015 prior 
to the holiday season.  A questionnaire was developed and all responses were inputted 
into SurveyMonkey.com for tallying and organizing.  Please refer to Appendix D for topline 
results of the Employee Interviews/Survey, which also contains summaries of the open-
ended responses.   

To analyze potential transit needs and identify any issues raised during the outreach 
mechanisms, Section 2.3.1 will cover questions that were asked in all survey 
mechanisms, comparing responses among the different response audience.  The 
following sections contain the remaining observations of the Onboard/Public Survey 
(Section 2.3.2), the Stakeholder Survey (Section 2.3.3) and the Employee Interviews 
(Section 2.3.4).  Where appropriate, responses will be compared to responses from the 
2011 Onboard/Public Survey. 

2.3.1 Questions Asked in All Surveys 
The following is a summary of questions that were asked of two or more of the survey 
instruments.  Each question is presented by the question number from the 
Onboard/Public survey, with a summary of the response, general observations and 
then the results (which in some exhibits are presented by survey mechanism).  

Question #4: If you have not used MT, or if on 12/9/15 Free Ride Day it 
was your first time on MT, tell us why you have not ridden MT? (Select 
up to three reasons why not). 
Of the 152 Onboard/Public Survey responses, only six responded to this question, 
with the top response being that the respondent drives his/her own vehicle, 
followed by unsure how to read bus schedules and the hours of service.   
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More interesting, is the response from the Stakeholder Survey (Question #6). Of 
the 48 who surveyed, one did not respond and one stated that he/she does use 
MT services. Of the remaining 46 respondents, the overwhelming reason for not 
taking MT is existing vehicle ownership and hours of service.  This question was 
not asked of MT employees/staff. 

Exhibit 2-5 Onboard Survey Question #4 and Stakeholder Survey Question #6 - 
Reason Not Using MT Services 

Reasons (Onboard & Stakeholder Survey Responses Combined) # % of 
Total 

I drive my own vehicle 47 66% 
Hours of service - need earlier or later bus service 8 11% 
A bus stop is not close to my home end 4 6% 
Too few buses along route-need more frequent service 4 6% 
I ride with family and/or friends 3 4% 
Not sure how to read bus schedules/when buses arrive or depart 1 1% 
It is too expensive 1 1% 
Service is not reliable 1 1% 
I DO USE MT services; none apply to me 1 1% 
No response 1 1% 
Total 71 98%

Question #5: On a scale of 7 to 1, how would you rate Mountain 
Transit bus service? 
This question was asked in all survey mechanisms using the following scale/rating 
system as depicted in Exhibit 2-6 below: 

Exhibit 2-6  Onboard Survey Question #5 -  
Satisfaction Scale/Rating System 

Very 
Satisfied Satisfied Somewhat 

Satisfied Neutral Somewhat 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very 

Dissatisfied 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Each respondent was asked to select a number, based on their experience and/or 
knowledge of MT service, whether they have ridden the service or not. Exhibit 2-7 
is the result of the average rating/ranking, by survey mechanism:   

Exhibit 2-7  Onboard Survey Question #5 -  
Satisfaction with MT Services 

Survey Group Average 
Rating 

Total Onboard Survey Respondents 6.1 
   Big Bear Valley Respondents 5.9 
   RIM Respondents 6.3 
Stakeholder Survey Respondents 5.4 
Employee Survey Respondents 5.9 
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Of interest is that the most critical audience was the Stakeholders, with an average 
rating of 5.4.  Much of their reasoning for providing the rating as they did is 
reflected in the open ended responses contained in Appendix C.  It must be noted 
that the Stakeholders as a group are a very thoughtful/thinking audience, in that 
when asked this question, those who were interviewed stated that they would 
never assign the highest mark in any satisfaction rating scale, in that there is always 
room for improvement.   

In the 2011 Onboard Survey, Riders gave MT overall ratings of 5.75 (BBV) and 
5.86 (RIM); demonstrating improvements in customer satisfaction during this four-
year period, especially by the RIM respondents.  

Question #6: Select up to THREE locations that Mountain Transit 
should consider adding service to and from. 
All survey audiences were asked this question and the response level by survey 
instrument were as follows: 

• Onboard/Public survey:  Of the 152 respondents, 48 (31.5%) did not
provide suggestions.

• Stakeholder survey: Of the 48 respondents, 7 (14.6%) did not provide
suggestions.

• Employee interviews: Of the 29 respondents, 6 (20.7%) did not provide
suggestions.

The top suggested BBV locations from all survey mechanisms included: 
1. To and from Lucerne/Victorville,
2. Snow Summit,
3. The Discovery Center, and
4. Fawnskin

The suggested RIM locations were very diverse and the only two that floated to the 
top, included:  

1. Service to the Lake Arrowhead evening concert series, and
2. More frequent service in general.

Of note, both the RIM and BBV audiences suggested more direct service between 
the BBV and Lake Arrowhead (refer to the “other” location description). 

Other top responses by survey instrument for the BBV area, included: 
• BBV riders would like service to Meadow Park and the recreational

opportunities on North Shore Drive, just east of Stanfield cutoff (East Boat
launch, Wilderness Trail and pedal path);

• Stakeholders would also like to see service to the recreational opportunities
just east of Stanfield cutoff as well as service to campgrounds on the north
shore and service on SR 38 to Mentone/Redlands; and
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• Employees would like to see service on SR 38 to Mentone/Redlands and
the north shore of Big Bear Valley in general.

In compiling all responses, Exhibit 2-8 below summarize the top suggested 
locations broken out by BBV and then by Exhibit 2-9, the RIM locations. Each are 
further broken down by survey mechanism.   

The last response below “Other” Big Bear Valley locations contained single or few 
responses and included: Big Bear Valley hiking/mountain biking trailheads, Baldwin 
Lake, Around Big Bear Lake in the summer (hop on & off), Big Bear Valley to Snow 
Valley/Lake Arrowhead, Moonridge Locations (Cedar, Triangle), Boulder Bay Park 
West Boat Launch/Ramp, Joshua Tree and Big Bear Mountain Meadows. 

Exhibit 2-8 Onboard Survey Question #6 -  
Additional BBV Service Locations 

Big Bear Locations All 
Responses 

BBV 
Riders RIM Riders Stkhldrs Employees 

Big Bear Valley to Lucerne 
Valley and/or Victorville 87 38% 55 68% 2 3% 18 38% 12 41% 

Snow Summit 55 24% 19 23% 12 17% 22 46% 2 7% 
The Discovery Center 53 23% 17 21% 11 15% 20 42% 5 17% 
Fawnskin 27 12% 16 20% 2 3% 7 15% 2 7% 
Meadow Park 19 8% 12 15% 4 6% 3 6% 0 0% 
East Boat Launch / 
Wilderness Trail / Pedal Path 16 7% 7 9% 2 3% 7 15% 0 0% 

Campgrounds on North Side 
of Big Bear Lake 14 6% 5 6% 4 6% 4 8% 1 3% 

Redlands / Mentone / Loma 
Linda 8 3% 2 2% 0 0% 3 6% 3 10% 

North Shore in General, 
churches 7 3% 4 5% 0 0% 0 0% 3 10% 

Other Locations* 18 8.0% 3 1% 0 0% 9 19% 6 19% 

Exhibit 2-9 Onboard Survey Question #6 -  
Additional RIM Service Locations 

RIM Locations All 
Responses 

BBV 
Riders RIM Riders Stkhldrs Employees 

Evening service to 
Lake Arrowhead 
Concert Series 

43 19% 3 4% 25 35% 12 25% 3 10% 

More RIM services in 
general - evening, 
churches, hospital 

13 6% 0 0% 8 11% 5 10% 0 0% 

Inland Center Mall 2 1% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 1 3% 
Other Locations** 11 5% 0 0% 0 0% 5 10% 6 21% 
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The “Other” RIM locations identified with single response each, included:  Off the 
Mountain (OTM) Upper Waterman Canyon, Arrowbear, Grass Valley to Middle 
School, North Side of Lake Arrowhead, Skypark at Santa's Village, Lake Arrowhead 
Village to the Big Bear Valley, Twin Peaks - Grandview Senior Housing, Twin Peaks 
- Senior Center, Lake Arrowhead Special Events (Farmer's Market, boat show),
Lake Arrowhead Golf Course.

Question #7: Select up to THREE areas Mountain Transit could 
improve bus service.  
All survey audiences were asked this question. The Onboard/Public Survey did not 
allow for the respondent to “write in” a feature not mentioned in the selection – only 
those choices provided were permitted to be selected. However, the other two 
surveys did allow for other additional “write in” features/suggestions.  All of the 
Stakeholder and Employees responded to this question. Of the 152 respondents 
to the Onboard/Public Survey, 30 (19.7%) did not provide suggestions.  In 
compiling all responses, Exhibit 2-10 below summarizes the top features that 
warrant improvement, by survey mechanism. 

The top suggestions of all survey mechanisms included (in order of responses): 
• More frequent service on existing routes,
• Continuing service later into the evening,
• Bus shelters at existing stops, and
• More frequent Saturday and Sunday service.

Other top responses by survey instrument included: 
• Riders would like to see buses arriving and departing on time and additional

bus stop locations.
• Stakeholders would like to see additional bus stop locations and more

customer information (in particular, more electronic media tools).
• Employee responses were more diverse beyond the top responses above,

the most frequent feature after those above was for shorter travel time.

In many ways the above rider responses parallel closely with responses from the 
2011 Onboard Survey.  From the 2011 Onboard Survey, the BBV riders’ highest 
preference was later evening service. While in the RIM area, the riders desired 
more frequent OTM and more weekend service. 

On the following page is Exhibit 2-10, a summary of responses for suggested 
areas for improvement, by survey mechanism.   
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Exhibit 2-10  Onboard Survey Question #7  
Suggested Areas for Improvement 

Areas for 
Improvement Total BBV 

Riders 
RIM 

Riders Stkhldrs Employees 

More frequent 
service/existing Rts 92 40% 24 30% 31 44% 18 38% 19 66% 

Continue service 
later in evening 73 32% 39 48% 18 25% 11 23% 5 17% 

Bus shelters at 
existing bus stops 70 31% 39 48% 12 17% 13 27% 6 21% 

More frequent 
Saturday service 48 21% 8 10% 23 32% 8 17% 9 31% 

More frequent 
Sunday service 43 19% 7 9% 20 28% 6 13% 10 34% 

Additional bus stop 
locations 32 14% 6 7% 11 15% 11 23% 4 14% 

Buses arriving/  
departing on time 28 12% 11 14% 7 10% 8 17% 2 7% 

Ski/snowboard 
racks on buses 17 7% 7 5% 1 4% 5 19% 1 3% 

Customer info 
(more e-Media) 17 7% 4 9% 3 1% 9 10% 4 14% 

Shorter travel time 16 7% 4 5% 3 4% 3 6% 6 21% 
Start service earlier 
in morning  15 7% 3 4% 5 7% 3 6% 4 14% 

Bus driver courtesy 
professionalism 14 6% 3 4% 7 10% 3 6% 1 3% 

Security/safety at 
bus stops/shelters 11 5% 6 7% 0 0% 4 8% 1 3% 

Overcrowding in 
buses 4 2% 3 4% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 

Ease of bus lift 
operation 4 2% 2 2% 0 0% 0 0% 2 7% 

Security & safety on 
bus 3 1% 2 2% 0 0% 1 2% 0 0% 

Other* 9 4% 0 0% 0 0% 3 6% 6 21% 
I have no 
 suggestions 30 13% 16 20% 14 20% 0 0% 0 0% 

2.3.2 Onboard/Public Survey Highlights and Responses 
From the 2015 Onboard/Public Survey there were several additional questions (not 
identified above) that were identical to the questions asked in the 2011 Onboard 
Survey.  Those questions, the responses, as well as additional observations, include 
the following four questions: 
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Question #1: Select how many DAYS each week you usually ride 
these services. 
The responses area summarized by area. Since the 2011 Onboard Survey created 
a targeted of number of surveys per route, the results may not be comparable: 
a. BBV: 61.4% of the riders have ridden on Route 1, with the average frequency

being slightly more than three days per week.  Just over 20% have ridden both
OTM and Dial-A-Ride (DAR) services, with the average days per week on DAR
being under one-day use per week (.58) and OTM being .48 days per week.
Given that the BBV respondents are primarily permanent residents, the Trolley
use was very low, with less than 1% having ridden the trolley and weekly use at
.02 times per week. The percentage of respondents who ride each service
tracks very close with the 2011 survey; however, the number of days riding
each service is three times higher on Route 1, and much lower for this survey
for DAR and OTM.

b. RIM: 35.7% of the riders have ridden on Route 2, with the average frequency
being 1.42 days per week.  Approximately one quarter of the respondents have
each ridden RIM Route 4 and RIM OTM, with the average frequency being one
day per week for each service.  The RIM DAR usage was quite low, at 13.8%
of all respondents and average weekly use was .55 days each week. The
frequency is quite lower than what was identified in the 2011 Onboard Survey,
which showed that 64.0% of those respondents riding Route 2 and 35.0%
riding on Route 4.  RIM OTM and RIM DAR usage was double in this 2011
Onboard Survey as well (43.0% for RIM OTM and 30.0% for RIM DAR).

Question #2: For today or in general when you use Mountain Transit, 
what is the main purpose of your trip? (select ONE only) 
Almost half (48.0%) utilize MT transit for work purposes, followed closely by 
shopping (20.4%) and Doctor/medical visit (10.5%).  The higher use of transit for 
work purposes, may indicate a regional economic recovery, when compared to the 
results from the 2011 Onboard Survey.  Those area results and compared to the 
2011 Onboard Survey, include:  
a. BBV: After work as the primary purpose (44.4%), the BBV riders trip purpose

tend to vary more than RIM riders, with Social/recreational purposes and social
services ranking high (6.2% and 4.9% respectively). The 2011 Onboard Survey
for the BBV respondents showed that shopping was the most popular purpose
(32.0%) followed by work (27.0%).

b. RIM: These riders primarily use the service for work (52.1%) followed by
Doctor/medical visits (15.5%), then shopping (14.1%).  All other RIM trip
purposes were varied. For the RIM respondents in the 2011 Onboard Survey,
work trips were much lower at 38.0%, with shopping and Doctor/medical visits
at 21.0% and 14.0% respectively.
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Question #3: What is the ONE main reason you ride or will ride 
Mountain Transit? (select one only)  
Reason for taking transit is similar across the board – the MT ridership market is 
highly transit dependent in both areas. Overall, almost 70.4% indicated that MT is 
their only form of transportation, followed by a distant second of that MT is 
convenient (13.8%).  
a. BBV: this group of riders had a higher occurrence for riding for convenience

(16.0%) than the RIM riders (11.3%). The BBV response for convenience is
twice that of the responses from the 2011 Onboard survey of 8.0%.  The
response that MT was their only transportation was 63.0%, which is down from
the 2011 survey which was an overwhelming 77.0% of the respondents’
selection.

b. RIM: riders’ response stating that MT was their only transportation (78.9%) is
very close to the responses in 2011 (78.0%). And the reason for riding for
convenience (11.3%) is higher than the 2011 results (7.0%).

Question #8: How do you obtain information about Mountain Transit? 
(select ALL that apply) 
Of the 152 respondents, 142 responded to this question.  Both areas 
overwhelmingly obtain MT information by calling MT (48.7% and up to 57.7% in 
RIM, which is higher than the rate in the 2011 Onboard Survey of approximately 
47% for both areas), printed schedules (38.2% overall, which is double of the rate 
in 2011) and talking with the bus drivers (38.2% total) with Big Bear Valley riders 
twice as likely to obtain information directly from the drivers than the RIM riders. The 
use of the MT website was more than triple of the usage in 2011, with BBV riders 
at 25.9% and RIM riders at 49.3% (compared to 16.0% for RIM riders and 12.0% 
for BBV riders in 2011).  The increased use of the website and other MT printed 
tools speaks highly of the marketing changes implemented after the 2012 SRTP 
and the user acceptance and use of these tools. 

The remaining three questions provide insight into the MT customer base and how MT 
may market to its customers:  

Question #9: Select ALL of the electronic media & payment methods 
you have access to.  
Of the 152 surveyed, 75.0% (114) responded to this question with 25.0% (38) of 
respondents selecting the option “none of the above/I do not use any of these 
media”.  Keep in mind that since this was a voluntary survey and many 
respondents also chose to not respond to other “sensitive” questions (age and 
income), it may be a stretch to assume that the 25.0% of the MT ridership does 
not utilize any internet access, financial media (credit/debit cards) or social media. 
With that said, the following media were quite prevalent among those that did 
respond: 
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• Almost half (48.0%) have debit cards, but only 25.0% have credit cards.
• The smart phone usage was very high, with 50.0% of the respondents having

access to an Android or an iPhone smartphone.  Another 19.7% do not have a
smartphone but have a cell phone that has texting capabilities.  This information
is very encouraging as MT proceeds with online/texting customer information
tools with their new technology system (STAR), which is discussed in more
detail after Exhibit 2-12 below.

• The availability of access to the internet was very high, with 31.6% stating that
they have access to the internet at home (on a computer) but only 9.9% had
access to the internet from a work computer.  Of those, the RIM respondents
had a higher percentage of access to the internet at work than the BBV
Respondents (15.5% compared to 4.9%, confirming the high use of RIM OTM
for work purposes).

• The most prevalent social media tool is Facebook (28.3%, followed by
YouTube at 21.7%). Although MT has recently launched a Facebook page and
has had quite success (163 “likes” so far), a better strategy may be to
communicate directly with riders through texting/smartphone strategies, given
the high penetration of these tools among its ridership.

• Of interest, are those that did not respond to this question (38 in total) and are
broken down further by area:
o 23 respondents from the BBV area did not respond to this question, and

these respondents have lower income level than the average respondent
and tend to call MT and/or talk to the driver to obtain information.  This
market also uses MT as it is their only form of transportation.  These
respondents are also frequent Route 1 users (averaging three days per
week) and rarely use OTM and DAR.

o Of the 15 RIM respondents that did not respond to this question, 60.0%
use MT for work and 80.0% of these respondents are using MT because it
is their only form of transportation. These respondents are also more likely
to call MT for information; however, almost half state they use the website to
obtain MT information (which indicates that these respondents do use
online tools and medias, but choose not to reveal their preferences in this
survey mechanism).  These respondents were more in line with the average
income level of the entire respondent population.

• In regards to those that stated they have a credit and/or a debit card, 71.0% in
the BBV area also have an iPhone and/or Android phone, and 69.0% in the
RIM area use smart phones as well.  This is very positive should MT ever move
into smart phone payment mechanisms for their fare mechanism.

Question #10 (why riders are in the Mountains, resident vs. visitor) and 
Question #11 (for the visitor, how often the respondent visits the 
mountains). 
Of the 152 who surveyed, 143 respondents (94.1%) are permanent/full time 
residents.  Of the remaining 9 respondents, four (2.6%) were staying at a 
family/friend’s vacation home, four (2.6%) were spending at least one night in the 
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mountains and one was visiting the mountains for the day.  Of those nine 
respondents, one stated he/she was visiting the mountains for the first time, two 
respondents visit annually/biannually, and six were more frequent visitors to the 
mountain visiting two or more times each month.   

2.3.3 Stakeholder Interviews/Survey Highlights and Responses 
Please refer to Appendix C, which provides the Stakeholder Interviews/Survey Topline 
results, as well as summaries of the responses to the several open ended questions. 
Responses to Questions #6, #8, #14 and #15 are discussed and addressed in 
Section 2.3.1 above, since these were identical questions asked in all the survey 
mechanisms. 

In general, the responses and comments from the variety of Stakeholders were very 
positive. The overwhelming theme of the responses was the great improvements that 
MT has made in the past five years in regards to improved and reliable service, 
improvements in driver courtesy, and responsive/qualified administrative staff.  

In the end, 48 individuals responded to the survey, with extensive representation 
across the Mountain Communities and between public and private entities.  Agency 
representation included:   

• Broad Representation (7 or 14.6% of Respondents) which included five MT
Board Members, as well as representatives from First Mountain Bank and
Omnitrans.

• BBV Area Representation (26 or 54.2% of Respondents), which included ten
public agency representatives, two newspapers, one social services agency
and 13 private sector businesses.

• RIM Area Representation (15 or 31.2% of Respondents), which included three
public agency representatives, four social service agencies, hospital, recreation
entity, two churches and two news services.

Not surprisingly, most of the respondents (60.4%) have never tried MT, nor have their 
family members used the service.  Of those who stated they personally have ridden 
MT services (27.1%), the routes/services were spread evenly across all modes. For 
those that have not or do not ride MT on a regular basis, the primary reason is 
because they use their own vehicle (89.6%) followed by various reasons of service 
hours, bus stop not close to home or not enough frequency.   

In regards to the next five to 15 years and the issues that face the Mountain 
Communities, the respondents provided concerns with the increase in visitors and 
resulting congestion, opportunities and challenges with the change in ownership with 
the ski resorts, as well as the aging population and the changing community needs.  

Market priority? Over half felt there should be a priority, and that was the 
disadvantaged, followed by the Elderly & Disabled. Those that represented public 
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agencies in the Big Bear Lake area responded overwhelmingly that the focus should 
be tourists/visitors. 

Respondents felt MT’s primary purpose is to connect residents to and from human 
services, communities and employment. However, the majority believed that MT 
decisions should be made based on human services needs (as opposed to land use 
and traffic issues). 

The question was asked if MT should play a role in economic development decisions, 
and 54.2% percent believed that MT should be involved in this process and explained 
why.  Another 41.7% stated “Maybe, but not sure how”. Many acknowledged that this 
is a challenge, but in partnership with public and private sectors, MT can play a role 
and make a difference. There was a theme of providing service to the resident and 
visitor along with the workforce market coming from off the mountain, and impacting 
congestion.  Partnerships was a key theme. 

The final open-ended question asked for any addition comments or suggestion for MT 
as they consider service, purpose and partnership in the Mountain Communities over 
the next few years. Of the 48 respondents, 26 (54.2%) had no further comments. Of 
the 22 (46.8%) who had additional comments, the themes again were to partner and 
take advantage of the anticipated growth and economic improvements, seek out 
demonstration funds and projects, and as appropriate and with additional funding, 
continue to enhance/expand service.   

2.3.4 Employee Interviews/Survey Highlights and Responses 
Please refer to Appendix D, which provides the Employee/Staff Interviews/Survey 
Topline results, as well as summaries of the responses to the several open ended 
questions. Responses to Questions #7, #8 and #10 are discussed and addressed in 
Section 2.3.1 above, since these were identical questions asked in all the survey 
mechanisms. 

Of the 29 persons interviewed, 44.8% of those interviewed are staffed/located at the 
Crestline facility (13 persons) and 55.2% (16 persons) are staffed/located at the Big 
Bear Lake facility.  Of those interviewed, 20 (69.0%) were drivers, three were 
mechanics and the remainder were Supervisors, Dispatchers or Management Staff. 
Some of the background and “ice breaker” questions included if the Staff had ever 
ridden MT services prior to their employment, of which only four had.  Interviewers also 
asked their general impressions about coming to work at MT, and those impressions 
were initially positive, and continue to be positive, stating that in general MT is a good 
place to work.  

The first few questions dealt with the employee’s impressions of MT service and how it 
is meeting the customer’s needs. For the most part, the employees believe that the 
service is meeting most customers’ needs, especially given the size of the community 
and weather-related challenges.  Another theme that was present throughout the 
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interviews, is a genuine like and compassion the drivers feel towards the customers – 
a sense of responsibility and sometimes even friendship.  Many mentioned the transit 
dependency-nature of the customers and how much the customers appreciate the 
service and staff. In general, staff (especially drivers) believe customers are satisfied, 
appreciate the service and are highly tolerant and forgiving when there are 
delays/issues. 

From an employee’s perspective, most interviewed were very pleased with MT as an 
employer, the management, hours and professionalism/direction of their supervisors 
and management.  Some drivers mentioned, especially during weather delays, that 
breaks on the routes are short or nonexistent, and the difficulties keeping up with 
schedules. There were several comments related to on-time issues and performance, 
which is frustrating to many were unsure as to how to reduce/alleviate, other than 
current steps that are being taken.  

There were several service scheduling specifics brought up during the interviews, 
primarily from the RIM area. All of these concerns and suggestions will be addressed 
in the service planning portion of the Plan. There were several suggestions relative to 
the RIM OTM (connectivity, lack of mid-day and Sunday service, looping), and for lack 
of service on the weekend in general for RIM DAR and RIM fixed route service.  

One question unique to this survey/interview, was the following: Question #7: On the 
topic of bus stops, identify the top two existing bus stop locations that you would 
recommend MT install a bus shelter.  Most every driver responded to this question, 
and the responses were quite specific, and are broken down by service area.  

Exhibit 2-11  Onboard Survey Question #7 -  
Suggested Stops in BBV for Bus Shelter 

Big Bear Valley Bus Stop Locations* # 
Silverpine and San Bernardino in Sugarloaf 6 
Sandalwood 5 
4 Square Church 3 
Erwin Lake 3 
Gilber/East of Division 2 
Boulder Bay 2 
These stops were mentioned once each: Community Market, Senior 
Center, K-Mart, Woodland/Pine, Alden by Sandy's and Gold Mountain 

* Because the Sandalwood stop in the BBV is in the process of designing and
installing a new bus stop and shelter to replace Sandalwood on Big Bear Blvd. near
Vons.  As a result, many mentioned the stop but moved on to other locations. In the
end, that was the number one request in BBV.
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Exhibit 2-12  Onboard Survey Question #7 -  
Suggested Stops in RIM for Bus Shelter 

RIM Bus Stop Locations # 
Jensen's/Gas Station at Top Town, Linders 6 
Lower Lake Arrowhead Village 3 
Goodwins 2 
Community Hospital 2 
RIM Forest/OTM 2 
These stops were mentioned once each: Valley of Enchantment (VOE) 
Mobile Home Park, RIM USPS, Cedar Pines and Spruce & Water 

In regards to improvements to the buses, many commented on issues with some of 
the recent bus purchases (Ford F550’s and minivans), the desire to have fareboxes to 
accept a variety of media, bus features for passengers and drivers, some bus stop 
signage issues and suggestions for additional bus stop amenities.   

Some employees were not familiar with the upcoming Automatic Vehicle Location 
(AVL) and Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) “STAR” system; when that was mentioned 
as well as how it will improve many aspects of service, scheduling and customer 
information, the drivers seemed excited for the implementation and believed some of 
the features may resolve some of the service implementation and scheduling issues. In 
regards to suggestions/recommendations to the MT facilities: 19 made comments 
about the need for more space, highlighting that the bus yards and parking of revenue, 
non-revenue and personal vehicles is inadequate, buses do not fit and in general the 
mechanics need more room.  Other specific facility suggestions involved the need for 
more management office space, that the Agency has outgrown the facilities and the 
lack of space for inventory.  

Regarding other types of service enhancements, many mentioned the need/desire for 
more technology, more bus stop features, and need for improved scheduling tools 
and techniques. 
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Chapter 3:  Performance Standards 
3.1 Purpose 
As discussed in Section 1.3: System Performance, Mountain Transit (MT) has done an 
excellent job with containing costs during the past five years, demonstrating an average 
4.8% increase in ridership from Fiscal Year (FY) 2011-12 as compared to projected year 
end ridership for FY 2015-16.  During the same period MT realized a slight increase in 
productivity of .7% (as measured by system-wide average passengers per revenue 
vehicle service hours or P/VSHs). The recommendations contained in the Service Plan in 
Chapter 4 focus on improvements and adjustments to existing service which will result in 
continued improvements to productivity and ridership over the next five years.  The 
proposed service expansion/demonstrations have also been crafted with the intent to 
maintain or improve upon productivity and ridership.  

The reporting of performance standards is a critical factor for both the public and elected 
officials to monitor how the Agency functions and allocates its resources over a period of 
time.  When comparing key standards against targets, the transit agency also 
demonstrates to the public that they are accountable and are keeping an eye on resource 
allocation and accountability. In addition, the annual budget and annual service plan can 
be crafted and refined based on anticipated performance.  The annual budget and service 
plan can then be measured against past performance and future targets, and service 
expansion can be measured against standards for comparable levels of service.  With that 
said, the following is an analysis of past recommended performance standards and a plan 
to improve upon this work so that standards can be easily documented and reported to 
the MT Board and public on a regular basis. 

During the development of this Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP), the MT Board conducted 
a workshop to establish a Vision and Mission Statement, and to consider a set of goals. 
As a result, the following were adopted: 

Vision Statement:  Effortless transportation options for the residents, workforce and 
guests of our diverse San Bernardino Mountain communities. 

Mission Statement: Work in partnership with communities, businesses and 
organizations to develop, deliver and promote innovative and sustainable transportation 
solutions for travel to and around the San Bernardino Mountain region. 

Goals were discussed at the Board workshop, but not adopted. The Board thought that 
goals would be best addressed during the SRTP process.  As a result, the following 
proposed goals are recommended and are discussed further through the measurement of 
performance targets: 
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   Proposed Goals: 
1. Provide transportation services that are safe, reliable and accessible.
2. Provide transportation services that are cost efficient and sustainable.
3. Provide transportation alternatives that are user-friendly and tailored to the needs of

the variety of customers that use Mountain Transit services.
4. Work in partnership with area businesses and organizations to promote economic

development.
5. Work in partnership with human service organizations to insure that all residents

can participate fully in the community.
6. Promote utilization of alternative modes that reduce the use of private vehicles and

assist in improving traffic congestion.

Some of these goals can be measured or analyzed through the collection of data which is 
already being gathered.  Some will be better measured upon implementation of the STAR 
system data.  However, some are best measured by surveying stakeholders and guests 
to determine perceptions of safety, reliability, accessibility, user-friendliness, experience 
and satisfaction.  While MT and partners can promote the use of alternative modes, the 
results of such promotional efforts are extremely difficult to measure and quantify.  It is 
recommended that this topic be addressed in all survey efforts in order to gather insight 
on guest mode choice and mode-swapping.   

3.2 2012 SRTP Recommendations and Implementation 
The 2012 SRTP recommended key performance standards that compared the results on 
an annual basis against a minimum performance standard and a targeted performance 
standard. The intent was that an annual performance report would utilize readily available 
information already reported to MT on a monthly basis.  The recommended standards 
were broken down into two categories and included the following ten areas which will be 
referred to by category (A or B) and then number (1 through 10) as the discussion ensues:  

A. Efficiency Standards - in the 2012 SRTP, it was proposed that each service type
by service area would be measured and would result in a different standard
measured each period:

A.1 P/VSHs,
A.2 Cost per VSH,
A.3 Subsidy per passenger trip, and
A.4 Fare box recovery ratio.

B. Service Quality/Reliability Standards:
B.5 Miles between road calls,
B.6 Miles between National Transit Database (NTD) reportable accidents,
B.7 Miles between preventable accidents over $500,
B.8 Complaints per 100,000 Passengers,
B.9 Dial-A-Ride (DAR) cancellations (trips), and
B.10 Fixed Route on-time performance.
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To track performance, Staff gathers data from various sources and manually inputs the 
data by category, into one of the many databases in the TransTrack reporting system.  
Standard reports (created and organized by TransTrack software creators) are printed and 
submitted to the Board on a monthly basis.  One report in particular, the “Monthly 
Performance Scorecard – System-Wide All Routes”, compiles the data from seven of the 
ten categories mentioned above. However, at this point in time MT has entered standards 
into two performance standard categories (A.4 Farebox and B.8 Passenger Complaints) 
and automatically report if that standard has or has not been met during the defined 
period. The actual data is only compared against one “standard” within TransTrack, as 
opposed to a minimum and target standard as proposed in the 2012 SRTP.  

The identification of performance targets and standards through an annual report 
mechanism to the Board was not implemented after the 2012 SRTP, due to a variety of 
reasons. One reason is the fact that seven of the ten reporting standards are available and 
reported to the Board monthly. However, the details of the efficiency standard by service 
and by area are not broken down in the detailed manner in the standard reports, as 
proposed in the 2012 SRTP.  This information could be drilled down to the service and 
area level; however, it would take additional staff efforts to compile such a report and MT 
staff did not see a benefit to reporting at that level of detail. The three areas not contained 
in the monthly Board reports involved two of the maintenance standards (B.5 and B.7 
above) and the DAR cancellation standard (B.9 above).  Cancellation information is 
reported manually into TransTrack; however, is not currently incorporated the standard 
reports submitted to the Board.   

After the 2012 SRTP, the TransTrack software developer implemented a “dashboard” 
within the TransTrack software system, for an at glance measurement by period and 
service type of key performance measurements. TransTrack developers are in the process 
of updating that “dashboard” to depict the information in a chart format as opposed to the 
current “odometer” reading format.  While the dashboard and recent improvements to 
TransTrack are of assistance for internal purposes, they do not assist in updating the 
Board or the public to the efficiency and performance of the Agency. 

With the STAR technology implementation there will be two areas of improved/streamlined 
reporting that will move the Agency from reporting these categories manually, to a 
mechanism by which the data can be tracked, checked and uploaded from the STAR 
system through a “handshake” to the TransTrack system.  This includes B.9 DAR 
cancellations and B.10 on-time performance.  On-time performance will be a key data 
gathering area, in that currently this performance standard is gathered by auditing route 
arrival and departures by origin and end destination, and extrapolating the percent that the 
bus is on-time.  The STAR system, with its Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) and Global 
Positioning System (GPS) technology will automatically identify if a bus is on time at each 
bus stop that is identified in the system, and will more precisely calculate on-time 
performance by run, by route and systemwide.  It will be up to MT to determine which of 
these points in time that MT will measure their on-time performance against, and ultimately 
report into TransTrack. 
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3.3 Recommended Standards 
Using the 2012 SRTP standards as a starting point, and through discussions with MT staff 
as to the level of effort available in reporting standards to the Board and ultimately the 
public, the following recommended standards have been developed to assist MT to 
accomplish the goal of accountability, while fine tuning areas of performance that can be 
easily tracked, monitored, and reported.  

A. Efficiency Standards:  The controlling factors for this grouping of Efficiency
Standards proposed below should be established annually during the budget
preparation and service planning processes.  As MT develops these two documents,
the resulting Efficiency Standards can be compared to current year actual results.
Standards can then be adjusted or MT may choose to go back and adjust budget and
or service planning inputs. This will most likely result in an iterative process until the
annual budget, service plan and standards are final.
1. Annual Ridership

1-2% increase
yearly

Although many external factors control this performance 
standard, it is reasonable that MT could anticipate an annual 
target when compiling the annual service plan.  Based on the 
service plan, MT can estimate a reasonable goal/increase 
over the prior fiscal year based on maintaining or increasing 
VSHs and other level of service indicators.  A reasonable 
year over year increase may be from 1% to 2% increase, 
again depending upon the level of service proposed and 
other external influences and factors. The past four years 
have seen a 4.6% average increase year over year and it is 
reasonable given the market and improved economy, that an 
increase in ridership can be anticipated during the SRTP 
period. 

2. P/VSHs
2% Increase yearly

MT should evaluate this standard based on the system as 
whole, which has been approximately 5 P/VSHs on average 
over the past four years, with a high of 5.4 in FY 2012-13 
and a low of 4.9 in FY 2013-14.  There is no need to 
increase or estimate this standard, as it will be based on 
budgeted VSHs in the annual budget, along with the 
passenger estimates as described in Section 3.3 A.1 above. 
The goal would be to increase from the prior year, with a 
target of a 2% increase year over year bringing the standard 
up by a tenth of a percent.  Measuring and tracking P/VSH is 
one way of measuring the goals to be cost efficient and 
sustainable.  Achieving productivity targets means that target 
markets are being served; successful services are generally 
sustainable when productivity and revenue objectives are 
being met. 
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3. Cost per VSH
Maintain or slight
decrease

This standard will also be a simple calculation that will be 
derived from the budgeted costs and VSHs devised during 
the annual budget process. The goal would be to maintain 
from the prior year or slightly decrease year over year.  
Managing and controlling operating costs are important to 
the ability to evaluate cost efficiency and sustainability in 
order to measure how well those goals are being met. 

4. Subsidy per
Passenger Trip
Decrease subsidy
1-2% yearly

The annual target will be derived from total anticipated 
revenues, revenues from fares and operating costs.  A 
possible target would be for each year to continue to 
decrease the subsidy by 1% to 2% over the prior year.  
When the subsidy per passenger is on target, it is measuring 
the efficiency of the service as well as the success of 
attracting riders; successful operations attract riders (and fare 
revenues) that reduce the per-passenger subsidy. 

5. Farebox Recovery
Ratio
Increase 1-2%
yearly

Based on the targeted subsidy per passenger trip and total 
anticipated revenues, the annual target will be a simple 
calculation. The goal is to increase this amount by a 
minimum of 1% to 2% year over year during the SRTP 
period, revisiting in the outer years to evaluate the likelihood 
of continued increases. This is the “other side” of the subsidy 
per passenger performance measure that helps to measure 
service cost efficiency. 

B. Service Quality/Reliability Standards:
1. Maintenance 

Standard - Fleet 
Average Lifetime 
Miles 
70,000 miles 
annually per 
vehicle 

Although the 2012 SRTP recommended MT report on three 
maintenance performance categories, given the few 
incidents and accidents for the Agency and for rural systems 
in general, it does not seem necessary or needed to report 
several maintenance performance standards to the Board. 
Discussions with MT staff indicate that one critical factor in 
determining the health and outlook of the Agency fleet from a 
maintenance point of view, is the average age or miles of the 
revenue fleet. Because of the lengthy funding cycle to seek 
capital funds and prepare a purchase package, and then the 
timeline from order to delivery, the replacement cycle can be 
delayed as a result of these external impacts.  For these 
reasons and more, since the previous SRTP MT’s revenue 
vehicle replacement schedule has been delayed and the 
occurrence of vehicle breakdowns can be correlated to the 
aging fleet. Now that the funding, purchasing and delivery 
cycles have improved and MT has “caught up”, this FY alone 
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MT procured 13 new revenue vehicles that were placed into 
service during FY 2015-16. As of the end of February 2016, 
the average lifetime fleet mileage for 18 revenue vehicles 
used in service since the beginning of the FY is 152,000. 
Now that the 13 vehicles have been placed into revenue 
service, MT should revisit the average lifetime miles and 
create a target.  Based on the current fleet mix a reasonable 
annual goal would be 70,000 average miles. This 
performance category contributes to the ability to indirectly 
measure one component of safety, in that newer and well-
maintained vehicles are less likely to be involved in incidents 
or accidents due to vehicle failures. 

2. Complaints per
100,000
Passengers
20 complaints or
less

MT staff responds to all complaints generated by passengers 
and the public.  Each and every complaint is entered into 
and tracked through TransTrack. The 2012 SRTP 
recommended a target standard of no more than 25 valid 
complaints per 100,000 passengers.  In FY 2014-15, MT 
received 16 valid complaints in total, and for FY 2015-16, 
nine complaints were received.  It is recommended that MT 
“raise the bar” even further and establish a performance 
target of no more than 20 complaints per 100,000 
passengers.  Complaints, or lack there-of, and the types of 
complaints, provide some visibility into rider perceptions on 
safety, reliability, and user-friendliness. 

3. DAR “No Shows”
(Trips).
Target of 2.5%

The higher the rate of trips that are scheduled but the 
passenger does not show at the designated time and pick 
up location (also known as “no shows”), the greater the 
impact on DAR service productivity and reliability. Riders that 
schedule trips but cancel before the scheduled pick up time, 
are of concern, but there are mechanisms that MT can 
deploy to reschedule and re-route DAR vehicles to assist in 
productivity. Procedures and incentives are in place to 
minimize “no shows”; however, the STAR system will provide 
even more data gathering and tracking of these events and 
will also generate emails and/or letters to DAR riders that 
have frequent “no show” occurrences. For those riders that 
cancel prior to the scheduled pickup time, the STAR system 
will also quickly re-route and deploy the DAR vehicle(s) in 
service to accommodate the cancellation.  In addition, riders 
will have new mechanisms to track and monitor the arrival of 
the scheduled DAR vehicle as well as directly communicate 
with MT dispatch (other than via the phone). With the 
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improved STAR system scheduling, reporting and tracking 
for both MT dispatch and the passenger, the STAR system 
will assist in minimizing DAR cancellations and “no shows” 
and improving DAR productivity and reliability. 

For the period of FY 2015-16 through the end of February 
2016 (year to date or YTD), the “no show” rate for Big Bear 
Valley DAR was 2.4% and for RIM DAR was 3.6%.  The 
range for Big Bear Valley DAR was a low of 1.3% in 
November and a high of 3.4% in July; whereas the RIM 
range was a low of 1.7% in July and a high of 5.0% in 
October. Given the anticipated improvements to this area, it 
is recommended to set a 2% target for the first year of 
implementation for Big Bear Valley DAR (a 16.7% reduction in 
“no shows” over FY 2015-16 YTD) and a 3% target for RIM 
DAR (a 16.7% reduction as well over FY 2015-16 YTD) for a 
systemwide DAR average of 2.5%. MT can adjust the target 
in Year 2 based on actual results.  Managing cancellations 
and no-shows, and the causes of both, goes directly to 
measuring DAR cost efficiency and accessibility.  Increases 
in last-minute cancellations and no-shows negatively impacts 
the opportunity to re-deploy the vehicle to serve someone 
else, resulting in lower DAR ridership and productivity. 

4. Fixed Route and
Off The Mountain
On-Time
Performance
Improvement in
5% increments

Similar to the anticipated improvements in tracking and 
reporting in the DAR arena as a result of STAR, on-time 
performance tracking will go from an estimated/manual 
process to an automated process. The current standard for 
all fixed route and Off the Mountain (OTM) services is that if a 
bus arrives early, or no more than five minutes after the 
scheduled arrival time, the bus is considered on-time.  With 
the new STAR system the arrival and departure at every bus 
stop will be documented and compared against the 
scheduled time. In additions, MT can create auditory or other 
indicators to drivers to notify them that they are early or late at 
designated checkpoints.  Many systems have a minimum 
goal that 95% of all trips will be on-time; however, given the 
weather and traffic impacts, it is unrealistic to set this high of 
a standard for the MT system.  It is recommended that MT 
gather data points from the STAR system over a several 
month period to determine actual on-time performance, and 
establish targets that improve on-time performance by 5% 
increments. It is also anticipated that with the system alerts 
provided to drivers, this feedback alone may immediately 
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improve on-time performance. MT will also have to establish 
the definition of “on-time” and which bus stops will feed into 
the on-time performance tracking.   For example, “on-time” 
may be defined that an arrival is no more than five minutes 
late and on-time departure is zero minutes early.  And MT 
could measure on-time performance against the data 
gathered at the beginning and end of the route, in addition to 
a number of stops within the route. That said, measuring on-
time at interim stops and/or time check points can also be 
useful internally for making schedule adjustments based on 
average running times between stops by time of day.  MT 
may also consider implementing different standards for 
different parts of the year, based on traffic and snow 
conditions, along with a yearly average target.  On-time 
performance is a measure of service reliability and efficiency.  
Being on-time is one aspect of user friendliness and 
contributes to a positive ‘mountain experience’. 

Exhibit 3-1 contains the above performance standards to the left, with the recommended 
Agency goals on the top row. The columns with an “X” indicate which performance 
measurements can be used to reach each Agency goal. This is a useful tool to ensure 
that the categories that MT is measuring and monitoring are beneficial in determining if the 
Agency goals are or are not being met. In addition, surveys of passengers and 
stakeholders can be crafted to determine if all of the goals are being met, but may be the 
most beneficial in the areas marked below. 

Exhibit 3-1 Summary of Performance Measurements by Strategies and Goals 

Measure 
Goal 1: 
Safe, 

Reliable 

Goal 2: 
Cost, 

Sustainable 

Goal 3: 
User 

Friendly 
Goal 4: 

Partnerships 
Goal 5: 
Human 

Services 
Goal 6: 

Alternatives 
Efficiency Standards: 

1. Ridership X X X 
2. P/VSH X X X 
3. Cost/VSH X 
4. Subsidy/Passgr X X 
5. Farebox X X 

Service Quality/Reliability Standards: 
6. Maintenance X 
7. Complaints X X X X 
8. DAR No-Shows X X 
9. On-Time X X X X 

10. Surveys X X X X 
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3.4 Implementation Plan 
The above recommended standards have been grouped into years of activity by which 
MT can follow through and implement. 

Year 1: 
Through the STAR system and the handshake from STAR to TransTrack, staff may 
focus on tracking one target standard per category. MT staff should analyze the new 
STAR data, compare that data to prior year periods and fine-tune their recommended 
targets by category. Upon establishing target, Staff may then:  
1. Create a report to take to the Board at the end of each quarter identifying the 

performance results by category as measured against the target, with a year-end 
report for the entire FY.

2. Develop a plan to survey guests and stakeholders, to gather additional information 
as to whether or not the Agency goals are being met.

3. Develop a FY 2016-17 Service Plan, which will outline and present the details of 
changes to existing services, new services and special services.  The Plan will be 
based on service priorities established in the SRTP.  For any route additions or 
modifications, the tasks of planning for implementation include:

a. Decide exactly when each change will be implemented, understanding 
that not all changes need to occur on the 1st of the fiscal year;

b. Field test routing for time and miles, stops, turn-outs, capacity and 
needed driver amenities;

c. Finalize service parameters, such as hours of operation, service 
frequency and other potential costs (additional drivers, signage, etc.);

d. Write schedules;
e. Develop bus runs;
f. Develop driver work runs;
g. Identify target markets for purposes of developing marketing materials 

and information;
h. Prepare materials for public hearings (should any be required); and
i. Prepare materials for Board information and approval (if required).

4. Incorporate all service standard changes into the FY 2017-18 service planning 
efforts, which will then feed into the FY 2017-18  budget development process. 

Year 2:  
1. Based on additional STAR data gathered and whether targets were or were not

met from the prior FY, establish targets for the FY, fine tune the reporting
mechanism and Board reporting process.

2. Develop a spreadsheet with report data from the source (STAR and/or TransTrack),
and create graphs/charts to easily depict to the Board and the pubic what the
standard is, the target, the prior year performance and if the target is met, under or
exceeded.  Incorporate these charts/graphs in the quarter-end and annual reports
to the Board.

3. Implement, analyze and report on the survey strategies devised in Year 1.
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Year 3:  
1. Using the Board reports/graphs and charts, create a section on the MT website

called “Performance Reporting” to highlight to the public MT’s accountability and
results in these measured areas.  An agency who does this well is the Orange
County Transportation Authority (OCTA).  To see OCTA depicts their performance
measurements to the public, visit http://www.octa.net/About-OCTA/Who-We-
Are/Performance-Measures/Transit/.

2. Refine and continue the survey strategies implemented in Year 2.
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Chapter 4:  Service Plan 
The following Service Plan is broken down first by area: RIM and then the Big’ Bear Valley.  
Within each area is a discussion of each service type.  At the end is a discussion on 
recommended expansion services in each area by mode and fiscal year, and a 
recommended analysis and approach by which to implement potential service.  Service 
increases may be minimal, such as adding span vehicle service hours (VSHs) or additional 
days; or increases may be more significant and require fleet expansion.  As each type of 
service is being changed or expanded, operational efficiency needs to be evaluated.  This 
means reviewing the amount of time it takes to operate the service end to end, evaluate 
the recovery time (break time) at each end of the route, deadheading (operating out of 
service) and how buses/drivers are assigned.  All of these factors will come into play when 
the Agency develops an annual service plan each year prior to budget preparation, as the 
Agency fine tunes its upcoming service, develops new schedules and implements other 
changes as suggested throughout Chapter 4. 

When discussing performance for each of the areas and service types, TransTrack data 
was used for evaluation purposes, comparing data from September 2014 to data from 
September 2015.  The reason being that in September of each year, seasonal summer 
activities and vacations are over, weather is fairly stable, ridership patterns are stable, local 
schools are back in session, and there is only a one-day holiday at the beginning of 
September (Labor Day), which has minimal impact on travel patterns. 

The Support Technology and Administrative Resource system (STAR) system that 
Mountain Transit (MT) has implemented is a multi-faceted technological system that will 
include the installation of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Automatic Vehicle 
Location (AVL) systems on all buses, providing real-time passenger and location 
information to MT dispatch/staff and the general public.  MT is in the process of 
transitioning to a paperless scheduling and dispatch system which will allow improved 
Dial-A-Ride (DAR) scheduling and grouping of passengers. Passenger counts and fare 
type will be available on a daily basis by route, by stop and by time of day. The system will 
provide an automatic upload to the TransTrack system for National Transit Database (NTD) 
reporting.  Throughout this chapter and the document in general, there will be references 
to the STAR system and comments that the data gathered will allow for improved analysis 
and resulting service decisions that has not previously been available to staff. 

Another emerging technology (which is rapidly establishing a role in providing 
transportation services) is privately operated on-demand services such as Uber and Lyft.  
These services provide customized person-to-person travel solutions, smart phone 
reservations and payments, with fares established by the companies.  Currently there are 
two known Uber drivers in the Big Bear Valley and no known Uber or Lyft drivers in the 
RIM area.  Since these services are relatively new, the business model is focused in urban 
and suburban areas; viability in rural areas remains to be seen.  Services such as these 
may eventually be more available in BBV and the RIM area, but timing and service growth 
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are unknown at this time.  The relationship between these services and public transit 
operators is just barely starting to emerge and be tested, so this development is to be 
watched for local applicability and possible opportunities.  

4.1 RIM 
To assist in better understanding the RIM market, an on-board passenger count was 
conducted in December 2015.  MT staff and consultants travelled on-board RIM Off the 
Mountain (OTM) buses, Route 2 and Route 4 buses, documenting the number of 
passengers that boarded buses by stop/trip, and number of passengers that alighted the 
buses by stop/trip.  This effort was gathered to evaluate options to modify service in order 
to improve productivity and will be referenced throughout the RIM service discussions 
below.  

Figure 9: RIM Bus Routes 

4.1.1 RIM Off the Mountain 
RIM OTM service provides connections from the Mountain Communities of Crestline, 
Lake Arrowhead, Running Springs and surrounding areas, to the City of San 
Bernardino.  Service operates Monday through Saturday between Arrowhead Village 
shopping area and the San Bernardino Court at 4th and Arrowhead, serving the 
Metrolink station, the Greyhound station, the San Bernardino Transit Center (SBTC) 
and other points along the route. 

Weekday service operates between the hours of 5:25 a.m. and 8:17 p.m.  There are 
four downhill trips and four uphill trips.  The current trips focus generally on peak 
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commute times, with a gap in service during the middle of the day.  Saturday service 
operates between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:22 p.m.  There are two downhill trips 
and two uphill trips on Saturdays. 

OTM service meets a variety of needs.  Local residents have access to employment 
opportunities, as well as “lifeline” access to courts, shopping, educational, medical and 
social services without needing a car.  The OTM connections to Metrolink also 
expands the opportunities to travel to and from Los Angeles and other points along the 
way.  There are also long term potential opportunities for OTM service to grow and 
bring tourists into the area, should economic development support an increased level 
of service. 

4.1.1.1 RIM OTM Performance 
September data from TransTrack was used to analyze the primary measure of 
productivity: passengers per VSH (P/VSH).  For September 2015, P/VSH was 3.5 
P/VSH, as compared to 3.9 P/VSH in September of 2014.  With slightly lower 
ridership, farebox recovery is also down a bit from 24.8% in September 2014 to 
21.5% in September 2015. 

4.1.1.2 RIM OTM Key Issues 
The RIM OTM service has been devised to meet a range of needs with a small 
allocation of resources.  Service objectives are to get commuters up and down the 
hill to connect with other buses (primarily Omnitrans) and Metrolink, as well as 
provide access to the courts, shopping, medical and social services.  With the 
completion of the SBTC and the pending extension of Metrolink services from its 
current location (Santa Fe Depot west of Interstate 215), further east to the SBTC, 
there has been a recent reroute and a new schedule to get transfers off the street 
and to better coordinate the schedules with key connecting services.    The date 
for Metrolink operations to be extended from the Santa Fe Depot to the SBTC is 
unknown and this will be incorporated into the annual service plan, but without a 
targeted implementation date.  As recent and future adjustments are made to the 
RIM OTM service, ridership and rider satisfaction will be monitored. 

The RIM OTM has experienced productivity issues with one explanation for the low 
P/VSH is due to the number of VSHs. The morning schedule, for example, is 
operated with one bus.  After the first morning downhill trip has offloaded 
passengers, the bus goes back up the mountain to get into position for the next 
downhill trip.  While it may seem attractive to operate this early morning uphill trip in 
service because it offers a travel opportunity, it is seldom ridden because it is so 
early and traveling in the reverse direction of the passenger demand at that time of 
day.  Since the uphill trip is operating “in service”, it contributes to the VSHs and, 
since there are seldom riders, the productivity is nearly zero P/VSHs.  There is a 
similar situation in the afternoon, when the primary direction of travel is up the 
mountain, and the downhill trips have extremely low/irregular ridership.  One way to 
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increase productivity is to shift one or more of these reverse-commute trips as 
deadheading (“out-of-service”) and make those trips not available to passengers.       

According to passenger survey data, as well as staff input from conversations, the 
top priority for this service is to add service by testing seasonal weekend use, and 
then consider adding mid-day span trips to make non-commuter travel a bit more 
convenient, during the week as well as on Saturdays for a more tourist customer 
market. These types of service additions would require fleet expansion beyond the 
capacity of the current facility so implementation of these considerations would be 
in the later years of the Plan, if at all, and dependent on support from stakeholders 
(to test and support the tourist market).    

4.1.1.3 RIM OTM Recommendations 
While the on-board passenger travel data collected in December of 2015 is useful 
for preliminary evaluation and alternatives for change, this data provided only a 
snap-shot and may not be reflective of the system throughout the year.   The 
following recommendations have been structured to address the majority of the 
issues described above, while keeping in mind much better data from STAR is 
soon to come. 

Year 1:   Continue to collect and monitor STAR data in order to make schedule 
changes needed for maintaining convenient connections with other transit 
operations and to prepare for implementation of Metrolink’s extension to 
SBTC to become operational. 

Year 2: 
1. Evaluate STAR data to decide if reverse-travel trips for repositioning buses

should be taken out of service and classified as deadheading for all or part
of the trip.  It might make sense for the first morning uphill trip to deadhead
as far as Crest Forest/Linder’s before operating in service.  This saves
approximately 35” running time (up to two VSH/Day) and improves
productivity.  There are potentially minor to no passenger impacts and there
are no vehicle impacts.

2. Monitor impacts of redesigning service in the area around the SBTC to
decide if minor adjustments are needed to the schedules.

Year 3:  Depending on expansion or improvements to MT facilities (which would 
support and allow for fleet expansion), and depending upon operating 
resources and revenue from partnerships, consider adding span trips 
and/or mid-day round trips to increase travel opportunities and to close the 
gap in the schedule on weekdays and/or Saturdays.  An additional 
vehicle/trip may be warranted between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 
p.m., operating “in service” in both directions.  This adds four VSH/day and
potentially adds one part-time driver.   An expansion to OTM to meet the
tourist/visitor needs, would be highly contingent on the opening of SkyPark
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at Santa’s Village, as well as high levels of support from partners, including 
businesses. (See 4.3.3 for RIM Expansion Opportunities). 

4.1.2 RIM Fixed Route 
Route 2 provides fixed route service “across” the RIM area from Valley of Enchantment 
to the west, to Lake Arrowhead to the east, Monday through Friday, between 6:15 
a.m. and 7:05 p.m. about every 90 minutes.  Travel time the entire length of the route
is 35 minutes.

Route 4 provides fixed route service between Lake Arrowhead and Running Springs, 
Monday through Friday, between 6:50 a.m. and 6:35 p.m. about every 90 minutes. 
The vehicles assigned to this route may, as needed, do short DAR pickups and drop-
offs in the area immediately surrounding Dutch’s Market in Running Springs. 
Approximately 20 minutes are built into the schedule for this purpose. 

4.1.2.1 RIM Fixed Route Performance 
Route 2 productivity has dropped from 5.0 P/VSH in September of 2014 to 4.0 
P/VSH in September of 2015.   The drop in ridership may be partially attributable to 
recent changes in California driver’s license laws which allow additional people to 
qualify for licenses; many transit operators have experienced a decline in ridership 
which they believe is attributable to this change.  

Route 4 carried 2.4 P/VSH in September 2015, versus 2.2 P/VSH in 2014.  
Although up slightly, Route 4 productivity is still generally under-performing when 
compared to Route 2 and RIM OTM. If anything, Route 4’s productivity is more in 
line with RIM DAR productivity, which carries on average 1.6 P/VSH.   

4.1.2.2 RIM Fixed Route Key Issues 
Both Route 2 and 4 have low productivity. In the technical memorandum submitted 
to MT “Rim Area Services, Recommendations and Restructuring Analysis” several 
options for improving productivity on Routes 2 and 4 were evaluated using data 
collected from on-board ride checks in December 2015. Even with limited data 
there were some significant findings about how riders are using the services.  
There is significant transfer activity between the two routes, primarily transfers from 
passengers on Route 4 going to Mountains Community Hospital (n Lake 
Arrowhead.  On both routes, it appears that approximately half of the passengers 
travel most of the length of the entire route.  Transfers between the two routes are 
not always convenient; quite a few survey respondents and MT drivers indicated 
that transfer wait times are too long. STAR data will be useful to confirm and further 
clarify how riders are using the system, and service modification concepts can be 
re-visited for decision-making regarding implementation.  Route 4 has a 20” buffer 
scheduled in the Running Springs area for DAR pick-ups and drop-offs; this can 
potentially be removed from the schedule for some or all trips because it is used 
only about four times per week.   
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There is significant input from riders and staff regarding requests for expanding 
service to provide weekend coverage.  In fact, service to the concert series at Lake 
Arrowhead was the most requested new stop location in the RIM area by RIM 
Onboard Survey respondents and will be discussed in further detail in Section 4.3 
below.  

The most significant obstacle to doing much in the way of testing additional 
services is due to the size limitations of the MT administrative/bus bay facility 
(located in Crestline).  Even if funding sources for additional services could be 
identified, there is no space to accommodate more vehicles and the size of the 
vehicles that can be worked on within the existing Crestline bus bays is limited to 
less than 27’ vehicles. 

It has been several years since operating schedules have been reviewed for 
efficiencies, such as recovery time and deadheading.  These aspects of the 
operations will be evaluated and addressed in tandem with making other changes. 

4.1.2.3 RIM Fixed Route Recommendations 
Options for improving Route 2 and Route 4 productivity are limited.  Should STAR 
data determine that first and last trips demonstrate exceptionally low ridership, 
these trips can potentially be eliminated in order to reduce VSHs without sacrificing 
coverage and with no or minimal ridership impacts. Eliminating these trips may also 
prove to be a seasonal consideration as these trips are likely more used during the 
summer when days are longer. 

On the other hand, STAR data may prove that both Route 2 and 4 can be better 
timed to serve as a feeder to the OTM service, potentially increasing ridership on 
both the OTM and the fixed route services. Currently some of the “feeder” 
functionality into RIM OTM is being served effectively by DAR.  

Based on additional discussion with RIM stakeholders and community leaders, it 
appears that Lake Gregory offers a full menu of water recreation activities all 
summer long, providing the only lake-based public recreational opportunities.  As a 
result, MT may consider future summer scheduling changes to Route 2 to 
incorporate Lake Gregory into a fixed route configuration.   

Year 1: 
1. After changes are made to OTM service, evaluate Route 2 and Route 4

schedules to review transfers so the two fixed routes can function as
feeders to OTM. Reduce or eliminate the 20” Route 4 DAR buffer in the
Running Springs area. Review and evaluate Route 2 and Route 4 operating
schedules to identify and resolve excess recovery time, extra deadheading
or operational duplication in tandem with writing new schedules.
Coordination of schedules will have no impact on resources and no impact
on Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) service requirements.

2. Evaluate winter and summer ridership from STAR, to determine if first and/or
last trips can be deleted from Route 4 to save VSHs and improve
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productivity without significant negative ridership impacts. Eliminating 
unproductive trips early and late in the day have the potential to save one to 
two VSHs/day.  There are no fleet impacts but resources may potentially be 
reallocated elsewhere.  Reducing the span of service on fixed routes 
provides options for similar span contractions on DAR should this be 
desired (with a similar reduction in VSHs and savings).  Should the planned 
Santa’s Village (now known as SkyPark at Santa’s Village) revitalization be 
implemented, Route 4 serves that area and may prove to be a vital link for 
workers and visitors; in that case the trip reductions cited here to improve 
productivity may prove to be unnecessary by the second year of the Plan. 

3. Consider Route 2 schedule adjustments to incorporate and serve the Lake
Gregory recreational area.

4.1.3 RIM DAR 
DAR services are operated in compliance with the ADA, which generally requires that 
accessible vehicles be used throughout the service area covering the same days and 
times that the fixed route service operates.  It is demand-response, meaning that per 
the ADA riders must have reservations at least 24 hours in advance of planned travel.  
Reservations can be made up to two weeks before the day of travel, and MT may 
accept reservations in as little as two hours in advance, space permitting.   

In the RIM area, there are times when a fixed route bus changes modes to operate 
some DAR service, then flips back into fixed route mode.   

4.1.3.1 RIM DAR Performance 
RIM DAR carried 1.6 P/VSH in September of 2015, compared to 2.0 P/VSH the 
previous year, representing a 20% drop.  This decrease in productivity is partly due 
to a 4% reduction in ridership, and partly due to a 15% increase in VSHs for RIM 
DAR.  This increase in VSHs was due to the companion increase in fixed route 
service in the RIM area.  The lower productivity is very likely attributable to the 
implementation of the Travel Training program, which teaches people how to use 
fixed route services instead of DAR, and is on-going.  

4.1.3.2 RIM DAR ADA Requirements/Issues 
As the population ages, the need for additional DAR services will gradually 
increase.  Much of this demand may come from a segment of the population who 
can no longer walk to or from bus stops, but may not need to use a mobility 
device.  They may not fully qualify under the ADA, but need curb-to-curb service.  
In the RIM area there is currently no taxi service and no on-demand private 
transportation (such as Uber or Lyft), so these people are, and will continue to be, 
transit dependent.    

4.1.3.3 RIM DAR Recommendations 
While the ADA precludes negotiating scheduled reservation times for ADA-qualified 
trips, there is no such restriction on non-ADA DAR trips.  As the population ages 
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and increases the demand for DAR services, the STAR system will assist in 
identifying travel patterns and create small travel groups for some (non-ADA) trips.   

Year 1:  
1. One of the most frequent requested new service from RIM riders, was a

general request to provide “more Saturday and Sunday service”. There is
currently no fixed route or DAR service in the Lake Arrowhead service area
on Sundays. It is recommended that MT implement DAR service on
Sundays, from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., 52 days per year.

Total VSHs for Sunday DAR Service: 40 VSHs in Fiscal Year (FY) 
1617, with future annual VSHs at 250 VSHs 
Fleet Impact: As an extension of existing service, MT may utilize the 
existing fleet. 
Implementation Year: FY 2016-17 

2. With the implementation of the summer seasonal Lake Arrowhead Trolley
service (see Section 4.3.3.1 below), there will be a need to expand ADA
complementary DAR service as well.  With new Sunday DAR service, the
basic DAR services will already be provided except for Sundays concerts
on three-day holiday weekends. Therefore, the DAR will be extended to
compliment the Lake Arrowhead Trolley on those weekends, to extend
DAR operations from 2:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. The impact of expanding
DAR service on Lake Arrowhead Concert Sundays, will be discussed in
Section 4.3.3.1 below.

3. Use the STAR system to collect and monitor data periodically and identify
travel patterns that can be exploited to improve productivity over time.  In
addition, should there eventually be reductions or increases in the span of
service for fixed route, the DAR service will be reduced or increased as well.

4.2 Big Bear Valley 

     Figure 10: Big Bear Valley Bus Routes 
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4.2.1 Big Bear Valley OTM 
The Big Bear Valley (BBV) OTM service operates between Big Bear Valley and the City 
of San Bernardino, seven days a week, with reduced service on weekends.  It serves 
the Metrolink station and the SBTC, and provides opportunities to connect to various 
Omnitrans local transit services. It also provides three trips per day to and from the 
Discovery Center, which was frequently mentioned as a desirable destination by 
Onboard Survey respondents. This line also operates through Running Springs, 
providing opportunities for riders to transfer to Route 4 to travel to Lake Arrowhead and 
Crestline.  The service operates from 6:30 a.m. until 7:11 p.m., providing three trips in 
each direction Monday through Friday and two trips in each direction on Saturdays 
and Sundays (the mid-day trip does not operate on the weekends). 

As with the RIM OTM service, the BBV OTM is expected to serve a variety of needs.  
Riders are able to connect to Metrolink and Omnitrans, and access the courts, 
medical services, shopping, and social services “off the mountain”.   

4.2.1.1 Big Bear Valley OTM Performance 
In September 2015 P/VSH was 2.7, compared to 3.4 in September of 2014.  An 
increase in VSHs explains most of the drop in productivity; a decrease in ridership 
explains the rest of the decrease.  The emerging experience in the California public 
transportation industry is that changes in California laws which allow more people 
to obtain a driver’s license, may also be a factor in ridership declines. 

4.2.1.2 Big Bear Valley OTM Key Issues 
As with RIM OTM, ridership growth is constrained by the physical development 
patterns in the area.  Lack of parking for Park’N’Ride (PNR) facilities, even at a small 
scale, means that only people who live within walking/bicycling distance or who 
can otherwise be dropped off at a bus stop, can conveniently use BBV OTM. 
Fixed route services are not all scheduled to provide easy connections to feed into 
BBV OTM; those schedules are designed for other service priorities.   However, 
early morning DAR does serve as a feeder into the OTM and is most often used 
exclusively for this purpose.   

There is serious concern about resort-related traffic and travel delays that occurs 
during peak visitor season in the BBV; it is an issue for those visiting the areas as 
well as a quality of life issue for local residents and resort employees, both full time 
and part time.  With a number of short term and long term solutions under 
consideration by Resort owners and other stakeholders, it is yet to be determined if 
and how MT will fit new solutions into the final menu of options.  There may be a 
call for an increase in the OTM service to supplement other solutions (span trips on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, seasonally).  There may be opportunities to address 
PNR services. There may be other opportunities for local fixed route services to 
feed into OTM service.   

While filling the gap in the middle of the day is an often-requested service 
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enhancement, it is difficult to justify the addition of more trips when BBV OTM 
ridership on the current trips is so low.  However, as the community addresses 
resort demand there may be opportunities to make some efficient incremental 
changes to add mid-day trips to close the service schedule gap. Whether potential 
gap-closing services are operated by MT or not remains to be seen, and 
opportunities to coordinate services, schedules and fares should be considered if 
presented at some time in the future 

Customer, stakeholder and staff interviews/surveys indicate a significant interest in 
operating a limited service to Lucerne Valley, approximately 25 miles down the 
mountain into the Mojave Desert/Apple Valley area.  This would be considered as a 
pilot test initially, with frequent review to assess effectiveness and performance. 

While the BBV OTM service does serve the Discovery Center, the fare structure is 
designed for longer trips and is not conducive for encouraging ridership to the 
Discovery Center.  This can be addressed by offering the standard local fixed route 
fare to riders who want to take just that short hop using BBV OTM.   

4.2.1.3 Big Bear Valley OTM Recommendations 
As STAR evaluates the performance of the route for potential service adjustments, 
adding mid-day trips would require facility and fleet expansion. Given the current 
low ridership it may not be justifiable for the foreseeable future, but should be 
examined annually as needs evolve.  

Year 1: 
1. If productivity continues to languish, utilize STAR data to determine if

reverse-travel trips have sufficient ridership to continue to be operated in
service or if they should simply deadhead.  This potentially saves 1.5 VSH
per trip removed from service.

2. Initiate a local fixed route fare option on the BBV OTM for riders wanting to
travel to the Discovery Center. Promote the service during peak tourist
periods and test demand.

3. Monitor the new service of Diligence Transportation (proposed
implementation in the fall of 2016), which operates express bus service
from San Diego and Temecula to the SBTC. Coordinate schedules
between the service and OTM to facilitate transfers for travelers going to Big
Bear Valley.

Year 3 and Beyond:  STAR data may assist in adjusting certain trips on local 
fixed routes to have timed transfers to OTM, to increase OTM ridership.  
There are potentially no resource impacts, but depending on the efficiency 
of timing the connections this could eventually require a dedicated feeder 
and/or coordination with tourist-oriented services up to six VSH/day and 
may require fleet expansion of one vehicle. Consider grant funding 
opportunities to fund OTM service expansion, such as the event center 
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grant from the Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review Committee 
(MSRC) and/or Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP). 

4.2.2 Big Bear Valley Fixed Route 
Route 1 operates seven days a week, from 5:30 a.m. until 7:30 p.m.  It operates from 
Boulder Bay near the west end of Big Bear Lake to Lake Erwin to the east.  Key 
locations served include Bear Valley Community Hospital, Bear Mountain Ski Resort, 
Interlaken Center and the Big Bear Valley Senior Center.  The route operates hourly, 
and takes one hour to run from end to end.  While the same schedule is operated all 
seven days of the week, Sundays have a slightly reduced span, eliminating the first 
and last trips in both directions. 

Route 3 overlays Route 1 but only operates between the Mountain Meadows Senior 
Apartments and North Shore Drive/Gold Mountain Drive.  Service is provided Monday 
through Friday on an hourly basis, between 9:15 a.m. and 3:15 p.m. It does not do 
the Route 1 loop out to Moonridge and the extension out to Lake Erwin to the east.   

Both Routes 1 and 3 intersect with BBV OTM at Interlaken Center, which serves as a 
transfer hub. 

4.2.2.1 Big Bear Valley Fixed Route Performance 
The combined route alignments carried 5.8 P/VSH in September of 2015, which is 
no change from 2014.   

This route experiences significant on time performance issues due to expanded 
running time, and increased wheel chair use that takes time for loading and 
unloading.  Moreover, during busy tourist periods (ski season and peak summer 
periods), the route operates in the areas most heavily congested by traffic and 
experiences significant delays due an increase in traffic congestion, parked cars or 
due to snow berms or stranded cars.    

4.2.2.2 Big Bear Valley Fixed Route Key Issues 
While operating on-site at the Stater Bros. shopping center offers short walking 
distance and highly convenient access, it costs quite a bit of running time to loop 
through the parking lot for both east and west bound trips.  With the use of mobility 
aids increasing at all the stops on the route, there is no longer enough time in the 
schedule.  Therefore, the minutes that have been spent winding through the 
parking lot need to be reallocated to running time and indicates the need for an on-
street bus stop.   

The transfer location at Interlaken Center is a challenge due to constraints of 
operating on private property.  The existing bus stop area (located on N. 
Sandalwood Drive to the north/east of Interlaken Center) is exposed to the weather 
and, while bus movements or parking are safely removed from on-site Interlaken 
Center traffic, it is also remote enough to present concerns for personal safety at 
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night.  While arrangements with the property owner are currently working out, there 
is always potential for additional development on the vacant portion of the site, 
which would cause an immediate need to relocate the bus and passenger transfer 
activity once again.  

The City and Resort owner have convened a team to work on the development of 
short and long term plans to mitigate traffic congestion.  In addition to Resort 
guests, employee transportation is an issue, as is limited parking availability and 
significant neighborhood impacts.  MT has been clear that its resources are limited 
in assisting to resolve these issues; however, MT is participating in the 
development of plans and seeks to partner as appropriate and find solutions.  That 
said, in order to be prudent, potential service expansion options have been 
identified in order to calculate VSH and fleet impacts.  For conceptual planning and 
programming purposes one part of the solution may be an expansion of Route 1 
from the beginning of November through the end of March during ski season 
(requires fleet expansion).  With Route 1 being the most productive Route in the 
MT system, and given that additional service on this Route was frequently 
requested by current riders, an expansion in some way shape or form to Route 1 
makes sense and would increase ridership and productivity further. Similarly, if the 
larger planning efforts being done by the City and Resort suggest a similar increase 
in Route 1 service for the rest of the year (April through October) in order to 
address other recreational needs, the MT planning/programming work includes 
that option should there be adequate support for a demonstration project.  Such 
expansions of Route 1 would not result in increases in DAR.    

MT is also periodically called upon to help solve transportation needs for major 
local events.  One example of these types of special events is Oktoberfest, 
operated for eight weekends at the Convention Center in September and October 
of each year. The event organizers receive sponsorship funding to provide a free 
service to and from the event on Saturdays, so as to discourage drinking and 
driving.  Since there is a lack of taxi service in the area, the event organizers have 
approached MT to provide this service and the corresponding required ADA 
service.  Although there are currently only two Uber/Lyft drivers operating in the 
BBV area, this could eventually increase and become a viable option. Models for 
on-demand private transportation are emerging in other more urbanized 
communities but are relatively untested in rural areas.  MT should track these types 
of services, particularly relative to the provision of rides to people who use mobility 
devices or have other travel challenges that might otherwise qualify them for ADA-
type services.  

Another consideration may be for MT to operate fixed route and DAR service later 
into the evening to match the special event hours.  

Refer to Section 4.3 below, which discusses in more detail Expansion and Special 
Event service and recommended alternatives. 
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4.2.2.3 Big Bear Valley Fixed Route Recommendations 
There continues to be a question as to whether or not there is adequate curb 
space on-street in front of Stater Bros. shopping center to accommodate a bus 
turnout and shelter. It is estimated that staying on-street will save five to eight 
minutes that can be used to maintain route reliability under normal operating 
circumstances. In addition, there are existing sidewalks along Big Bear Boulevard, 
as well as paved parking lots/access from Big Bear Boulevard to the Interlaken and 
Stater Bros. shopping centers.  When bus turnout(s) and shelter(s) are installed, 
the riders will have safe and convenient travel from the bus shelter to the shopping 
center stores. However, this change will not benefit riders who prefer to travel to 
the other shopping area, which will require crossing Big Bear Boulevard, which will 
be even more inconvenienced during snow/weather conditions.   

MT is currently working with the City and Caltrans to schedule the construction of 
an on-street bus turnout on the street in front of Interlaken Center.  This will 
address the problems associated with being on private property; it will also save 
two to five minutes of running time needed for schedule adherence and provide 
passengers with a safe transfer location.  Moving the stop out onto the street will 
also result in only west-bound trips stopping at Interlaken Center. 

Current Routing: Suggested Routing: 

  Figure 11: Current and Suggested Travel Patterns of Fixed Route 1 through Interlaken Center and Stater Bros. 

Year 1: 
1. Two to three months before winter weather, change the eastbound routing

so that riders are dropped off/picked up ONLY at Stater Bros. On
westbound trips, riders are dropped off/picked up ONLY at Interlaken
Center.  This will allow riders to adapt to the change in schedule prior to the
snow season, and will save MT at least five minutes per trip, under normal
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operating conditions, which in turn can be used to adjust the schedule to 
accommodate current volume of wheelchair and lift usage. Write new 
schedules which also address over-all efficiency of operations by balancing 
recovery time and deadheading, as well as operational overlaps. These 
changes in the routing by direction have no resource impacts on fixed route 
or ADA services.  

2. Complete the turn-out in front of Interlaken Center and reroute/adjust
schedules to move all bus activity out onto the street.  There are no
resource impacts and this change does not specifically trigger additional
ADA resources.

3. Work with the City of Big Bear Lake to incorporate and design an
eastbound bus stop and other transit amenities on Big Bear Boulevard in
front of Stater Bros. shopping center.

Year 2: Construct east-bound bus stop and other transit amenities on Big Bear 
Boulevard in front of Stater Bros. Shopping Center.  Re-route and adjust 
schedules to move all bus and passenger activity out to the street. Evaluate 
operating schedules and adjust accordingly to maintain transfer 
connections and operational efficiency parameters such as deadheading 
and recovery time at the end of the route. There are no resource impacts 
on fixed route or ADA services.  

4.2.3 Big Bear Valley DAR 
DAR service is operated throughout the BBV service area and MT is fully compliant 
with the ADA requirements.  DAR vehicles provide curb-to-curb service by advance 
reservation, taking people the entire length of their trip or providing a connection to 
fixed route and/or OTM service. DAR is available to residents who qualify under the 
ADA, and to those in the service area that live too far from fixed route service; it is also 
sometimes used to address extra needs when there are special events in the area 
causing additional ridership demand.  ADA-qualified riders get priority for fulfilling trip 
requests, and no denials-of-service based on capacity are permitted; travel times may 
be only slightly negotiated.  Non-ADA riders are not guaranteed availability of a ride at 
the requested time; riders may be grouped and trip times are completely negotiable.   

4.2.3.1 Big Bear Valley DAR Performance 
Big Bear Valley DAR carried 1.8 P/VSH in September of 2015, versus 1.9 P/VSH 
in September of 2014.  Due to the curb-to-curb and individualized nature of DAR 
trips, lower productivity is typical.   

4.2.3.2 Big Bear Valley DAR ADA Requirements/Issues 
As the population ages, the need for additional DAR services will gradually 
increase.  Much of this demand may come from a segment of the population who 
can no longer walk to or from bus stops, but may not need to use a mobility 
device.  They may not fully qualify under the ADA, but need curb-to-curb service.  
There is currently limited taxi service and on-demand private transportation services 
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in the Big Bear Valley area, so these people are, and will continue to be, transit 
dependent.      

4.2.3.3 Big Bear Valley DAR ADA Recommendations 
While the ADA precludes negotiating scheduled reservation times for ADA-qualified 
trips, there is no such restriction on non-ADA DAR trips.  As the population ages 
and increases the demand for DAR services, the STAR system will assist in 
identifying travel patterns and creating small travel groups for some trips. This may 
help to postpone the possible need to allocate additional resources for DAR in the 
out-years.      

Year 1: 
1. As meetings with business owners and stakeholders have evolved over the

past nine months, and given that the STAR system will efficiently schedule
and group riders to improve DAR productivity, MT will expand evening DAR
service, until 11:00 p.m. This expansion will test the market to see if the
resident and employee base will use later evening service to assist in the
transportation from work to their homes. As in many rural settings, at times
DAR service is implemented first and if there is sufficient demand and travel
patterns, then a fixed route solution may follow.

Total VSHs for Expanded DAR Service: 960 VSHs in FY 1617, with 
future annual VSHs at 1,448 VSHs 
Fleet Impact: As an extension of existing service, MT may utilize the 
existing fleet. 
FY of Implementation: FY 2016-17 

2. Use the STAR system to collect and monitor data periodically and identify
travel patterns that can be exploited to improve productivity over time.  In
addition, should there eventually be reductions or increases in the span of
service for fixed route, the DAR service will be reduced or increased as well.

4.2.4 Big Bear Valley Trolley 
The Trolley has seasonal schedules that also have variations for Monday or Friday 
holidays and are geared to recreational facilities and tourist mobility needs.  The route 
extends from Interlaken Center to the Blue Horizon Lodge, serves both Bear Mountain 
Ski Area and Snow Summit Ski Area, covers several hotels, and provides easy access 
to The Village for shopping and dining.  The route is scheduled to take 45” from end to 
end and operates on an hourly frequency. 

4.2.4.1 Big Bear Valley Trolley Performance 
In September of 2015, the Trolley was carrying 3.8 P/VSH, compared to 2.1 
P/VSH in September of 2014.  Ridership is largely driven by events that attract 
tourists into the area for the weekend, as well as business meetings and retreats 
scheduled at the various resort hotels.  
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4.2.4.2 Big Bear Valley Trolley Key Issues 
The Trolley has been very successful and is well liked by residents and guests 
alike, and it receives significant support from local business, some of whom sell 
passes and permit MT to utilize their property for bus stops, as well as providing 
schedules to their customers.   

Since the Trolley serves both ski areas, it is highly subject to all of the related 
delays including snow berms, parked or stranded cars, and exceptionally heavy 
traffic.  While it does not currently operate at sufficient scale to provide a significant 
part of the solution to the congestion issues on heavy ski days, it will be impacted 
(positively or negatively) by any plan that is devised to address the problems. The 
seasonality of the demand will also be a significant factor in deciding how to 
address resort-related travel.  Suggested options for the Trolley include shortening 
the route, during the winter or potentially year round, in order to focus the service 
on the core Village and Resort area. 

As plans emerge and are implemented, MT will need to monitor the situation and 
evaluate Trolley ridership and on-time performance impacts.  If there are continuing 
on-time performance issues, options may be considered.  It is clear that Trolley 
expansion may be an important element in addressing seasonal needs in the core 
tourist area, and that Trolley expansion may also present the best options for 
providing service to Discovery Center on certain Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and 
holiday Mondays when the Trolley is operating. 

4.2.4.3 Big Bear Valley Trolley Recommendations 
In order to address on-time performance issues should they continue, MT should 
consider adding one or more Trolley vehicles as trippers in order to offset delays or 
disruptions in the service schedule. This may especially be needed as MT 
develops partnerships and works with the City to alleviate congestion on weekends 
as a result of Resort activities.  

Year 1: 
1. Participate in the development of the comprehensive plan for relief of

congestion.
2. Evaluate STAR data to consider shortening the Trolley route or eliminate

stops to assist in the issue of increased congestion so as to keep the route
on schedule.   Consider whether such changes should be effective year
round or only seasonally.

3. Use traditional winter 2015-16 ridership data plus STAR data starting with
the spring/summer recreational peak to determine the role of the Trolley in
meeting seasonal needs as they evolve.

Please refer to Section 4.3.3.2 for a discussion of an expansion to the current 
BBV Trolley services.  
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4.3 Expansion Service Alternatives 
4.3.1 Discussion 
Even though core demographics have not changed over the past years, the local 
economy is improving as is the tourism market.  The ski resorts in the Big Bear Valley 
are under new ownership with an expressed interest to improve transportation and the 
guest experience, as well as being a good neighbor.  In the RIM area there are plans 
to revitalize Santa’s Village (now known as SkyPark at Santa’s Village), to bring more 
tourists to the area and an interest in other economic development opportunities.  
Should some of the desired local economic development occur, MT is poised to 
participate in the preparation of transportation plans to mitigate traffic and 
environmental impacts, address facilities including stops and remote parking, funding, 
and partnership opportunities.   

Some of the ideas for expansion service came out in the survey process and some 
have come to light due to the impacts of a busy winter season, as well as new 
ownership of the Big Bear Valley Resorts. Tourism is up in both Mountain Communities 
and MT has had interest from community leaders to provide additional services for 
employees as well as tourists.  There are many unknowns in this emerging economy 
and market; and at this point, there is not sufficient data to provide specific 
suggestions by implementation year.  MT needs further information as plans develop, 
and trigger points can be identified which will help MT know when it might be time to 
implement expansion services that can be operated successfully and ensure 
continued success. 

Because of the many unknowns and limited resources, MT should consider any 
expansion project as a “demonstration” and establish performance targets by which to 
measure their success and potential for continuation.  It is suggested that each type of 
service meet the system’s average productivity measurement for similar service offered 
in the system.  For example, should a RIM Weekend Service be implemented, then 
the standard which the service should meet to determine continuation, would be the 
current P/VSH of the Big Bear Valley trolley service.   

In both the constrained and unconstrained Financial Plans, resource levels for these 
types of “demonstration” projects have been identified for planning purposes.  Detailed 
service designs can be completed later when more is known about the specific needs 
and partnership contributions, and when ridership demand has been better quantified. 
However, in order to phase in an implementation of these services, potential fiscal 
years in which to start the new service has been identified.    

4.3.2 Approach 
Triggers which will signal that it is time to plan and implement one of the expansion 
options may be construction of a new support facility such as a Park’n’Ride or fleet 
management capacity, or additional rail service, or a new economic center (such as 
SkyPark at Santa’s Village), a new housing development or a change in infrastructure 
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(such as additional or an increase in road capacity). As part of the planning process for 
potential service expansion needs, MT should identify key players and stakeholders, 
as well as support systems. Partners will need to provide a variety of support, 
including, but not limited to estimates of a current and potential market, service 
parameters, operating considerations (such as providing bus turn around locations or 
park’n’rides) and marketing support.  It is recommended that expansion service be 
paid for by a combination of new funding opportunity, discretionary grants, partner co-
funding and in kind contributions, as well as farebox revenues. 

In preparation of each fiscal year and in preparing an annual service plan, MT should 
revisit the feasibility/ranking of projects, revisit the appropriate triggers and funding 
availability, to re-evaluate which demonstrations (if any) should be initiated and during 
what timeframe.  It is also during this phase that MT should match specific projects 
with potential revenue services for which a given project may qualify. MT may also 
consider contracting out expansion services where contractor availability makes sense 
from a cost and operational point of view, and particularly those which may require 
fleet-intensive capital costs.  For example, should a grant be available for significant 
increases in Big Bear Valley OTM services that could call for ten to 20 busloads of 
people coming up the mountain in the morning and returning at the end of the 
day.  MT should then establish a budget and, in addition to cost per VSH, consider 
incremental administrative support needs (additional mechanics, supervision, etc.), 
signage, STAR technology needs/impacts and outreach.  

The following expansion opportunities have been prioritized by FY, based on known 
conditions; however, they are also discussed in such a manner as to present options 
for implementation, should the a “trigger” identified above occur and the MT Board 
approves a go ahead to develop and implement. At the end of the expansion 
discussion there is a table which presents each expansion opportunity based on this 
preliminary implementation priority, along with estimated annual costs and resource 
needs. 

4.3.3 RIM Expansion Opportunities 
In the three survey mechanisms discussed in Chapter 2: Transit Needs, the most 
frequent request for new service was to the Lake Arrowhead Concert Series, followed 
closely by a general comment for more frequent service. When asked how MT can 
improve upon existing features of the system, the most common response in all of the 
survey mechanisms was for MT to implement more frequent service on existing routes, 
continue service later into the evening and more frequent Saturday and Sunday 
service.  Based on the survey results, along with the economic and growth 
opportunities that are evolving in the western mountain communities, the following are 
expansion opportunities that MT may consider to stage and implement, pending that 
the appropriate “triggers” occur and the resources are available to test and fund in 
perpetuity.  
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Because of the rural nature of the Mountain Communities, MT Staff felt that the best 
way to introduce the following expansion opportunities would be to first begin 
additional service on key days and in specific areas with an existing customer and 
market base.  Over time based on STAR data, other triggers that may occur, 
enhancing the service to provide additional fixed route and/or other types of service 
could be introduced.   

4.3.3.1 RIM Expansion: Lake Arrowhead Concert Series 
Upon project initiation, develop plans to operate seasonal service to the concert 
series at Lake Arrowhead.  Consider seeking corporate sponsorship and operating 
as a pilot project to test the market. The concert series includes 17 “regular” 
Friday/Saturday weekends, and three multi-day holiday weekends (Memorial, July 
4th and Labor Day holiday weekends).  This does not necessarily require additional 
fleet, and operating later trips will require the provision of complementary DAR 
service so as to meet ADA requirements. 

To ensure success of the service, MT staff believes that the most prudent 
approach is to launch a “comprehensive” service that meets a variety of needs in 
the RIM area. In addition to the Concert series, there are also many local requests 
for expanded fixed route and DAR services on weekends, and there is an 
opportunity to serve Lake Gregory water recreation guests from the Lake 
Arrowhead area, given the limited access of visitors to the Lake Arrowhead 
beaches, ramps and recreational areas (primarily private use).   

It is recommended to develop a new fixed route “Trolley-type” service between 
Lake Arrowhead and Lake Gregory during the summer, with selected trips 
deviating to the Crest Park/Observatory area.  The service will be designed to 
provide access to Lake Gregory at certain times of the day, and to carry concert-
goers from remote parking to Lake Arrowhead.  This will be a seasonal service, 
and complementary DAR will be added as well to comply with the ADA.  In addition 
to the regular concert days, there are special, but related, service needed to 
support the concert schedules for the Memorial Day, 4th of July, and Labor Day 
holidays and the Sundays preceding those holidays.   

Year 1: The new demonstration service will launch one week before the concert 
series starts and days/times of operations will be as follows: 
• On Friday concert nights, the primary market will be “concert goers” so the

Trolley will operate from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., for 17 Fridays of the
regular concert season. ADA DAR hours will be extended on Fridays until
10:00 p.m. as well.

• On Saturdays the Trolley will operate from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. serving
travel from Lake Arrowhead to Lake Gregory, with some trips serving the
concert series.  ADA DAR will add hours to the current schedule to operate
from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. for the 17 Saturdays of the concert series.
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• On Sundays the Trolley will operate from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., with ADA
complimentary service already in operation (see Section 4.1.3.3. above for
details on the Sunday expansion to the RIM DAR service).

• On three Sundays when there are concerts at Lake Arrowhead, MT will
operate a Saturday Trolley schedule from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and
DAR will be expanded as well.

• On Memorial Day, Labor Day and July 4th holiday when the Lake Arrowhead
concerts are from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m., the Trolley will operate from 12:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. with only DAR service added to Labor Day (since DAR
service is already operating on July 4th and Memorial Day from 6:15-7:30).

Total VSHs for the Lake Arrowhead Trolley and companion DAR: 310 VSHs in 
FY 1617, with future annual VSHs at 705 VSHs 
Fleet Impact: As an extension of existing service, MT may utilize the existing 
fleet. Although the vehicles available are not a traditional “Trolley” configuration, 
MT may create a “bus wrap” on an existing vehicle to make it more inviting and 
provide a Trolley experience to those riders. 
Implementation Year: FY 2016-17 

4.3.3.2 RIM Expansion: Year-Round Trolley Weekend Service 
The provision of weekend services in the RIM area was one of the most frequent 
requests by riders as well as stakeholders.  As mentioned above, testing a Trolley 
for a defined, consistent and proven Lake Arrowhead concert series is a prudent 
move.  Should that service be successful, and should demand build, as well as 
other triggers as mentioned above, then MT may consider expanding the Trolley 
service year-round similar to what is offered in Big Bear Lake.  

Year 6:  Assuming the Trolley implemented in FY 2016-17 for the Summer Concert 
series is a success, and partners assist in developing a market and providing 
resources for year-round service, MT may consider to implement year-round 
Trolley service on Saturdays, Sundays and certain holidays.  Companion DAR will 
also be included on those days that DAR is not already being provided. 

Total VSHs for Expanded Trolley and companion DAR from Labor Day until 
early May: 950 
Fleet Impact: It is recommended that some kind of Trolley configuration be 
purchased; although MT has tested the current 30’ Big Bear Valley Trolley in 
the RIM area and the Trolley’s length is too long when navigating the windy 
roads of the RIM area. 
Implementation Year: FY 2021-22 

4.3.3.3 RIM Expansion: Route 2 and Route 4 Expansion 
Pending additional significant economic development of Snow Valley, SkyPark at 
Santa’s Village or other RIM economic development areas, MT may consider 
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expansion to provide service to assist in the mobility of residents, the workforce or 
visitors to the event centers.  This may take the form of route extensions, span 
increases, or special feeders to OTM services depending on emerging ridership 
markets.  

Tentatively, SkyPark at Santa’s Village revitalization will provide a higher level of 
economic activity when it re-opens.  The facility is being designed for year-round 
recreational and event use.  Also in the vicinity, are other possible event centers 
that MT may consider adding bus stops, including, but not limited to the RIM 
Continuation High School, the Mountain Skies Astronomical facility, Dogwood 
Camp Ground and the Tudor House Dinner Theater.  Since SkyPark at Santa’s 
Village is a newly revised facility and recreational area, there are many unknowns 
about the operating characteristics or attendance at SkyPark at Santa’s Village, or 
where the visitors will be coming from (permanent residents, versus weekend 
visitors vs. day trippers from San Bernardino and beyond, or Big Bear Valley).  It is 
also unknown as to the willingness or ability of the workforce or the mountain 
residents to also take MT to and from the recreational area.  Mountain Transit has 
been invited to participate in planning for transportation needs.  The current 
alignment of Route 4 does serve SkyPark at Santa’s Village, but does not serve the 
other event centers mentioned above.  At some point in the future when there is 
more information available regarding patronage at SkyPark at Santa’s Village as well 
as the potential for workforce transit usage, there may be justification to operate 
additional service in the area. Ridership on Route 4 can be closely monitored for an 
indication as to when and if the need for additional service is developing. Service 
increases could take the form of higher frequency service along Route 4, an 
overlay circulator service (such as a trolley) to serve the other locations, or some 
other version of an overlay service.   

Year 7: Route 4 Saturday/Sunday Expansion.  Should the demand warrant it, 
Saturday and/or Sunday service may eventually both be needed for Route 
4. Since DAR service is not currently offered on Saturdays or Sundays in
the Route 4 service area (SkyPark area or Running Springs), then DAR
VSHs would also need to be added. In addition, MT may consider to first
implement DAR service to test the market and demand.  Last but not least,
if the other locations are to be served as well, a no-cost alternate routing
should be considered at the time of adding these resources.  In order to
provide connectivity including the Tudor House Dinner Theater, Mountain
Skies and Dogwood Camp Grounds, a second vehicle may be needed to
provide links for workers and guests alike, and if ridership warrants the
higher level of service.  Assume 52 Saturdays and Sundays each year (104
days), with 12 hours of coverage each day from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.,
for a total of 1,248 VSHs, with a similar DAR VSH need of 1,248 VSHs.

Total VSHs Route 4 Weekend service & companion DAR: 2,496 
Fleet Impact: Two additional vehicles.  
Implementation Year: FY 2022-23 
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Year 8: 
1. Route 2 Saturday Expansion. MT does not currently provide fixed route

service along Route 2.  Although a common request from current riders to
provide Saturday service, the demand and productivity is not there Monday
through Friday to yet warrant an expansion of Route 2 service to Saturdays.
However, should additional triggers occur and resources become available,
then MT may consider expansion at a future point in time.  For planning
purposes, this service is programmed in Year 8 and assumes year-round
service from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.  Since there is existing companion
DAR service on Saturdays, then additional DAR hours are not required to
be included in this expansion.

Total VSHs Route 4 Weekday expansion VSHs: 416 
Fleet Impact: Existing vehicles can be utilized for this expansion 
service. 
Implementation Year: FY 2023-24 

2. Route 4 Weekday Expansion. MT will not be in a position to offer this kind
of a service expansion until facility constraints are addressed in order 
accommodate fleet expansion.  However, for planning purposes it is 
reasonable to allocate one additional fixed route vehicle, operating ten VSHs 
per day on the weekdays that SkyPark at Santa’s Village is in operation.  MT 
may also consider to first extend DAR service during the week, to test the 
market and demand and since DAR service is already in place during 
weekdays that parallels Route 4.  Companion DAR service is already 
offered during the week, so no additional DAR VSHs need to be added to 
this service expansion.

Total VSHs Route 4 Weekday expansion VSHs: 3,520 
Fleet Impact: one additional fixed route vehicle 
Implementation Year: FY 2023-24 

4.3.4 Big Bear Valley Expansion Opportunities 
In the three survey mechanisms discussed in Chapter 2: Transit Needs, the most 
frequent requests for new service were to and from the Lucerne Valley/Victorville, 
Snow Summit, the Discovery Center and Fawnskin. When asked how MT can improve 
upon existing features of the system, the most common response in all of the survey 
mechanisms was for MT to implement more frequent service on existing routes, 
continue service later into the evening and more frequent Saturday and Sunday 
service.  Based on the survey results, along with the economic and growth 
opportunities that are evolving in the Big Bear Valley, the following are expansion 
opportunities that MT may consider to stage and implement, pending that the 
appropriate “triggers” occur and the resources are available to test and fund in 
perpetuity.  
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In regards to the suggestion to provide service to and from the Discovery Center, one 
must keep in mind that the Center is located on the north-west end of Big Bear Lake 
and currently is served by BBV OTM services, with the accompanying OTM fare.  The 
Discovery Center is open from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m., Thursdays through 
Mondays and is closed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.  The unusual closure days 
make it difficult to schedule service because MT is structured for weekday and/or 
weekend service, but does not have a “Tuesday/Wednesday weekend” schedule.  
When the Trolley service was initially introduced, it did provide service to and from the 
Discovery Center.  Based on the lack of interest and resulting low ridership, this leg of 
the Trolley route was removed.  However, given the interest from the survey 
mechanisms and when and if a vehicle is added to the Trolley service to improve 
frequencies and/or schedule reliance, it may be the time again to extend every other 
trip to Discovery Center during the hours it is open and test the service once again. 
Alternatively, should Discovery Center service become a priority, an option to consider 
may be to extend Route 3 on certain trips (deviated fixed route approach).  Data 
gathered from the STAR system will provide MT staff additional tools to perform a more 
specific feasibility assessment to make sure that a change of this nature would not 
have significant negative impacts to current riders. 

4.3.4.1 Big Bear Valley Expansion: Route 1 
Depending on the outcome of the transit planning efforts that are underway with 
the Resort, a strong consideration is for MT to increase local fixed route service. 
Route 1 is the most productive service of all of the MT services, and over the years 
the vehicle passenger capacity has been increased to accommodate peak loads.  
Additional Route 1 expansion could take the form of schedule adjustments to feed 
into OTM or other similar services operated by others; increasing frequency of 
service on current fixed route service to half an hour headways, or providing 
express type service (with limited stops) during peak morning and evening periods, 
and regular service during other periods.  Given the current headway of one hour, 
increasing the headway to one half hour could present new opportunities for 
increased ridership from the workforce traveling to and from work and visitors using 
the service to tour the Valley.  

With regards to operating any kind of supplemental seasonal service, one of the 
issues becomes recruiting and training drivers for part-time, seasonal work in an 
area where there isn’t a large pool of people from whom to hire.  The Resort deals 
with this issue vis a vis ski patrol, lift operators, etc. and the emerging partnership 
may offer some solutions for dealing with seasonal manpower needs.  

Depending on development of plans to address Resort traffic, as well as taking a 
conservative approach to Route 1 expansion, it is recommended that MT consider 
phasing in additional service based on available funding or grant opportunities.  
Therefore, it is recommended to first expand service for the winter season from 
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November through March (five months) and based on performance and feedback, 
expand for the balance of the year.     

Year 1:  
Total VSHs BBV Route 1 Winter Expansion: 5,579 
Fleet impact: None, use existing vehicles  
Implementation Year: 2016-17 

4.3.4.2 Big Bear Valley Expansion: Special Events 
The Big Bear Valley area is host to a range of special events.  Some, such as 
Oktoberfest, are annual, while others may not be that regular or long in duration.  
While Oktoberfest is for eight weekends, other events may only be a two or three-
day series of smaller events clustered together, such as during a holiday weekend 
when tourism is being encouraged.  MT addresses providing services during 
special events, on a case by case basis depending, on the situation and resource 
availability.    

The taxi, charter and on-demand private transportation companies in the area have 
limited vehicles and service offerings and to date cannot accommodate large 
groups or transporting persons with wheelchair needs.  As a result, this leads to a 
shortage of options for event organizers to use when mitigating traffic, parking, and 
safety issues.  Most special events don’t fall entirely within the standard operating 
hours of MT service.   Specific venues may or may not be directly adjacent to 
current routing of fixed route services.  In addition, event attendees don’t 
necessarily live directly along the fixed route alignment and this is a concern for 
getting them home safely without them driving or walking home under the influence 
of alcohol or in inclement weather conditions.   

MT responds to special event service needs by working with the event sponsors to 
design, fund and operate the service.  In some cases, notices need to be filed 
relative to lack of privately operated charter companies that could otherwise 
operate the service.  In cases where a third party operator is found by event 
sponsors, MT may still be called upon to help address ADA service requirements. 

MT has the ability to meet Special Event service needs by using a combination of 
fixed route, Trolley and DAR services.  Regular fixed route services can operate 
with an extended day, going into the evening and following the regular alignment as 
long as all of the regular stops are ‘open door’ making the service available to 
people who have not attended the event.  Depending on the location of the venue, 
alignment extensions or alternate alignments can be designed and incorporated 
into the regular schedule but noted that the extension or alternate is only available 
during special events, and with a special schedule driven by the event itself.  In 
some cases, the Trolley might be the most effective alternative, again with a 
special schedule or adjustment to the alignment as long as all or most of the 
regular alignment is operated and regular stops are served.  Last, but not least, 
DAR can be used to address door-to-door travel needs related to special events, 
and MT staff may utilize the STAR system to assist riders going to common 
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destinations and group them together for scheduling purposes. Under the ADA MT 
is not required to honor a specific time window for scheduling non-ADA customer 
trips.   

An implementation approach would be to first review resources expended for 
Oktoberfest in recent years, evaluate ridership productivity and financial 
performance, and make a determination as to opportunities to be more productive.  
Budget accordingly. Based on these results, establish an annual budget of extra 
VSHs, for additional Special Events services, with the events themselves to be 
determined. This pool of resources may or may not be used, but the purpose is to 
use it as a guide when working on financial arrangements with event sponsors in 
order to address ridership targets and thresholds, operating parameters, revenues, 
and expected costs.  

Year 1: 
Total VSHs Budget for Special Events: 240 
Fleet impact: Assume that existing vehicles may be utilized to accommodate 
the additional events on weekends. 
Implementation Year: FY 2016-17 

4.3.4.3 Big Bear Valley Expansion: Lucerne Valley OTM 
Prepare plans and funding requests for Lucerne Valley OTM pilot test.  Research 
how such a service could pulse with Victor Valley Transit Authority (VVTA) service 
which already provides service from Lucerne Valley to Apple Valley. The final plan 
and funding request should determine whether the target market is commuter-
based or ‘lifeline mobility’ based for emphasis on mid-day travel opportunities. 

Figure 12: San Bernardino Mountains to Lucerne Valley 
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Based on plans and funding opportunities, implement a one to two-year pilot test 
to Lucerne Valley, for two or three days per week. It is also suggested to route the 
service through Baldwin Lake, to provide fixed route service (as opposed to the 
residents using DAR currently to travel into Big Bear Lake). Budgeting 
approximately 1.5 VSHs per round trip, consider two morning and two afternoon 
round trips. If one vehicle is to be used (similar to how the current OTM services 
are operated) trips should be clustered for mid-day travel rather than for peak hour 
commuter-type travel so there is a tight span of service (such as 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m. for span as an example).  Final service design should consider which
ridership markets are priorities to serve, as well as connecting services and
convenience factors.

Year 2: 
Total VSHs Lucerne Valley OTM: 1,824  
Fleet impact: Since service is most likely during the week, one additional 
vehicle would be required and is dependent upon how the service is devised as 
described above.  
Implementation Year: FY 2017-18 

4.3.4.4 Big Bear Valley Expansion: Resort Services 
For a detailed discussion of the BBV OTM resort gap closure recommendations, 
please see discussion under Section 4.3.4.5 below.  Working with the City of Big 
Bear Lake, the Resort, the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG), 
Caltrans and other agencies, develop a plan for resort traffic mitigation and identify 
MT’s role and funding needs. May result in slight increases in service during 
existing VSHs and should not impact ADA resource needs. It is assumed that the 
fixed route expansion may need to be implemented, before OTM service can be 
expanded, assuming that some of the OTM riders will be traveling to and from the 
Resorts for recreational activities. 

Year 2: Fixed Route Expansion for Resort Services.  Using data from the STAR 
system from the expansion of Route 1, and depending on comprehensive 
plans for mitigating ski resort traffic, consider higher frequency fixed route 
service or overlay or supplemental Trolley options, or trippers to handle existing 
trips with heavy loads resulting from resort activities. Seek funding for a pilot 
test to operate Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays during ski season, 
and seven days during holiday periods during the winter vacation period when 
schools are out.  Plan for two vehicles with a 10-hour span of service, or 20 
VSHs/day, for an 80-day operating budget.   

Total VSHs BBV Route 1 Expansion: 3,200 annually 
Fleet impact: Two additional vehicles 
Implementation Year: FY 2017-18 

Year 6: Trolley Expansion. Depending on development of plans to address 
resort traffic, as well as the services implemented above, pending resource 
availability and continuation of on-time performance issues, one to two 
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additional Trolleys may be warranted as a tripper to handle heavy loads and/or 
maintain schedules. Another option is to do a more limited stop version of the 
Trolley service to provide more direct service. When one or more expansion 
vehicles are added to the Trolley, this will be an opportunity to redesign the 
schedule to serve Discovery Center on some or all trips between 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. as well as evaluate running time operational efficiency.   

Total VSHs BBV Trolley Expansion: 1,600 VSHs 
Fleet impact: One additional Trolley 
Implementation Year: FY 2021-22 

4.3.4.5 OTM to Redlands Rail via State Route 38/Resort Gap Closure 
The San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG) is the lead agency on the 
Redlands Passenger Rail Project (RPRP) which will provide nine miles of rail service 
between the San Bernardino Metrolink extension to the University of Redlands.  
Construction is anticipated in early 2017 and passenger service will begin in 2020. 
During morning and afternoon peak commute hours, trains will operate every 30 
minutes. During non-commute or off-peak hours, trains will operate every 60 
minutes. Weekday and weekend service is planned to start at 5:00 a.m. and run 
until 10:00 p.m.  In addition to standard passenger rail service, a Metrolink express 
train will be extended to serve the Downtown Redlands Station with limited stop 
service to and from Los Angeles during the peak commute hours.  The project has 
identified five station locations (from west to east): San Bernardino Transit Center, 
Waterman Avenue Station, New York Street Station (north of the ESRI campus in 
Redlands), Downtown Redlands and the University of Redlands.   

The impact of this anticipated rail service to Mountain residents and visitors is 
twofold: 1.  It provides an opportunity to connect residents to the University of 
Redlands, downtown Redlands, ESRI employment center and additional medical 
and hospital connections via Omnitrans; and 2. visitors will be able to travel on 
Metrolink through to the University of Redlands Station, and new OTM service 
could be designed to provide a more express travel opportunity to and from the 
Mountain resort activities.  In addition, connections to the new service can be 
promoted and marketed through the RPRP marketing program.   

Based on current service design and station construction projections, it is 
recommended that MT operate one bus seven days a week, twice a day, to pulse 
with train arrivals from the west to the University Station in the early morning and 
then again in the late afternoon/early evening.  Service provided via State Route 
(SR) 38 also allows for a stop at Angeles Oaks, which currently does not have any 
transit service for that community.  It is recommended that this service provide 
limited stops for more of an express bus service design. There is also a possibility 
that this service may “cannibalize” current riders on Big Bear Valley OTM service 
(through Running Springs) who may find it more convenient to ride on this new 
service rather than travel through Running Springs. Any reduction in ridership as a 
result of that service should be monitored and all services adjusted accordingly.  
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In addition to new service on SR 38, depending on development of plans to 
address resort traffic, another consideration may be to add additional vehicles to 
the BBV OTM service to close the gap in the middle of the day and to add service 
at the end of the day to accommodate Resort users.  By focusing on additional 
weekend service, by adding three additional round trips (3.5 VSHs for each round 
trip) would result in a daily increase of 11 VSHs. This expansion would require up 
to two additional vehicles, depending on the desired frequency of service and 
timing of transfers.  If the planning partners conclude that this should be seasonal 
in nature, and should there be continued facility and vehicle constraints, consider 
other operational options. It is recommended that all OTM expansion that impacts 
weekend/Resort traffic be planned and considered together, and implemented and 
evaluated together as well.  

Year 4: Total VSHs Budget for OTM to Redlands Rail: 3,752 
Fleet impact: Two additional OTM vehicles 
Implementation Year: FY 2019-20 

4.3.5 Summary of Expansion Services: Operating & Capital Impacts 
In Exhibit 4-1 and 4-2 below is a summary of the proposed expansion services by 
service area, identifying the number of days to operate each service during that fiscal 
year, the estimated annual VSHs, estimated annual costs and impact to the existing 
MT fleet. For some service expansion offerings, additional vehicles are not required or 
needed.  Keep in mind should the fleet not expand, but VSHs are added, the resulting 
impact to the current fleet would generate miles added to the fleet therefore warranting 
replacement earlier than scheduled (if replacement is based on the vehicles’ miles). 
The table is also organized by priority based on the FY of implementation, and ties to 
the narrative above. Depending upon overall Agency priorities, as well economic and 
other external “triggers” as well as the availability of grant or other funding to implement 
the expansion service, the implementation priority may change or the project may not 
be implemented at all.  
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Exhibit 4-1 – Summary of Proposed Expansion Services - RIM 

FY RIM Service Expansion Options Days Annual 
VSH 

Annual 
Costs* Fleet 

16-17 Friday Night Trolley for Concert Series 5-
10 p.m. & DAR 7:30 – 10 p.m. 9 68 $4,815 0 

16-17 Saturday Trolley for Concert Series 10 
a.m.-10 p.m. & DAR 5 – 10 p.m. 8 136 $9,701 0 

16-17 Sunday Trolley 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. & DAR 9 
a.m. – 2 p.m. 8 80 $5,707 0 

16-17 Sunday Trolley for Concert Series & DAR 
2 – 10:00 p.m. 1 20 $1,427 0 

16-17 Monday Holidays Trolley Concert Series 
12 – 6 p.m.  1 6 $428 0 

Total FY 2016-17 Impact** 310 $22,077 0

17-18 Friday Night Trolley for Concert Series 5-
10 p.m. & DAR 7:30 – 10 p.m. 9 68 $4,815 0 

17-18 Saturday Trolley to for Concert Series 10 
a.m.-10 p.m. & DAR 5 – 10 p.m. 10 170 $12,127 0 

17-18 Sunday Trolley 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. & DAR 10 100 $7,133 0 
17-18 Sunday Trolley to for Concert Series 2 – 

10 p.m. & DAR 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. 2 40 $2,853 0 

17-18 Monday Holidays for Concert Series 12 
– 6 p.m. and DAR 2 – 10 p.m. 2 18 $1,284 0 

17-18 Non Summer DAR 9 a.m. – 2 p.m. 42 210 $14,980 0 
Total FY 2017-18 Impact** 915 $65,269 0

21-22 Trolley Expanded Sat (10-10) /Suns (9-
2)/ Holidays to All Year Round & DAR 85 950 $67,766 +1

22-23 Rt 4 Sat/Sun Expansion & DAR 10-
10pm 104 2,496 $178,046 +2

23-24 Rt 2 Saturday Service 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. 52 416 $29,674 0 
23-24 Rt 4 Weekday Expansion9 a.m. – 7 p.m. 253 2,530 $180,471 +1

Total RIM Annual Impact by FY 2023-24 7,307 $521,227 +4

Notes pertaining to the Exhibits 4-1 and 4-2: 
* Annual costs estimated at $71.33 per VSH and are based on the adjusted 2016-

17 budget with service expansion costs included. VSH costs above are not
inflated during year of implementation.

** FY 2016-17 services will not begin until the FY is partially through; therefore, FY 
2016-17 costs are not full annual costs.  The FY 2017-18 costs are the 
incremental VSHS/Costs, and when adding those costs to incremental FY 2016-
17 costs, that then creates the annual year-after-year service expansion costs and 
become annualized. 

*** To be reimbursed 100% by event provider 
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Exhibit 4-2 Summary of Proposed Expansion Services - Big Bear Valley 

FY BBV Service Expansion Options Days Annual 
VSH Annual Costs* Fleet 

16-17 Rt 1 Expansion Winter 11/1-3/31 151 4,379 $312,365 0 
16-17 Special Events TBD*** 20 240 $17,120 0 
16-17 DAR Expansion 7-11 p.m. 240 960 $68,479 0 

Total FY 2016-17 Impact** 5,579 $397,964 0 
17-18 DAR Expansion 7-11 p.m. 122 488 $34,810 0 
17-18 Resort Services on Wknds/Holidays 80 3,200 $228,264 +2
17-18 Lucerne Valley OTM 3 days @ week 152 1,824 $130,111 +1

Total FY 2017-18 Impact** 11,091 $791,149 0 
18-19 Rt 1 Expansion 4/1-10/31 203 5,583 $398,214 +2

19-20 OTM to Redlands Rail via SR 
38/Resort Gap Closure 359 3,752 $267,640 +2

21-22 Trolley Expansion Wknds/Hol 80 1,600 $114,132 +1
Total BBV Annual Impact by FY 2023-24 22,026 $1,571,135 +8

Exhibit 4-3 below is a summary of the expansion services, showing the total VSHs, 
costs and fleet impacts by the end of the Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) period (FY 
2020-21). The middle section shows the incremental impacts during Years 6 through 
8 of the 15-year Plan (annual service expansion impacts by FY 2023-24). The 3rd 
section shows the total annual impact by Year 9 of the 15-year Plan or by FY 2024-
25. 

Exhibit 4-3 Summary of MT Expansion Services 

Total Annual MT Service 
Impact by Year 5 (FY 2020-21) 

Annual VSHs Annual Costs* Fleet 
Impact 

RIM 915 $65,269 0 
Big Bear Valley 20,426 $1,457,003 7 

Agency Total 21,341 $1,522,272 7 
Total Annual MT Service 

Impact -  Years 6 through 8 
Annual VSHs Annual Costs* Fleet 

Impact 
RIM 6,392 $455,958 4 

Big Bear Valley 1,600 $114,132 1 
Agency Total 7,992 $570,090 5 

Total Annual MT Service 
Impact Starting in FY 2023-24 (Yr 8 

& Beyond) 

Annual VSHs Annual Costs* Fleet 
Impact 

RIM 7,307 $521,227 4 
Big Bear Valley 22,026 $1,571,135 8 

Agency Total 29,333 $2,092,362 12 
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Chapter 5: Operating Plan 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the level of operation staff and expense categories required 
over the Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) to implement the current level of service, as 
well as the service expansion outlined in Chapter 4.  It is anticipated that based on 
current and projected costs and inflationary factors, Mountain Transit (MT) will generate 
sufficient revenue sources and income to operate existing and proposed expansion 
service during the five-year next five-year period.  The Operating Plan will focus on the 
cost (use) side of the equation, with the Operating Plan expense categories primarily 
dependent upon three cost components, which are: 

1. Wages, benefits and payroll taxes,
2. Cost of fuel, vehicle maintenance, and
3. Insurance.

Each cost category will be discussed in further detail followed by a summary of the 
Operating Plan, expense components, and recommendations. The SRTP and 15-year 
Plan assume that operations, maintenance and administrative costs in general will 
increase 3% year over year.  There are some exceptions in certain line items, and 
those exceptions as well as the reasoning behind the variance will be discussed 
throughout this chapter.  

5.2 Wages, Benefits and Payroll Taxes 
Of the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17 budget, 72% of the total annual budget (minus the 
operating reserve) is committed to wages and benefits for employees.  

Operations Budget: Of the total budget, driver and dispatch wages and their benefits 
account for 39% of the operating budget.  This number is significant since these 
employees’ wages and benefits are negotiated through a Teamsters union contract.  
The current contract was up for negotiation in late FY 2015-16 and has been 
approved by the Union members.  The contract is now slated to be presented to the 
MT Board for approval.  It appears that the contingencies placed in the FY 2016-17 
Budget are sufficient to cover anticipated Union wage and benefit increases as a result 
of the Union contract negotiations. To address these one-time bumps/increases in 
Union wages and benefits, the SRTP assumes that every three years when the Union 
contract is up for negotiation, there is a 1% contingency for driver and dispatch 
wages, as a placeholder for potential increases for both wages and benefits above 
and beyond an inflationary factor applied to each year of the SRTP.   

The other major change that is driven by personnel wages and benefits is an 
incremental increase during the year of a service expansion.  The line items impacted 
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by service expansion (assuming additional drivers are hired and the vehicles burn 
more fuel) are driver/dispatch wages, maintenance consumables, uniforms and 
driver/dispatch insurance and benefits.  These are one-time increases in the year of 
the service expansion and are based on the proportional increase of vehicle service 
hours (VSHs) added. These increases remain in the line item and increase with 
inflation each year thereafter (assuming the service remains in the system).  

There are two operations supervisors (one for each base), they are also non-union and 
their wages/salaries are included in the Operations category within the Budget.  

Maintenance Budget: There are four maintenance staff (mechanics) in the 
wages/salaries line item of this budget category, and they are non-union.  For FY 
2016-17, one of the mechanic positions at the Big Bear Lake facility was re-classified 
to a lead position and is now responsible for reporting and administrative functions in 
the maintenance arena.  

Administrative Budget: MT budgets all insurance and healthcare costs for both union 
and non-union staff as a cost component in the Administrative category of the annual 
Budget. This one line consists of 19% of the total budget.   Administrative labor costs 
account for 9% of the total budget.  For FY 2016-17, the MT Board approved to 
transition the part time Outreach Coordinator to a full-time position and this cost is 
included in the Administrative category of the budget.   

For the most part, Administrative wages are fixed and do not vary by the amount of 
service supplied. However, as the expansion projects are implemented throughout the 
life of the SRTP, it is recommended that MT consider adding an additional 
administrative staff to the RIM base in FY 2019-20, to provide additional operational 
and management support as services and the customer base grows in that service 
area. In FY 2023-24 it is recommended that MT transition its part-time accounting 
clerk position to full time, and include grant writing, grant reimbursement and other 
financial accounting activities to this full time position. Both of these recommendations 
are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6: Organizational Structure. 

5.3 Fuel 
During the past few years there has been a reduction in the use and cost of fossil fuel 
throughout the country.  Many see this as a tremendous benefit to the transit industry.  
There are others who believe that it has hurt the transit industry, in that those 
discretionary riders who were using public transportation can now afford to operate a 
car and have abandoned public transportation. Many larger transit agencies have seen 
a dramatic decline in ridership, and attribute these decreases directly to the reduction 
of fuel costs, along with the ability of non-citizens to attain California driver’s licenses 
and insurance.  

Historically, fuel prices fluctuate significantly due to a number of factors, which are 
beyond the control of MT. As a result, MT has seen an annual fuel expenditure high in 
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FY 2013-14 of $356,054, down to $205,153 in FY 2014-15.  Because in the past 
fuel costs have fluctuated up and down, MT has taken a conservative approach and 
has budgeted on the high side.  For example, in FY 2015-16 MT budgeted $410,152 
for fuel costs; however, MT’s projected FY 2015-16 year-end costs are anticipated to 
be approximately $275,000 (a 33% reduction from the budgeted amount). Given the 
decline in fuel prices and the resulting fuel price stability, MT has assumed a slight 
increase in fuel costs in the FY 2016-17 budget, at $298,283. This SRTP will assume 
that fuel costs will keep pace with the inflationary estimates throughout the five and 
15-year Plan, plus a slight padding in the event of fluctuations. Therefore, the fuel line
item (maintenance consumables) will grow at 4% year over year. Given that in past
years the cost of fuel does not necessarily tie to inflation, and is instead dependent
upon other factors, it is recommended that this cost category continue to be closely
monitored and adjusted as needed.

The other change in fuel and maintenance consumables throughout the life of the 
SRTP is an incremental change in the year of a service expansion.  The Maintenance 
Consumables line item in the Operations category is impacted.  This is a one one-time 
increase in the year of the service expansion (based on the proportional increase of 
VSHs added) and then remains in the base line item category and increase with 
inflation each year thereafter.  

One other impact of note in the oils and fluids portion of the maintenance 
consumables line item is the impact that the new diesel engines have on fleet 
operations.  The two 37’ Freightliner vehicles require an additional diagnostic tool to 
analyze and maintain the diesel engines, as well as an additional fuel additive added 
monthly.  Although not costly, should MT expand its Off the Mountain (OTM) diesel 
fleet this is an incremental cost that should be budgeted accordingly.  One service 
area that may be considered for transition from gasoline to diesel, is the future RIM Off 
the Mountain service.  Should the RIM OTM service require larger vehicles, then a 
diesel alternative may be preferred to carry a higher passenger load and incremental 
cost impacts should be added to the Operations’ budget.  An increase in passenger 
loads, as well as longer, heavier vehicles, is what triggers the OTM vehicles 
transitioning from a gasoline-powered vehicle to a diesel-powered vehicle.  MT has 
used gasoline vehicles in the past with larger OTM vehicles and the constant damage 
to the engines (due to the steep grade) has resulted in MT to only consider diesel for 
these larger capacity vehicles. In addition, the cost assumptions contained within the 
Capital Plan assume that similar diesel vehicles that are used on the Big Bear Valley 
OTM will be procured for these expansion services. 

5.4 Insurance 
MT has streamlined its Liability and Workers’ Compensation insurances costs.  There 
were substantial increases during the prior SRTP period due to the transitioning to a 
prospective calculation for insurance payments and a one-time additional payment 
from past FYs.  Now that MT has caught up with this payment, insurance costs are 
stable throughout the life of the SRTP.  
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The only other concern is that as MT improves bus stops (with transit enhancements, 
shelters, benches and other Agency-owned amenities), MT should consult its 
insurance agent to understand the legal and liability implications of these Agency-
owned assets placed on primarily non-Agency right of way.  There may be no 
additional cost or liability implications, but as the program grow MT is advised to keep 
its insurance provider abreast of these assets and adhere to their advice accordingly.  

5.5 Reserves 
MT has worked diligently to maintain costs and to streamline service.  The farebox 
recovery ratio has seen a slight decline since the previous SRTP, as has productivity. 
As other transit operators have experienced a dramatic downturn in ridership over the 
past few years, the MT system has either maintained or seen only minor decreases in 
ridership.  MT’s ability to contain costs during the economic downturn and maintain 
those costs while the economy has struggled and finally improved, is impressive.  In 
addition, as the economy has improved so have some of the traditional revenue 
sources.  As a result, MT has experienced a slight accumulation of reserves from one 
of the primary funding sources (the Local Transportation Fund or LTF).  

The SRTP planning process has illustrated how fluctuations in fuel, insurance and 
other cost impacts can cause a transit agency’s budget to fluctuate from year to year, 
sometimes significantly. In addition, there have been fluctuations in funding levels as 
well.  Therefore, a key component to the Operating Plan is to maintain two reserves: 

1. An operating reserve, that is recommended to be a one-time $500,000 set
aside, so that the Agency can procure goods and services and ensure that
there is sufficient cash flow until the grants/reimbursements are received. The
reserve can also serve to cover any fluctuations in operating costs (such as fuel
and/or insurance and/or other unexpected increases in operating costs).  The
intent is that this is a one-time set-aside that if drawn down upon, will be
replenished at year-end; and

2. The remaining funding at the end of each fiscal year the accumulated LTF will
be placed into a capital reserve to serve as a funding source to fund one-time
projects, as well as to match one-time grant opportunities that are presented
from time to time.

Both of these reserves are necessary to address unanticipated increases in operating 
costs and to take advantage of grant/one-time funding opportunities.  By doing so, the 
Agency can ensure that it maintains a positive fiscal health and can address other 
unforeseen financial changes or operating conditions.  

5.6 Organizational Structure 
The MT staffing approach is a traditional “flat” organization, with many functions/staff 
reporting to either the General Manager or the Assistant General Manager.  This is a 
traditional approach for small agencies such as MT.  However, as the staffing needs in 
this section are discussed and as additional positions are added in the future, MT may 
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consider at that point in time to transition to a more “divisional” structure with a bit 
more hierarchy and levels.  Refer to Figure 13 below, the FY 2016-17 MT 
Organizational Chart.  

Figure 13: FY 2016-17 Mountain Transit Organizational Structure 

While MT’s staffing level is adequate to manage and administer current operations, the 
ability of in-house staff to handle special projects, one-time studies or intermittent 
expansion service needs and projects, is limited.  The Agency operates on a “lean and 
mean” basis and staff workloads are at capacity.  MT has effectively been able to 
procure consultants to provide as-needed coverage, and this approach will continue 
to be implemented on a project-by-project basis unless and until additional 
administrative position(s) are justified and fundable.  Many times when a new position 
is funded and warranted at MT, the position supports multiple functions. This is a 
common approach at similarly sized transit agencies as well as at larger properties 
(such as Victor Valley Transit Authority or VVTA).  For example, the VVTA paratransit 
services manager also oversees the vanpool program.   

Given the proposed five-year service expansion recommendations, the most pressing 
additional administrative staff MT may consider to hire is an Operations Manager at the 
Crestline base. Should this position be recruited, the position could serve to provide 
additional senior level management expertise and supervision at the Crestline base 
and report to the Assistant General Manager.  This recommendation is in line with 
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other transit agencies that as their service levels increase and as the organizational 
structure becomes more complicated, bringing on additional management staff at a 
distant operating base is warranted. This would then free up the Assistant GM and GM 
to focus on Agency-wide issues such as budgets, planning and development, as well 
as supervision and administration of the Big Bear Lake base.   

One other administrative staffing consideration is to transition the part time 
Accounting/Payroll Technician, to a full-time position that could assist with higher level 
financial planning, grant preparation, financial management and reporting.  Currently 
these responsibilities are being handled primarily by the General Manager, but the 
Assistant GM and the Clerk of the Board also takes on many of these responsibilities. 
As additional grant opportunities have presented themselves, the Agency has been 
reluctant to apply for grants due to the time-consuming nature of grant writing, but also 
the time-consuming nature of grant tracking, reimbursements and reporting. By 
expanding the current Accounting/Payroll Technician position to full time and 
transitioning some of these financial responsibilities to this position, the Agency will be 
in a better position to apply for grant funding and the other positions are free to 
complete their tasks and responsibilities.  

The proposed Crestline Operations Manager position has been incorporated into the 
SRTP period (Year 4), and a full time accounting/financial planning staff person has 
been programmed into the longer term Operating Plan (Year 6). 

As these positions are recruited and hired, the Agency may then consider transitioning 
from a flat structure to a divisional structure with more of a hierarchy. This 
consideration will absolutely depend upon the staff at the time, their supervisory 
abilities and many other factors. 

5.7 Baseline Five-Year Operating Plan 
The Operating Plan was constructed to first assume that the current baseline service 
VSHs will remain constant with very minor increases year-after-year system wide, to 
account for minor adjustments and to maintain a small pool of resources in the event 
there are minor changes to service.   

In addition to the cost assumptions outlined above, the following are additional 
impacts to the system and service area that have been used to build the Operating 
Plan: 

1. As a result of the Support Technology and Administrative Resource (STAR)
system implementation, there will be positive increases in ridership.  One
positive impact should be in the Dial-A-Ride (DAR) program, where the STAR
system will group riders, increasing productivity and improving the scheduling
function.  It is assumed that the Year 1 impact will be a 3% increase in
ridership, with a 1.5% increase in Year 2, and a 1% increase in Year 3 and
beyond.

2. The Service Plan outlined in Chapter 4 calls for scheduling adjustments in FY
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2016-17 to RIM OTM and RIM fixed route services.  With improved connectivity 
to the Metrolink and Omnitrans routes in San Bernardino, as well as 
connectivity with Route 2 and Route 4 feeding into the RI OTM, there is an 
assumption of a 4% increase in ridership in Year 1 (as a result of these 
adjustments as well as due to STAR implementation), and a 1.5% increase in 
Year 2. The Plan assumes a 1% increase in Year 3 and beyond. 

3. BBV OTM and BBV fixed route services assume a 2% increase in ridership in
Year 1 as a result of STAR implementation, and a 1% increase in Year 2 and
beyond.

4. The BBV Trolley service ridership increases as a result of STAR are estimated at
.5% year-after-year, as it is anticipated that the primary rider market
(tourists/visitors to the Big Bear Valley) may not be influenced or demonstrate
as much of a change in their riding behavior resulting from the STAR system.

5. The final assumption, which impacts both ridership and the budget, are fare
prices. The SRTP recommends that MT implement a minor fare
increase/adjustment every five years. The first will be reviewed, analyzed and
planned starting in FY 2017-18 (after the STAR system and service
improvements as recommended in Chapter 4 are implemented in FY 2016-17),
with the fare change/implementation occurring in FY 2018-19.  As a result, the
SRTP assumes that every time a fare increase of 10% occurs, there will be a
drop in passengers per VSH of 3% over the prior year.  This estimate is based
on a review of prior elasticity studies and assumptions, as well as the impact of
past fare changes on the MT system.

With these assumptions in hand, Exhibit 5-1 is a summary by area and by mode, and 
by then by performance.  Each mode summarizes the projected passengers, 
estimated revenue VSHs or RVSH, and a productivity measure of passengers per 
RVSH.   At the end of Exhibit 5-1 is a summary of the entire system that also includes 
total passengers, PRVHs, total operation budget for that fiscal year (Costs), fare 
revenue, revenue per passenger (Rev/Pass) which is the average fare paid by the 
average passengers, farebox, total VSHs and cost per VSH (Cost/VSH). 

The final section of Exhibit 5-1 shows the percentage increase or decrease (shown as 
a negative number) with that performance category over the prior year. 

The decline in ridership in FY 2018-19 can be attributed to the elasticity factors 
applied, that during a year of fare increase (10%) there will be a corresponding 
decrease in ridership (3%).  The reason for the increase in cost per VSH in FY 2017-
18 is due to a slight bump in staff costs in that fiscal year. In that same year the 
farebox percentage increases, as does revenue per passenger.  The costs and other 
operating assumptions will be discussed following Exhibit 5-2. 

Following Exhibit 5-1 is the Years 6 through 15 of the 15-Year Operating Plan, Exhibit 
5-2.
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Exhibit 5-1 Performance and Ridership FYs 2016-17 through 2020-21 
Some statistics are in 1,000’s, indicated by a “K” at the end 

1 2 3 4 5 

Area/Service 
Proj. 

15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21
SRTP 

Total/Ave 

BBV FR: Pass.  97,745 134,203 160,143 201,341 203,965 206,622 906,274 
  RVSHs 11,383 15,796 19,043 24,683 24,757 24,831 109,111 
  Pass./RVSH  8.6  8.5  8.4  8.2  8.2  8.3 8.3 

BBV DAR: Pass.  11,155  14,325  15,903  15,503  15,736  15,973  77,439 
  RVSHs 4,280 5,501 6,017 6,047 6,077 6,107 29,749 
  Pass./RVSH  2.6  2.6  2.6  2.6  2.6  2.6 2.6 

BBV Trolley: Pass.  3,495  3,518  3,536  3,430  3,447  3,464 17,394 
  RVSHs 973 975 975 975 975 975 4,875 
  Pass./RVSH  3.6  3.6  3.6  3.5  3.5  3.6 3.6 

BBV OTM: Pass.  10,760  11,008  16,581  16,132  26,347  26,690  96,759 
  RVSHs 3,505 3,516 5,350 5,366 9,135 9,162 32,529 
  Pass./RVSH  3.1  3.1  3.1  3.0  2.9  2.9 3.0 

RIM Trolley: Pass.  N/A  539  1,224  1,214  1,246  1,279 5,501 
  RVSHs  N/A 199 450 460 470 480 2,059 
  Pass./RVSH  N/A  2.7  2.7  2.6  2.7  2.7  2.7 

RIM FR: Pass.  21,807  22,792  23,250  22,665  23,006  23,353 115,066 
  RVSHs 6,257 6,289 6,320 6,352 6,383 6,415 31,759 
 Pass./RVSH  3.5  3.6  3.7  3.6  3.6  3.6 3.6 

RIM DAR: Pass.  7,417  7,714  8,486  8,151  8,819  8,470 41,641 
 RVSHs 4,363 4,495 4,872 4,896 5,013 5,038 24,314 

  Pass./RVSH  1.7  1.7  1.7  1.7  1.8  1.7 1.7 
RIM OTM: Pass  9,753  10,194  10,399  10,137  10,290  10,445  51,465 

  RVSHs 3,140 3,156 3,172 3,187 3,203 3,219 15,937 
  Pass./RVSH  3.1  3.2  3.3  3.2  3.2  3.2 3.2 

System: Pass.  162K  204K 240K  279K  293K  296K  1,312K 
  Pass./RVSH  4.8  5.1  5.2  5.4  5.2  5.3 5.2 
  Costs  2,457K  3,079K 3,447K  3,812K  4,209K  4,330K 18,877K 
 Pass. Revenue 324K 389K 471K 570K 6572K 667K 2,754K 
 Rev/Pass.  $2.00  $1.91  $1.97  $2.05  $2.24  $2.25 $2.10 
 Farebox 13.19% 12.64% 13.66% 14.95% 15.60% 15.40% 14.60% 
 Total VSHs 37,122 43,160 50,588 56,903 61,334 61,570 273,556 
 Cost/VSH  $66.21  $71.33 $68.14  $66.99  $68.63  $70.32 $69.00 

        

System Increase / (-Decrease) Over Prior Year 
  Passengers -2.8% 26.0% 17.2% 16.3% 5.1% 1.2% 
  Pass./RVSH 0.0% 7.0% 1.3% 3.4% -2.5% 0.8% 
  Costs 2.9% 25.3% 12.0% 10.6% 10.4% 2.9% 
  Fare Revenue -2.1% 20.0% 21.0% 21.0% 15.2% 1.6% 
  Rev/Pass. 0.8% -4.7% 3.2% 4.1% 9.6% 0.4% 
  Farebox -4.8% -4.2% 8.0% 9.5% 4.4% -1.2%
  Total VSHs 25.0 16.3% 17.2% 12.5% 7.8% 0.4% 
  Cost/VSH 0.2% 6.4% -3.2% -1.7% 2.4% 2.5% 
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Exhibit 5-2 Performance and Ridership FYs 2021-22 through 2030-31 
Some statistics are in 1,000’s, indicated by a “K” at the end 

	
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Area/Service 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30 30-31
BBV FR: Pass.  209K  212K  206K  209K  2112K  214K  217K  211K  214K  217K 

  RVSHs 24,906 24,981 25,056 25,131 25,206 25,282 25,358 25,434 25,510 25,587 
  Pass./RVSH  8.4  8.5  8.2  8.3  8.4  8.5  8.6  8.3  8.4  8.5 

BBV DAR: Pass. 16,213 16,457 16,043 16,788 16,366 17,126 16,696 16,276 17,032 16,603 
  RVSHs 6,138 6,169 6,199 6,230 6,262 6,293 6,324 6,356 6,388 6,420 
 Pass./RVSH  2.6  2.7  2.6  2.7  2.6  2.7  2.6  2.6  2.7  2.6 

BBC Trolley Pass  3,481  3,499  3,394  3,411  3,428  3,445  3,462  3,358  3,375  3,392 
  RVSHs 975 975 975 975 975 975 975 975 975 975 
 Pass./RVSH  3.6  3.6  3.5  3.5  3.5  3.5  3.6  3.4  3.5  3.5 

BBV OTM: Pass. 27,038 27,391 26,649 26,996  27,348 27,704 28,065 27,305 27,660 28,021 
    RVSHs 9,189 9,217 9,245 9,272 9,300 9,328 9,356 9,384 9,412 9,441 
    Pass//RVSH  2.9  3.0  2.9  2.9  2.9  3.0  3.0  2.9  2.9  3.0 
RIM Trolley:Pass  1,285  1,292  1,253  1,259  1,266  1,272  1,278  1,240  1,246  1,252 

 RVSHs 480 480 480 480 480 480 480 480 480 480 
 Pass./RVSH  2.7  2.7  2.6  2.6  2.6  2.6  2.7  2.6  2.6  2.6 

RIM FR: Pass. 23,704 24,061 23,456 23,809  24,167 24,531 24,900 24,274 24,639 25,010 
 RVSHs 6,447 6,480 6,512 6,545 6,577 6,610 6,643 6,676 6,710 6,743 
 Pass./RVSH  3.7  3.7  3.6  3.6  3.7  3.7  3.7  3.6  3.7  3.7 

RIM DAR: Pass.  8,997  8,641  8,423  8,815  8,593  8,992  8,766  8,545  8,942  8,717 
    RVSHs 5,063 5,088 5,114 5,139 5,165 5,191 5,217 5,243 5,269 5,295 

 Pass./RVSH  1.8  1.7  1.6  1.7  1.7  1.7  1.7  1.6  1.7  1.6 

RIM OTM: Pass. 10,602 10,439 10,491 10,649 10,809 10,972 11,137 10,857 11,020 11,186 
 RVSHs 3,235 3,252 3,268 3,284 3,301 3,317 3,334 3,350 3,367 3,384 

    Pass./RVSH  3.3  3.3  3.2  3.2  3.3  3.3  3.3  3.2  3.3  3.3 

System: Pass.  301K  304K  296K  301K  304K  309K  312K  303K  308K  311K 
 Pass./RVSH  5.3  5.4  5.2  5.3  5.3  5.4  5.4  5.2  5.3  5.3 
 Costs  4,507K  4,657K  4,795K  4,938K  5,068K  5,255K  5,415K  5,596K  5,763K 5,896K 
 Fare Revenue  681K  691K  742K  758K  769K  785K  797K  857K  876K  888K 
 Rev/Pass.  $2.27  $2.27  $2.51  $2.52  $2.53  $2.55  $2.56  $2.83  $2.84  $2.85 
  Farebox 15.1% 14.8% 15.5% 15.4% 15.2% 14.9% 14.7% 15.3% 15.2% 15.1% 
 Total VSHs 61,795 62,022 62,249 62,477 62,706 62,936 63,167 63,399 63,632 63,865 
 Cost/VSH  $72.93  $75.09  $77.04  $79.04  $80.82  $83.50  $85.73  $88.27  $90.56  $92.32 

 

System Increase / (-Decrease) Over Prior Year 
  Passengers 1.5% 1.1% -2.6% 1.6% 1.0% 1.6% 1.0% -2.7% 1.6% 1.0% 
  Pass./RVSH 1.1% 0.7% -2.9% 1.2% 0.6% 1.2% 0.6% -3.0% 1.2% 0.6% 
  Costs 4.1% 3.3% 3.0% 3.0% 2.6% 3.7% 3.0% 3.3% 3.0% 2.3% 
  Fare Revenue 2.0% 1.4% 7.4% 2.2% 1.4% 2.2% 1.4% 7.6% 2.2% 1.4% 
  Rev/Pass. 0.6% 0.3% 10.3% 0.6% 0.4% 0.6% 0.4% 10.6% 0.6% 0.4% 
  Farebox -2.0% -1.9% 4.3% -0.8% -1.2% -1.5% -1.6% 4.1% -0.8% -0.9%
  Total VSHs 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 
  Cost/PVSH 3.7% 3.0% 2.6% 2.6% 2.3% 3.3% 2.7% 3.0% 2.6% 1.9% 
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For the most part, the expense line items included in the Operating Plan were based 
on the line items from the FY 2016-17 Budget.  The SRTP Team reviewed the past 
seven years of Operating Budgets to look at trends and year-by-year historical cost 
increases.  The line item cost increases are built on the following assumptions: 

1. As mentioned in Section 5.1, the line items will increase year-over-year by 3%,
with the exception of the maintenance consumables (fuel), which will increase
4%.  In Year 6 and beyond, the fuel assumption comes back down to 3%,
given the uncertainty of fuel prices, in addition to the fact that by Year 6 a new
SRTP will have been developed.  The other exception is the Driver/Dispatch
salaries, which every three years (when Union negotiations occur) there is an
additional 1% increase in this line item in the event there are other one-time
wage or benefits increases as a result of Union negotiations.

2. In addition to these year-after-year increases, as service expands (as proposed
in the Chapter 4 Service Plan), these line items will increase based on the
proportional VSH increase: Driver/Dispatch wages, Maintenance Consumables,
Operations Uniforms and Driver/Dispatch Insurance and Benefits. These are the
incremental expenses associated with increases in service.  There will be other
one time increases as a result of service expansion, including
marketing/promotions, ITS subscriptions and licenses, as well as some minor
capital expenses (such as signage or STAR equipment) as contained in the
Capital Plan.

3. As mentioned in Section 5.6, the only personnel addition to the Administrative
Budget during the SRTP period, is the addition of a RIM Operations Manager in
FY 2019-20.

4. The ITS License/Radio Fees line items fluctuate greatly, as a result of the STAR
implementation. The STAR contract (which is currently included in the Capital
Plan) provides for system fees/operations and some capital expenses for a five-
year period, ending FY 2019-20. During that time, the fees for the old
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology will no longer be required after FY 2016-17.  The remaining
expense items in the ITS License/Radio fee line item are for 1. the annual radio
fees, and 2. when expansion vehicles are added to the fleet there will be an
incremental increase in new STAR licensing and fees for those expansion
vehicles (above and beyond what is in the current STAR contract). In Year 6
this line item increases because the STAR contract ended and the Agency will
transition to paying for those annual licenses in the Operating Budget.

5. Marketing.  During the year of service expansion there is an additional annual
increase in the Operations Budget ($5,000). This increase to the
Marketing/Promotions line item of the Administrative category is twofold: to
allow for additional advertising, promotions and outreach to announce the new
service, and to survey the public as well as passengers, to solicit feedback on
the new service.

6. The Professional Services line item has an additional annual increase each year
of $20,000. The reason for this increase is so that on an as needed basis, MT
may bring on qualified consultants to assist in a variety of areas that MT does
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not have the in-house expertise or the available staff to provide those services. 
In the past, areas that MT has required assistance, included human resources, 
marketing planning, service planning and grant assistance.  

The revenue side to the annual Operating Plan are based on assumptions provided 
primarily by the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG) as the County’s 
Transportation Commission (CTC) and Regional Transportation Planning Association 
(RTPA), SANBAG is the primary driver in providing and estimating operating and capital 
revenues for the five-year SRTP period and beyond.  The specific revenue sources 
and combined Financial Plan are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7: Financial Plan. 
However, while reviewing the SRTP period expenses and uses, keep these points in 
mind: 

1. Now that MT has a full time Outreach Coordinator, the Agency advertising
program is being revisited and MT is looking for new options and partnerships
to generate advertising revenue.  The fixed route buses will now include audio
and visual announcement devices, that could provide advertising opportunities
in addition to announcing upcoming bus stops.  The buses may be considered
“wrapped” with advertising or advertisements may be placed inside or outside
of the buses.  In addition, as the Agency expands the bus shelter program,
there will be new opportunities for revenue generation at Agency-owned
shelters. As a result, they advertising revenue line item has a constant growth
over the SRTP period and beyond, as these strategies are reviewed and
implemented.

2. The fare revenue is based on the average generation by mode and by area,
and based on current productivity as measured by passenger per VSH.  The
exception is with service expansion.  When new service is introduced, it is
assumed that the first year of service will result in around 75% of the current
passenger per VSH target. After year 1, the service either reaches its goal, the
Agency may consider restructuring the service, or the service may end its
demonstration period.

3. Should partnerships with public/private entities, result in a reimbursement for
rides taken, or the partners provide MT reimbursement for the cost of the hourly
VSH rate, those reimbursements will be added to the fare revenue line item and
will assist in enhancing farebox return. In addition, it is assumed that for the Big
Bear Valley (BBV), the Special Events DAR service is 100% reimbursed by
event organizers.  It is recommended that MT enter into a Memorandum of
Understandings with any public or private entity that enters into this type of
service reimbursement arrangement, whether on a one-time or annual basis.

4. The operating revenue that is in excess of the operating budget each year, will
be placed into the Capital Reserve as discussed above. As this reserve is
depleted, that is reflected in the Operating Plan and a revised Capital Reserve
or Deficit, is realized.

Exhibit 5-3 is a summary of the Operating Plan uses (expenses) during the five-year 
period. Following Exhibit 5-3 is the Operating Plan for Years 6 through 15 and line 
items totals over the 15-year Plan period, Exhibit 5-4.  
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Year: 1 2 3 4 5
Uses Cost Category Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 SRTP Total

Driver/Dispatch 1,010,579$  1,184,083$ 1,352,271$  1,498,432$  1,543,385$  
Driver/Dispatch Test 6,041$         6,222$        6,409$         6,601$         6,799$         
Operations Staff 179,305$     184,684$    190,225$     195,931$     201,809$     
Maint. Consumables 466,934$     552,413$    637,003$     705,650$     733,876$     
ITS Lic/Radio Fees 10,280$       10,535$      14,248$       18,073$       7,500$         
Operations Uniforms 5,776$         6,768$        7,729$         8,480$         8,734$         
Sub. Operations 1,405,221$ 1,678,914$ 1,944,705$ 2,207,885$  2,433,167$ 2,502,103$ 

 % > Over Prior Year 46.2% 19.5% 15.8% 13.5% 10.2% 2.8%

Facility Mnt. & Repair 30,215$       31,121$      32,055$       33,017$       34,007$       
Maintenance Staff 167,225$     172,242$    177,409$     182,731$     188,213$     
Mnt. Outside Services 21,016$       21,646$      22,296$       22,965$       23,654$       
Mnt. Uniforms 7,459$         7,683$        7,913$         8,151$         8,395$         
Sub. Maintenance 208,852$    225,915$    232,692$    239,673$     246,863$    254,269$    

 % > Over Prior Year 71.1% 8.2% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Admin. Staff 270,255$     278,363$    286,714$     357,218$     367,934$     
Advertising 2,000$         2,060$        2,122$         2,185$         2,251$         
Banking & Payroll 6,083$         6,265$        6,453$         6,647$         6,846$         
Board 2,800$         2,884$        2,971$         3,060$         3,151$         
Dues/Subscriptions 2,425$         2,498$        2,573$         2,650$         2,729$         
Insurance & Benefits 591,889$     665,021$    736,720$     815,900$     840,377$     
Marketing & Promos. 33,950$       39,968$      46,167$       52,552$       52,552$       
Office Equipment 60,440$       62,253$      64,121$       66,044$       68,026$       
Office Supplies 10,136$       10,440$      10,753$       11,076$       11,408$       
Postage & Delivery 1,416$         1,458$        1,502$         1,547$         1,594$         
Printing 15,600$       16,068$      16,550$       17,047$       17,558$       
Pro. Services 101,032$     104,063$    107,185$     110,400$     113,712$     
TREP 15,000$       15,450$      15,914$       16,391$       16,883$       
Utilities 60,855$       62,681$      64,561$       66,498$       68,493$       
Subtotal Admin. 843,827$    1,173,881$ 1,269,472$ 1,364,305$  1,529,215$ 1,573,515$ 

 % > Over Prior Year 20.6% 39.1% 8.1% 7.5% 12.1% 2.9%
1-Time Ops. Reserve 500,000$     500,000$      

Total Ops. Expenses 2,457,900$ 3,578,710$ 3,446,870$ 3,811,863$  4,209,246$ 4,329,887$ 19,376,576$ 

Total VSHs 37,122        43,160         50,588        56,903 61,334         61,570         
Cost per VSH 66.21$        71.33$         68.14$        66.99$         68.63$         70.32$         

Farebox 12.9% 12.2% 14.3% 15.5% 16.2% 16.0%

Service & Performance

Exhibit 5-3 Operating Plan Uses FYs 2016-17 through 2020-21

Operations

Maintenance

Administrative 

10,766,774$ 

1,199,413$   

6,910,388$   
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Year: 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
Uses Cost Category 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

Driver/Dispatch 1,589,686$ 1,653,751$ 1,703,363$ 1,754,464$ 1,825,169$ 1,879,924$ 1,936,322$ 2,014,356$ 2,074,786$ 2,137,030$ 25,157,600$  
Driver/Dispatch Test 7,003$        7,213$        7,430$        7,653$        7,882$        8,119$        8,362$        8,613$        8,871$        9,138$        112,356$     
Operations Staff 207,864$    214,100$    220,523$    227,138$    233,952$    240,971$    248,200$    255,646$    263,315$    271,215$    3,334,878$  
Maint. Consumables 755,892$    778,569$    801,926$    825,984$    850,763$    876,286$    902,575$    929,652$    957,541$    986,268$    11,761,329$  
ITS Lic/Radio Fees 42,739$      42,739$      42,739$      42,739$      8,000$        43,239$      46,763$      46,763$      46,763$      9,000$        432,122$     
Operations Uniforms 8,996$        9,266$        9,544$        9,830$        10,125$      10,429$      10,742$      11,064$      11,396$      11,738$      140,616$     
Sub. Operations 2,612,180$ 2,705,637$ 2,785,524$ 2,867,808$ 2,935,892$ 3,058,968$ 3,152,963$ 3,266,094$ 3,362,673$ 3,424,388$ 40,938,902$ 

 % > Over Prior Year 4.4% 3.6% 3.0% 3.0% 2.4% 4.2% 3.1% 3.6% 3.0% 1.8%

Facility Mnt. & Repair 35,027$      36,078$      37,161$      38,275$      39,424$      40,606$      41,825$      43,079$      44,372$      45,703$      561,966$     
Maintenance Staff 193,860$    199,675$    205,666$    211,836$    218,191$    224,736$    231,479$    238,423$    245,576$    252,943$    3,110,203$  
Mnt. Outside Services 24,363$      25,094$      25,847$      26,622$      27,421$      28,244$      29,091$      29,964$      30,863$      31,789$      390,875$     
Mnt. Uniforms 8,647$        8,906$        9,174$        9,449$        9,732$        10,024$      10,325$      10,635$      10,954$      11,282$      138,729$     
Sub. Maintenance 261,897$    269,754$    277,847$    286,182$    294,768$    303,611$    312,719$    322,101$    331,764$    341,717$    4,201,774$ 

 % > Over Prior Year 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Admin. Staff 388,264$    399,912$    411,909$    424,267$    436,995$    450,105$    463,608$    477,516$    491,841$    506,597$    6,011,497$  
Advertising 2,319$        2,388$        2,460$        2,534$        2,610$        2,688$        2,768$        2,852$        2,937$        3,025$        37,198$       
Banking & Payroll 7,052$        7,263$        7,481$        7,706$        7,937$        8,175$        8,420$        8,673$        8,933$        9,201$        113,137$     
Board 3,246$        3,343$        3,444$        3,547$        3,653$        3,763$        3,876$        3,992$        4,112$        4,235$        52,077$       
Dues/Subscriptions 2,811$        2,896$        2,982$        3,072$        3,164$        3,259$        3,357$        3,457$        3,561$        3,668$        45,102$       
Insurance & Benefits 868,196$    894,242$    921,069$    948,702$    977,163$    1,006,477$ 1,036,672$ 1,067,772$ 1,099,805$ 1,132,799$ 13,602,804$  
Marketing & Promos. 54,129$      55,753$      57,425$      59,148$      60,923$      62,750$      64,633$      66,572$      68,569$      70,626$      845,717$     
Office Equipment 70,067$      72,169$      74,334$      76,564$      78,860$      81,226$      83,663$      86,173$      88,758$      91,421$      1,124,118$  
Office Supplies 11,750$      12,103$      12,466$      12,840$      13,225$      13,622$      14,031$      14,452$      14,885$      15,332$      188,519$     
Postage & Delivery 1,642$        1,691$        1,742$        1,794$        1,848$        1,903$        1,960$        2,019$        2,079$        2,142$        26,336$       
Printing 18,085$      18,627$      19,186$      19,762$      20,354$      20,965$      21,594$      22,242$      22,909$      23,596$      290,143$     
Pro. Services 117,124$    120,637$    124,257$    127,984$    131,824$    135,779$    139,852$    144,047$    148,369$    152,820$    1,879,085$  
TREP 17,389$      17,911$      18,448$      19,002$      19,572$      20,159$      20,764$      21,386$      22,028$      22,689$      278,984$     
Utilities 70,548$      72,664$      74,844$      77,089$      79,402$      81,784$      84,238$      86,765$      89,368$      92,049$      1,131,837$  
Subtotal Admin. 1,632,621$ 1,681,599$ 1,732,047$ 1,784,009$ 1,837,529$ 1,892,655$ 1,949,434$ 2,007,917$ 2,068,155$ 2,130,200$ 25,626,554$ 

 % > Over Prior Year 3.8% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%
1-Time Ops. Reserve 500,000$    

Total Ops. Expenses 4,506,698$ 4,656,991$ 4,795,419$ 4,937,999$ 5,068,188$ 5,255,233$ 5,415,117$ 5,596,112$ 5,762,592$ 5,896,304$ 71,267,230$ 

Total VSHs 61,795        62,022        62,249        62,477        62,706        62,936        63,167        63,399        63,632        63,865        
Cost per VSH 72.93$        75.09$        77.04$        79.04$        80.82$        83.50$        85.73$        88.27$        90.56$        92.32$        

Farebox 15.8% 15.5% 16.2% 16.1% 15.9% 15.7% 15.5% 16.1% 16.1% 15.9%

Exhibit 5-4 Operating Plan Uses FYs 2021-22 through 2030-31 and 15-Year Total

Operations

Service & Performance

Administrative 

Maintenance
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5.8 Operating Plan Recommendations 
Several key service elements of the expansion plan would benefit significantly from a 
concerted effort to implement and expand partnerships going forward.  Generally, but 
not exclusively, partnerships are most useful in supporting operating costs, marketing 
and promotions, providing ridership incentives, and providing administrative and 
operations coordination.  These needs should be included in specific ways for each 
new service or category of services, which provide partnering opportunities, and 
should be captured in Memorandums of Understanding to enumerate the costs, 
benefits and responsibilities of each party.  This strategy is particularly effective in 
resort areas, where markets are most easily identified and quantified.  Partnerships 
can also be helpful in achieving higher farebox recovery or guaranteeing cost recovery, 
sourcing matching funds for demonstration projects and expansive advertising and 
promotion of services, which benefit their customers.  

There are several major capital recommendations that will impact the Operating Plan. 
The changes to the Crestline and Big Bear Lake facilities will have both positive and 
negative impacts on the MT budget, staff productivity and organizational structure, as 
well as how MT conducts its business and operations.  As those plans and efforts are 
being finalized and implemented, it is recommended that MT consider the impact to 
operations, staff productivity and potential increases or decreases in operational costs. 

The implementation of MT-owned shelters or transit enhancements, will most definitely 
have an impact to the operational budget, to maintain and keep those assets in 
continued working order. As those studies and plans are conducted, the impact to the 
operational budget should also be considered and MT should act and budget 
accordingly.  

As MT grows and expands its capital assets, the need to securely manage and 
maintain those assets will also become greater.  Evaluating MT’s security measures, 
protocols and techniques will also have an operational impact in the future. As 
discussed earlier as MT service expands and the fleet increases, additional grants are 
secured and monitoring and reporting requirements increase.  There are assumptions 
in the constrained Financial Plan to add additional administrative staff for oversight and 
administration.  
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Chapter 6: Capital Plan 
6.1 Introduction 
There are four primary categories of capital expenditures over the five-year period 
covered by this Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP), as well as the 15-year capital 
expenses outlook:  

1. Vehicles,
2. Equipment,
3. Transit Enhancements, and
4. Facilities.

6.2 Vehicles 
Mountain Transit’s (MT) revenue fleet consists of both active and inactive (spares) 
vehicles and is currently at 22 buses.  There are currently 19 buses in the active fleet 
and three buses in the inactive fleet.  In addition, there are four non-‐revenue 
vehicles, two located at each base.  

The current revenue fleet consists of two minivans and two heavy-duty buses, with the 
remaining 18 buses in the small and medium sized cutaway style.  Vehicle lengths 
range from 16.5’ to 37’.  Exhibit 6-1 is a summary of the Big Bear Lake current fleet, 
showing make, model, year, fuel type, length and seating capacity and the current 
replacement schedule based on the anticipated time the vehicle will meet the end of 
its useful life based on age or miles.  Exhibit 6-2 is a summary of the Crestline/RIM 
revenue fleet. 

Notes on Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2: 
• Fuel Type: G = Gasoline and D = Diesel
• For purposes of replacement cycle, spares are assigned nominal miles on a

monthly basis.
• All buses have two wheelchair positions, except for vehicles indicated by a “*”,

which have one position.
• Dial-A-Ride (DAR) vehicles will be replaced with a mix of 22’ Ford Transit Extended

Vans (nine passenger/or five passengers with two wheelchair positions) and higher
capacity paratransit cutaway vehicles (27.5’).

• By Fiscal Year (FY) 2019-20, Crestline/RIM facility renovations will be complete;
thus MT will be able to purchase and maintain 32.5’ vehicles for fixed route and
Off the Mountain (OTM) services.

• All buses will be replaced with the same fuel type, except for vehicle T01 (Trolley),
which will be replaced with gasoline configuration.
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Exhibit 6-1 Big Bear Valley Fleet Summary and Replacement Schedule 
Summary: 10 Revenue Vehicles/2 Spares = 12 Total Revenue Fleet 

Veh. 
ID 

Year 
MFG Model Status 

Assign-
ment Fuel Lngth Seat 

Apply 
FY 

Bud. 
FY Unit Cost 

20 
2012 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E450 Peak 

DAR 
AM G  22.0 8 15-16 16-17 $113,613 

24 
2014 
Ford 

El Dorado 
Aeroelite E450 Spare DAR G  25.0 15 15-16 16-17 $113,613 

27 
2015 

Braun Entervan Peak 
DAR 
PM G  16.5 4* 18-19 19-20  $85,085 

29 
2015 

Frgtlnr 
Glaval Legacy 
Cummins ISB Peak 

OTM 
1/2 D  37.0 32 19-20 20-21 $180,442 

T01 
2004 

Entrpr Freightliner Spare Trolley D  31.0 30 16-17 17-18 $157,820 

36 
2015 
Ford Glaval F550 Peak 

FR 1 E 
AM G  32.5 28 21-22 22-23 $143,626 

38 
2015 
Ford Glaval F550 Peak 

FR 1 E 
PM G  32.5 28 22-23 23-24 $150,807 

32 
2016 
Ford Glaval Legacy Peak 

FR 1 W 
AM G  32.5 28 22-23 23-24 $150,807 

33 
2016 
Ford Glaval Legacy Peak 

FR 1 W 
PM G  32.5 28 22-23 23-24 $150,807 

37 
2015 
Ford Glaval F550 Peak 

FR 3 
Wkdy G  32.5 28 22-23 23-24 $150,807 

31 
2016 
Ford 

Supreme F53 
w/V10 Triniton Peak Trolley G  30.0 28 24-25 25-26 $233,171 

30 
2015 

Frgtlnr 
Glaval Legacy 
Cmmngs ISB Peak OTM 3 D  37.0 32 25-26 26-27 $241,809 

6.2.1 Big Bear Lake Fleet 
There are currently 12 buses assigned to the Big Bear Lake facility. The Big Bear Lake 
fleet has become more specialized over the past year and vehicle type/length has 
been assigned and dedicated to specific routes and runs. For example, the small 
cutaways are used for morning DAR when it serves as a feeder into the Off the 
Mountain (OTM) service. But in the afternoon the DAR vehicle transitions to the minivan 
when capacity requirements are less and OTM feeder capabilities are no longer 
needed. The 32.5- medium duty cutaway bus is serving the higher capacity needs on 
the fixed route service (28 seats).  The 37’ Freightliners dedicated to the OTM service 
provide greater passenger capacity as well as the larger engine, which is needed for 
the daily climbs up the 7,000 plus-foot grade from the City of San Bernardino to the 
Big Bear Valley (BBV). The Freightliner Trolley is dedicated to weekend Trolley service 
in addition to occasional special event services as requested.   

With the relatively new fleet, there are two spares: one for DAR needs and the older 
Trolley (vehicle T01) serving as a backup to the weekend Trolley as well as for special 
events.   Although the older Trolley has accumulated relatively few miles (approximately 
83,000), it does provide backup service when needed. MT staff has noted that if the 
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Trolley is out of service for the weekend, guest/patrons will often elect not to ride the 
replacement cutaway bus.  Thus having the older Trolley available for backup service 
is desired so as to keep up weekend ridership and appease the guests. 

During weekday peak periods the Big Bear Lake fleet has a typical peak pullout of five 
buses. However, a second bus is sometimes utilized on the OTM service if traffic 
delays impact the schedule. In addition, a second DAR bus is sometimes required at 
the beginning of the month to handle peak demand. Therefore, on high demand days, 
there is a peak pullout of up to seven buses.   

With a peak requirement of five to seven buses, and with ten buses in the active 
Big Bear Lake fleet, the additional buses provide additional peak capacity, provide 
ample spares/safety net, and allows MT to manage the miles each vehicle 
accrues, thus extending vehicle service life. For example, should there be an issue 
with one of the two Freightliners on OTM service, the other Freightliner could 
provide service on all daily runs.  A similar situation exists with Route 1 and DAR 
service (except for the capacity issue in the early morning DAR assignments).  The 
fleet of 12 vehicles is sufficient to ensure that no one vehicle is accumulating too 
many miles, and also serves as backup/spares should there be issues with other 
vehicles in the fleet.  

Exhibit 6-2 Crestline/RIM Fleet Summary and Replacement Schedule 
Summary: 9 Revenue Vehicles/1 Spares = 10 Total Revenue Fleet 

Veh. 
ID 

Year 
MFG Model Status 

Assign
- ment Fuel Lngth Seats 

Apply 
FY 

Bud. 
FY Unit Cost 

21 
2012 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E350 Peak 

FR 4 
AM G  22.0 8 15-16 16-17 $113,613 

19 
2012 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E350 Peak 

FR 4 
PM G  22.0 8 17-18 16-17 $125,259 

22 
2014 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E350 Peak 

DAR 
AM G  22.0 8 17-18 18-19  $81,034 

23 
2014 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E350 Peak 

DAR 
PM G  22.0 8 17-18 18-19  $81,034 

18 
2012 
Ford 

Aeroelite 
ElDorado E450 Spare DAR G  22.0 8 15-16 16-17 $113,613 

28 
2015 
Braun Entervan Peak 

DAR 
Mid G  16.5 4* 18-19 19-20  $85,085 

25 
2015 
Ford 

El Dorado 
Aeroelite 270-C Peak 

OTM 
AM G  27.5 22 18-19 19-20 $124,069 

26 
2015 
Ford 

El Dorado 
Aeroelite 270-C Peak 

OTM 
PM G  27.5 22 18-19 19-20 $124,069 

34 
2015 
Ford F550 Class E Peak 

FR 2 
AM G  27.5 22 20-21 21-22 $145,002 

35 
2015 
Ford F550 Class E Peak 

FR 2 
PM G  27.5 22 20-21 21-22 $145,002 
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6.2.2 Crestline/RIM Fleet 
There are currently ten buses assigned to the Crestline facility. Unlike the Big 
Bear Lake fleet, the Crestline fleet continues to use a mixture of 22 and 27.5’ 
cutaways on all routes/services. The shorter wheelbase is needed for two reasons: 
the narrow and tight radius twisting roadways in the residential areas that transit 
serves in the RIM community, and the fact that the Crestline maintenance 
facility currently cannot accommodate a vehicle longer than 27.5’ within the 
maintenance bay.  As a result, each vehicle may be assigned to DAR, Fixed Route 
or to OTM on any given day.  The exception is that the minivan is used primarily for 
DAR service midday (when demand is lower) and the 27.5’ cutaways are always used 
for OTM service due to the need for greater passenger capacity.  

In regards to the OTM service, the 4,000 plus-foot grade from the City of San 
Bernardino to Lake Arrowhead has always been an issue for vehicle operations.  Over 
the years, MT has tested various vehicles and engine configurations, so as to maintain 
vehicle performance and minimize “blown engines” and the need for constant repairs. 
One way in which MT has addressed this issue, has been to direct drivers to reduce 
their speed when traveling uphill.  As a result, there have been fewer mechanical 
engine issues over the past couple of years and the current vehicle and engine 
configuration is adequate. The heavier Freightliners that are used in Big Bear Lake 
OTM service will not work for OTM RIM service, for the primary reason that the 
Freightliner vehicles are too long when navigating the narrow roads of the RIM 
community. The Big Bear Valley Trolley was “tested” in some of the Lake Arrowhead 
communities and it was determined that a 30’ Trolley is not an option for any type of 
community/circulator service. Should this type of service be planned, funded, and 
implemented in the future, the smaller cutaways will have to suffice until demand 
justifies purchase of a Trolley with a shorter wheelbase. 

There is also a peak pullout of six buses from the Crestline facility. The reason for peak 
pullout at six as opposed to five vehicles is due to a current 20-minute deadheading 
requirement for Route 4 when the afternoon driver is leaving the facility and en route to 
pick up afternoon passengers.  The afternoon driver passes the morning driver as 
he/she is heading back to the Crestline facility. This overlapping deadheading is an 
issue to address during Year 1 service planning to determine if this overlap and need 
for an additional vehicle can eventually be eliminated.   

Similar to Big Bear Lake, Crestline’s nine-bus active fleet exceeds the peak 
requirement of six buses.  The fleet of nine active vehicles and one spare is sufficient 
to ensure that no one vehicle is accumulating too many miles, and also serves as 
backup/spares should there be issues with other vehicles in the fleet.  

6.2.3 Future Revenue Vehicle Procurements 
Over the next five years, MT needs to continue its strategic vehicle procurement and 
fleet mix by location, in order to match the Service Plan requirements in Chapter 4.  
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Exhibit 6-3 is the recommended fleet mix by service type for the next few years. It 
includes an active fleet of 19 buses and three inactive (spares).   As vehicles are 
purchased and replaced, MT has used a strategy of retaining “scrapped” vehicles until 
the new vehicles are running in service and any purchase issues that seem to 
accompany new vehicles are resolved. Once this occurs, then MT will take an item to 
the Board requesting to auction/scrap the older vehicles and formally remove them 
from the fleet mix.  

Exhibit 6-3 Fleet Mix Objectives 

Location: Big Bear Lake – Total Fleet:15 

Service & 
Function 

Service 
Type # Desired Feature Fuel Type 

Min 
Seats 

Max. 
Lngth 

Fixed Route Route 1 4 Tight turnaround at end of route Gasoline 28  32.5 
Route 3 1 Gasoline 28  32.5 

OTM Runs 1 & 2 1 Luggage compartments; comfort ride Diesel 26  37.0 
Run 3 1 Luggage compartments; comfort ride Diesel 26  37.0 

DAR AM 1 Lift & Rear Door Gasoline 16  27.5 
PM 1 Lift & Rear Door Gasoline 9  22.0 

Spare 1 Lift & Rear Door Gasoline 28  32.5 
Trolley Weekends 1 Gasoline 28  30.0 

Spare 1 Replace soon with gasoline Gasoline 28  30.0 

NonRevenue Field 1 AWD SUV, such as a Highlander Gasoline N/A N/A 
Spare 1 Truck 4 X 4 Truck (do not replace) Gasoline N/A N/A 
Shop 1 Pickup/4 X 4; plow optional Gasoline N/A N/A 

Location: Crestline/RIM – Total Fleet: 13 

Service & 
Function 

Service 
Type # Desired Feature Fuel Type 

Min 
Seats 

Max. 
Lngth 

Fixed Route Route 2 4 Tight turns & narrow roads Gasoline 28  27.0 
Route 4 1 Tight turns & narrow roads Gasoline 28  27.0 

OTM Runs 1 & 2 1 Over time increase capacity Gas or Diesel 26  37.0 
Runs 3 & 4 1 Over time increase capacity Gas or Diesel 26  37.0 

DAR 
AM 1 Lift & Rear Door; narrow roads Gasoline 9  22.0 

Midday 1 Lift & Rear Door; narrow roads Gasoline 9  22.0 
PM 1 Lift & Rear Door; narrow roads Gasoline 9  22.0 

Spare 1 Lift & Rear Door; narrow roads Gasoline 28  27.0 
NonRevenue Field 1 AWD SUV, such as a Highlander Gasoline N/A N/A 

Shop 1 Pickup Truck/4 X 4; plow optional Gasoline N/A N/A 

Total Active Revenue Fleet: 23 Total Fleet (Revenue and Non-Revenue): 28 
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As mentioned above, the MT fleet mix is becoming increasingly dedicated based on 
the type and location of service provided.  In addition, MT is dependent upon the 
annual vehicle offerings provided through the Vehicle Purchasing Cooperative from 
CalACT and the Morongo Basin Transit Authority (MBTA). The purchasing cooperative 
allows small agencies like MT to directly order buses that have been jointly procured 
through CalACT and MBTA, and thus avoid a lengthy and costly procurement 
process. MT reviews vehicle offerings annually, and when new vehicles/options are 
available, demonstrates the bus prior to purchasing.  For example, in the 2016-17 
CalACT/MBTA vehicle options, the Transit Van is a new offering that provides similar 
capacity to the current 22’ ElDorado vehicles. MT believes this vehicle can meet the 
requirements of its DAR routes. MT will be demonstrating this vehicle prior to purchase 
and if the demonstration fits in their procurement cycle, MT is encouraged to 
demonstrate vehicles during winter conditions. MT has and will continue to 
demonstrate a variety of vehicles and configurations and will continue to introduce 
improved vehicles into its fleet.   

One of the most pressing issues with new vehicles is the dependability and 
responsiveness of the vehicle vendor.  All vendors use third parties to install additional 
components and features, and MT’s experience is that third party component 
integration is problematic.  For example, the new F550s when delivered had electronic 
and camera integration issues.  Although the repair is under warranty and covered by 
the vendor, the transportation of the vehicles up and down the mountain, the time out 
of service, and the MT labor to coordinate the repairs is time consuming and costly. 
Selecting vehicles from vendors that are responsive and willing to minimize these 
types of inconveniences is critical in vehicle purchasing decisions.  

Due to the amount of time required for wheelchair lift operations, MT considered 
purchasing vehicles that were low floor configuration with ramp accessibility for wheel 
chairs.  However, MT has identified issues with the low-floor/wheelchair ramp 
approach and will continue purchasing vehicles equipped with wheelchair lifts.  

Another consideration with OTM service is rider comfort.  The long distance between 
mountain communities and the San Bernardino Valley, coupled with curvy, bumpy 
roads and potentially inclement weather conditions can result in an uncomfortable ride.  
Testing vehicles on this specific route from a passenger comfort perspective is critical. 
A smooth and comfortable ride will become more important for the transit rider who is 
not dependent on MT service and rides by choice.   In addition, in the future should 
MT also consider providing luggage compartments, and perhaps Wi-Fi and other rider 
conveniences that help attract and retain riders.  

The final procurement consideration is for MT to continually monitor the fleet vehicle 
age, vehicle miles accrued, and anticipated date of vehicle replacement.  A tool has 
been provided to MT that upon entering the current date and the odometer reading of 
the existing fleet, MT can determine the date (by miles or vehicle age) as to when each 
vehicle will be ready for replacement.  Bus procurements are typically ordered in the 
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fall of one fiscal year and delivered and paid for a year later in the following fiscal year. 
Due to this lengthy funding approval and purchasing cycle, MT is encouraged to revisit 
the fleet at the beginning of each calendar year, to prepare for and amend any funding 
requests for the next cycle.  The primary source of funding for the revenue fleet is 
congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding, where applications are 
submitted in April of each year, and upon Caltrans approval and funding agreement 
execution, the purchase orders can be executed in the following fall. Once a purchase 
order has been submitted to the vendor, the manufacturing cycle is approximately six 
months until delivery. By adhering to this schedule, MT will be able to keep its fleet in a 
new condition, minimize repairs and untimely out of service situations and adhere to a 
Service Quality and Reliability Standard established in Chapter 3.   Based on that 
discussion, the average lifetime miles of the fleet are targeted to be less than 70,000 
miles per vehicle.  

Since MT purchased and placed into service 13 vehicles in FY 2015-16, and 
because many of the new vehicles have a useful life of seven to ten years, the 
next five years will only see a need to replace 13 revenue vehicles.  Based on the 
expansion projects as proposed in the Chapter 4 Service Plan, MT will be 
expanding its fleet by seven vehicles for a total new fleet size of 29 vehicles by 
the end of the SRTP period. Therefore, the SRTP period will include a purchase of 
20 revenue vehicles.  One of the reasons MT requested that this SRTP also consider a 
15-year Capital Plan, so that the Agency can ensure that the it has the financial 
capacity to meet current and future service needs over a longer term.  As a 
result, over the 15 years, the Agency will procure seven new vehicles and 
replace 60 vehicles, for a total revenue vehicle purchase of 67 buses.  The 
Chapter 7 Financial Plan, will detail the number of vehicles replaced by fiscal year and 
the funding needs.    

6.2.4 Non-Revenue Fleet and Procurements 
The current mix of non-revenue vehicles consists of the following vehicles shown 
below in Exhibit 6-4.  Vehicle #11 is currently inoperable and MT just sent to 
auction vehicle #54 (which would have required substantial repairs to pass the 
State smog certification).  Per Federal Transit Administration (FTA) guidelines, light 
duty non-revenue vehicles have a useful life of four years or 100,000 miles. 

Exhibit 6-4 Non-Revenue Fleet Mix 
ID Purpose Year & Make Type Fuel Miles* Comments 
54 Crestline Shop 2001 Ford 4 X 4 Gasoline 93,750 Sent to auction 
11 BBV Spare 2002 Ford 4 X 4 Gasoline 144,255 Inoperable 
55 BBV 

Operations 
2008 
Dodge 

Durango Gasoline 64,906 

56 BBV Shop 2009 Chevy 4 X 4 Gasoline 85,910 
57 Crestline Shop 2009 Chevy 4 X 4 Gasoline 47,189 

* Miles as of May 1, 2016
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Non-revenue vehicles are purchased through the State of California’s General Service 
Administration annual bid list. This is a similar process to the CalACT/MBTA 
purchasing cooperative, where the State procures light duty fleet vehicles through a 
competitive process and smaller agencies may purchase off of the State’s list.  This 
process saves MT time and resources; however, MT is limited to the vehicle offerings 
specific to the State’s list for that particular procurement cycle, and many of the 
features about to be discussed may not be available at that time. 

Although all of the non-revenue vehicles have met their useful life based on when the 
vehicles were placed into service, only vehicle #11 has exceeded its useful life based 
on miles. Because of the distance separating the operating bases, there is a need for 
at all times two non-revenue vehicles at each location: one for the shop/mechanics 
(road calls, repairs and obtaining parts) and one vehicle for administration and 
operations supervisors (supervision, driver transport for shift changes and to attend 
meetings). As a result, a minimum of four non-revenue vehicles must be available at all 
times.   

Features discussed with MT staff include the following: 
1. It is desirable for the shop/maintenance vehicles to continue to purchase vehicles

with a truck/hauling capacity with four-wheel drive (4 X 4) capabilities.
2. In the past the trucks have been retrofitted to accommodate plow capabilities;

although both locations contract out plowing services, this is a desirable added
feature in the event of a heavy snow storm and contractors unavailable when
plowing is required.

3. The 2nd staff vehicles at both bases are used by administrative staff to attend
agency meetings in an around the mountains, as well as off the mountain.
Operations supervisors also use these vehicles to monitor service and to
transport drivers to and from shift changes. It is recommended MT continue to
purchase a sports utility type vehicle with all-wheel drive (AWD) or four-wheel
drive (4 X 4) capabilities is preferred.

4. MT may consider when procuring the 2nd staff vehicle for the Big Bear Lake base,
a more economical AWD passenger vehicle as an option (as opposed to an SUV
like the current AWD passenger vehicle), since it is staff from this base that are
more likely to drive off the mountain for agency meetings.

5. Staff have also suggested instead of purchasing a shop truck with plowing
attachments/capabilities, to keep an older truck as a spare in both locations that
could serve this capacity if needed.

6. From a maintenance perspective, staff have suggested purchasing vehicles from
the same manufacturer for ease of repair and parts.  However, the type of vehicle
and similarity in manufacturers will always be based on what is available from the
State bid list at the time of procurement.

7. Lastly, consider purchasing gasoline hybrid-electric non-revenue vehicles if
available in AWD.
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In Exhibit 6-3: Fleet Mix Objectives, the table also includes desired features for the 
non-revenue fleet. Until this FY, MT had five non-revenue vehicles and recently sent 
one to auction. It appears that based on vehicle use and patterns that MT only 
requires four non-revenue vehicles. At which time MT procures new vehicles, MT may 
choose to retain replaced trucks for plow capabilities and be considered spares and 
used if needed.  In addition, if the vehicles are maintained and replaced on a regular 
basis as proposed in the replacement cycle and Financial Plan discussed in Chapter 
7, then non-revenue vehicles should be maintained in proper operating condition and 
additional vehicles will not be required.   

6.3 Equipment 
Equipment purchases are an important element of MT operations.  The past SRTP 
incorporated transit enhancements (shelters, benches, signage) and minor facility 
improvements in this category.  To help move MT into the next phase of passenger 
comfort and system visibility, it was decided to create a transit enhancement capital 
program in this SRTP.  In addition, since facility improvements are critical to the future 
of the MT operations, equipment has been separated out as a stand-alone category.   

The equipment category includes the following types of purchases: 
1. Office equipment - includes the normal replacement of computers, printers,

and routers.  MT has a replacement schedule that has been incorporated into
the Financial Plan. It also includes a small allowance for replacement of chairs,
desks and filing cabinets as needed.

2. Support Technology & Administrative Resource (STAR) System – this system
was procured, purchased and MT began installation in FY 2015-16.  The STAR
system includes the installation of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology on every revenue vehicle. As such, the
system provides for real-time tracking, monitoring, dispatching, and reporting
capabilities, along with the provision of real time bus arrival and departure
information to the MT customers. The system that MT procured has pre-paid
software licensing for both the fixed route and DAR systems, through FY 2019-
20. In addition, the annual incremental costs for hosting, wireless, and hardware
costs for expansion vehicles are fixed through FY 2019-20.  The SRTP
incorporates the annual licensing costs beyond the contract period, in the
Operating Plan.  During the STAR contract period all expansion hardware costs
have been incorporated into the Capital Plan.  In addition to hardware cost
assumptions for expansion vehicles, there is additional funding assumed for
hardware replacement and contingency funding for additional program modules.
Every five years the SRTP assumes that the Agency will procure/install a new
system or conduct a major upgrade to the existing system. Also included in this
line item, are contingencies for security equipment that is not included in the
vehicle, upon purchase. MT has incorporated installing bus surveillance cameras
in each of the buses; however, should there be a need for additional software or
hardware to review and maintain camera data and footage, those costs would
be included in this category.  As the fleet and system evolves, there may also be
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a need to include additional security services and contracts for transit centers 
and/or the MT facilities.  Facility security may also require additional surveillance 
and security needs, and those costs would be included in this category as well. 
It is recommended that with the STAR upgrade/evaluation in FY 2020-21, that 
the Agency incorporate a security software needs at that time as well in that 
planning effort. 

3. Marketing costs and materials are included in the operational budget; however,
some marketing costs can be funded through capital funds and a nominal amount
has been included in the Capital Plan.

4. Maintenance/Shop Equipment – allows for normal replacement and upgrade of
maintenance shop equipment. Assuming both the Crestline and the Big Bear
Lake Facilities are retrofitted/constructed during the five-year plan, there is a
placeholder amount for procurement of new shop equipment for both facilities.
This figure should be updated/amended and incorporated into the feasibility
studies to be conducted for both location upgrades.

6.4 Transit Enhancements 
The 2012 SRTP conducted an assessment and implemented a plan to upgrade all 
bus stop signage and materials as elements of the new MT branding.  As the system 
matures, and in order to attract additional riders and accommodate the harsh climate 
of the mountain communities, additional transit enhancements (TE) are needed.  The 
current shelter program in Big Bear Lake provides 16 shelters in key locations.  Of 
those, 15 shelters have been installed by a third party who provides advertisement 
and maintenance.  MT retains a small portion of the advertising revenue.  MT is 
currently revisiting its advertising program and hopes to implement a more robust 
program that will generate revenue and allow for additional partnerships for shelters 
and bus stop enhancements.  

Keep in mind that the current FTA definition of transit enhancements are beyond bus 
shelters and signage, and also include:  

• Landscaping,
• Public art,
• Pedestrian access and walkways to transit facilities,
• Bicycle access, facilities and equipment,
• Transit connection to parks and recreation centers, and
• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) enhanced access.

From time to time, there are State and Federal grant opportunities to encourage transit 
ridership through transit enhancements.  With the improvements made during the 
2012 SRTP period, and in consideration of the new fleet, it is recommended that MT 
focus on this next key element that can greatly enhance and grow the market and 
ridership. With the STAR system in its final implementation stages, discretionary riders 
may be encouraged to ride the system but may find the lack of amenities at the 
various bus stops frustrating.   
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Over the past several years, MT has spent, on average, $15,000 annually on shelters, 
benches and signage.  This SRTP continues that effort, but has also budgeted in FY 
2020-21 a transit enhancement study.  The study should include a physical 
inventory/database of each bus stop, with detailed terrain and pedestrian, bike and 
bus accessibility at each stop.   The effort should also incorporate historical STAR data 
of boardings and alighting’s at each bus stop and possible survey of customers and 
the public as to suggested system enhancements.  This type of an effort will result in a 
TE Plan, that will permit MT to prioritize, fund and implement improvements at priority 
bus stops and locations, to meet the needs of current and future riders.  Once the TE 
Plan is complete, there are two years of design and construction to implement the 
Plan recommendations.  Funding is also every five years for an update to the TE Plan, 
with funds following the Plan update year to implement the key recommendations in 
the updated Plan.  Some of the recommendations may be delayed, and may be 
contingent upon available funding and grant opportunities. Since the first TE Plan will 
not occur until after the facility modifications are complete (refer to Section 6.5: 
Facilities), additional funds have been included in FY 2018-19 for unanticipated TE 
needs.  

This SRTP also assumes and budgets for the purchase and installation of additional 
signage and minor stop improvements in the year that service expansion is 
implemented.  

MT has become more involved in working closely with the City of Big Bear Lake, the 
County and Caltrans, to understand when road improvements are to occur and to 
ensure that transit needs are accommodated in all road design and funding efforts. For 
example, MT is working now with the City of Big Bear Lake, for a road improvement 
project in 2017, that will occur on Big Bear Blvd. in front of the Stater Bros. shopping 
center. This is a major project that will not only impact the roadway, but also the 
sidewalks and landscaping. MT is in talks to see if through this project effort and the 
funding allocated, if it is possible to also add an eastbound bus turnout to the project. 
If this can be designed and funded through this effort, this is a considerable win for the 
Agency and the system.  It is recommended that MT conduct bi-annual meetings with 
each of the entities responsible for road design and repair, to see if other transit 
beneficial projects can be wrapped into the funding and design. In addition to bus 
turnouts, there may be other pedestrian and bicycle access, shelters, and other transit 
amenities that could benefit the system. MT may also suggest these agencies go to a 
permitting/review checklist, that incorporates transit considerations into their approval 
process.  

6.5 Facilities 
As identified in the 2012 SRTP and as discussed throughout prior chapters of this 
SRTP, both of MT’s maintenance facilities have significant limitations. 

6.5.1 Big Bear Lake 
In Big Bear Lake, the two bus bays limit the bus size within the bays to 32’ or less. 
A heater unit on the ceiling limits the capability for bus lifts. There is insufficient 
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storage capacity at the Big Bear Lake shop for materials, parts or tires, and during 
driver shift changes, the parking is insufficient to accommodate the employees and 
visitors to the facility.  

The Big Bear Lake facility has no meeting rooms and limited lobby space for the 
public to meet with MT staff. There are only three offices and the Operations’ 
Supervisor has an office in the bus bay.  This facility does not meet current 
administrative staffing needs, let alone expansion for the future. Further, the MT 
executive staff would like to in the future have the option to collocate the Outreach 
Coordinator and the Accounting Clerk at the Big Bear Lake facility, but the current 
office configuration cannot support these staff in the Big Bear Lake location. In 
addition, when contractors or auditors are onsite, there is no space to 
accommodate them during their work assignments. 

6.5.2 Crestline 
The dimensions of the Crestline maintenance shop are 31’ long by 50’ wide with a 
14’-high ceiling. The existing facility was not designed as a transit yard and the bus 
bays are not sufficient to accommodate any vehicle length greater than 28’.  As a 
result, the fleet mix is designed in such a way to place smaller vehicles in Crestline, 
even if demand may one day warrant larger vehicles.  The current fleet mix 
assigned to the Crestline facility consists of ten vehicles, with each vehicles 
shorter 27.5’ in length.  

Other issues with the Crestline facility includes the fact that buses cannot be raised 
on a lift due to the low ceiling height.  In addition, the bus yard is very small and it is 
very difficult to maneuver buses within it. The yard has insufficient parking to 
accommodate the MT fleet, let alone employees and visitors to the facility. 

The administrative office side of the Crestline facility is sufficient to meet the current 
administrative needs of that location. The Crestline facility has a training room, as 
well as office space for the newest administrative position of Outreach Coordinator. 
In addition, the Accounting Clerk is housed at the Crestline facility, but the 
accounting firm that assists/oversees the MT financials is located in Big Bear Lake.  

6.5.3 Facility Recommendations 
The primary reason the 2012 SRTP facility recommendations were not 
implemented is the lack of MT staff and in-house expertise to manage a feasibility 
study, oversee a procurement process, and implement construction.  The General 
Manager and Assistant General Manager have multiple duties and taking on two 
projects of this magnitude is not feasible without a detriment to the current system 
and service.  To ensure that the needed facility improvements can occur during 
this SRTP period, MT has approved a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with 
the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG) to provide project 
management expertise for such an endeavor.   
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Once project management assistance and expertise is in place, MT can proceed 
with a feasibility study to better understand and quantify the needs and costs to 
modernize the Crestline facility and either construct a new facility or purchase and 
upgrade an existing facility in Big Bear Lake. 

The focus for the Crestline facility will be to remodel the existing maintenance shop. 
Staff have looked in the past for land or an existing building and have found no 
such locations in all of the RIM area.  In addition, when a sufficiently large parcel 
has come on the market from time to time, the land is purchased quickly. As a 
public agency, MT is not in a position to move quickly on such a purchase. 
Therefore, the plan for Crestline includes a remodel of the existing shop, and these 
steps: 

1. Purchase of nearby land to park revenue, non-revenue, and staff vehicles –
this must occur prior to any facility remodel/upgrade. The budget for this
project will also include security and other improvements to ensure that a new
parking facility can meet MT’s needs.

2. Feasibility study to determine the remodel needs, issues, scope of work, and
estimated costs.

3. Using the results of the feasibility study, prepare a final facility design,
engineering, and environmental documents.

4. Finally, MT would issue a procurement document for reconstruction.

Based on the results of the feasibility study, the recommended modernization 
approach will be designed and built over the next several years. Placeholder 
funding has been incorporated into the Capital Plan for these expenditure 
categories. The Capital Plan will in turn be updated to reflect the results of the 
feasibility study. 

The Big Bear Lake approach will be different from the Crestline facility plan, in that 
there are land opportunities in the BBV for a new facility, as well as additional 
buildings/structures that could be retrofitted to accommodate MT needs.  A similar 
path would be taken and would include:  

1. Feasibility study to determine the administrative, operations and maintenance
needs, space requirements, issues, scope of work, and estimated costs for a
purchase and retrofit opportunity or a build from scratch endeavor.

2. Based on available land or existing structures, a scope of work and
procurement documents would be created, then final design, engineering and
environmental documents can be prepared.

3. MT would issue a procurement document for construction.

Funding for each phase of the facility upgrades would be discussed in conjunction 
with available capital funding through SANBAG.  As each phase is concluded, MT 
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would work with SANBAG to seek and program the appropriate capital funding for 
the next phases, and budget accordingly.   

In addition to these major facility projects there are ongoing minor facility 
improvements that will continue to occur each year. Those have been estimated 
based on past expenditures and a category has been included in the Capital Plan 
for these ongoing expenditures.  Assuming that the major facility improvements are 
made at both bases by the end of this SRTP period, the 15-year Capital Plan also 
includes funding for additional design and facility upgrades, towards the middle 
and end of the 15-year period.  

6.6 Capital Plan Summary 
The Chapter 7 Financial Plan provides a detailed explanation of the revenue sources 
for both the planned MT operations and capital program during both the five and 15-
year Plans.  However, some of the revenue assumptions to point out in this Section, 
include the following: 

1. In the prior SRTP, SANBAG allocated to MT $560,000 per year for revenue
vehicle purchases The source of funding was CMAQ, which has also included
the match funding to the CMAQ grant.  Since MT just completed the purchase of
13 new vehicles, the five-year vehicle costs is on average $491,862 per year.
However, the 15-year average for vehicle purchases is approximately $720,000
per year. Therefore, from a SANBAG programming perspective, this Plan
encourages that SANBAG consider making available the amounts identified in
the SRTP with some contingency in the event vehicle procurements need to be
moved up or accelerated.

2. The STA amounts were provided by SANBAG, with the caveat that the STA
Population allocation is provided on an as need basis.

3. The Public Transportation Modernization, Improvement, and Service Enhancement
Account (PTMISEA) funding allocation identified is what remains in this one-time
funding program.  This Capital Plan is recommending that MT utilize PTMISEA
funding for the major construction phases of their facility projects identified in the
SRTP period.

4. There are several “rollover” funding sources that MT anticipates will be expended
by the end of FY 2016-17.

5. The Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) program is a new program
that is a State source of funding, and allocated by SANBAG to transit agencies
on an as needed basis.  This request is based on the TE program kicking off in
Years 3, 6, 7, 11 and 12.  LCTOP funds would be matched by other grant funds
and/or SANBAG funds (TBD).

6. The “SANBAG TBD” are request of SANBAG for major, one-time capital projects,
and will be at SANBAG’s discretion in the exact FY as to which source of funds
are best used/allocated.

7. The Local Transportation Fund (LTF) Capital Reserve is used to backfill certain
fiscal years and meet Agency capital needs.  The Reserve is used in such a
manner so as to ensure that a sufficient reserve is available at the end of the FY,
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and that on a longer term basis, the Agency has sufficient funds to withstand 
service, revenue and economic fluctuations and ensure operations and fiscal 
health over the longer term (15-year outlook). 

To demonstrate that the planned expenditures are viable during the short-term 
planning period, Exhibit 6-5 is summary of the capital improvement costs over the five-
year SRTP period by the cost categories described above.  

As noted earlier, placeholder values are included for the facility projects, and example 
revenue sources from SANBAG are also an estimate but will be finalized upon 
completion of the feasibility studies and other work products necessary to allocate and 
obligate the required capital funding. Once the feasibility study is completed the 
amount required for the preferred alternative will need to be updated. 

Exhibit 6-6 is a summary of the capital improvement costs from Years 6 through 15, 
as well as a 15-year Capital Plan total. 
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Year: 1 2 3 4 5
Expense Category Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 SRTP Total

  Replace Rev. Vehs. 1,900,931$  454,453$    157,820$    287,326$     418,309$      180,442$      1,498,350$    
    Quantity 13 4 1 3 4 1 13 
  Expansion Rev, Vehs. 380,941$    236,322$     343,699$      -$              960,962$       
    Quantity -             3 2 2 0 7 
  Non-Rev. Vehs. 52,000$      36,750$      -$            40,250$        -$              129,000$       
    Quantity 2 1 0 1 0 4 

Subtotal Vehicles 1,900,931$ 506,453$    575,511$    523,648$    802,258$      180,442$      2,588,312$   

  Office Equiq./Comp. 12,093$       14,500$      15,500$      28,275$       16,275$        17,089$        91,639$         
  STAR/ITS Upgrades 46,650$       172,638$    16,554$      14,369$       14,369$        100,000$      317,930$       
  SRTP Dev. 45,632$      100,000$      145,632$       
  Marketing 2,106$         10,000$      10,500$      11,025$       11,576$        12,155$        55,256$         
  Mnt. Equip./Cmpnts. 47,780$       35,000$      36,750$      38,588$       40,517$        42,543$        193,397$       

Subtotal Equip. 108,629$     277,770$    79,304$      92,257$      82,737$        271,787$      803,854$      

  Shelter/Bench/Turnts. 280,586$    5,250$        205,513$     5,513$          40,788$        537,649$       
  Signage/Stops 22,000$      25,000$      12,000$       22,600$        12,600$        94,200$         

Subtotal TE 302,586$    30,250$      217,513$    28,113$        53,388$        631,849$      

  Minor Fac. Imprvmnts. 5,093$         25,000$      30,000$      35,000$       40,000$        42,000$        172,000$       
  Crestline
   Study/Pre. Design 50,000$      50,000$         
   Land (Park Vehs.) 225,000$    225,000$       
   Land Improvements 25,000$      25,000$         
   Environmental 50,000$      50,000$         
   Design 50,000$      50,000$         
   Construction 250,000$    497,314$     747,314$       
  Big Bear
   Study/Pre. Design 50,000$      75,000$      125,000$       
   Environmental 100,000$     100,000$       
   Design 200,000$     200,000$       
   Land 750,000$     750,000$       
   Construction 3,500,000$   1,000,000$   4,500,000$    
Subtotal Facilities 498,464$     375,000$    455,000$    1,582,314$ 3,540,000$   1,042,000$   6,994,314$   
Total Capital Needs 2,014,653$  1,461,809$ 1,140,065$ 2,415,731$ 4,453,108$   1,547,617$   11,018,329$ 

Facilities

Exhibit 6-5 Capital Plan Summary FYs 2016-17 through 2020-21

Vehicles

Equipment / Minor Facilities Improvements / Miscellaneous

Transit Enhancements (TE)
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Year: 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
Expense Category 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

  Replace Rev. Vehs. 580,010$     143,626$   1,120,743$ 217,186$  463,466$     1,095,556$  623,685$     660,496$    479,286$     1,142,722$ 8,025,126$   
    Quantity 5 1               8 2              2 5 3 4 3 5 51 
  Expansion Rev, Vehs. 316,694$  332,529$     349,156$     253,900$     559,849$     2,773,091$   
    Quantity -              -           -             2              2 2 1 -             2 16 
  Non-Rev. Vehs. -$             67,600$     47,250$      -$         50,750$       -$             -$             83,200$      57,750$       59,500$      495,050$      
    Quantity -              2               1 -          1 -              -              2 1 1 12 

Subtotal Vehicles 580,010$     211,226$  1,167,993$ 533,880$ 846,745$    1,444,712$  877,585$     743,696$    1,096,885$  1,202,222$ 11,293,267$ 

  Office Equiq./Comp. 17,089$       17,943$     18,840$      19,782$    35,771$       20,771$       21,810$       22,901$      24,046$       25,248$      315,840$      
  STAR/ITS Upgrades 10,500$       16,025$     16,826$      22,668$    173,801$     23,801$       29,991$       31,491$      38,065$       214,968$    896,065$      
  SRTP Dev. 125,000$     150,000$    
  Marketing 12,763$       13,401$     14,071$      14,775$    15,513$       16,289$       17,103$       17,959$      18,856$       19,799$      215,786$      
  Mnt. Equip./Cmpnts. 44,670$       46,903$     49,249$      51,711$    54,296$       57,011$       59,862$       62,855$      65,998$       69,298$      755,250$      

Subtotal Equip. 85,021$       94,272$    98,986$      108,935$ 404,382$    117,873$     128,766$     135,205$    146,965$     479,313$    2,603,573$   

  Shelter/Bench/Turnts. 505,788$     531,078$   21,000$      22,050$    73,153$       523,153$     549,310$     35,000$      36,750$       98,588$      2,933,517$   
  Signage/Stops 13,230$       13,892$     14,586$      15,315$    16,081$       16,885$       17,729$       18,616$      19,547$       20,524$      260,606$      

Subtotal TE 519,018$     544,969$  35,586$      37,365$   89,234$      540,038$     567,040$     53,616$      56,297$       119,112$    3,194,123$   

  Minor Fac. Imprvmnts. 44,100$       46,305$     48,620$      301,051$  51,051$       53,604$       56,284$       559,098$    587,053$     91,406$      2,010,573$   

   Study/Pre. Design 50,000$        
   Land (Park Vehs.) 225,000$      
   Land Improvements 25,000$        
   Environmental 50,000$        
   Design 50,000$        
   Construction 747,314$      

   Study/Pre. Design 125,000$      
   Environmental 100,000$      
   Design 200,000$      
   Land 750,000$      
   Construction 4,500,000$   
Subtotal Facilities 44,100$       46,305$    48,620$      301,051$ 51,051$      53,604$       56,284$       559,098$    587,053$     91,406$      8,832,887$   
Total Capital Needs 1,228,150$  896,772$  1,351,186$ 981,232$ 1,391,412$ 2,156,226$  1,629,675$  1,491,615$ 1,887,200$  1,892,053$ 25,923,850$ 

Exhibit 6-6 Capital Plan Summary FYs 2021-22 through 2030-31 and 15-Year Total

  Big Bear

  Crestline

Vehicles

Equipment / Minor Facilities Improvements / Miscellaneous

Transit Enhancements (TE)

Facilities
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Chapter 7: Financial Plan 
7.1 Introduction 
The financial analysis that is contained in the Financial Plan of the Short Range Transit 
Plan (SRTP) is an essential element of the SRTP.  The financial analysis combines the 
service plan strategies identified in Chapter 4, and are incorporated into the constrained 
five-year Operational Plan in Chapter 5 and the constrained five-year capital projects in 
Chapter 6. When combining the Service, Operational and Capital Plans, together they 
serve as the program direction and strategies over the five-year SRTP period.  The 
analysis in this chapter now compares the five-year projected costs of these service 
plans and capital projects with the anticipated revenue sources for that same period, 
and analyzes whether the anticipated total costs can be covered by those revenue 
streams.  The five-year combined plans have been carefully crafted to ensure that 
services implemented, can be sustained and funded during the SRTP period. 

Because of the replacement cycle timeframe as well as other large capital projects that 
Mountain Transit (MT) anticipates to embark upon during and beyond year five of the 
SRTP, the combined operating and capital plans will continue for an additional ten years 
through Fiscal Year (FY) 2030-31, to demonstrate sufficient revenue and service viability 
for a 15-year period.   

The sources of data used to develop the Financial Plan came primarily from current and 
past expenses as contained within MT’s TransTrack database, historical data, Board 
reports and annual audit reports. In addition, the adopted FY 2016-17 MT Budget was 
used as the starting point for most of the operating and capital expenditure projections. 
As the Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA) and the County Transportation 
Commission (CTC) for San Bernardino County, the San Bernardino Associated 
Governments (SANBAG) has several oversight and allocation responsibilities in the 
distribution of many of the MT funding sources.  As such, SANBAG also provided input 
into several of the revenue streams that are contained within the Financial Plan. The 
various revenue sources are described in detail in this chapter.  

Although the Financial Plan is built on many known factors and projections based on 
historical precedence, there continues to be much uncertainty facing public 
transportation financing. Although economic conditions have improved, there is always 
uncertainty with growth as it relates to the population and workforce base.  Two of the 
critical, local revenue sources are based on expenditures on goods/merchandise (sales 
tax) and directly correlate with economic health.  Federal revenue sources (formula and 
discretionary) are always uncertain as those are tied to a multi-year federal transportation 
bill, and then are further dependent on annual appropriations made by Congress.  

To take into account these uncertainties and to provide a range of possible financial 
outcomes, two financial scenarios have been developed to provide a reasonable 
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financial planning framework to work with. The five-year operating and capital expenses 
were discussed in prior chapters; therefore, this chapter will combine those expenses 
to also show the resulting revenue, along with a combined 15-year sources and uses 
plan. Both of these will be “constrained” in that they are the most conservative revenue 
projections and the most likely scenario.  Then the chapter will present a 15-year 
“unconstrained” sources and uses scenario, which incorporates additional expansion 
services (in addition to what has been recommended in the constrained plan).  As a 
result, the unconstrained 15-year Plan shows an increase in ridership, as well as 
increases in costs and revenues to support the service increases. 

7.2 Transit Revenue Sources and Assumptions 
Financing the operation, construction and maintenance of public transportation systems 
involves many different types of funding sources, such as local and State sources of 
funding, Federal and non-Federal grants, as well as partnership with public and private 
entities.  

On an annual basis, SANBAG allocates a variety of funding to MT, as well as to the 
other transit, rail and Consolidated Transportation Services Agency (CTSA) operators 
within the County.  SANBAG’s role and oversight in some of the funding sources varies, 
as well as the parameters by which MT can use the funds.  In order to understand the 
various funding sources identified in the financial tables in this chapter, the following 
subsections of Section 7.2 describe the funding sources by local, State and Federal, 
other and discretionary categories.  

N Measure I, Local Transportation Fund (LTF) and State Transit Assistance (STA) funding 
are included in the appropriate SANBAG Fiscal Year budget and then become available 
for allocation to MT for that FY.  The other Federal sources of funding, as well as 
Proposition 1B funds, are received directly by MT and, therefore, are not included in the 
SANBAG FY Budget. 

7.2.1 Local Funding Sources 
A primary source of local funding is through the Local Transportation Fund (LTF). 
SANBAG considers LTF as a local source of funding in that although the source is 
implemented by the State and part of the State-enacted Transportation Development 
Act, the half cent LTF tax is imposed on a county-by-county at each county’s 
discretion.  Therefore, for the purposes of the SRTP, the LTF funding source will be 
discussed under other TDA sources of funding in the State Funding Sources Section 
7.2.2.   

The other primary local funding source available to MT is through Measure I, the half-
cent sales tax collected throughout San Bernardino County for transportation 
improvements. San Bernardino County voters first approved Measure I in November 
1989 to ensure that needed transportation projects were implemented countywide for 
a 20-year period from 1990 through 2010. In 2004, San Bernardino County voters 
approved the extension of the Measure I sales tax for a 30-year period, from 2010 
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through 2040. SANBAG administers Measure I revenue, is responsible for determining 
which projects receive Measure I funding, and ensures that transportation projects 
funded by Measure I are implemented. The SANBAG Measure I Strategic Plan 
(http://www.sanbag.ca.gov/planning2/plan_measure-i.html) delineates the policies 
approved by the SANBAG Board of Directors to implement the Expenditure Plan. The 
Measure I Ordinance identifies funding for the six Subareas, which cover the entire 
County.  The MT service area is primarily within the Mountains subarea, but MT also 
provides service into the San Bernardino Valley subarea and has expansion plans 
during the SRTP period to also provide service into the Victor Valley subarea. Measure 
I refers to the non-urbanized Subareas, with similar expenditure plans, as the “Rural 
Mountain/Desert” Subareas. These Subareas are the Mountains, North Desert, 
Morongo Basin and Colorado River. 

7.2.1.1 Measure I Senior and Disabled Transit Program (SDT) 
The Measure I SDT funding program is a local source of funding derived from 
one-half of one percent general sales and use tax collected in San Bernardino 
county for transportation purposes.  MT reduces its fares for Senior and Disabled 
passengers, and in return, the Measure I program provides the balance of the 
fare revenue so as to stabilize fares for this group of riders.   

Constrained Assumptions: SANBAG recommended an approximate 
3.2% ongoing increase year-over-year during the five-year SRTP period as 
well until 2027. The SRTP follows the SANBAG projections for the five-
year SRTP period; however, the six through 15-year period is slightly more 
aggressive than the SANBAG projection utilizing an approximately 4.6% 
year-after-year growth rate.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: Same as constrained except from years 
six through 15 the growth is increased to 5%. 

7.2.1.2. Measure I Project Development and Traffic Management 
Systems Program (PDTMS)  
The Measure I PDTMS funding program is a local source of funding derived from 
one-half of one percent general sales and use tax collected in San Bernardino 
County for transportation purposes. A source of funding for the Measure I Rural 
Mount/Desert Subareas, PDTMS funds are used for project development and 
traffic management systems projects, as well as environmental enhancement 
projects. These funds are available on a project-by-project basis, and must be 
requested and approved by SANBAG and the subarea that generates the funds 
(Mountains).  

Assumptions: Since this is a discretionary funding source, PDTMS funds 
were not included in the SRTP or in the 15-year Plans. 
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7.2.1.3 Measure I Traffic Management Systems Program (TMS) 
The Measure I TMS funding program is a local source of funding derived from 
one-half of one percent general sales and use tax collected in San Bernardino 
County for transportation purposes.  This is a source of funding utilized in the San 
Bernardino Valley Subarea for project development, traffic management systems 
projects, as well as environmental enhancement projects.   The Subarea may 
allocate funding to any public or private entity, including San Bernardino county 
transit operators that operate within the subarea. These funds are available on a 
project-by-project basis, and must be requested and approved by SANBAG.  

Assumptions: Since this is a discretionary funding source, TMS funds 
were not included in the five or in the 15-year Plans. 

7.2.1.4 Other Local Discretionary Sources of Funding 
There are several local discretionary sources of funding available from time to time 
from which transit agencies in San Bernardino County have received funding in the 
past and may be eligible for in the future.  Typically, the funding agency will issue a 
"call for projects,” in which it will specify maximum eligible funding amounts, funding 
parameters and goals and objectives to be accomplished by the funding notice. 
Because these calls for projects are not released on a regular basis and are 
discretionary in nature (where MT has to apply and most often compete for 
funding), these sources are therefore not considered an ongoing and reliable 
source of funding and, unless previously awarded, are not included or assumed in 
the Financial Section of the SRTP.   

Local funding agencies that have released discretionary funding in the past, and 
most likely will do so again in the future, include the following: 

1. The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), whose
jurisdiction is within the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) and the Mountain
Communities are included within their jurisdiction. Their Clean Fuels Funding
Program is one of the primary sources of funding for the SCAQMD’s
research, development, and demonstration efforts in the Clean Fuels
Program. This program was mandated by state law, and is funded by a $1
surcharge included in the annual vehicle registration fee for every vehicle
registered in the SCAQMD’s four-county jurisdiction.  This equates to
approximately $15 million annually.  Projects can be proposed to the
SCAQMD Clean Fuels Fund at any time; however, projects submitted
under the Clean Fuels Fund are typically research and development-
oriented or pre-commercial demonstrations focused on advanced
technology vehicles including transit vehicles.  Co-funding is required; the
typical co-funding requirement is $3 of cash or in-kind contribution for each
$1 of Clean Fuels Funding awarded. The Clean Fuels Funding Program
information can be found at http://www.aqmd.gov/home/library/technology-
research/research-development-and-demontration.

2. The Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review Committee’s (MSRC)
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jurisdiction is also within the SCAB, and covers projects implemented in the 
San Bernardino Valley and the Mountains subareas. The MSRC is funded 
through Assembly Bill 2766, which directs a portion of a State motor vehicle 
registration fee to the Committee for projects that reduce mobile sources of 
pollution.  The MSRC typically operates on a two-year cycle, and calls for 
projects in the past few years have surpassed $35 million for the two-year 
period.  Past programs that may be of interest to MT include the Major 
Event Center Transportation Program and the Alternative Fuel Infrastructure 
Program.  Refer to the MSRC website and funding opportunities found at 
this link: http://www.cleantransportationfunding.org.    

3. The Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District’s (MDAQMD) jurisdiction
is within the Mojave Desert Air Basin (MDAB) covers projects implemented
in the following Victor Valley subarea. The MDAQMD issues a call for
projects every two years for their discretionary portion of AB 2766.
Occasionally they issue other calls for projects focusing on the funding of
the conversion/transition of vehicles to alternative fuels, construction,
upgrade and installation of alternative fueling stations as well as project
research and demonstration of cutting edge alternative fuel technology. Visit
their website at: http://www.mdaqmd.ca.gov.

Assumptions: These discretionary sources of funding were not included in 
the five or in the 15-year Plans. 

7.2.2 State Funding Sources 
The Mills-Alquist-Deddeh Act, better known as the Transportation Development Act 
(TDA) provides for the LTF and State Transit Assistance (STA) Fund, which are major 
sources of State funding for public transportation. The Act allows each California 
county to impose a 1/4 percent sales tax to be collected by the State Board of 
Equalization and returned to the county on a pro rata basis for public transportation 
purposes.  These funds are for the development and support of public transportation 
needs that exist in California and are allocated to areas of each county based the 
parameters described below. Section 99214 of the California Public Utilities Code 
designates SANBAG as the acting RTPA, for the purpose of administering TDA funds. 
This responsibility includes the approval of the LTF and STA apportionments, issuance 
of LTF and STAF allocation instructions to the County of San Bernardino Auditor-
Controller, and authorization of LTF and STAF payments in accordance with the claim 
amounts filed by the claimant. 

SANBAG also provides oversight of the public hearing process used to identify unmet 
transit needs. Caltrans provides interpretation of and initiates changes or additions to 
legislation and regulations concerning all aspects of the TDA. Caltrans also provides 
training and documentation regarding TDA statutes and regulations. Caltrans ensures 
local planning agencies complete performance audits required for participation in the 
TDA. In addition to TDA funding, there are other State sources of funding available to 
transit operators. Those are also discussed further below.  
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7.2.2.1 Local Transportation Fund (LTF) 
Local Transportation Fund (LTF) revenue is derived from ¼ cent of the retail sales 
tax collected statewide and was enacted as part of the TDA. Although SANBAG 
considers LTF as a local funding source, for the purpose of the SRTP the LTF will 
be treated as a State Funding source.  LTF is the most flexible funding source 
available for transit as it can be used for capital and operations with minimal 
restrictions and does not require matching funds. 

LTF is derived from a ¼ cent of the general sales tax collected statewide.  After the 
State Board of Equalization reduces the County's allocation with their fees, the TDA 
statute lists the County Auditor Controller fees and SANBAG administrative, 
planning, and programming activities as first on a list of LTF priorities for allocation 
by the RTPA. SANBAG, in accordance with the priorities outlined in Section 
99233, has identified the following set-asides as priority use, prior to allocations to 
the transit operators:  

1. TDA administrative costs as needed,
2. 3% for SANBAG planning efforts,
3. .75% for Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),

SANBAG's Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) planning efforts, and
4. 2% for pedestrian and bike facilities - note that MT is eligible to apply for

funding under this LTF Article. SANBAG issues a call for projects and the
funds are awarded based on a competitive nature and approved by the
SANBAG Board.

In accordance with TDA, the remainder of LTF may be set aside for rail passenger 
service operations, capital improvements and community transit services prior to 
area apportionment.  However, SANBAG does not elect to use these set-asides 
for these purposes, and instead, allocates to rail after apportioning the remaining 
balance geographically based on population, in this manner by Subarea that are 
contained within the MT service area: 

1. In the San Bernardino Valley Subarea LTF is entirely used for transit
purposes with the focus on maintaining a steady flow of operation funding
available into the future.

2. In the Victor Valley and Morongo Basin Subareas, LTF is allocated to the
individual transit operators based on population of their service areas. As in
prior years, it is anticipated that after using the available LTF for transit
purposes, the transit operators have had surplus LTF available that, in
accordance with the TDA unmet needs process, can be returned to the
local jurisdictions in their service area for road maintenance purposes.

3. In the Mountain Subarea, as well as the Colorado River and North Desert
Subareas, the amount of LTF is allocated to the individual transit operators
based on population of their service areas. LTF allocations from the North
Desert are included with the Victor Valley Transit Authority’s (VVTA)
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allocations, as the City of Barstow joined the VVTA joint powers agreement 
on July 1, 2015. 

Constrained Assumptions: SANBAG recommended an approximate 
3.3% ongoing increase year-over-year during the five-year SRTP period as 
well until 2027. The SRTP follows the SANBAG projections for the five-
year SRTP period; however, the six through 15-year period is slightly more 
aggressive than the SANBAG projection utilizing an approximately 4.9% 
year-after-year growth rate.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: Same as constrained except from years 
six through 15 the growth is increased to 5.5%. 

7.2.2.2 State Transit Assistance (STA) 
STA funding is derived from the statewide sales tax on diesel fuel and is deposited 
in the Public Transportation Account in the State Transportation Fund. The state 
legislature approves the amount of these funds allocated to the STA program as 
part of the annual state budget process. The program provides a second source of 
TDA funding for transportation planning, public transportation, and community 
transit purposes as specified by the Legislature. Unlike LTF, STA funds may not be 
allocated for fund administration, streets, roads, or pedestrian/bicycle facility 
purposes.   

The allocation to MT must be made in a resolution adopted by the RTPA's 
governing board (SANBAG). The county auditor, in accordance with the allocation 
instructions, makes payments from the STA fund directly to the Transit Operators. 
Allocations are made as follows: 

1. 50% under PUC Section 99313, STA-Population Share, based on the ratio
of the population of the area under its jurisdiction to the total population of
the state, and

2. 50% under PUC Section 99314, STA–Operator Share, which is specific
monies for operators and is allocated based on the ratio of the total region’s
prior year transit operator passenger fare and local support revenues, as
well as member agencies, to the total revenue of all operators in the state
and member agencies.

The amount of STA-Operator Share funds available to MT on an annual basis is 
determined by the State. Each January the State provides a STA-Population Share 
revenue estimate for the following year. The STA-Population Share revenue is 
further apportioned to the San Bernardino Valley and Rural Mountain/Desert 
subareas based on population. STA-Population Share is then allocated to the 
operators on an as-needed basis as approved by the SANBAG Board. 

Constrained Assumptions: SANBAG recommended a fixed STA 
Operating allocation and that recommendation has been carried throughout 
the 15-Year Plan.  For the STA Population allocation, SANBAG stated future 
allocations will be based on demonstrated need. The final MT FY 2016-17 
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allocation is $110,000 and that is contained in the SRTP.  However, years 
2 through 15 of the Plan deviates from the SANBAG discretionary allocation 
procedure due to MT’s high level of capital needs/requests.  For FY 2017-
18 and FY 2018-19, the MT STA Population allocation is at $90,000, then 
projects a 5% increase in years four, five and six; then a 5% increase every 
three years thereafter. 
Unconstrained Assumptions: The STA Operating year over year increase 
throughout the life of the 15-year Plan is 3%, and the STA Population year 
over year increase is 5%. 

7.2.2.3 Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) 
LCTOP is one of several programs that are part of the Transit, Affordable Housing, 
and Sustainable Communities Program established by the California Legislature in 
2014 through SB 862. The LCTOP was created to provide transit operating and 
capital assistance to eligible projects in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and improve mobility, with a priority on serving disadvantaged 
communities.  This program is funded by auction proceeds from the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) Cap-and-Trade Program, whereby proceeds are 
deposited into the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund (GGRF). Although 5% of 
future annual GGRF proceeds will continue to be appropriated to the LCTOP, 
caution must be taken in planning, as this funding source is reliant upon the market 
generated from the State's Cap-and-Trade Program, which varies year-to-year.  To 
this end, the August 2016 Cap & Trade auction brought in only $8 million, far less 
than the $500 million the State had estimated based on prior year auctions. There 
also continues to be court cases challenging the States authority to legally 
continue the program beyond 2020. As a result, these funds are 
estimated/projected on a conservative basis. 

MT receives LCTOP funds by formula, based on the ratio of the revenue of MT’s 
jurisdiction to the total revenue of all operators in the state.  An RTPA (SANBAG) 
that is eligible to receive STA funds is eligible to receive LCTOP funds by formula 
based on the ratio of the population of the area under the RTPA's jurisdiction to the 
total population of the state.  Similar to STA, annually SANBAG receives LCTOP 
apportionments and staff recommends that LCTOP funds received under the 
population formula be further apportioned between the San Bernardino Valley 
Subarea and the Rural Mountain/Desert Subareas based on population. The 
LCTOP funds are then allocated to projects in accordance with all allocation 
principles approved by the SANBAG Board in July 2015.  

LCTOP funding could potentially support the following types of MT projects: 
1. Transit Operations Projects:

a. Implement new transit service (new routes/line);
b. Expand/Enhance Transit service (extend transit routes, extend

service hours, increase frequency of service, increase capacity,
e.g., add more buses to existing routes);

c. Provide alternative transit options that use zero-emission or hybrid
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vehicles to improve mobility (e.g., vanpooling, shuttles, bike sharing); 
d. Network/fare integration (e.g., universal fare card that can be used

for multiple transit systems);
e. Free or Reduced-fare transit vouchers; and
f. These projects are only fundable if they are a component of an

operations project in 1.a through 1.e: Purchase, operate and
maintain zero-emission/hybrid vehicles, zero-emission/plug in hybrid
or natural gas/low carbon alternative fuel or installation of renewable
energy at a transit facility (solar panels for example).

2. Capital Projects:
a. Install new stops/stations for local bus, intercity rail, commuter bus

or rail service;
b. Install new transit stop/station that connect to bike paths/pedestrian

paths;
c. Upgrade transit stops/stations to support active transportation and

encourage ridership (e.g., bike sharing facilities, bicycle
racks/lockers, covered benches, energy efficient lighting);

d. Upgrade transit vehicles to support active transportation and
encourage ridership (for example, bike racks on buses); and

e. The following projects are only fundable as a component of the
projects 3.a through 3.d: Install renewable energy at transit facilities
(e.g., solar panels) and maintenance or operations to support
expanded transit facilities and enhancements.

More information about the LCTOP program can be found at the Program’s 
website at http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/MassTrans/lctop.html.  

Constrained Assumptions: MT will request an LCTOP allocation when 
there is an expansion to the Off the Mountain (OTM) services.  The 
assumption is that MT will receive half of those expansion services’ 
operating costs over a two-year period, which is approximately $400,000 
over a four-year period. To support expansion service projects, as well as 
encourage pedestrian/bike access to the MT system, it is recommended 
that MT request LCTOP capital allocations when major transit enhancement 
projects are constructed.  These one-time projects will require $1.25 million 
in LCTOP funding over the 15-year period. These two projects will result in 
an average annual funding allocation of $110,000 each year over the 15-
year period.  Should LCTOP funds not be available or insufficient, there will 
be other grant programs that MT could apply for in place of LCTOP. 
Unconstrained Assumptions: No change from the constrained 
assumptions. 
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7.2.2.4 Proposition 1B Public Transportation Modernization, 
Improvement, and Service Enhancement Account (PTMISEA) 
The PTMISEA was created by Proposition 1B, the Highway Safety, Traffic 
Reduction, Air Quality, and Port Security Bond Act of 2006. Of the nearly $20 
billion available to Transportation, $3.6 billion was allocated to PTMISEA to be 
available to transit operators over a 10-year period. PTMISEA funds may be used 
for transit rehabilitation, safety or modernization improvements, capital service 
enhancements or expansions, new capital projects, bus rapid transit 
improvements, or rolling stock (buses and rail cars) procurement, rehabilitation or 
replacement.  

Funds in this account are appropriated annually by the Legislature to the State 
Controller’s Office (SCO) for allocation in accordance with Public Utilities Code 
formula distributions: 50% allocated to Local Operators based on farebox revenue 
and 50% to Regional Entities based on population.  The SANBAG Board approved 
the overall allocation of these funds in February 2010 to the County transit 
operators including MT.  PTMISEA Guidelines require that operators and SANBAG 
submit to Caltrans a PTMISEA Program Expenditure Plan that contains a list of all 
projects the agency intends to fund with its share of PTMISEA for the life of the 
bond, including the amount for each project and the year in which the funds will be 
requested. The PTMISEA expenditure programs and plans have been approved by 
the SANBAG Board and updates are presented for approval as required. 

The final appropriation of program funds was made in the FY 2014-15 State 
Budget and the final fiscal year that PTMISEA funding will be allocated by the State 
will be FY 2017-18.  MT will have a final opportunity to amend their initial PTMISEA 
plan, by submitting a corrective action plan (CAP) to revise MT’s program of 
projects by late spring 2018.  Upon approval, the PTMISEA funds must be 
expended by no later than June 30, 2022. 

PTMISEA funds may not be used for planning, environmental, administration, 
operations, routine maintenance, advertising, marketing, procurement costs, 
reproduction activities and/or vehicle “branding” as a stand-alone project. 
However, facility design and construction costs are allowed.  

Constrained Assumptions: Of the initial MT PTMISEA allocation, 
$1,197,314 remains in MT’s PTMISEA account. It is recommended that 
these funds be used towards the design and construction of the Big Bear 
Lake and Crestline facilities/bases.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: No change from the constrained 
assumptions. 

7.2.2.5 Proposition 1B California Transit Security Grant Program-
California Transit Assistance Fund (CTSGP-CTAF) 
CTSGP-CTAF is State funding source for specific transit capital projects that 
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provide increased protection against security and safety threats, and for capital 
expenditures to increase the capacity of transit operators to develop disaster 
response transportation systems.  The California Office of Emergency Services (Cal 
OES) administers such funds deposited in the Transit System Safety, Security and 
Disaster Response Account under the CTSGP-CTAF.  

In November 2006, California Voters approved Proposition 1B which authorized 
nearly $20 billion of State general obligation bonds for specified transportation 
purposes, including modernization and transit safety and security improvements.  
Under this Proposition, the State established the $600 million CTSGP-CTAF. 
SANBAG is responsible for allocating the share of funds received that are based 
on population.  MT is responsible for the share of funds received that are based on 
the ratio of revenue to total revenue at the State (also known as the operator 
share). Board approval of projects and fiscal year-specific resolutions are required 
prior to submitting a grant application. The final year that CTSGP funding will be 
allocated by the State will be FY 2016-17. 

Constrained Assumptions: MT has $3,287 that remains in Proposition 
1B funding (included in the Prior Capital Grants Rollover line item) and those 
funds will be expended in FY 2016-17.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: No change from the constrained 
assumptions. 

7.2.2.6 State Discretionary Sources of Funding 
There are several State discretionary sources of funding available from time to time 
that MT has received in the past and may be eligible for discretionary funding in the 
future. As with similar discretionary programs mentioned elsewhere in this analysis, 
the funding agency typically will issue a "call for projects," which identifies funding 
amounts and funding parameters, as well as specific goals and objectives to be 
accomplished by the funding source. Because these calls for projects are not 
released on a regular basis and are discretionary in nature (where an agency has to 
apply and most often compete for funding), these sources are therefore not 
considered an ongoing and reliable source of funding, and thus are not assumed 
in the Financial Section of the SRTP.   

Agencies that have released discretionary funding in the past, and most likely will in 
the future, include the following: 

1. The California Air Resources Board (CARB), where the calls for projects
have focused on conversion/transition of vehicles to alternative fuels,
construction, upgrade and installation of alternative fueling stations, as well
as project research and demonstration of cutting edge alternative fuel
technology. The CARB website is at: https://www.arb.ca.gov.

2. The California Energy Commission (CEC), where the calls for projects have
focused on conversion/transition of vehicles to alternative fuels,
construction, upgrade and installation of alternative fueling stations, as well
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as project research and demonstration of cutting edge alternative fuel 
technology. The CEC website is at: http://www.energy.ca.gov. 

3. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), where calls for
projects have been issued for the new Active Transportation Program
(http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/atp/), the purpose of which is to
encourage increased use of "active" (i.e., non-auto) transportation, such as
pedestrian crossings and bicycle infrastructure. Shelters, signage and
pedestrian enhancements such as safer routes to schools have also been
funded.

4. To guide the investment of Cap-and-Trade auction proceeds (see the
LCTOP mentioned previously), the California Department of Finance, in
consultation with the California Air Resources Board and other State
agencies (Administration), is required to submit a triennial Investment Plan to
the Legislature which identifies priority investments that will help California
achieve its greenhouse gas reduction goals while realizing additional health,
economic, and environmental benefits. The First Investment Plan for FYs
2013-14 through 2015-16 was submitted to the Legislature in May 2013. It
contained significant sources of funding for transit and transit-related
projects. The Administration has developed and revised its Draft Second
Investment Plan covering FYs 2016-17 through 2018-19, including the
comments received during its public review process of the initial proposed
draft. The Revised Draft Second Investment Plan was presented at the
Board Hearing held on December 17, 2015. As currently proposed, $200
million in cap and trade proceeds will be made available in these fiscal
years to the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program, a competitive grant
program administered by the California State Transportation Agency for rail
and bus transit operators for capital improvements to integrate State and
local rail and other transit systems, and provide connectivity to the high-
speed rail system. Another $100 million will be distributed on a formula
basis by Caltrans for the Low Carbon Transit Operations Program
(mentioned above), to support new or expanded bus and rail services to
increase transit ridership and decrease greenhouse gas emissions. Visit the
website: http://caltransit.org/advocacy/key-issues/cap-and-trade/.

Assumptions: These discretionary sources of funding were not included in
the five or in the 15-year Plans.

7.2.3 Federal Funding Sources 
7.2.3.1 About the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is one of ten modal agencies within the 
United States Department of Transportation (DOT). The FTA provides the majority 
of federal financial and technical assistance to local public transit systems in all 
states, the District of Columbia, and the territories. The public transportation modes 
overseen by the FTA include buses, subways, light rail, commuter rail, monorail, 
passenger ferry boats, trolleys, inclined railways and people movers. The federal 
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government, through the FTA, provides financial assistance to develop new transit 
systems and improve, maintain, and operate existing systems. The FTA oversees 
grants to state and local transit providers, primarily through its ten regional offices. 
These grantees are responsible for managing their programs in accordance with 
federal requirements, and the FTA is responsible for ensuring that grantees follow 
federal mandates along with statutory and administrative requirements. 

Each year Congress passes legislation which, when signed by the President, 
appropriates funds for the DOT and related agencies. After this legislation is 
enacted, FTA publishes a Notice in the Federal Register, which provides an 
overview of the apportionments and allocations based on these funds for the 
various FTA programs as well as statements of policy and guidance on public 
transit administration. The FTA website (https://www.transit.dot.gov/funding) 
contains the current and prior fiscal year apportionments for each grant program.  

In the autumn of 2015, Congress passed and President Obama signed the first 
long-term reauthorization of federal surface transportation programs in a decade, 
known as the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act.  The law 
authorizes $11.8 billion for public transit programs in FY 2016, which is an 8.6% 
increase over the prior year funding level.  The FAST Act increases the 
authorization in FY 2020 to $12.6 billion which is an increase of 17.7% over the FY 
2015 level1. The following review of the federal programs that are the most relevant 
to MT also reflects changes in those programs made by the FAST Act.

The applicable MT Federal Funding Programs are described in the Sections 
7.2.3.2 through 7.2.3.7 below.  These sources are specific to MT, in that they 
have received past funding and most likely will be eligible to continue to receive 
future federal funding, either via a formula or a discretionary funding approach.  The 
eligible programs are most often through the FTA or the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). In addition, there are discretionary grant opportunities 
through other Federal departments, and those are identified under Section 7.2.3.7: 
Federal Discretionary Grant Opportunities.  

7.2.3.2 FTA Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals 
with Disabilities 
To improve mobility for seniors and individuals with disabilities by removing barriers 
to transportation service and expanding transportation mobility options. This 
program supports transportation services planned, designed, and carried out to 
meet the special transportation needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities in 
all areas, urbanized and rural. Eligible projects include both traditional capital 

1 Per the American Public Transportation Association’s (APTA) “A Guide to Public Transportation and 
Rail-Related Provisions”.  This document and other FAST Act information can be found at: 
https://www.apta.com/gap/legissues/authorization/Documents/H.R.%2022,%20FAST%20ACT/FAST
%20Act%20booklet.pdf. 
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investment and nontraditional investment beyond the ADA complementary 
paratransit services. Funds are apportioned to direct recipients: 

1. States for rural and small urban areas (small UZAs) and designated
recipients chosen by the Governor of the State for large urban areas (large
UZAs); or

2. State or local governmental entities that operates a public transportation
service.

Section 5310 funding allocations are based on Census data. The formula funds 
are apportioned to each State based on the number of older adults and individuals 
with disabilities and allocated by area: Large UZAs: 60%, Small UZAs: 20% and 
Rural: 20%. 

The FAST Act provides modest growth for this program, growing by 10.6% in FY 
2020 over the FY 2015 MAP 21 allocation, identical to the Urban Formula 
program growth over the same period. 

7.2.3.3 FTA Section 5311 Formula Grants Other Than Urbanized Areas 
This is a rural funding program that is formula-based and provides funding to states 
for the purpose of supporting public transportation in rural areas, with population of 
less than 50,000. The goal of the program is to provide the following services to 
communities with population less than 50,000: 

1. Enhance the access of people in nonurbanized areas to health care,
shopping, education, employment, public services, and recreation.

2. Assist in the maintenance, development, improvement, and use of public
transportation systems in nonurbanized areas.

3. Encourage and facilitate the most efficient use of all transportation funds
used to provide passenger transportation in nonurbanized areas through
the coordination of programs and services.

4. Assist in the development and support of intercity bus transportation.
5. Provide for the participation of private transportation providers in

nonurbanized transportation.

FTA apportions Section 5311 funds to the States by a statutory formula using 
the latest available U.S. decennial census data. 80% of the statutory formula is 
based on the nonurbanized population of the States. 20% of the formula is 
based on land area. No State may receive more than 5% of the amount 
apportioned for land area. In addition, FTA adds amounts apportioned based 
on nonurbanized population according to the growing States formula factors of 
49 U.S.C. 5340 to the amounts apportioned to the States under the Section 
5311 program. Under the FAST Act, the program contains modest growth 
increasing by 10.8% in FY 2020 over the FY 2015 MAP 21 allocation. 

Constrained Assumptions: These allocations have fluctuated greatly over 
the past seven years; however, based on recent actual allocations as well 
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as FAST Act estimated increases, SANBAG has increased the MT FY 
2016-17 and the FY 2017-18 allocations and recommends to keep the 
5311 allocation flat for the remaining SRTP period.  Based on the projected 
growth from FAST Act, the six through 15 years of the 15-Year Plan provide 
for a year-over-year increase of 2%.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: Same as constrained except from years 
six through 15 the growth is increased to 3.5%. 

7.2.3.4 FTA Section 5311(f) Rural Transit and Intercity Bus 
The purpose of FTA 5311 (f) funding is to provide supplemental financial support 
for rural intercity transportation services.  Caltrans administers FTA 5311 (f) funds. A 
Caltrans vendor recently completed a California Rural Intercity Bus Study that has 
changed a number of program elements for current and future funding cycles. 

The current 5311(f) funding guidelines adopted in California have a criterion of 
intercity services that have a one-way route length greater than 50 miles.  
However, the federal authorizing legislation does not have such a stipulation and 
emphasizes “program goals of providing a ‘meaningful connection’ to the national 
intercity bus network.” Both the Rim Off the Mountain and Big Bear Valley Off the 
Mountain services not only provide a meaningful connection to Greyhound, but 
also provide important connections to Amtrak and Metrolink. MT’s Off the Mountain 
services are what FTA 5311 (f) was intended to accomplish and MT has sought 
and received a waiver for the 50-‐mile requirement in order to enable funding for 
the RIM OTM service. 

In the Chapter 4 Service Plan, there is discussion of demonstrating new Off the 
Mountain service to Lucerne as well as to Redlands during the SRTP period. The 
distance to and from Redlands will satisfy the 50 one-way mile requirement; 
however, the distance to and from Lucerne will not (25 miles one-way).  Therefore, 
MT should seek a waiver to include the Lucerne OTM in the 5311(f) funding 
program.  Since a waiver has been issued for OTM from RIM to and from the San 
Bernardino Valley, MT is confident that 5311(f) will be a viable funding source for 
both the Redlands and Lucerne OTM expansion service.  

Constrained Assumptions: The current and expanded OTM services are 
assumed to be reimbursed by this funding program at 50%.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: No change from the constrained 
assumptions. 

7.2.3.5 FHWA Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 
CMAQ funds are Federal formula funds apportioned by Caltrans based on population 
and emissions weighting factors to specific air basins (such as the SCAB). SANBAG 
receives annual apportionments of CMAQ and is responsible for selecting projects and 
allocating CMAQ funding to those specific projects. As approved by the SANBAG 
Board in February 2015, the CMAQ funds are then apportioned to Measure I Subareas 
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based on population. Activities typically eligible for CMAQ funding include high 
occupancy vehicle lanes, transit improvements, travel demand management strategies, 
traffic flow improvements such as signal synchronization, and public fleet conversions 
to cleaner fuels. SANBAG is responsible for updating CMAQ funding in the Federal 
Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) as well as submitting a CMAQ annual 
report to the FHWA. The annual report documents the results of emission reduction 
assessment for projects in San Bernardino County using CMAQ funding for each 
federal fiscal year. Each CMAQ project must be analyzed using calculation 
methodologies recommended and approved by Caltrans and CARB. The SANBAG 
Board approved a 10-year allocation of CMAQ to each operator in July 2014.  

The Fast Act continues the CMAQ program, providing a flexible funding source to 
State and local governments for transportation projects and programs to help meet 
the requirements of the Clean Air Act. Funding is available to reduce congestion 
and improve air quality for areas that do not meet the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards for ozone, carbon monoxide, or particulate matter (nonattainment areas) 
and for former nonattainment areas that are now in compliance (maintenance 
areas). 

Distribution of formula funds is based on the amount of formula funds each State 
received in FY 2014. Once each State's total Federal-aid apportionment is 
calculated, an amount is set aside for the State's CMAQ program through a 
calculation based on the size of the State's FY 2009 CMAQ apportionment relative 
to the State's total FY 2009 apportionments. The FAST Act authorized a 6.1% 
increase from FY 2016 levels, so a commensurate increase in SANBAG revenues 
is expected from this program. The estimates of expected revenues are thus 
projections of expected formula funding based on recent history of the CMAQ 
program. 

SANBAG has previously funded all MT revenue vehicle purchases, at 100% using 
CMAQ funding and available match funding.  The prior SRTP allocated a flat 
$560,000 per year over the life of the SRTP. 

Constrained Assumptions: Based on detailed revenue vehicle 
replacement schedules, as well as costs to expand the fleet based on the 
Chapter 4 Service Plan, the revenue vehicle needs over the 15-year period 
(inflated) is $10.8 million or approximately $72K per year. MT will request 
that the revenue vehicle replacement and expansion program be entirely be 
funded through CMAQ (including a SANBAG-provided match).  During the 
five-year SRTP period, the average annual revenue vehicle funding request 
will be approximately $492,000 per year (inflated). 
Unconstrained Assumptions: There is no change to the SRTP period for 
the CMAQ request. However, MT did assume additional service expansion 
projects in the unconstrained operating scenario in years 6, 7 and 8.  
Therefore the revenue vehicle 15-year inflated request is $12.3 million or on 
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average $817K per year.  MT would request that the revenue vehicle 
replacement and expansion program, be entirely be funded through CMAQ 
(including a SANBAG-provided match).   

7.2.3.6 FHWA Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG) 
The FAST Act converts the long-standing Surface Transportation Program (STP) 
into the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG), by acknowledging 
that this program has the most flexible eligibilities among all Federal-aid highway 
programs and aligning the program’s name with how FHWA has historically 
administered it. The STBG provides funding that may be used by States and 
localities for a wide range of projects to preserve and improve the conditions and 
performance of surface transportation, including highway, transit, intercity bus, 
bicycle and pedestrian projects. 

The FHWA STBG program purpose as well as formula basis for allocating STBG 
funds may be found at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/specialfunding/stp/. The new 
FAST Act authorized a 15.6% increase from FY 2016 levels, so commensurate 
increases in annual SANBAG revenues are also expected from the STBG program. 

Assumptions: MT has not requested nor been allocated STBG funding; 
therefore these funds were not included in the five or in the 15-year Plans. 

7.2.3.7 Federal Discretionary Grant Opportunities 
There are several Federal discretionary sources of funding available from time to 
time under which transit agencies in San Bernardino County have received past 
funding and may be eligible for future discretionary funding.  Most often the federal 
discretionary sources are competitive in nature, and are listed and identified on the 
website http://www.grants.gov, the comprehensive Federal government-wide 
website for announcing competitive grant opportunities. Not only can Federal 
grants be researched and discovered on this website, but this is also the website 
where one applies online for the grant/funding source. 

Most often Federal discretionary grants are awarded based on legislative or 
agency-determined criteria. Unlike many of the FTA formula grants addressed in 
prior Sections of 7.2.3, there is no set allotment for a given geographic area, but 
many times the grant identifies that the awards will be distributed nationwide with 
some sort of geographic equity in mind. These programs typically allow for a 
Federal share of 50 to 80 percent of the project capital cost, but the exact match 
requirement will always be identified in each grant opportunity notice (referred to as 
the Notice of Funding Opportunity or NOFO).  

Many of the FTA discretionary grant programs are targeted to large urbanized 
areas. However, from time to time other funding programs are offered to smaller 
agencies such as MT. In addition, other Federal agencies release discretionary 
grants and transit agencies may be eligible to apply.  These agencies include the 
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Department of Transportation (DOT) Transportation, the Department of Energy 
(DOE at http://energy.gov/public-services/funding-financing) as well as the  
Department of Homeland Security (DHS at https://www.dhs.gov/how-do-i/find-
and-apply-grants).  Similar to the local and State discretionary funding sources, the 
Federal grants identified above are competitive in nature, are discretionary and are 
not released on a regular basis; therefore, these sources are not considered an 
ongoing and reliable source of funding nor are they included or assumed in the 
Financial Plan of the SRTP.  As mentioned earlier, the best mechanism to review 
and apply for federal discretionary grants, is by monitoring and visiting their website 
at http://www.grants.gov. 

Assumptions Because FTA has yet to issue its apportionments notice of the 
FAST Act’s programs, neither the constrained nor the unconstrained financial 
plans contain estimates of anticipated discretionary federal grants.  

7.2.4 Other Revenue Sources 
MT has other revenue sources that are considered local in nature and are generated 
as a result of MT’s operations. Due to the source of these revenues, they do not carry 
restrictions because they are not derived from legislation or statute, and they do not 
have as stringent use restrictions or match requirements like the State and Federal 
sources above.   

However, there are other parameters in that the FTA considers any revenue generated 
from a federally funded asset, federal “Program Income”.   Program income includes 
income from fees for services performed (fares), from the sale of advertising and 
concessions, from the use or rental of real or personal property acquired with grant 
funds, from social service contract revenue, and from the sale of commodities or items 
fabricated under a grant agreement.  Except as otherwise provided in regulations, 
Program income does not include interest on grant funds; nor does Program income 
include rebates, credits, discounts, refunds, and interest earned on any of them.   

7.2.4.1 Farebox 
The amount of revenue generated by passenger fares (aka "farebox") is a highly 
monitored revenue source.  All transit operators (including MT) have farebox goals 
and standards that they must adhere to and track on a regular basis, and are 
reviewed in detail every three years as part of the triennial performance audit 
required for the utilization of TDA funds.  The main qualifying requirement is that MT 
must maintain a minimum ratio of fare revenue to operating cost of at least 10%. 
This amount is lower than the urbanized transit agency requirement of 20%, due to 
the rural setting. The higher the farebox recovery translates into either the 
passenger sharing a higher cost in the operations and/or an operator managing 
and keeping operating costs lower, resulting in a higher farebox return.  There are 
no restrictions on the use of fares except for the FTA guidances mentioned above. 

MT has done an excellent job in the past few years to improve its farebox recovery, 
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with a systemwide low of just at 10% in FY 2008-09, to a high of 14.0% in FY 
2011-12, to the current estimated return for FY 2015-16 is estimated to be close 
to 12%. The Financial Plan has been crafted so as to keep farebox return a priority, 
and will strive to maintain this level in future years. Revenue generated from 
advertising (Section 7.2.4.2 below) as well as other revenue generated from 
partnerships and reimbursements (Section 7.2.4.3 below), are both “counted” in 
the farebox return formula.  Therefore, any measures that MT can take to enhance 
both of those revenue sources will have a positive impact on MT financial 
performance. 

Service expansion projects as contained in Chapter 4 are considered 
demonstrations and the costs and revenue may be excluded from the Agency’s 
farebox return calculations. However, for the SRTP purposes, the expansion 
project’s costs and resulting farebox revenue was included in the Agency five and 
15-year farebox return ratios. Even so, the Agency continues to demonstrate a
greater than 10% farebox return ratio and shows over the 15-year period a steady
increase in farebox return.

Constrained Assumptions: As discussed in the Chapter 5 Operating Plan, 
there are a variety of ridership assumptions that impact the amount of farebox 
revenue generated.  The ridership assumptions were developed considering 
past growth patterns, current economic conditions, elasticity impacts from 
periodic fare increases, as well as other external forces in play (STAR system).  
In addition, during the first year of expansion service, it is assumed that the 
ridership level will be at a reduced rate when compared to existing service; 
therefore, the farebox on the expansion service for year one will be slightly 
reduced (anywhere from 10% to 25% less than existing service on a 
comparable line) 
Unconstrained Assumptions: In FY 2021-22, the assumptions for all 
modes changed, assuming that with all expansion components implemented 
by this year, the system will be somewhat “complete” and synergies will exist 
to encourage more ridership.  The DAR year over year ridership increases 
went from 1% to 2%; the RIM Fixed Route and OTM ridership increased from 
1% to 3%; the Trolleys increased from 0 to 2% and the BBV Fixed Route and 
OTM service ridership increased from 1% to 4% year over year. As a result, 
the fare revenue increased proportionally as well. 

7.2.4.2 Advertising 
In the past MT has sought arrangements with private businesses to provide their 
advertising products on shelters and in return, the business provided to MT a 
portion of the advertising revenue as compensation. Transit agencies in urban 
settings often procure advertisement services through public relations firms, who 
then work with a variety of clients in that market to advertise on the transit assets.  
MT is in the process of implementing a more robust advertising program to expand 
opportunities beyond bus stop shelters (for example, on the outside of buses, 
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inside of buses or as part of automatic vehicle stop announcement and visual 
devices inside buses). It is anticipated that the costs to implement the program will 
be more than offset from the generating revenue. In addition, MT may pursue other 
arrangements to expand its bus shelter installation, or adopt bus stops, and pay for 
those assets, instead of advertising on the assets and the agency generating 
revenue. As mentioned in Section 7.2.4.1, all advertising revenue generated has a 
positive impact on farebox return and productivity. 

Constrained Assumptions: During the past seven years, the average 
annual advertising revenue return was approximately $4K. Given the current 
efforts described above to increase the advertising revenue account, by the 
end of the five-year SRTP period, it is projected the annual advertising 
revenue will increase to $8K. By the end of the 15-year period, the annual 
advertising revenue amount will increase to $30K.  
Unconstrained Assumptions: This Plan assumes a slightly more 
aggressive effort to generate advertising, as there are more expansion 
vehicles operating in the fleet in the unconstrained plan (and therefore 
additional advertising opportunities).  The amount of advertising revenue 
during the SRTP period remains the same; however, the last ten years have 
a 10% increase in advertising revenue over the constrained plan, and by the 
end of the 16-year period the annual advertising revenue amount is $31K.  

7.2.4.3 Other Revenue Generation / Program Income 
Other types of revenue generation that MT may consider in the future, may include: 

1. The use or rental of real or personal property,
2. Revenue generated when providing services to social service or other

agencies, and
3. From the sale of commodities or items purchased under a grant agreement

(such as the sale of a revenue vehicle when it has reached the end of its
useful life and is no longer needed by the transit agency).

There are no restrictions on the use of revenues generated in the situations above, 
except for the FTA guidances mentioned previously.  As mentioned in Section 
7.2.4.1, all revenue generated in scenario 2 above, has a positive impact on 
farebox return and productivity.   

Beginning in Year 1, there are hours budgeted each year for MT to provide service 
to special events and social services agencies.  In addition, MT has begun to work 
with area businesses and the Resort, to consider partnerships in providing service 
for employees and clients.  This is a revenue category that has much promise and 
is anticipated to grow in the near future. As mentioned in Section 7.2.4.1, all 
advertising revenue generated has a positive impact on farebox return and 
productivity. 
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Constrained Assumptions: All services programmed in the DAR Special 
Events service expansion line item has assumed that over the course of the 
15-year period, all Special Event services will be reimbursed 100%, or
approximately $290K.
Unconstrained Assumptions: This scenario takes the constrained 
assumptions and adds additional reimbursements and support from public and 
private partners, to transport employees and customers to and from venues in 
the Big Bear Lake area.  This revenue source starts slowly with assumptions 
that partners will reimburse MT for service expansion at 50%, and gradually 
increases to a 62.5% reimbursement starting in FY 2023-24 when the service 
expansion programs are complete and the BBV transit network is robust and 
providing excellent service and shorter headways.  As a result, an additional 
$9.4 million in revenue is generated over the 15-year period, or approximately 
$629K per year.  

7.3 Fares 
The 2012 SRTP conducted an extensive analysis of the fare structure and as a result, 
changes were implemented to the zonal fare structure to incorporate more equity into the 
distance-based fares.  Zonal boundaries were clarified and simplified and additional fare 
media were incorporated into the fare structure.  In the end the number of zones were 
reduced and the same zones were implemented for all zonal based services in the two 
areas (Fixed Route, DAR and OTM in RIM and DAR and OTM in the BBV).   

This SRTP process did not require an extensive review of the fare structure, nor to make 
changes to the structure, categories or to pricing; however, analysis was performed to 
look at performance by fare category and see if any recommendations floated to the 
surface. To this end, the SRTP Team downloaded all TransTrack fare data from the month 
of September 2015. September is an excellent month for most types of transit analysis, in 
that there is only one holiday, children are back in school, summer vacations are over and 
commuter patterns tend to be more stable than in other months throughout the year. 

7.3.1 Fare Structure Analysis 
The first observation is due to the multiple fare mechanisms and classes that exist in 
two separate areas, the fare structure is complicated and results in multiple fare 
categories that must be tracked by the drivers and then entered into the TransTrack 
system. As a result, it was recommended that the fare categories and how the fares 
are tracked by drivers be revisited especially in preparation for the STAR system 
implementation (which will incorporate a more automated fare tracking onboard each 
bus). 

When free rides are taken into consideration, there were vast differences between 
service and area. For example, the BBV OTM average fare per rider was $6.02 vs. the 
RIM OTM average rider fare which was $3.76 per passenger. Since the OTM fares are 
distance-based, this makes sense.  The DAR fares in both areas were more similar, 
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with the RIM average fare being $2.91 and the BBV DAR fare at $2.70. However, the 
average fixed route fare in RIM was 27% higher at $1.52, when compared to the BBV 
average fixed route fare of $1.20. The average BBV trolley ride was $1.20 and will be 
useful when a similar Trolley service is implemented in RIM, for comparisons. 

With the slight pricing gap between the Big Bear Valley and RIM fixed route fare 
revenue, an analysis was performed to compare route distances in the BBV versus the 
zonal structure in RIM. End to end, RIM Routes 2 and 4, when compared to the BBV 
Route 1, are similar in length. However, Route 1 in the Big Bear Valley provides 
continuous stops with housing, lodging, and restaurants in between the stops. In 
general, when riding Route 1, the distance does not seem as great and there are few 
natural breaks in between service areas.  In RIM, there are long distances between 
stops and housing/commercial areas, and the distances seem farther. In addition, 
based on further analysis it appears that customers will group trips or board at certain 
stops in order to reduce the zonal cost impact.   

Analysis was performed to consider a flat rate fare structure in the RIM area, as in the 
BBV. And as in so many cases for this type of an analysis, there are those that benefit 
from this type of a change, and those that do not.  In the end a transition to a flat rate 
would have impacted half of the current riders to such an extent that absent any 
service changes or benefits, the ridership loss would have impacted the farebox ratio 
and defeated the purpose of such a change.  

After discussion it was determined to leave the structure as is, make improvements 
that are suggested in the Chapter 4 Service Plan, and re-evaluate a fare structure 
change at a later point in time.  

7.3.2 Fare Pricing Analysis 
During the analysis described above, it was highlighted that it has been quite a while 
since there has been a fare increase in the MT service area.  Given the recessionary 
period that is now coming to a close, loss of residents, and other economic impacts, 
and the fact that very few major service changes have occurred, it has been in MT’s 
best interest to not entertain a fare increase. 

With the recommended enhancements to existing service proposed in Chapter 4, 
along with the proposed service expansion strategies, it is recommended that MT 
consider a fare increase in FY 2018-19.  Fare changes are best implemented after a 
period of service benefit to the clientele, so that the customer may also see a recent 
benefit to the services provided and be more inclined to stay with the service rather 
than consider other transportation options.  Fare elasticity rules and studies were 
reviewed, with the most recent and comprehensive study being the Victoria Transport 
Policy Institute August 2015 “Transit Price Elasticities and Cross-Elasticities Study”.  
This Study reviewed from a historical perspective hundreds of other elasticity studies 
and impacts to transit services, fares and ridership.  In the end, the most common rule 
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of thumb that is used across the board by many transit planners, is that for every 10% 
increase in fares a system can anticipate a 3% decrease in ridership.  

In order for MT to continue to keep pace with inflation, and given the relatively stable 
revenue stream that funds MT’s services, fare increases are a necessary revenue 
strategy to plan for, seek public input and incorporate into a business model.  

It is recommended that in FY 2017-18, MT embark on a fare increase analysis and 
conduct public hearings with the intent to raise fares in FY 2018-19. This SRTP 
incorporates a 10% across the board fare increase in FY 2018-19 and then every five 
years thereafter. During the years of the fare increases the SRTP also includes a 
proportional 3% decrease in ridership. Interestingly enough, when the fare increases 
occur, and in spite of an expected decline in ridership, the farebox revenue increases 
anywhere between 4% and 9% (also depending upon what else is occurring in the 
system during the year of the fare increase). If at all possible, it is also recommended 
that MT plan/implement service enhancements and rider benefits either prior to or in 
conjunction with the fare increase, so as to incorporate system benefits into the fare 
increase process and ease riders’ possible negative perceptions of the fare increase. 
During the first fare increase process, it is recommended that MT identify and 
document all costs associated with the upcoming fare change (printing new rider 
schedules, changes to the TransTrack system, changes to the STAR system, etc.).  
Due to the administrative costs associated with a fare change, many transit agencies 
choose to do one-time larger fare increases as opposed to more frequent and smaller 
fare increases.  Once MT goes through a fare change process and 
identifies/documents the internal costs, the Agency will have better information by 
which to plan and prepare for future fare changes and schedule those changes more 
frequently (and at a lower fare increase level) or less frequently (at a higher fare 
increase level). 

7.4 Constrained Financial Plan 
This section combines the operating expenses identified in Chapter 5 and the capital 
expense in Chapter 6.  The major expense categories are collapsed and the projected 
revenue for both operating and capital programs are provided for the constrained five and 
15-year periods. The revenue assumptions are based on Section 7.2: Transit Revenue 
Sources and Assumptions, under each revenue category in the “Constrained” section 
after the revenue description.

Exhibit 7-1 is a five-year (SRTP period) constrained sources and uses summary. The 
five-year SRTP period results in just under $30.4 million in uses (expenses) and the 
Agency will generate a similar revenue stream of just over $30.3 million. The ending 
rolling capital reserve at the end of the five-year period is projected to be $335,200, which 
is in addition to the operating reserve of $500,000 established in FY 2016-17. This 
ending balance in addition to the operating reserve is more than sufficient to ensure 
Agency health and a positive cash flow accounting requirements.  
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Year: 1 2 3 4 5
EXPENSES Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 SRTP Total

  Operations 1,405,221$  1,678,914$  1,944,705$  2,207,885$  2,433,167$  2,502,103$  10,766,774$  
  Maintenance 208,852$     225,915$     232,692$     239,673$     246,863$     254,269$     1,199,413$    
  Administrative 843,827$     1,173,881$  1,269,472$  1,364,305$  1,529,215$  1,573,515$  6,910,388$    
  One-Time Ops. Res. 500,000$     -$            -$            -$            -$            500,000$       
Subtotal Ops. Exp. 2,457,900$ 3,578,710$ 3,446,870$ 3,811,863$ 4,209,246$ 4,329,887$ 19,376,576$  

  Replace Vehs. 1,900,931$  454,453$     157,820$     287,326$     418,309$     180,442$     1,498,350$    
  Expansion Vehs. -$            -$            380,941$     236,322$     343,699$     -$            960,962$       
  Non-Rev. Vehs. -$            52,000$       36,750$       -$            40,250$       -$            129,000$       
  Equipment 108,629$     277,770$     79,304$       92,257$       82,737$       271,787$     803,854$       
  Transit Enhancements -$            302,586$     30,250$       217,513$     28,113$       53,388$       631,849$       
  Facilities 5,093$         375,000$     455,000$     1,582,314$  3,540,000$  1,042,000$  6,994,314$    
Subtotal Capital Exp. 2,014,653$ 1,461,809$ 1,140,065$ 2,415,731$ 4,453,108$ 1,547,617$ 11,018,329$  
TOTAL EXPENSES 4,472,553$ 5,040,519$ 4,586,934$ 6,227,594$ 8,662,354$ 5,877,504$ 30,394,905$  

Year: 1 2 3 4 5
REVENUE Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 SRTP Total

  Fares/Adverts. 316,458$     358,731$     475,792$     576,388$     663,728$     675,354$     2,749,994$    
  Federal 341,399$     416,073$     578,363$     601,052$     750,911$     764,046$     3,110,444$    
  LTF 2,097,985$  2,548,724$  2,249,152$  2,485,723$  2,526,564$  2,535,871$  12,346,035$  
  LCTOP Ops -$            -$            65,055$       65,055$       133,820$     133,820$     397,750$       
  Measure I 118,236$     180,374$     106,307$     110,138$     114,108$     117,799$     628,726$       
  Other -$            17,120$       16,353$       16,077$       16,471$       16,878$       82,898$         
Subtotal Ops. Rev. 2,874,078$ 3,521,022$ 3,491,021$ 3,854,435$ 4,205,602$ 4,243,768$ 19,315,848$  

  CMAQ-Rev.Vehs. 1,142,962$  454,453$     538,761$     523,648$     762,008$     180,442$     2,459,312$    
  SANBAG TBD -$            -$            -$            850,000$     3,500,000$  1,100,000$  5,450,000$    
  STA Operating -$            14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       71,940$         
  STA Population 232,705$     110,000$     90,000$       90,000$       94,500$       94,500$       479,000$       
  LTF (Capital Res.) -$            76,581$       196,916$     40,381$       82,211$       158,287$     554,376$       
  PTMISEA 582,599$     200,000$     300,000$     697,314$     -$            -$            1,197,314$    
  Rollover Capital -$            606,387$     -$            -$            -$            -$            606,387$       
  LCTOP Capital 1,098$         -$            -$            200,000$     -$            -$            200,000$       
Sub.Capital Rev. 1,959,364$ 1,461,809$ 1,140,065$ 2,415,731$ 4,453,107$ 1,547,617$ 11,018,329$  
Total Revenue 4,833,442$ 4,982,831$ 4,631,086$ 6,270,166$ 8,658,709$ 5,791,385$ 30,334,177$  

Annual Excess/(Def) 416,178$     18,893$       241,068$     82,953$       78,567$       72,168$       
+ Prior Yr. End Bal/(Def.) 416,178$     338,440$     382,542$     425,063$     421,369$     
-LTF Cap. Needs (96,631)$      (196,966)$    (40,431)$      (82,261)$      (158,337)$    
Rolling Cap. Res./(Def.) 416,178$     338,440$     382,542$     425,063$     421,369$     335,200$     

Operating Expenses

Capital Expenses

Exhibit 7-1 Constrained Sources and Uses FYs 2016-17 through 2020-21

Operating Revenue

Capital Revenue
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Exhibit 7-2 depicts a pie chart of the five-year major revenue categories (constrained 
sources) and Exhibit 7-3 shows a pie chart during the same period describing the major 
expense categories (constrained uses).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total constrained sources over the five-year period equal $30,334,177 and constrained 
uses over the five-year SRTP period totals $30,394,905. 
 
On the next page, refer to Exhibit 7-4 for the six to 15-year constrained sources and uses 
summary, as well as a 15-Year Plan total. Although some years have a negative ending 
fund balance, by Year 15 the ending fund balance is back to $448K. 

Operations
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Exhibit 7-3 Constrained Uses
FYs 2016-17 through 2020-21
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
EXPENSES 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

  Operations 2,612,180$  2,705,637$  2,785,524$  2,867,808$  2,935,892$  3,058,968$  3,152,963$  3,266,094$  3,362,673$  3,424,388$  40,938,902$   
  Maintenance 261,897$     269,754$     277,847$     286,182$     294,768$     303,611$     312,719$     322,101$     331,764$     341,717$     4,201,774$     
  Administrative 1,632,621$  1,681,599$  1,732,047$  1,784,009$  1,837,529$  1,892,655$  1,949,434$  2,007,917$  2,068,155$  2,130,200$  25,626,554$   
  One-Time Ops. Res. -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            500,000$        
Subtotal Ops. Exp. 4,506,698$ 4,656,991$ 4,795,419$ 4,937,999$ 5,068,188$ 5,255,233$ 5,415,117$ 5,596,112$ 5,762,592$ 5,896,304$ 71,267,230$   

  Replace Vehs. 580,010$     143,626$     1,120,743$  217,186$     463,466$     1,095,556$  623,685$     660,496$     479,286$     1,142,722$  8,025,126$     
  Expansion Vehs. -$            -$            -$            316,694$     332,529$     349,156$     253,900$     -$            559,849$     -$            2,773,091$     
  Non-Rev. Vehs. -$            67,600$       47,250$       -$            50,750$       -$            -$            83,200$       57,750$       59,500$       495,050$        
  Equipment 85,021$       94,272$       98,986$       108,935$     404,382$     117,873$     128,766$     135,205$     146,965$     479,313$     2,603,573$     
  Transit Enhancements 519,018$     544,969$     35,586$       37,365$       89,234$       540,038$     567,040$     53,616$       56,297$       119,112$     3,194,123$     
  Facilities 44,100$       46,305$       48,620$       301,051$     51,051$       53,604$       56,284$       559,098$     587,053$     91,406$       8,832,887$     
Subtotal Capital Exp. 1,228,150$ 896,772$    1,351,186$ 981,232$    1,391,412$ 2,156,226$ 1,629,675$ 1,491,615$ 1,887,200$ 1,892,053$ 25,923,850$   
TOTAL EXPENSES 5,734,848$ 5,553,763$ 6,146,604$ 5,919,231$ 6,459,601$ 7,411,460$ 7,044,792$ 7,087,727$ 7,649,792$ 7,788,357$ 97,191,079$   

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
REVENUE 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

  Fares/Adverts. 693,023$     704,544$     759,969$     776,019$     786,758$     807,376$     818,523$     879,042$     905,563$     918,010$     10,798,822$   
  Federal 789,189$     811,522$     832,663$     854,375$     874,841$     901,682$     925,655$     952,075$     977,024$     998,500$     12,027,971$   
  LTF 2,770,860$  2,791,579$  2,970,765$  3,168,696$  3,240,645$  3,445,634$  3,557,439$  3,642,563$  3,791,408$  3,948,077$  45,673,698$   
  LCTOP Ops -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            397,750$        
  Measure I 122,826$     128,067$     134,855$     142,001$     148,061$     154,379$     160,967$     167,836$     173,266$     178,871$     2,139,857$     
  Other 17,503$       18,021$       18,489$       18,969$       19,398$       20,040$       20,574$       21,184$       21,735$       22,158$       280,969$        
Subtotal Ops. Rev. 4,393,401$ 4,453,733$ 4,716,740$ 4,960,060$ 5,069,702$ 5,329,111$ 5,483,159$ 5,662,701$ 5,868,996$ 6,065,616$ 71,319,068$   

  CMAQ-Rev.Vehs. 580,010$     143,626$     1,120,743$  533,880$     795,995$     1,444,712$  877,585$     660,496$     1,039,135$  1,142,722$  10,798,217$   
  SANBAG TBD 250,000$     250,000$     -$            250,000$     325,000$     200,000$     250,000$     500,000$     500,000$     385,000$     8,360,000$     
  STA Operating 14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       14,388$       215,820$        
  STA Population 94,500$       99,225$       99,225$       99,225$       104,186$     104,186$     104,186$     109,396$     109,396$     109,396$     1,511,920$     
  LTF (Capital Res.) 39,302$       139,583$     116,880$     83,789$       151,893$     92,990$       133,565$     207,385$     224,332$     240,597$     1,984,692$     
  PTMISEA -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            1,197,314$     
  Rollover Capital -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            606,387$        
  LCTOP Capital 250,000$     250,000$     -$            -$            -$            300,000$     250,000$     -$            -$            -$            1,250,000$     
Sub.Capital Rev. 1,228,200$ 896,822$    1,351,236$ 981,282$    1,391,462$ 2,156,276$ 1,629,724$ 1,491,664$ 1,887,251$ 1,892,103$ 25,924,350$   
Total Revenue 5,621,601$ 5,350,555$ 6,067,977$ 5,941,343$ 6,461,165$ 7,485,388$ 7,112,883$ 7,154,365$ 7,756,247$ 7,957,719$ 97,243,418$   

Annual Excess/(Def) (73,996)$      (63,675)$      38,202$       105,850$     153,407$     166,868$     201,607$     273,974$     330,735$     409,909$     
+ Prior Yr. End Bal/(Def.) 335,200$     221,903$     18,695$       (59,933)$      (37,822)$      (36,258)$      37,670$       105,762$     172,401$     278,855$     
-LTF Cap. Needs (39,302)$      (139,533)$    (116,830)$    (83,739)$      (151,843)$    (92,940)$      (133,515)$    (207,335)$    (224,282)$    (240,547)$    
Rolling Cap. Res./(Def.) 221,903$     18,695$       (59,933)$      (37,822)$      (36,258)$      37,670$       105,762$     172,401$     278,855$     448,216$     

Operating Expenses

Capital Expenses

Operating Revenue

Capital Revenue

  Exhibit 7-4 Constrained Sources and Uses FYs 2021-22 through 2030-31
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Exhibit 7-5 depicts a pie chart of the 15-year major revenue categories (constrained 
sources) and Exhibit 7-6 shows a pie chart during the same period of the major expense 
categories (constrained uses). Total constrained sources over the 15-year period equal 
$97,243,418 and constrained uses over the 15-year period totals $97,191,079. 
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Given today’s economic and funding factors, the Agency is in good health to implement 
the strategies outlined in the SRTP and continue to serve the mountain communities.  
Since a new SRTP will be conducted and implemented in Year 5 of the Plan, the outer 
years (six through 15) of the SRTP will be revisited and updated based on conditions at 
that time.  
 
As a result of the SRTP anticipated service costs and projected vehicle service hours 
(VSHs), Exhibit 7-7 summarizes the base statistics and performance as a result of the five-
year SRTP period.  The Agency continues to be productive and provide cost-effective 
service.  One critical cost effectiveness factor is the cost per VSH.  In comparison to other 
rural transit agencies of similar size and scope, MT performs at a similar cost per VSH or is 
slightly more cost-effective.  The Golden Empire Transit District’s (in Bakersfield, California) 
FY 2016-17 SRTP identified their cost per VSH at $78.50.  The Eastern Sierra Transit 
Authority (ESTA) is an excellent comparison, in that the agency operates in a rural 
mountain setting (Mammoth Lakes and Bishop, California) and offer similar fixed route, 
DAR and long distance express service (like MT’s OTM service). ESTA separately tracks 
and reports their cost per VSH based on each individual service costs and performance 
(where MT does not). But in comparison, ESTA’s cost per VSH from Benton to Bishop is 
$73.29 per VSH, the June Mountain shuttle is $69.92 per VSH, the Mammoth DAR 
service is $44.68 and their Mammoth Express is $99.81 per VSH. Therefore, these rural 
transit agencies have similar if not slightly higher cost per VSHs as to what is projected for 
the MT SRTP period in Exhibit 7-7. 
 

Exhibit 7-7 System-wide Performance During the SRTP Period 
 
Total MT All 

Services 
2015-16 

Projected   2016-17 2017-18  2018-19  2019-20 2020-21 

Annual Base Statistics 
Passengers 162,132 204,294 239,521 278,572 292,856 296,296 
VSHs 37,122 43.160 50,588 56,903 61,334 61,570 
Operating 
Costs 

$2,457,900 $3,078,710 $3,446,870 $3,811,863 $4,209,246 $4,329,887 
Fare Rev. $324,234 

 
$389,201 $470,792 $569,888 $656,728 $667,354 

Performance 
Pass./ VSH 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 
Cost P/Pass. $15.16 $15.07 $14.39 $13.68 $14.37 $14.61 
Sub.Per Pass. $13.16 $13.16 $12.43 $11.64 $12.13 $12.36 
Cost/Rev VSH $66.21 $71.33 $68.14 $66.99 $68.63 $70.32 
Farebox 13.194% 12.6% 13.66% 14.95% 15.60% 15.40% 
 
The Chapter 4 service expansion projects are considered demonstrations.  As such, the 
costs and revenues generated from those demonstration projects may be excluded from 
the Agency’s farebox return calculations. However, for the SRTP purposes, the expansion 
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project’s costs and resulting farebox revenue was included into the Agency five and 15-
year farebox return ratios. Even so, the Agency continues to demonstrate a greater than 
10% farebox return ratio and shows over the 15-year period a gradual increase in farebox 
return.  
 
7.5 Unconstrained Financial Plan 
This section combines the operating costs identified in Chapter 5, as well as the capital 
expense outlined in Chapter 6, and combines the major expense categories along with 
projected revenue for an unconstrained five and 15-year periods. The revenue 
assumptions are outline in Section 7.2: Transit Revenue Sources and Assumptions, under 
each revenue category in the “Unconstrained” section after the revenue description.  
 
Please refer to Exhibit 7-8 for a five-year (SRTP period) unconstrained sources and uses 
summary. During the first five years, the unconstrained plan uses are identical to the five-
year constrained plan. This is typical in that the five-year Service Plan should not vary 
between the constrained and unconstrained due to the near term nature of the service 
implementation.  
 
However, the revenue generation does vary and the unconstrained five-year plan 
generates $1.76 million more in operating revenue due to the more aggressive revenue 
assumptions as well as the partnership strategies outlined in Section 7.2: Transit Revenue 
Sources and Assumptions. This additional revenue generation is required in the first five 
years so as to build and sustain the service introduced in years 6, 7 and 8 of the 
unconstrained plan.   
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Year: 1 2 3 4 5 SRTP
EXPENSES Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Total

  Operations 1,405,221$  1,678,914$  1,944,705$  2,207,885$  2,433,167$  2,502,103$  10,766,774$      
  Maintenance 208,852$     225,915$     232,692$     239,673$     246,863$     254,269$     1,199,413$        
  Administrative 843,827$     1,173,881$  1,269,472$  1,364,305$  1,529,215$  1,573,515$  6,910,388$        
One-Time Ops. Reserve 500,000$     -$            -$            -$            -$            500,000$           
Subtotal Ops. Exp. 2,457,900$ 3,578,710$ 3,446,870$ 3,811,863$ 4,209,246$ 4,329,887$ 19,376,576$      
Capital Expenses
  Replace Vehs. 1,900,931$  454,453$     157,820$     287,326$     418,309$     180,442$     1,498,350$        
  Expansion Vehs. -$            -$            380,941$     236,322$     343,699$     -$            960,962$           
  Non-Rev. Vehs. -$            52,000$       36,750$       -$            40,250$       -$            129,000$           
  Equipment 108,629$     277,770$     79,304$       92,257$       82,737$       271,787$     803,854$           
  Transit Enhncmnts. -$            302,586$     30,250$       217,513$     28,113$       53,388$       631,849$           
  Facilities 5,093$         375,000$     455,000$     1,582,314$  3,540,000$  1,042,000$  6,994,314$        
Subtotal Capital Exp. 2,014,653$ 1,461,809$ 1,140,065$ 2,415,731$ 4,453,108$ 1,547,617$ 11,018,329$      
TOTAL EXPENSES 4,472,553$ 5,040,519$ 4,586,934$ 6,227,594$ 8,662,354$ 5,877,504$ 30,394,905$      

Year: 1 2 3 4 5 SRTP
REVENUE Prj. 15-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Total

  Fare/Advertising 316,458$     358,731$     475,792$     576,388$     663,728$     675,354$     2,749,994$        
  Federal 341,399$     416,073$     578,363$     601,052$     750,911$     764,046$     3,110,444$        
  LTF 2,097,985$  2,548,674$  2,254,032$  2,495,771$  2,537,529$  2,552,516$  12,388,523$      
  LCTOP Ops. -$            65,055$       65,055$       133,820$     133,820$     397,750$           
  Measure I 118,236$     180,374$     106,307$     110,138$     114,108$     117,799$     628,726$           
  Other -$            17,120$       285,407$     484,165$     498,690$     513,651$     1,799,033$        
Subtotal Ops. Rev. 2,874,078$ 3,520,972$ 3,764,956$ 4,332,571$ 4,698,786$ 4,757,186$ 21,074,471$      

  CMAQ-Rev. Vehs. 1,142,962$  454,453$     538,761$     523,648$     762,008$     180,442$     2,459,312$        
  SANBAG TBD -$            -$            -$            850,000$     3,500,000$  1,100,000$  5,450,000$        
  STA Operating -$            14,338$       14,768$       15,211$       15,668$       16,138$       76,122$             
  STA Population 232,705$     110,000$     94,500$       99,225$       104,186$     109,396$     517,307$           
  LTF (Capital Res.) -$            76,631$       192,036$     30,333$       71,246$       141,642$     511,888$           
  PTMISEA 582,599$     200,000$     300,000$     697,314$     -$            -$            1,197,314$        
  Rollover Cap.Grants 606,387$     
  LCTOP Cap. 1,098$         -$            -$            200,000$     -$            -$            200,000$           
Sub.Capital Rev. 1,960,462$ 1,461,809$ 1,140,065$ 2,415,731$ 4,453,108$ 1,547,617$ 11,018,331$      
Total Revenue 4,834,540$ 4,982,781$ 4,905,021$ 6,748,302$ 9,151,894$ 6,304,803$ 32,092,801$      

Annual Excess/(Def) 416,178$     18,893$       510,122$     551,041$     560,786$     568,941$     
+ Prior Yr. End Bal/(Def.) 416,178$     338,440$     656,526$     1,177,234$  1,666,774$  
-LTF Cap. Needs (76,631)$      (192,036)$    (30,333)$      (71,246)$      (141,642)$    
Rolling Cap. Res./(Def.) 416,178$     338,440$     656,526$     1,177,234$  1,666,774$  2,094,073$  

Operating Expenses

Operating Revenue

Capital Revenue

Exhibit 7-8 Unconstrained Sources and Uses Fys 2016-17 through 2020-21
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Refer to Exhibit 7-9 which depicts a pie chart of the unconstrained five-year major revenue 
categories (unconstrained sources) and Exhibit 7-10 shows a pie chart during the same 
period of the major expense categories (unconstrained uses). Total unconstrained sources 
over the five-year period equal $32,092,801 and uses over the unconstrained five-year 
SRTP period totals $30,394,904. 
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The following Exhibit 7-11 is the six to 15-year longer range unconstrained sources and 
uses summary, along with the 15-Year Plan totals. Due to the additional service that has 
been introduced in years 6, 7 and 8, the 15-year unconstrained operating and capital 
expenses are $16.1 million greater than the 15-year constrained plan expenses.  The 
unconstrained operating and capital revenue generated is $15.8 million greater than the 
25-year constrained plan revenue.   
 
The additional revenue is generated from a combination of the unconstrained assumptions 
as discussed in Section 7.2: Transit Revenue Sources and Assumptions.  In the later 
years of the 15-year unconstrained plan there are additional years that result in a slightly 
negative ending fund balance (the rolling capital reserve); however, by Year 15 the ending 
unconstrained capital reserve is approximately $96K.  This exercise demonstrates that the 
additional expansion service implemented beyond the five-year SRTP period may be 
difficult to sustain without a new revenue source and/or dedicated revenue from partners.   
 
As suggested in the unconstrained revenue assumptions, the additional revenue may 
come from a combination of an increase in the existing revenue stream and/or new influx 
of revenue from partners.  
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
EXPENSES 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

  Operations 2,984,178$  3,544,255$  4,182,010$  4,307,867$  4,467,977$  4,600,359$  4,736,713$  4,908,126$  5,053,712$  5,208,441$  54,760,412$      
  Maintenance 261,897$     269,754$     277,847$     286,182$     294,768$     303,611$     312,719$     322,101$     331,764$     341,717$     4,201,774$        
  Administrative 1,662,689$  1,738,582$  1,823,013$  1,872,704$  1,928,885$  1,986,752$  2,046,354$  2,107,745$  2,170,977$  2,236,106$  26,484,195$      
One-Time Ops. Reserve -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            500,000$           
Subtotal Ops. Exp. 4,908,765$ 5,552,591$ 6,282,870$ 6,466,754$ 6,691,630$ 6,890,722$ 7,095,786$ 7,337,971$ 7,556,453$ 7,786,264$ 85,946,381$      
Capital Expenses
  Replace Vehs. 580,010$     143,626$     1,120,743$  217,186$     463,466$     1,095,556$  623,685$     660,496$     479,286$     1,142,722$  8,025,126$        
  Expansion Vehs. 383,661$     295,878$     150,807$     316,694$     332,529$     349,156$     253,900$     -$            976,180$     212,200$     4,231,968$        
  Non-Rev. Vehs. -$            67,600$       47,250$       -$            50,750$       -$            -$            83,200$       57,750$       59,500$       495,050$           
  Equipment 89,827$       99,854$       99,563$       103,268$     398,431$     111,922$     122,518$     128,644$     140,076$     472,080$     2,570,036$        
  Transit Enhncmnts. 519,018$     544,969$     35,586$       37,365$       89,234$       540,038$     567,040$     53,616$       56,297$       119,112$     3,194,123$        
  Facilities 44,100$       46,305$       48,620$       301,051$     51,051$       53,604$       56,284$       559,098$     587,053$     91,406$       8,832,887$        
Subtotal Capital Exp. 1,616,617$ 1,198,231$ 1,502,569$ 975,565$    1,385,461$ 2,150,275$ 1,623,426$ 1,485,054$ 2,296,641$ 2,097,020$ 27,349,189$      
TOTAL EXPENSES 6,525,382$ 6,750,822$ 7,785,439$ 7,442,318$ 8,077,092$ 9,040,997$ 8,719,212$ 8,823,025$ 9,853,094$ 9,883,283$ 113,295,570$    

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15-Year
REVENUE 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 2028-29 2029-30 2030-31 Total

  Fare/Advertising 732,867$     783,334$     922,772$     961,506$     1,005,525$  1,047,949$  1,095,971$  1,253,873$  1,311,375$  1,350,905$  13,216,073$      
  Federal 814,398$     868,955$     924,653$     953,464$     986,613$     1,017,674$  1,049,724$  1,085,779$  1,119,990$  1,155,751$  13,087,444$      
  LTF 2,807,409$  2,849,311$  3,032,079$  3,234,215$  3,332,366$  3,570,737$  3,718,887$  3,838,011$  4,029,112$  4,231,285$  47,031,935$      
  LCTOP Ops. -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            397,750$           
  Measure I 123,689$     129,873$     136,367$     143,186$     150,345$     157,862$     165,755$     174,043$     182,745$     191,882$     2,184,473$        
  Other 573,651$     590,860$     760,733$     783,555$     807,061$     831,273$     856,211$     881,898$     908,355$     935,605$     9,728,236$        
Subtotal Ops. Rev. 5,052,014$ 5,222,333$ 5,776,604$ 6,075,925$ 6,281,910$ 6,625,495$ 6,886,549$ 7,233,604$ 7,551,577$ 7,865,429$ 85,645,911$      

  CMAQ-Rev. Vehs. 963,671$     439,504$     1,271,550$  533,880$     795,995$     1,444,712$  877,585$     660,496$     1,455,466$  1,354,923$  12,257,094$      
  SANBAG TBD 250,000$     250,000$     -$            250,000$     325,000$     200,000$     250,000$     500,000$     500,000$     385,000$     8,360,000$        
  STA Operating 16,622$       17,120$       17,634$       18,163$       18,708$       19,269$       19,847$       20,443$       21,056$       21,688$       266,671$           
  STA Population 114,865$     120,609$     126,639$     132,971$     139,620$     146,601$     153,931$     161,627$     169,708$     178,194$     1,962,071$        
  LTF (Capital Res.) 21,457$       120,999$     86,746$       40,551$       106,139$     39,693$       72,064$       142,488$     150,412$     157,215$     1,449,652$        
  PTMISEA -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            -$            1,197,314$        
  Rollover Cap.Grants
  LCTOP Cap. 250,000$     250,000$     -$            -$            -$            300,000$     250,000$     -$            -$            -$            1,250,000$        
Sub.Capital Rev. 1,616,615$ 1,198,232$ 1,502,569$ 975,565$    1,385,462$ 2,150,275$ 1,623,426$ 1,485,054$ 2,296,642$ 2,097,019$ 27,349,189$      
Total Revenue 6,668,630$ 6,420,565$ 7,279,173$ 7,051,491$ 7,667,372$ 8,775,770$ 8,509,975$ 8,718,657$ 9,848,219$ 9,962,448$ 112,995,100$    
Annual Excess/(Def) 164,706$     (209,259)$    (419,520)$    (350,277)$    (303,581)$    (225,534)$    (137,173)$    38,121$       145,536$     236,380$     
+ Prior Yr. End Bal/(Def.) 2,094,073$  2,237,322$  1,907,064$  1,400,798$  1,009,970$  600,250$     335,023$     125,786$     21,419$       16,543$       
-LTF Cap. Needs (21,457)$      (120,999)$    (86,746)$      (40,551)$      (106,139)$    (39,693)$      (72,064)$      (142,488)$    (150,412)$    (157,215)$    
Rolling Cap. Res./(Def.) 2,237,322$  1,907,064$  1,400,798$  1,009,970$  600,250$     335,023$     125,786$     21,419$       16,543$       95,708$       

Operating Expenses

Operating Revenue

Capital Revenue

Exhibit 7-11 Unconstrained Sources and Uses FYs 2021-22 through 2030-31
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Exhibit 7-12 depicts a pie chart of the unconstrained 15-year major revenue categories 
(unconstrained sources) and Exhibit 7-13 shows a pie chart during the same period of the 
major expense categories (unconstrained uses). Total unconstrained sources over the 15-
year period equal $112,995,100 and unconstrained uses over the 15-year period totals 
$113,295,570. 
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Exhibit 7-14 is a graph that shows the 15-year period constrained sources and uses, 
against the 15-year unconstrained sources and uses, showing graphically the differences 
between the two approaches. 
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Chapter 8: Action Plan 
8.1 Introduction 
The resulting Mountain Transit (MT) Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) is a very robust, 
change-oriented Plan, with a great deal of activity throughout the five-year period.  On the 
horizon are small changes in existing service, re-design of existing services, and the 
launch of new services.  Growth plans call for the upgrading or replacement of facilities, 
significant fleet replacements, as well as an increase in the size of the revenue fleet.  There 
is a myriad of new partnering opportunities with local businesses and organizations 
seeking support with existing and proposed transit services.  There are opportunities to 
pursue new funding sources and/or expand existing sources.  Lastly, with the Support 
Technology & Administrative Resource System (STAR) system in place, MT has new 
opportunities to communicate with riders, as well as collect performance data that will be 
critical to future MT administrative and planning activities.  

This all adds up to a demanding work load for staff and for the Board to manage, maintain 
and guide the Agency through the five-year period.  This Action Plan summarizes the key 
recommendations throughout the SRTP.  As a result, the Action Plan is more or less an 
index or a quick-reference guide to assist staff and the Board to anticipate and track the 
year-to-year changes that have been recommended, as well as easily identify where 
unplanned changes or opportunities can be inserted as they emerge for annual plan 
updates.  Each fiscal year (FY) is further broken down into the following action plan 
functional areas: 

A. Management and Finance
B. Marketing
C. Service and Schedules
D. Capital

As each action item/strategy is identified, there will be a reference to the specific SRTP 
chapter(s) that addressed and or recommended the strategy and will be in at the end of 
each action item/strategy in parenthesis. 

FY 2016-17 Action Plan (Year 1) 
A. Management and Finance

1. Based on proposed Efficiency and Performance Standards, identify standards,
ensure standards are being tracked through STAR and TransTrack, and create
a periodic performance report (actuals to standards) that also relates back to
Agency- approved goals (3.4).

2. Participate in the development of the comprehensive plan for relief of
congestion, in particular as the Big Bear Valley (BBV) Trolley service may assist
in congestion relief (4.2.4.3).

3. Learn and use robust capabilities of the STAR system to collect data and
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manage operations; compare new and old data to fine-tune measures 
(addressed throughout Chapter 4 recommendations). 

4. As MT constructs and owns additional transit enhancement assets (shelters,
benches), discuss with insurance agent incremental impacts and/or changes
to insurance policies (5.4). Consider additional staff resources needed to
maintain the assets and budget accordingly (5.8).

5. Based on SRTP actions and service expansion, amend the FY 2016-17
Operating and Capital Budgets to reflect those increases/changes to line items,
as well as establishing an operating and capital reserves (5.5).

6. Develop policies and guidelines to be used in establishing partnerships and
MOUs related to funding and operating new services with partners (5.7).

7. Create a FY 2016-17 service plan, to guide service implementation and
protocols throughout the year (details/outline in Section 3.4).

8. Develop a FY 2017-18 service plan, and incorporate vehicle service hours
(VSHs) and planning efforts into the next FY’s operational and capital budget.

B. Marketing
1. Develop a plan to survey guests and stakeholders to gather additional

information as to whether or not the Agency-approved goals are being met
(3.4).

2. Establish a marketing action plan and budget for service changes and
implementation of new services. Incorporate partner commitments and
assistance. Determine incremental costs and needs to bus stop signage and
customer outreach materials (5.7).

C. Service and Schedule
1. BBV and RIM Off the Mountain (OTM):

a. Monitor and modify OTM connections with other transit providers and when
Metrolink is extended to the San Bernardino Transit Center (SBTC)
(4.1.1.3).

b. Utilize STAR data to determine if reverse-travel RIM and the BBV trips have
sufficient ridership to continue to be operated in service or if they should
simply deadhead (4.1.1.3 and 4.2.1.3)

2. RIM Services: coordinate and where appropriate make changes to RIM OTM,
Route 2 and Route 4 schedules to identify and resolve excess recovery time,
extra deadheading or operational duplication in tandem with writing new
schedules (4.1.2.3).

3. RIM Route 4:
a. Monitor progress towards opening of SkyPark at Santa’s Village for Route 4

plans.
b. Based on STAR data, evaluate Route 4 to reduce recovery time and

improve productivity and potentially eliminate first and last trips (4.1.2.3).
4. RIM Trolley and companion Dial-A-Ride (DAR) Service:  implement a new fixed

route Trolley service in the Lake Arrowhead to possibly Lake Gregory area, to
provide service for the summer Lake Arrowhead Concert series, and
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recreational activities in and around the area.  
5. RIM DAR:  provide year-round Sunday DAR from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. This

service will also serve during the summer months as companion DAR to the
new Trolley service (4.1.3.3).

6. BBV Services: Upon completion of Interlaken bus turnout/shelter project,
reroute/adjust schedules to move all bus activity from Sandalwood to the new
turnout on Big Bear Boulevard (4.2.1.3).

7. BBV OTM: Implement a local fare option on BBV OTM trips serving Discovery
Center (4.2.1.3).

8. BBV Route 1:
a. During the November 1 2016 service changes, change the

Stater/Sandalwood stops to have an eastbound only stop at Stater Bros.,
and westbound only stop at Sandalwood (4.2.1.3).

b. Expand Route 1 service, to double the service headways from November
1st through March 31st of each year. Consider morning and afternoon peak
resort express service and evaluate partnerships to assist in funding the
service (4.3.4.1)

9. BBV Trolley: evaluate STAR data to consider seasonally or year round,
shortening or eliminating stops to assist in the issue of increased congestion
and to keep the route on schedule (4.2.4.3).

10. BBV DAR:  expand BBV DAR hours to 10:00 p.m. year round, to provide late-
night commute alternatives from employees’ work to their homes (4.2.3.3).

11. BBV Special Events: work with partners to seek out opportunities to fund and
operate limited BBV special event services (4.3.4.2).

D. Capital
1. Complete the bus turn-out and shelter in front of Interlaken Center (4.2.1.3).
2. Work with the City of Big Bear Lake to incorporate and design an eastbound

bus stop and other transit amenities on Big Bear Boulevard in front of Stater
Bros. shopping center (4.2.1.3).

3. Develop a statement of work (SOW) and execute a Project Management Task
Order with the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG), for these
activities (6.5.3):
a. Assist in the purchase of land in Crestline for vehicle parking, and conduct

improvements to the land.
b. Conduct and complete a Feasibility Study and preliminary project design for

Crestline facility modifications.
c. Begin the Feasibility Study and preliminary project design for a new facility in

the BBV.
d. Provide project and construction management throughout all phases of

facility design and construction.
4. Based on facility estimates and costs, amend the Public Transportation

Modernization, Improvement, and Service Enhancement Account (PTMISEA)
grant and submit to SANBAG for approval, for funds to be used in future facility
design and construction activities (6.5.3).
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5. Purchase four 26’ E-450 revenue vehicles (6.2)
6. Purchase two non-revenue vehicles, four-wheel drive (4 X 4) trucks (6.2.4).
7. In preparing the FY 2017-18 Capital Budget:

a. Incorporate planned projects and funding into the Capital Budget.
b. Apply for Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding for revenue

vehicles (6.2).
c. Seek quotes for non-revenue vehicles to include in FY 2017-18 capital

budget (6.2.4).

FY 2017-18 Action Plan (Year 2) 
A. Management and Finance

1. Fine tune tracking and reporting mechanism from FY 2016-17 and utilize STAR
data to establish performance measures for FY 2017-18 (3.4).

2. Fine tune tracking and reporting mechanism that are reported to the Board and
create graphics to illustrate and compare data year over year in Board quarterly
performance reports (3.4).

3. Consider, plan and present to the Board and the Public a proposed fare
change to implement in FY 2018-19. Conduct public hearings as necessary
and as required (5.7).

4. Evaluate new partnerships implemented in the prior FY and modify policies and
guidelines accordingly.

5. Evaluate the performance of the STAR system and consider software or other
updates/system features as needed (6.3).

6. Develop a FY 2018-19 Service Plan, and incorporate VSHs and planning
efforts into the next FY’s operational and capital budget.

B. Marketing
1. Implement, analyze and report on the survey strategies devised in Year 1 (3.4).
2. Continue and refine onboard and public surveys (3.4), as well as marketing

strategies for service expansion (5.7).

C. Service and Schedule
1. Using STAR data, evaluate RIM OTM reverse-travel trips for deadheading

opportunities to improve productivity (4.1.1.3).
2. Monitor impacts of redesigning service in the area around the SBTC to decide

if minor adjustments are needed to the schedules, particularly after the
Metrolink extension (4.1.1.3).

3. Monitor SkyPark progress and potential Route 4 implications. Adjust the annual
service plan as needed.

4. Evaluate BBV OTM trip by trip and overall performance to improve productivity
5. BBV Service: Upon completion of the Stater Bros. bus turnout/shelter project,

reroute/adjust schedules to move all bus activity from in front of Stater Bros. to
the new turnout on Big Bear Boulevard (4.2.1.3)

6. RIM DAR: expand the Sunday DAR service to a year round implementation
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schedule (4.1.3.3). 
7. BBV OTM:  plan, fund and implement a demonstration OTM service from BBV

to the Lucerne valley, three days a week (4.3.4.3).  Seek a waiver from Caltrans
to utilize 5311(f) funding for the service (7.2.3.4).

D. Capital
1. In conjunction with the City of Big Bear Lake, construct the eastbound bus stop

and other transit amenities on Big Bear Boulevard in front of Stater Bros.
shopping center (4.2.1.3).

2. Conduct and complete environmental and design for the Crestline facility
modifications. Begin construction (6.5.3).

3. Complete the Big Bear Lake Facility Feasibility Study and preliminary design
(6.5.3).

4. Purchase one replacement Trolley, two expansion 32.5’ E450’s and an
expansion Freightliner OTM vehicle (6.2).

5. Purchase one non-revenue AWD SUV or passenger vehicle (6.2.4).
6. In preparing the FY 2018-19 Capital Budget:

a. Incorporate planned projects and funding into the Capital Budget.
b. Consider if any one-time transit enhancement priorities are needed from

recent service expansion (6.4).
c. Apply for CMAQ funding for revenue vehicles (6.2).
d. Seek quotes for non-revenue vehicles to include in FY 2018-19 capital

budget (6.2.4).

FY 2018-19 Action Plan (Year 3) 
A. Management/Finance

1. Begin reporting performance data and comparisons on MT website for public
view (3.4).

2. During the FY 2019-20 Budget process, consider adding/increasing
Administrative Staff to add a RIM Operations Manager position. Consider
potential organizational changes based on new position (5.2).

3. Implement the fare change reviewed and approved by the Board in FY 2017-
18 (7.3.1).

4. Develop a FY 2019-20 service plan, and incorporate VSHs and planning efforts
into the next FY’s operational and capital budget.

B. Marketing
1. Continue and refine onboard and public surveys (3.4), as well as marketing

strategies for service expansion (5.7).

C. Service and Schedule
1. BBV Route 1: based on STAR data, as well as partnering and funding

opportunities, consider expanding the winter Route 1 doubling of headways to
year round, to improve frequency and on time performance (4.3.4.1)
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2. If facilities and fleet are expanded, evaluate RIM OTM for potential to add trips
for midday travel or for supporting special events or seasonal activity,
depending on local economic development that emerges and provides
justification (4.1.1.3).

3. Depending on facility and equipment expansion, partner support, as well as
STAR ridership data from other expansion BBV services, evaluate and consider
additional BBV seasonal OTM services.  Consider grant funding opportunities
for such service (4.2.1.3).

4. Monitor performance of expansion service, adjust and/or consider terminating
service.

D. Capital
1. Implement one-time transit enhancement priorities needed from recent service

expansion (6.4).
2. Complete construction to the Crestline facility modifications (6.5.3).
3. Conduct and complete environmental, design and land acquisition for the BBV

facility (6.5.3).
4. Purchase one replacement 26’ E450, two replacement Transit-type DAR

vehicles and two expansion 32.5’ E450’s (6.2).
5. In preparing the FY 2019-20 Capital Budget:

a. Incorporate planned projects and funding into the Capital Budget.
b. Apply for CMAQ funding for revenue vehicles (6.2).
c. Seek quotes for non-revenue vehicles to include in FY 2019-20 capital

budget (6.2.4).

FY 2019-20 Action Plan (Year 4) 
A. Management and Finance

1. Upon Board approval of the RIM Operations Manager position, recruit and hire
the new position along with any organizational changes (5.2).

2. Upon construction of the new facilities, consider the impact of the facility
changes to operations, staff productivity and potential increases or decreases
in operational costs (5.8).

3. Develop a FY 2020-21 service plan, and incorporate VSHs and planning efforts
into the next FY’s operational and capital budget.

4. Prepare and release an RFP for the FY 2021-2026 SRTP.
5. Prepare and release an RFP for a Transit Enhancement Feasibility Study and

Plan.

B. Marketing
1. Continue and refine onboard and public surveys (3.4), as well as marketing

strategies for service expansion (5.7).

C. Service and Schedule
1. BBV OTM: fund, design and implement OTM service from BBV through State
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Route 38, to support Redlands Rail and close the seasonal resort service gap 
in RI (4.3.4.5). 

2. Monitor performance of expansion service, adjust and/or consider terminating
service.

D. Capital
1. Purchase one replacement 26’ E450, one replacement Transit-type DAR

vehicle, two replacement 32.5’ Glavals, and two expansion OTM vehicles (6.2).
2. Purchase one non-revenue AWD SUV or passenger vehicle (6.2.4).
3. In preparing the FY 2020-21 Capital Budget:

a. Incorporate planned projects and funding into the Capital Budget.
b. Incorporate grants/funding for a Transit Enhancement Feasibility Study and

Plan (6.2).
c. Apply for CMAQ funding for revenue vehicles (6.2).

FY 2020-21 Action Plan (Year 5) 
A. Management and Finance

1. Develop a FY 2021-22 service plan, and incorporate VSHs and planning efforts
into the next FY’s operational and capital budget.

2. Conduct the FY 2021-2026 SRTP.

B. Marketing
1. Continue and refine onboard and public surveys (3.4), as well as marketing

strategies for service expansion (5.7).

C. Service and Schedule
1. Monitor performance of expansion service, adjust and/or consider terminating

service.

D. Capital
1. Conduct the Transit Enhancement Feasibility Study and Plan.  Seek funding for

future design and construction of projects (6.2).
2. Purchase one replacement OTM Freightliner vehicle (6.2).
3. Evaluate the STAR system and determine if an amendment to the current

vendor’s contract is in MT’s best interest, or prepare a Request for Proposal
(RFP) for system maintenance and future expansion (6.3).

4. In preparing the FY 2021-22 Capital Budget:
a. Incorporate grants/funding for the Transit Enhancement construction

projects resulting from the Feasibility Study and Plan (6.2).
b. Incorporate planned projects and funding into the Capital Budget.
c. Apply for CMAQ funding for revenue vehicles (6.2).
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Appendix A

Data Category
Big Bear 

Lake
Big Bear 
City CDP

Big Bear 
Total/Ave

Lake 
Arrowhea

d CDP

Running 
Springs 

CDP
Crestline 

CDP

RIM 
Total/ 

Ave

BB + RIM 
Total/ 
Ave

County of 
San 

Bernardino California
Population, 2010 US Census 5,019     12,304     17,323   12,424    4,862     10,770   28,056  45,379   2,035,210 37,253,956  
2014 ACS 5-Yr Pop. Est. 5,104     12,563     17,667   11,255    4,833     9,437     25,525  43,192   2,078,586 38,066,920  
% >/(<) over 2010 Census 1.7% 2.1% 2.0% -9.4% -0.6% -12.4% -9.0% -4.8% 2.1% 2.2%
Female persons 48.9% 52.8% 51.7% 50.6% 50.7% 49.0% 50.0% 50.7% 50.3% 50.3%
Male persons 51.1% 47.2% 48.3% 49.4% 49.3% 51.0% 50.0% 49.3% 49.7% 49.7%
Age
Persons under 5 4.0% 3.1% 3.4% 6.3% 7.3% 6.2% 6.5% 5.3% 7.5% 6.6%
Persons under 6-19 18.8% 14.7% 15.9% 16.0% 17.6% 17.9% 17.0% 16.6% 23.8% 20.4%
Persons 20 to 64 56.2% 67.0% 63.8% 61.2% 62.7% 57.4% 60.0% 61.4% 59.1% 60.9%
Persons 65 and older 21.0% 15.3% 16.9% 16.6% 12.4% 18.5% 16.6% 16.7% 9.6% 12.1%
Median Age 44.9       45.60       45.4       42.5        41.0       45.2       43.3       44.1       32.2          35.6             
Ethnicity
Caucasian 73.8% 79.9% 78.1% 71.1% 79.6% 75.6% 74.3% 75.8% 31.8% 39.2%
Hispanic/Latino 20.7% 17.2% 18.2% 26.0% 14.4% 18.1% 20.9% 19.9% 50.5% 38.2%
Asian 0.0% 1.2% 0.8% 1.0% 1.3% 0.4% 0.8% 0.8% 6.4% 13.3%
African American/Black 1.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.8% 1.8% 0.9% 0.7% 8.2% 5.7%
Two or more Races 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 1.3% 1.5% 3.3% 2.1% 1.6% 2.2% 2.7%
Other Ethnicities* 3.4% 0.9% 1.6% 0.5% 2.4% 0.8% 1.0% 1.2% 0.9% 1.0%
Other Demographics
Non Eng. spoken at home 17.4% 11.7% 13.4% 17.6% 6.6% 10.0% 12.8% 13.0% 32.3% 43.8%
Veterans (% of total pop) 7.6% 19.5% 16.1% 7.7% 8.3% 8.7% 8.2% 11.2% 4.9% 4.8%
Education
HS graduate or > of 25+ 87.7% 88.3% 88.1% 89.3% 95.1% 91.6% 91.2% 90.0% 78.3% 81.5%
Bachelor's or > of 25+ 21.4% 16.5% 17.9% 34.2% 23.7% 18.7% 26.4% 23.2% 18.8% 31.9%
Housing
Housing units 9,619     12,289     21,908   11,947    3,770     7,316     23,033   44,941   703,737    13,781,929  
Occupied housing units 22.6% 41.1% 35.8% 34.2% 48.3% 53.6% 44.1% 40.9% 86.3% 91.5%
Owner-occupied rate 12.6% 25.7% 21.9% 26.4% 34.4% 37.9% 32.2% 28.3% 52.6% 50.1%
Work Commute
Mean trvl. time to work in min. 16.7 25.6 23.02     29.9 39.7 33.3 32.9       29.1       30.3          27.6
Income
Mean household income 67,567$ 57,820$   60,644$ 79,749$  72,323$ 68,683$ 74,214$ 69,034$ 69,373$    61,489$       
Persons below poverty level (%)    15.8% 21.3% 19.7% 13.2% 11.8% 18.0% 14.8% 16.7% 19.2% 16.4%
Geography
Sq. miles Land 2010 Census 6.35 31.95 38.3 17.73 4.21 13.84 35.78 74.1       20,057.0   155,779       
Sq. mile Pop. 2010 Census 791 385 452 701 1,155     778 784 613        102 239

ACS is the American Community Survey, on the Federal Census website at: http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml#
CDP is a Census Designated Place for unincorporated communities to track Census statistics
*Other ethnicities tracked in the ACS include Native Hawaiian, Other Pacific Islander alone, as well as other races.

Comparison of Big Bear and RIM Communities to California as a State & County of San Bernardino
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Appendix B 

Summary of the 2015 MT Onboard/Public Rider Survey Process 

Survey Purpose 
The survey was a task in the Fiscal Year 2017-2022 Mountain Transit (MT) Short Range Transit 
Plan (SRTP) development process, to gather information about riders and non-riders in the MT 
service area and to seek input they have on future MT service and priorities.  More specifically, 
the survey was designed to accomplish the following:  

1. Obtain information/travel behavior on riders and non-riders,
2. Identify locations MT should consider adding service,
3. Identify potential service improvements,
4. Seek information on marketing, media and payment methods, and
5. Gather basic demographic information (resident vs. visitor, how often visitors come to

the Mountains, home zip code, age, household income).

The Printed Version was ultimately inputted & responses tallied via SurveyMonkey.com: 
1. Quantity: printed 750 in English and 250 in Spanish, black and white on a 5.5 X 8.5-

inch white card stock
2. Targeted Audience: MT transit riders in the Big Bear Valley and in the RIM service areas
3. Number of Questions: 14
4. Duration: Monday 11/16/15 through Sunday 11/30/15
5. Collection method: distributed and collected onboard buses through “ballot" boxes that

have a 6-inch slot at the top. Also provided pencils on board buses.  Laminated flyers
were placed on each bus, in English and Spanish, making riders aware of the survey.
The bus drivers were briefed on the survey process and were directed to encourage
riders to fill out the surveys. Printed versions also gave the respondent the option to
provide responses online via an English website URL and a Spanish website URL (see
below). Drivers were instructed to ensure surveys were onboard the buses at the
beginning of their shift as well as how to collect the surveys at the end of their run.

The Online Version was developed through SurveyMonkey.com: 
1. Targeted Audience: Transit riders and general public in Big Bear Valley and in the RIM

service areas
2. Languages: two separate website URLs:

English: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MtTransitSurvey2015 
Spanish: https://es.surveymonkey.com/r/MTTransitEstudio2015 

3. Duration: Transit riders are made aware of the website’s URL when they received a copy
of the printed version onboard the buses. MT promoted the survey on the MT & Partner
websites from 11/30/15 through 12/14/15.

4. Allows one survey response per device and anonymously recorded all responses. Note
that respondent’s IP addresses were not collected.

5. During the 12/9/15 “Free Ride Day”, bus drivers handed out flyers directing passengers
to go online and take the public survey.
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Comparison to MT’s 2011 Onboard Survey 
The 2012 SRTP effort gathered Onboard Survey data during the fall of 2011.  The 2011 Survey 
mechanism was designed to gather detailed information on current riders, such as 
origin/destination, transfer information, rating service features and demographics to satisfy Title 
VI information. However, of the 13 questions in the 2015 Survey, seven questions are identical 
to questions asked in the 2011 Survey, which will be helpful in determining if there are any 
changes over the last three years. Those questions included:  

1. #1: Type(s) and location(s) of services respondent usually rides each week
2. #2: Trip purpose
3. #3: Main reason why respondent rides MT
4. #5: Overall rating of MT service on a scale from 1 to 7, with 7 being "Very Satisfied" and

1 being "Very Dissatisfied"
5. #8: How does the respondent obtain information about MT
6. #13: Age
7. #14: Income level

The following five questions were also asked on the Stakeholder Survey.  The question 
number identified is the question number from this Survey mechanism:  

1. #1: Type(s) and location(s) of services the respondent or respondent’s family member(s)
usually rides each week,

2. #4: Why never ridden MT services,
8. #5: Overall rating of MT service on a scale from 1 to 7, with 7 being "Very Satisfied" and

1 being "Very Dissatisfied"
3. #6: Identify three locations MT should add service to/from, and
4. #7: Identify three service areas for improvement.

The following topline survey results are broken down by total responses, then by Big  
Bear Valley (BBV) rider/resident responses (shaded in gray), then by RIM rider/resident 
responses. The results identify the number of respondents, followed by the percentage that the 
group represents. 
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MT 2015 Survey - Topline Survey Results 
152 Completed Surveys (81 Big Bear & 71 RIM) 

 
Please Tell Us How You Use Mountain Transit Services 

 
1. Select how many DAYS each week you usually ride these services. If you do not ride a 

particular service, select "NEVER".  If this is you first time on MT, select "Less than 1". 
 

Route/Service Total 
Ave. 

Rspns. 

Total % 
Ave. 

BBV 
Ave. 

Rspns. 

BBV 
% 

Ave. 

RIM 
Average 
Rspns. 

RIM % 
Ave. 

Big Bear Rt 1 1.69 36% 3.06 61% .13 3% 
Big Bear Rt 3 .49 11% .91 18% .00 0% 
Big Bear OTM .28 6% .41 8% .13 3% 
Big Bear DAR .31 7% .58 12% .00 0% 
Big Bear Trolley .01 <1% .02 <1% .00 0% 
RIM Rt 2 .67 14% .01 <1% 1.42 33% 
RIM Rt 4 .46 10% .01 <1% .97 23% 
RIM OTM .49 11% .00 0% 1.04 25% 
RIM DAR .26 6% .00 0% .55 13% 
Total Ave. Rides @ 

Week 
4.66  5.00  4.24  

  
2. For today or in general when you use Mountain Transit, what is the main purpose of your 

trip? (select ONE only). 
 

Responses Total Total 
% 

BBV 
Total 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Ttl 

RIM 
% 

Work 73 48% 36 44% 37 52% 
Shopping 30 20% 20 25% 10 14% 
Doctor or medical visit 16 11% 5 6% 11 15% 
Social or recreation 7 5% 5 6% 2 3% 
Social services 5 3% 4 5% 1 1% 
College or vocational school 5 3% 2 3% 3 4% 
I have not or will not ride MT 3 2% 2 3% 1 1% 
Grade, middle or high school 1 <1% 0 0% 1 1% 
Other* 12 8% 7 9% 5 7% 

Total 152  81  71  
 
*Other: referral; Big Bear; Post Office; Ride back to Crestline from renting a car; return 

to LA; 7 responded with multiple purposes  
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3. What is the ONE main reason you ride or will ride Mountain Transit? (select one only). 
 

Responses Total Total 
% 

BBV 
Total 

BBV
% 

RIM 
Total 

RIM 
% 

My only transportation 106 70% 51 63% 56 79% 
Convenience 20 13% 13 16% 8 11% 
Save money 5 3% 3 4% 2 3% 
I have not or will not ride MT 5 3% 4 5% 1 1% 
Environmental benefits 4 3% 2 3% 2 3% 
Avoid traffic & parking 3 2% 1 1% 2 3% 
To try MT for free on 12/9  1 <1% 1 1% 0 0% 
Other * 6 4% 6 7% 0 0% 

Total 152  81  71  
 

* Other Reasons: Referral; if my car is in the shop; the drivers; preferred not to 
respond; 3 cited multiple reasons with convenience cited by all. 

 
4. If you have not used MT or if on 12/9 Free Ride Day it was your first time on MT, tell us why 

you have no ridden MT? (Select up to three reasons why not). Only 6 Responded. 
 

Responses Ttl Ttl 
% 

BBV 
Ttl 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Ttl 

RIM 
% 

I drive my own vehicle 4 50% 3 50% 1 100% 
Not sure how to read bus schedules/when buses 
arrive or depart 

1 13% 1 20% 0 0% 

Hours of service-need earlier/later service 1 13% 1 20% 0 0% 
Other: traveling  1 13% 1 20% 0 0% 
Other: doesn't go where I want to go 1 13% 1 20% 0 0% 
I ride with family and/or friends 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
I am concerned I might get lost 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
There are no bus stops close to my home  0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
No bus stops close to where I need to go 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
It is too expensive 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Service is not reliable 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Too few buses along Rt-need frequent srv 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Too many physical barriers to get to/from bus stops 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

Total 8  7  1  
 
5. Overall, how would you rate Mountain Transit bus service?  
 
Rating: Very 

Satisfied 
Satisfied Somewhat 

Satisfied 
Neutral Somewhat 

Dissatisfied 
Dis-

satisfied 
Very Dis-
satisfied 

Ave. 
Rating 

Scale 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Ttl:6.1 
Total 76 44 14 12 4 0 2 

Total % 50% 29% 9% 8% 3% 0% 1% 
BBV Ttl 38 24 4 10 3 0 2 BBV: 5.9 
BBV % 47% 30% 5% 12% 4% 0% 3% 
RIM Ttl 38 20 10 10 3 0 2 RIM: 6.3 
RIM % 54% 28% 14% 3% 1% 0% 0% 
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Tell Us How We Can improve Mountain Transit Services: 
 
6. Select up to THREE of the following locations that Mountain Transit should consider adding 

service to & from? Of the total respondents, 104 responded to this question with close to 1/3rd of 
respondents having no suggestions. 

 

Big Bear Locations Ttl Ttl% 
BBV 
Ttl 

BBV 
% RIM Ttl RIM % 

Big Bear to Lucerne Valley and/or Victorville  57  25%  55  68%  2  3% 
Snow Summit  31  14%  19  23%  12  17% 
The Discovery Center  28  12%  17  21%  11  15% 
Fawnskin  18  8%  16  20%  2  3% 
Meadow Park  16  7%  12  15%  4  6% 
Campgrounds on N. Side of Big Bear Lake  9  4%  5  6%  4  6% 
E. Boat Launch/Wilderness Trail/Pedal Path  9  4%  7  9%  2  3% 
Redlands/Mentone/Loma Linda  2  1%  2  2%  0   0% 
North Shore in General/churches  4  2%  4  5% 0    0% 
Other Locations*  3  1%  3  4%  0 0% 

RIM  Locations Ttl Ttl % 
BBV 
Ttl 

BBV 
% RIM Ttl RIM % 

Service to Lake Arrowhead Concert Series  28  12%  3  4%  25  35% 
More RIM services (pm, churches, hospital)  8  3%  0    0%  8  11% 
Inland Center Mall  1  <1%  0    0%  1  1% 

No Suggestions  48  21%  18  22%  30  42% 
Total # Respondents 152     81     71    

*Other: VCA; respondent’s work and ‘around town”.   
 
7. Select up to THREE areas Mountain Transit could improve bus service. Of the respondents, 

122 responded to this question with the remaining respondents having no suggestions. 
 

Areas for Improvement Ttl Ttl % BBV Riders BBV % RIM Riders RIM % 
Continue service later in evening 57 25% 39 48% 18 25% 
More frequent service (existing 
routes) 

55 24% 24 30% 31 44% 

Bus shelters at existing bus stops 51 22% 39 48% 12 17% 
More frequent Saturday service 31 14% 8 10% 23 32% 
More frequent Sunday service 27 12% 7 9% 20 28% 
Buses arriving/departing on time 18 8% 11 14% 7 10% 
Additional bus stop locations 17 7% 6 7% 11 15% 
Bus driver courtesy/professionalism 10 4% 3 4% 7 10% 
Ski/snowboard racks on buses 8 3% 7 9% 1 1% 
Start service earlier in morning  8 3% 3 4% 5 7% 
Customer info (more e-Media) 7 3% 4 5% 3 4% 
Shorter travel time  7 3% 4 5% 3 4% 
Security/safety at bus stops/shelters 6 3% 6 7% 0 0% 
Overcrowding in buses 4 2% 3 4% 1 1% 
Ease of bus lift operation 2 1% 2 2% 0 0% 
Security & safety on bus 2 1% 2 2% 0 0% 

I have no suggestions 30 13% 16 20% 14 20% 
Total Responses 340   184   156   
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Questions About Marketing, Media and Payment Methods  
 
8. How do you obtain information about Mountain Transit? (select ALL that apply). Of the 

respondents, 142 responded to this question. 
 

Methods Total Total 
% 

BBV 
Ttl 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Total 

RIM 
% 

Calling Mountain Transit  74 49% 33 41% 41 58% 
Printed schedule  58 38% 36 44% 22 31% 
Talking with a bus driver 58 38% 39 48% 19 27% 
Mountain Transit Website 56 37% 21 36% 35 49% 
Info/schedule at Bus stops 47 31% 25 31% 22 31% 
Info/schedules on the Bus 36 24% 19 24% 17 24% 
Word of mouth 26 17% 15 19% 11 16% 
Google Transit 10 7% 3 4% 7 10% 
MT’s Facebook page 3 2% 1 1% 2 3% 
Newspaper 3 2% 1 1% 2 3% 
Radio 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

None of the above 10 7% 8 10% 2 3% 
Total 381  201  180  

 
9. Select ALL of the electronic media & payment methods you have access to. Of those 

surveyed, 114 responded to this question with 1/4th (38) of respondents marking that they do not 
use any of these methods/media. 

 

Methods/Media Total 
Total 

% 
BBV 
Ttl BBV % RIM  RIM % 

Debit Card 73 48% 35 43% 38 54% 
Home computer w/Internet access 48 32% 26 32% 22 31% 
Android smart phone 44 29% 25 31% 19 27% 
Facebook 43 28% 21 26% 22 31% 
Credit Card 38 25% 19 23% 19 27% 
YouTube 33 22% 15 19% 18 25% 
iPhone 32 21% 16 20% 16 23% 
Cell phone that texts 30 20% 8 10% 22 31% 
Android Tablet 15 10% 10 12% 5 7% 
Work computer w/ Internet access 15 10% 4 5% 11 15% 
Instagram 14 9% 6 7% 8 11% 
iPad 8 5% 2 2% 6 8% 
Twitter 7 5% 3 4% 4 6% 

None of the above 38 25% 23 28% 15 21% 
Total Responses 438   213   225   
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Tell Us About Yourself 
 
10. Are you ….  (select ONE only) 
 

Responses Total Total 
% 

BBV 
Total 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Total 

RIM 
% 

A permanent/full-time Mt resident 143 94% 75 93% 68 96% 
Staying at a friend or family-owned 
weekend/vacation home 

4 3% 4 5% 0 0% 

Visiting & spending at least one night 
in the Mountains  

4 3% 2 2% 2 3% 

Visiting the Mountains for the day 1 <1% 0 0% 1 1% 
 
11. How often do you visit the Mountains? (select ONE only). 
 

Responses Total Total 
% 

BBV 
Total 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Total 

RIM 
% 

This is my first visit 1 <1% 1 1%       0 0% 
1 or 2 times a year 2 1% 2 3% 0 0% 
3 or 4 times a year 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Monthly 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
2 times a month 2 1% 0 0% 2 3% 
3 or more times a month  4 3% 3 4% 1 1% 
I am a permanent/full-time Mt. resident 143 94% 75 93% 68 96% 

 
12. What is your home/permanent residence zip code? Note that 17 (11%) did not respond to this 

question. 
 

Areas/ 
Communities Zip Code Ttl Ttl % 

BBV 
Ttl 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Ttl 

RIM 
% 

Crestline 92325 37  24%   37 59% 
Big Bear City 92314  32  21% 32 44%   

Big Bear Lake 92315  23  15% 23 32%   
Running Springs 92382  12  8% 1 1% 11 17% 

Sugarloaf 92386  10  7% 10 14%   
Lake Arrowhead 92352  6  4%   6 10% 
Cedarpines Park 92322  2  1%   2 3% 

Twin Peaks 92391  2  1%   2 3% 
Fawnskin 92333  1  1% 1 1%   
Blue Jay 92317  1  1%   1 2% 

Sky Forest 92385  1  1%   1 2% 
Skokie IL 60076  1  1% 1 1%   

Beverly Hills 90210  1  1% 1 1%   
Artesia 90701  1  1%   1 2% 

Altadena 91001  1  1% 1 1%   
Chino 91710  1  1%   1 2% 
Norco 92860  1  1%   1 2% 

Lincoln 95648  1  1% 1 1%   
Beaverton, OR 97005  1  1% 1 1%   

No Response 17 13% 9 7% 8 11% 
Total 152  81  71  
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13. How old are you? Note that 35 (23%) did not respond to this question. 
 

Response Total BBV RIM 
Average Age 46.9 49.0 44.5 
Responded 117 58 59 
No Response 35 23 12 

 
14. What is your total annual HOUSEHOLD income? (select ONE only). Note that 15 (10%) did not 

respond to this question. 
 

Income Range Total Total % BBV 
Total 

BBV 
% 

RIM 
Total 

RIM 
% 

Less than $10,000 40 29% 21 30% 19 29% 
$10,000 to $14,999 31 23% 14 20% 17 26% 
$15,000 to $19,999 17 12% 12 17% 5 8% 
$20,000 to $24,999 12 9% 8 11% 4 6% 
$25,000 to $34,999 9 7% 3 4% 6 9% 
$35,000 to $49,999 6 4% 4 6% 2 3% 
$50,000 to $74,999 10 7% 3 4% 7 11% 
$75,000 to $100,000 4 3% 0 0% 4 6% 
More than $100,000  8 6% 6 8% 2 3% 

Total Responses 137  71  66  
Prefer not to respond                              15 19% 10 12% 5 7% 
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Appendix C 
 

Summary of the 2015 Mountain Transit Stakeholder  
Interview and Survey Process 

 
Survey Purpose: The survey was a task in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017-2022 Short Range 
Transit Plan (SRTP) development process, to gather information from key Stakeholders in the 
Mountain Transit (MT) service area and seek Stakeholder input on future MT service and 
priorities. More specifically, the survey was designed to:  

1. Obtain background on Stakeholders and their familiarity with MT services,  
2. Seek short and long term perspectives, issues and goals for MT service,  
3. Gain Stakeholders’ beliefs as to MT’s role in economic development, congestion and 

other issues facing the Mountain Communities, and 
4. Identify potential service improvements. 

 
Survey Design:  The survey was created on SurveyMonkey.com and was administered 
online as well as in person. Information about the survey is as follows: 

a. Language: English at the following website:  
 https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MTStakeholder2015 

b. Number of Questions: 16 
c. Duration: Tuesday  12/1/15 through Tuesday p.m. 12/15/15 
d. Targeted Audience: RIM and Big Bear Chamber of Commerce members, MT Board 

Members and other stakeholders as identified by MT. 
e. Collection method: The Stakeholder survey was promoted and distributed through the 

following three mechanisms: 
1. Through the Big Bear Chamber of Commerce an email message was sent to 

Chamber members, which included a link to the online survey. 
2. A list of 150 emails gathered through MT Staff, as well as email addresses from 

the Lake Arrowhead, Crestline/Lake Gregory and Running Springs Chambers 
of Commerce. Through SurveyMonkey.com an eblast was sent to the 150 
emails gathered announcing the survey and its purpose, as well as a reminder 
email a few days before the survey end date. 

3. The SRTP Team conducted ten 1:1 interviews and the questions asked of the 
individuals were identical to the online survey tool. All 1:1 stakeholder interview 
responses were inputted into SurveyMonkey.com. 

f. This survey allowed multiple responses from the same agency and the survey required 
the respondent to identify him/herself, as well as the agency he/she works for. 

g. The following five questions were also asked on the Onboard/Public Survey.  The 
question number identified is the question number from this Survey mechanism:  

1. #5: Type(s) and location(s) of services the respondent or respondent’s family 
member(s) usually rides each week  

2. #6: Why never ridden MT services,  
3. #8: Overall rating of MT service on a scale from 1 to 7, 
4. #14: Identify three locations MT should add service to/from, and  
5. #15: Identify three service areas for improvement.  
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2015 Mountain Transit Stakeholder Survey - Topline Results 

1. Respondent's Name - Note that these responses were documented but not included in 
this summary. 
  
2. Respondent's Agency - 48 individuals responded to the Survey, representing these 
entities: 
 
    Representation Across all Mountain Communities (7 or 15% of Respondents): 

• 5 Mountain Transit Board Members 
• First Mountain Bank 
• Omnitrans 

    
   Big Bear Valley Area Representation (26 or 54% of Respondents): 

• Bear Valley Electric (BVE) 
• Big Bear Valley Municipal Water District (MWD) 
• Big Bear Valley Recreation and Parks District (BBVRPD) 
• Bear Valley Unified School District (BBUSD) 
• City of Big Bear Lake City Council Members (2 responses) 
• City of Big Bear Lake staff (3 responses) 
• Big Bear Valley Airport 
• Newspapers: Grizzly and Fawnskin Flyer 
• Mom & Dad Project 
• 13 private sector businesses 

     
   RIM Area Representation (15 or 31% of Respondents): 

• RIM Family Services (3 responses) and Crest Forest Senior Citizens' Club 
• Crestline/Lake Gregory Chamber of Commerce 
• Mountain RIM Fire Safe Council/Pine Cone Festival 
• RIM Nordic Ski Area 
• Mountains Community Hospital 
• Lake Arrowhead Community Presbyterian Church and RIM Mountain Jewish 

Community 
• Mountain News (2 responses), Mountain Lifestyle Newspaper, ROTWNEWS.com 
• SB County Board of Supervisor Representative 
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3. Which Mountain Community(s) does your Agency/Organization serve or you 
represent? (check ALL that apply). 
 

Area Represented # % of 
Respondents 

City of Big Bear Lake 19 40% 
All of the Big Bear Valley  18 38% 
Running Springs 15 31% 
Lake Arrowhead 14 29% 
Other RIM Unincorporated Areas 14 29% 
Crestline 13 27% 
All of the Mountain Communities 11 23% 
Big Bear City 10 21% 
Fawnskin 10 21% 
Other Big Bear Valley unincorporated areas 10 21% 
San Bernardino Valley 1 2% 

 
 
Tell Us About Your Familiarity with Mountain Transit 
 
4. Have you or your family/household members ever used Mountain Transit bus 
services?  (check ALL that apply). 
 

MT Service Familiarity # % of Total 
To my knowledge, no one in my family/household have 
ridden MT 

29 60% 

Myself 13 27% 
Spouse or Partner 3 6% 
Children 3 6% 
I am unsure/ I don't know 3 6% 
Parent, Grandparent, Aunt or Uncle 1 2% 
Other Person Living in my Household  0 0% 
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5. For the person(s) checked in Question 4, which Mountain Transit routes/services 
are used, and in general how often per week?   
 

Service 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 < 1 Never % 
Never 

Big Bear Route 1    1    5 42 88% 
Big Bear Route 3        4 44 92% 
Big Bear OTM     1  1 2 44 92% 
Big Bear DAR        1 47 98% 
Big Bear Trolley      1 1 7 39 81% 
RIM Route 2   1    1 1 45 94% 
RIM Route 4   1    1 1 45 94% 
RIM OTM   1   1 2 2 42 88% 
RIM DAR   1  1   2 44 92% 
Total 0 0 4 1 2 2 6 25 392  

 
 
6. If YOU personally have never ridden Mountain Transit or rarely ride MT, why not? 
(check up to THREE reasons why not). 
 

Reason # % of 
Respondents 

I drive my own vehicle 43 90% 
Hours of service - need earlier or later bus service 7 15% 
A bus stop is not close to my home end 4 8% 
Too few buses along route; need more frequent service 4 8% 
I ride with family and/or friends 3 6% 
It is too expensive 1 2% 
Service is not reliable 1 2% 
I DO USE MT services; none of the reasons apply  1 2% 
No response 1 2% 
Not sure how to read bus schedules/ when buses arrive 
or depart 

0 0% 

I am concerned I might get lost 0 0% 
A bus stop is not close to where I need to go 0 0% 
Too many physical barriers to get to/from bus stops 0 0% 

 

7. Briefly describe your general opinion and/or perception of Mountain Transit 
service, system and operations. Those Respondents who had no opinion represented 
21% (10 respondents). Those with a few initial thoughts were 79% or 38 respondents.   
 
   Positive comments: 

a. Excellent job in the community, given budget/resources, very positive 
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b. Has greatly improved over the past few years, organizational improvements, lots of 
hard work; Kathy has done a great job and her leadership has helped improve the 
agency; I've been here for 10 years, seen positive change 

c. Like the new trolley; a big hit for the City. Big Bear has traffic issues like everyone else 
d. Fairly of typical of mass transit for a small community   
e. Good information dissemination; printed materials working well as re-designed; love 

the online trip planner; on the right track; Particularly proud of response to community 
needs - special events such as Pine Cone Festival and recent funeral 

f. On the Board since 1991 off & on. Has improved, many changes, 3 management 
systems (1 contract, 2 hired), Kathy is heads & shoulders above others before her 

g. MT provides an excellent and necessary service to those people on the mountain who 
do not have personal transportation 

h. I have friends that ride the system and I think it is a great value to the Big Bear 
Community! 

i. I have received many fewer complaints about wait times for pick-ups from my seniors 
then in years past 

j. I appreciate that you help serve our local students 
k. I see it as a valuable service in our community 
l. Several of my staff use MT almost daily and they like the system; they have spoken 

highly of the drivers 
m. The service provided is great for those who need it.  The improvements to the system 

buses, dial a ride and trolley and the new logo, colors, etc. make it more visible and 
desirable to use. 

n. Fills an important need, based on certain socioeconomic needs;  not much prior 
negative noise in the past.  Perception is shifting now on the inside of day-to-day 
operations - more positive. 

o. Have heard good feedback from clients of mine who do use MT regularly 
p. Well run service 
q. Good for many of the bingo players at the senior center 
r. I have heard good things about MT from people who have used it; my personal 

opinion is based on MT's support of local community events via parking shuttles; I 
have been impressed with the drivers and staff who help with these events 

s. Good, responsive service; readily available information 
t. I enjoyed the few times I rode the service 
u. I like all the friendly faces of the drivers; makes you feel welcome to use their services 
v. Keep up the good work 
w. A handful of my patients use your service to get to their appointments; it is a great 

service 
x. It is a very valuable asset to our community; they have made great improvements over 

recent years 
y. Each time I was impressed by the drivers, the cleanliness of the buses and on time 

availability 
z. Nice, friendly, needs more stops and routes 
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Suggestions for improvements: 
a. I have heard from those who ride MT that it takes a significant amount of time to get to 

their destination. 
b. Still hoping for expanded routes and times, especially in the evening hours. 
c. Needs to run later in the evening  
d. Create more partnership with connecting service; always would be helpful 
e. Service was late only one time and it was the first of the month 
f. None of the people in my household or organization have used MT since 2005, as the 

costumer service was terrible back then. I requested DAR services and was left 
hanging a few times; the driver was rude and the routes took very long to get me to 
my destination. That was back then. Unfortunately I can't give you an updated report 
since I haven't used your services lately 

g. Expanding the system would be great as the elderly are increasing in numbers and 
usually do not drive.  

h. Don't get much input or feedback at Board meetings so don't hear much about 
needs; Regarding bus shelters and stops it's hard to deal with all the parties 

i. Your drivers do not use turnouts - they park in Lake Arrowhead Village and take 
"smoke breaks" while blocking the road.  They jump in front of on coming traffic then 
drive slow. 
That is the definition of rude driving. 

j. Some of my employees are not able to get to work early enough 
k. “Mountain Transit” means one operating entity, not two; need to more strongly connect 

the communities to support and encourage cross-mountain; serve the whole 
mountain. 

l. Since you stop now right in my driveway business....it would be nice to have some 
literature in my shop for those wanting to know more, other than the sign at the stop.   
Also, we can't promise the apron where he stops at our gate (across from Snow 
Valley) will be plowed to your satisfaction.  The county does NOT maintain that.  We 
do.  

m. Only negative comment I hear over the years is from Seniors at Mountain Meadows 
who complain when service is cancelled or issues with pickup 

n. Improvements are needed to bus stops, particularly more permanent bus stop 
structures for the convenience of the public. Have heard past complaints of 
unprofessional drivers seemed to have been resolved.  

o. Better ride connections need to exist; arriving on OTM after other transit has already 
departed is an extra hour wait; also, no transfers between OTM and regular route is 
silly 

p. Some of your drivers drive to quickly through certain parking lots here in the Big Bear 
valley, around the Hospital 

q. Sell multi ride passes at grocery stores or use the bus office as the driver break 
location so riders can purchase passes so we don't have to walk to get them 

r. I don't know this for a fact, but I assume that the buses don't run often enough to 
make taking them time-efficient.  By that I mean, it will take longer to reach your 
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destination than taking a car would and you lose time waiting for a bus to take you 
home 

s. Would like to explore integrating the ROWRPD Caltrans Active Transportation Planning 
Grant with MT services for mutual benefit 

t. This isn't the greatest idea, but I would like to see if MT would schedule busses for 
events on the Mountain for flatlanders to visit us/events. 

u. Mountain Transit service stops by the airport once every hour. This is not frequent 
enough for my airport customers to use it. Airport customers often complain about the 
lack of transportation from the airport to the downtown village area. Perhaps a specific 
shuttle from the airport to the village without any or fewer stops might be popular. 
There is also very little advertising for the bus system inside the airport terminal lobby. 

v. More identified bus stops along routes. Some of my senior clients (60-95 years old)  
have to wait out in the winter weather because DAR is behind schedule.   Many of the 
bus drivers are very nice and helpful. 

w. The drivers should be much more considerate as drivers both to passengers and 
other drivers on the road. They are terrible about courtesy 

 
8. On a scale of 7 to 1, how would you rate Mountain Transit bus service? Average 
Rating: 5.44 
 

Rating: Very 
Satisfied 

Satisfied Somewhat 
Satisfied 

Neutral Somewhat 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Very 
Dissatisfied 

Scale: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Respondents 7 23 7 8 2 0 1 

% of Total 15% 48% 15% 16% 4% 0 2% 
 
These Questions Pertain to the Next 5 to 15 years in the Mountain Communities 

9. Describe the important issues that face the Mountains Communities (check ONE 
only). Of the respondents, 11 (23%) had no thoughts/comments.  The remaining 37 
Respondents (77%) had these comments:  

a. First five years: purchase of resorts by Mammoth, upcoming marketing to increase 
tourism will be a factor affecting MT (although tourists don't use MT); with increase in 
tourists, will need more support to serve those tourists. Need lower/mid level housing, 
which will require transportation for those people. Working with SANBAG/Mammoth to 
keep us in the loop & keep up with them to provide services. Need long range 
planning - need parking area at bottom of hill to transport people up the mountain. 
Congestion as a result of influx of tourists, and moving people around. 

b. Need to reduce congestion, move visitors, by bringing rail to the mountains. Start the 
work now so happens in 20 years. Start creating PNR models at base of mountain, 
build advocacy through electeds and SANBAG, Important to address continued 
tourism needs in Valley. 

c. Congestion is number one issue - like last few weeks, greatest challenge. Number of 
visitors continues to increase. 
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d. With Mammoth coming in, will have to deal with the crowds. Regional issues: how are 
we going to start taking advantage of mass transit on a regional basis. 
Accommodating growth - huge for all of us.  Welcome the growth, want to make sure 
there are mitigation impacts.   

e. Lack of business longevity - wave of failures every 5 years; fires often contribute to the 
disruption. 

f. The BB Valley is on the verge of maturity/growth (not in numbers), community taking a 
step forward with Mammoth, zoo curator with national connections, BBL City Manager 
has 8 years of tenure and gets much done behind the scenes - people in place are 
looking for partners and working together (land trust, pebble plane, children's museum) 
- issues? Change is difficult, especially with a corporation like Mammoth. 

g. Need to balance the "no-growthers" against sustainable growth. Growth means 
economic development and will need improved facilities, higher levels of service that 
meets needs.  Transporting people up the hill for recreational purposes - ‘industrial 
base’ is tourism. MT should have a more visible and active presence, and to build it up 
to be a recognized community asset. Find ways to get better connected to local 
events coordinated through the Chambers of Commerce. Attend MAC; interact with 
Chambers, Hospital, and Senior Centers.   

h. Drug usage.  Fairly high incidence of poverty 
i. Locals income and inability to provide their own transportation. 
j. Our senior citizen population seems to continue to grow and also we are living longer. 

Services for senior citizens is if prime importance to our mountain communities. 
k. Population growth in general, and number of elderly rising with baby-boomers and will 

need the service.  
l. Traffic, poor visibility, poor roads. 
m. Transportation is a critical issue. Water and energy usage.  Pollution and carbon 

footprint issues.  
n. Increasing senior population, more ADA issues. MT may consider smaller/more 

efficient vans.   
o. Declining permanent population, few well paying permanent jobs, age of housing, 

remoteness of shopping and amenities requiring travel off the hill, environmental issues 
(water, beetles, fires, earthquakes), increased traffic, gentrification due to change in 
ownership and facilities at the ski resorts. 

p. Environmental compliance, will get bigger and more onerous as time goes on; as more 
crowded gets more complicated. Congestion-good economically, but more demand 
and not necessarily more $s.  Valley can more effectively deal with congestion (visitors 
are use to it), if we don't deal with it, will hurt us (less visitors, safety issue with ER 
vehicles not getting to where we want to go). Hope is MT will be part of solution. COG 
up to mountain could also deal with compliance issue. Growth. Maintain a viable 
community with growth/tourism.  

q. Increased need for better ride share. Dispatch from Crestline ruined DAR by limiting 
ride schedules. Also, connections need to be coordinated and alternate routes during 
holidays would be useful as the need grows. Around the lake service for both visitors 
and residents would be useful versus current trolley limitations. 
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r. Schools, fire danger, drought, economy, population growth. 
s. Need more frequent busses. 
t. Growth of the valley has steadily increased and with it the traffic problems.  The current 

weekend traffic is already a problem. 
u. In general, full-time year-round employment opportunities.  We have many people in 

Big Bear below the poverty line.  Traffic flow is always a problem when the ski resorts 
are done for the day. 

v. Economic decline is a key issue as well as a decrease in population. 
w. Recreational access to trails for hiking and bicycling.  Economic development for 

towns and access for visitors and locals who need to use public transportation/ 
x. Later buses to attend events on off the mountain. 
y. Disaster preparedness (wildfire),  drought, local employment opportunities, traffic 

congestion from mountain visitors. 
z. I think it's important to connect the transportation systems and not just think about 

them independently. If a pilot has made the effort to fly up to our airport, he/she should 
be able to get out to the attractions to spend their money in our community without 
having to jump through hoops. The local cabs take a long time, the bus only comes by 
hourly (and you have to be told), and the last option is car rental. 

aa. Economic hardships, homelessness, aging populations. 
bb. More and more non-drivers need to move around the mountain.  The bus service will 

be vital in assisting this to happen. 
cc. Water, jobs and criminal activities!  
dd. Significant part of the population is in the very low-income bracket.  Public 

transportation is key to helping these families thrive.  Senior population growing. 
ee. Increase for need to reliable, accurate and courteous service. 
ff. With the development of the Rathbun Corridor, I believe it will be important for MT to 

increase their presence in the Moonridge area.  
gg. Potential decline in residents.  We are seeing a decrease in school enrollment.  Less 

funding for public services will be an issue. 
hh. Aging population, increasing costs of personal transportation, growing market for 

tourism/ 
ii. Increased tourism bringing additional people to the mountain communities. 
jj. Growing, changing population. 
kk. The buses are virtually empty-you have no advertising or marketing plan.   
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10. What group of riders should be the priority of Mountain Transit services? (check 
ONE only).  Of those that responded with a category, many stated that students should NOT 
be a priority, as the school district already provides sufficient service. 
 

Response # % of Total 
I do not believe that MT should prioritize service for any group 15 31.3% 
I am not sure 6 12.5% 
I believe the priority should be (see categories below): 27 56.3% 

Disadvantaged 8 30.0% 
Elderly 6 22.0% 
Elderly & Disabled 6 22.0% 
Visitors/Tourists 4 15.0% 
Local Residents/Focus on getting to work 2 7.0% 
OTM Service-unclear if for residents or visitors 1 4.0% 

 
11. What do you see as Mountain Transit’s PRIMARY role in the Mountain 
Communities? (check ONE only). 

Response # % of Total 
Connecting residents to and from medical/human service 
needs 

11 22.9% 

Connecting communities for residents 9 18.8% 
Connecting residents to and from employment sites 8 16.7% 
Congestion relief 6 12.5% 
Local circulator mobility for recreation/events 5 10.4% 
Connectivity - such as BB and RIM, connecting work/human 
services and events for both residents and visitors, 
connecting OTM to Omnitrans. 

4 8.3% 

Not sure what MT's role should be in the next 5 to 15 years 3 6.3% 
Stay the course 2 4.2% 
Improve air quality (although some stated that by providing 
congestion relief, will improve air quality) 

0 0.0% 

 
12.  If you had to choose between transit decisions being driven by land use and 
traffic, versus human service needs, which way would you lean?  (check ONE only). 
 

Response # % of Total 
Human service needs 25 52.1% 
I am unable to choose/prioritize; both are important 13 27.1% 
Land use and traffic 8 16.7% 
I am not sure 2 4.2% 
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13. Do you believe that Mountain Transit could or should play a role in supporting 
economic growth? (check ONE only).  
 

Response # % of Total 
 Yes, MT should play a role and this is why (see below) 27 56.3% 
 Maybe, but not sure how 20 41.7% 
 No, MT should not play a role in economic growth 1 2.1% 

 
a. The main goal is not driven by economic growth, but result of increase in tourism will 

be supporting economic growth.  
b. It does and should continue to do so.  Example is trolley, more than fixed route, serves 

growth of visitors. System should go beyond current connections. 
c. They aren't big enough to do it, but could be if frequency/dealing with visitors - not 

going to happen. 
d. Discussed modal alternative analysis, a contributor to the economy. 
e. Because everyone should be supporting economic growth - should be a focus in the 

future - MT needs additional assistance in this arena. 
f. Need to balance the no-growthers against sustainable growth. Growth means 

economic development and will need improved facilities, higher levels of service that 
meets needs.  Transporting people up the hill for recreational purposes - ‘industrial 
base’ is tourism. MT should have a more visible and active presence, and to build it up 
to be a recognized community asset. 

g. Developing routes and schedules that connect the population to the various services 
offered on the mountain. 

h. Contract with businesses on the hill and off, to offer group services to and from work. 
With the uncertainty of gas prices, air quality, traffic conditions etc., could be an 
opportune time to invest in other areas of service. 

i. I believe MT could significantly impact the mountain economy by expanding the ability 
for people to get to work at all hours.  I think the more MT easily accessible vehicles 
running continuously will encourage people to take public transportation, make our 
community more green and visitor friendly, and protect our natural resources.  

j. Once human services needs are met, perhaps helping people get to work. 
k. Providing additional ways for visitors to get to the mountains and to get around once 

they are here, including possible transit to, from and within the ski resorts and also as 
transit from more dense housing or remote locations-opportunity with Mammoth 
ownership - low income housing opportunity for taking people to job sites. 

l. Absolutely.  As more buses are on the road, filled, less congestion, can put more 
people up here and use restaurants and hotels.  Shift it from more human service to 
choice riders. 

m. Trolleys & buses that link with commercial districts. 
n. With easier travel around the valley more visitors would find Big Bear an easier place to 

visit and therefore visit more often. 
o. I believe they could by providing a quality transportation service 
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p. working with other agencies such as ROW Recreation & Park District as an  Active 
partner in our Caltrans Active Transportation Planning Grant 

q. If we can bring the purchasing public up here to spend $$.....the business succeeds 
and everybody wins. 

r. Transporting residents and visitors to locations throughout the Big Bear valley. 
s. Open up the community for visitors to spend their money and grow business. 
t. Providing transportation to commuters, making jobs more accessible, expanding 

service as funding/ridership allows to create new jobs. 
u. They should and need to become an integral part of services provided in the Big Bear 

Valley. 
v. Transportation to Village events from remote parking lots. 
w. We live in one of the best forests in the USA.  The bus system should also link to the 

multiple trailheads across our mountain.  Such as the Pacific Crest Trail.  We are a 
destination for vacationers.  We need to consider their needs.  Perhaps people would 
benefit from being dropped off in one town, hiking, and then being picked up at the 
other end of the trail??? 

x. Improve service and that will help the economy. 
y. MT needs to work with ski resorts, venues like Skypark at Santa's Village, to help 

encourage tourism on the mountains.  
 
Respond to next questions as you think about the next 2 to 5 years in the 
Mountain Communities 
 

14. Select up to THREE locations that Mountain Transit should consider adding 
service to and from. Of the 48 respondents, 7 (14.6%) had no suggestions. Of the 
remaining 41 (85.4%), below are the suggested locations broken out by service are: 
 
   Big Bear Suggested Locations: 

 
Location # % of Total 

Snow Summit 22 19.1% 
The Discovery Center 20 17.4% 
Big Bear to Lucerne Valley and/or Victorville 18 15.7% 
East Boat Launch / Wilderness Trail / Pedal Path 7 6.1% 
Fawnskin 7 6.1% 
Campgrounds on North Side of Big Bear Lake 4 3.5% 
Meadow Park 3 2.6% 
Redlands/Citrus Plaza/Loma Linda 3 2.6% 
Big Bear hiking/mountain biking trailheads 3 2.6% 
Big Bear to Snow Valley/Lake Arrowhead 2 1.7% 
West Boat Launch/Ramp 1 0.9% 
Joshua Tree 1 0.9% 
Big Bear Mountain Meadows 1 0.9% 
Around Big Bear Lake in the summer, hop on & off 1 0.9% 
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RIM Suggested Locations: 

Location # % of Total 
Evening service to Lake Arrowhead Concert Series 12 10.4% 
More RIM services in general - evening, churches, hospital 5 4.3% 
Twin Peaks - Grandview Senior Housing 1 0.9% 
Twin Peaks - Senior Center 1 0.9% 
Lake Arrowhead Special Events (Farmer's Market, boat 
show) 

1 0.9% 

Skypark at Santa's Village 1 0.9% 
Lake Arrowhead Golf Course 1 0.9% 

 
15. Select up to THREE areas Mountain Transit could improve bus service. Of the 48 
respondents, 7 (14.6%) had no suggestions. Of the remaining 41 (85.4%), below are the 
suggested improvements: 

 
Feature # % of Total 

More frequent service on existing routes 14 13.2% 
Bus shelters at existing bus stops 13 12.3% 
Additional bus stop locations 11 10.4% 
Continue service later in the evenings 11 10.4% 
Buses arriving/departing on time 8 7.5% 
More frequent Saturday service 8 7.5% 
Customer information 6 5.7% 
More frequent Sunday service 6 5.7% 
Ski/snowboard racks on buses 5 4.7% 
Security & safety at bus stops/shelters 4 3.8% 
Additional service 4 3.8% 
Bus driver courtesy & professionalism 3 2.8% 
Shorter travel time 3 2.8% 
Start service earlier in the morning 3 2.8% 
More electronic/social media tools 3 2.8% 
More amenities (kiosks, bike lockers) 2 1.9% 
Security & safety on the bus 1 0.9% 
More PNR lots 1 0.9% 
Ease of bus lift operation 0 0.0% 
Overcrowding inside buses 0 0.0% 

 
16. Do you have any further comments or suggestions for Mountain Transit as they 
consider service, purpose and partnership in the Mountain Communities over the 
next few years?  Of the 48 respondents, 26 (54.2%) had no further comments. Of the 22 
(45.8%) who had additional comments, they were as follows: 
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a. Look at a variety of subjects - consider current system, projections & needs; financial 
needs; stakeholders; vision and mission statements is good timing.  

b. In the next few years, City intends to double existing parking capacity (in Village & at 
Moonridge). Currently not designed as a PNR lot, but can be a transit hub to travel 
between venues. Focus of MT should be bringing people up the hill - over the road 
coaches, for the day or extended periods. Will address in the future more controlled 
traffic measures (like what was implemented during 4th of July or during construction). 
Ultimate problem is bottlenecking once multiple lanes get down to 1 lane (entrance of 
Summit or into parking at Bear/Summit, for example).  

c. If no constraints, would love to see continuous service from down the hill, remote 
parking, easy/convenient, wrapped into resorts; option - forest service roads bus transit 
only.  No transit pre-emption. If they ever got the ability to take 2N10 behind 
Knickerbocker, to the village - add a dedicated bike path/walking lane along side. Hub 
near Sandalwood to meet up with Rathburn trail - take bus up to Bear - then connect 
with Bear, to Summit.  

d. 80% of the City is built out. Only 22% of houses are occupied full time. Big issues are 
dealing with external agencies. Work with large developers to do an offset with PNRs 
and help fund some of these projects. Work with Ski hills to get a discount if the bus is 
taken. 

e. Not sure we need a Mission Statement exercise but will grin and bear it 
f. Attention to responding to customer concerns has improved - Board is not getting 

complaints, in the past many driver/service complaints 
g. Facilities: need grants to support growth and maturity of system to the next level. 

Consider garage across the street in Crestline as it has a hoist and will accommodate 
the buses.  Shelters: Approach Bill Johnson as he is willing to build a shelter in his 
parking lot.  Five-year horizon includes Santa’s Village and maturing of Lake Gregory as 
a recreational resort area.  Fares: Create a Senior Monthly Pass - eliminate zones. 
Marketing: write brief, frequent articles and can published in two local papers. Publicize 
transfer opportunities on the mountains. 

h. I believe that you do a great job with the resources that you have.  I am glad that MT is 
here!! 

i. More partnership with the senior citizen centers on the hill, parks and recreation, 
historical society, Sierra club, snow valley, more dial-a-ride opportunities like 
aforementioned Mountain Community Hospital. 

j. Thank you for sending this out for the community's input. Very good idea! 
k. I would like to say that the Weekend Trolley is very well received and our business alone 

has sold close to 600 tickets.  I think visitors enjoy riding the Trolley and it would be even 
more popular with better-advertised stops. I would love to see a free transportation 
service that allows for hop on and hop off service throughout the valley - possibly 
subsidized through merchant advertising and green community grant opportunities.  

l. Can there be more tourist service where they hop on and off - alt fuels, LNG? Have you 
considered two separate transit systems (where RIM would break away)? 

m. The management staff at MT does a wonderful job at securing grants to improve 
service, to resolve disputes and to provide as much service as possible with the limited 
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funds available. Concerned about succession planning with GM and other Admin staff - 
can this be addressed in the SRTP? MT should get involved in Moonridge/Rathburn 
creek development plan 

n. For demo projects - need to get users to promote. Technology on where do you want a 
bus stop, crowd sourcing.  Big fan of data and visual data would like to see TransTrack 
reports to further evolve for management purposes (better insight into how things are 
going, ridership compares over time - universal everywhere; I said DoubleMap and TT 
will have new dashboards/reports soon). Responsibility to the public/stakeholders to 
engage them, send them a message of what is going on that they can understand - 
goes hand in hand with making MT part of congestion solution, shifting behavior. Tying it 
into the visitor experience and eliminate transportation related barriers.  Talked about 
partnerships, MT being more involved in City decisions/land use, etc.  

o. Operators are amazing. Would be good to get admin and dispatch better acquainted 
with service and needs. 

p. I think you do a great job with what you have to work with. Growing the system will of 
course take more money. I hope that works out! 

q. I am a bike rider and find that the drivers consistently buzz me.  Drivers should be trained 
and reminded of the 3 foot law to pass bikers.    

r. My interaction with Mountain Transit has been through local community event support 
and I have found Mountain Transit to be a great partner is helping these events. Due to 
lack of sufficient on-site parking, without MT's participation many of these valuable 
events could not take place. Please continue this community service.  Thank you! 

s. Thanks for the opportunity to participate. 
t. Mountain Transit is underestimating its ability to increase our local economy through 

forest recreation linkages. 
u. More buses, more frequent service on Rim route 
v. Use turnouts. 
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Appendix D 
 

Summary of the 2015 Mountain Transit Employee/Staff  
Interview and Survey Process 

 
Survey Purpose: The survey was a task in the Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) development 
process, to seek information from MT employees and staff and gain input they have on future 
MT service and priorities. More specifically, the survey will:  

1. Obtain background on employees and longevity at MT,  
2. Seek short and long term perspectives, issues and goals for MT service,  
3. Gain specific issues and suggestions regarding agency as a whole, service, operations, 

facilities and capital needs.  
 
The survey was created in SurveyMonkey.com and was administered in person with staff from 
both the Crestline and Big Bear Lake locations.   

1. Method: SRTP Team interviewed staff individually and at times in pairs, and inputted the 
results/comments onto https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2015MTInterviews 

2. Duration: Interviews were conducted in mid December 2015. 
3. Number of Questions: 14; however, more than half of the questions were open ended 

in nature, because of the survey/interview purpose and goals. 
4. Due to the large number of open ended responses, the SRTP Team attempted to 

organize comments where possible. 
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SRTP Employee Staff Group/1:1 Interview Results 
 
1. Which facility do you work at? Of the 29 persons interviewed, 45% were interviewed and 

were Staff in the Crestline facility (13 persons) and 55% (16 persons) from the Big Bear Lake 
facility. 

 
2. What type of job do you have? 
 

Employee Classification # % of Total 
Driver 20 69% 
Mechanic 3 10% 
Supervisor/Dispatch/Management 6 21% 

 
3. For this question the interviewers gathered names as well as how long on the job, at MT. 

The interviewers also asked if they ridden MT before working (only 4 had) and initial 
impressions (most very positive).  These responses are summarized in Survey Monkey but 
not in this document. 

 
4. How is MT currently meeting customers' needs - otherwise, your thoughts on current service 

provided, from the customer's perspective: 
a. Service specifics: 

1. Commuters use BB OTM then transfer to complete the trip; use a combination of 
2,4 and BB OTM depending on what meets their schedule and to minimize overall 
travel time even if there are more transfers 

2. Meets needs except for missing bus connections at the Transit Center 
3. Last run is critical for getting people home - timing connections 
4. FR 2 and 4 meet a lot of needs 
5. FR is good routing.  When weather is bad there is always a way to get people 

where they need to go.  (referencing DAR to help them complete the trip) 
6. Should have service to high school at least 2x between 4pm and 6pm for after 

school activities.  A lot of students stopped riding when the fare structure was 
changed due to cost but those remaining don't have options. 

b. Good, people are appreciative, happy with the service 
c. For this community and size of area, doing an adequate job - not the ridership to provide 

much more service 
d. Many compliments - overall very happy with the service, customers are like a family 
e. Awesome job - drivers have a heart for service  
f. Service is OK, hard to keep up with the schedules at time - tight time points. Not a lot 

of room for traffic, people don't have their money ready. 
g. Doing a good job - improved over the years 
h. Trolley - love it, meets their needs  
i. As well as can be expected, great job and providing service - given delays, snow, riders 

become friends 
j. Safety - meets standards 
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k. Routes - can improve route times, shorter headways 
l. Customers seem to be happy, not that many negative comments, usually only hear 

about it when doing a road call 
 

3. What are your thoughts on current service provided, from the employee's perspective.   
a. In general, half stated that they are happy, commented that the noon issue was fixed 

much better, commented on Sandy's supervision is positive, flexible staff, hours are 
good, compassionate supervisors, friendly/welcoming, happy with the agency 

b. Other comments: 
1. Out of service for 10" that it takes to put on chains 
2. There is enough layover time even if running a few minutes late 
3. There is enough time for breaks, deadheading etc. to keep to the schedule 
4. Bids done twice yearly.  June for sure, November-ish more flexible timing 
5. No problem due to 30" at each end of the trip to allow for DAR flex route 
6. No breaks on fixed route schedule - constantly moving - no good breaks - don't 

take a break if running late -  
7. Under staffed, hard to get time off  
8. Tough sometimes - no breaks on snowy days, do the best you can given 

congestion 
 

4. How satisfied are customers (all of these can be asked directly)?  
a. Describe the compliments you hear from customers:  

1. 13 stated the customers appreciate the service; no other options, grateful, tolerate 
issues, rely on the service 

2. 8 commented that passengers like the drivers, very courteous, professional, 
drivers get to know them by name 

3. 2 commented customers appreciate the service and consider it to be a good value 
4. 2 commented that passengers like the smooth ride 
5. 2 said very few complaints, mostly positive 
6. 2 commented on good customer service  
7. History provided when riding trolley is good -  customers like it 
8. Great agency 
9. They like the flag-stop 
10. Many seasonal passengers who only ride when it snows; other times, they drive 

Describe the type of complaints you hear from customers: 
OTM:  

1. Recent reduction in max speed on OTM from 45/50 to 40/45 costs time 
2. Don't like OTM looping 
3. Case workers refer people to live in Mountains (cheaper); but the OTM service 

doesn't help case workers get up and down the mountain conveniently 
4. Gap in OTM middle of day can't get back from San Bernardino earlier 
5. 2 mentioned: Inability to connect with different routes/other transit agencies 
6. Rt 4 not meeting up with OTM 
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7. Connectivity FR to OTM in Running Springs is a problem - 1st AM is fine but the 
10:48 has no connection w/Rt 4 on 9:00 trip 

8. OTM PM tight running time due to adding 3" for transit center 
9. Hears that Am OTM just misses bus connections 
10. People from Arrowbear have to take OTM part way then transfer to complete their 

trip, but no fare transfer so have to pay an additional fare to complete their trip (JK 
note zone issue and lack of transfer privileges with paid OTM fare 

11. OTM needs noon weekday trip.  Saturdays are OK 
12. Issues with when OTM comes up and is late, ask to have FR wait. If FR doesn't 

wait, then they have to take DAR and shouldn't have to pay DAR fare 
DAR: Sunday service is needed. 
Fixed Route:  

1. RIM need Saturday/Sunday service 
2. On FR, complaints on Moonridge loop (few people on the route, takes time)  
3. Transfer 2 to 4 in a long wait so there are pass-bys when passengers go shop 

etc. and don't get to stop in time.  They don't use DAR instead due to cost 
4. In Running Springs, Rt 4 could do some DAR to feed people getting off OTM.  PNR 

not an option as people don't have cars but need a way to get home from RS OTM 
5. Connectivity Rt 2 to 4 at the Village; Cedar Hospital patients have to wait at leas 

an hour to connect for the rest of their trip home 
6. Drivers and staff aren't professional 
7. Be more like a cab service,  
8. Never a complaint 
9. Wish we worked later, ran till 10:00 pm,  
10. On road calls, questions like "is this one going to break down?" 
11. Complaints start with dispatcher, then to Lois, then for resolution depending on 

what they are 
12. Hears from drivers on fix-its 
13. Can't buy passes on weekends due to office closed 
14. Scheduling/On time: 

o On time performance expected in spite of snow, construction 
o Waiting long for bus, delays due to snow - with chains, half the speed limit 
o Pretty patient on schedule adherence, understanding when not on time 
o Bus is late, schedule adherence-mostly weekends and congested periods; 

some complain about fare levels 
o Mostly on time; slow in snow, sometimes stuck in traffic 
o Don't like it when buses are late, on time 
o On time, some people always complain 
o Wait times, fall behind with weather 

b. Describe the comments (good and bad) from nonriders, the public, friend/families: 
1. 9 employees commented that all feedback is positive - some have to explain what 

MT does, but when they do, very positive 
2. Has 2 friends who use and like the service 
3. Want to get info online via smart phone 
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4. Need more frequent service 
5. Low awareness of MT among friends and family 
6. Have encouraged part timers to do DAR - loved it  
7. Lucrative job on the mountain - grateful to be here 
8. Some are empathetic, some thinks it is cool 
9. Not much negative - most are City employees, no opinion one way or another - 

unless encountered a passenger from Crestline 
10. Been a while since a lot of complaints, changed, different management 
11. After a while, proud to wear uniform, first started was negative, has changed 

 
5. Overall how would YOU rate Mountain Transit bus service, on a scale of 7 to 1. Average 

Rating: 5.85 with one respondent skipping the question. 
 

Rating: Very 
Satisfied 

Satisfied Somewhat 
Satisfied 

Neutral Somewhat 
Dissatisfied 

Dis- 
satisfied 

Very 
Dissatisfied 

Scale: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Respondents 5 13 9 0 0 0 0 

% of Total 19% 48% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
 
6. If there were 3 things MT could do in the next year, to improve service and make customers 

happier, what would that be?  Every employee provided suggestions. 
 

Features # % of Respondents 
More frequent service on existing routes 19 66% 
More frequent Sunday service 10 34% 
More frequent Saturday service 9 31% 
Bus shelters at existing bus stops 6 21% 
Shorter travel time - several suggestions on 
routing, scheduling, improve efficiencies 

6 21% 

Continue service later in the evenings 5 17% 
Additional bus stop locations 4 14% 
Ski/snowboard racks on buses 4 14% 
Start service earlier in the morning 4 14% 
Revisit zonal fare structure 3 10% 
Buses arriving/departing on time 2 7% 
Replace aging vehicles 2 7% 
Ease of bus lift operation 2 7% 
Customer information 1 3% 
Security & safety at bus stops/shelters 1 3% 
Bus driver courtesy & professionalism 1 3% 
Stay away from tablet 1 3% 
Security & safety on the bus 0 0.0% 
Overcrowding inside buses 0 0.0% 
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Specific Comments: 
   RIM OTM: 

a. Look at schedule and times for OTM, Saturday service & holidays 
b. More frequent OTM 
c. Close the OTM gap 
d. OTM mid day trips so people can get back up mountain mid-day; 
e. OTM fares - RIM (only) has OTM @ $1.50/zone while other are $1; The last zone 

boundary change for OTM really bugs people - they can park at Goodwin's and 
Top Town is less than a mile away but boarding at Goodwin's triggers an additional 
zone fare so they park at Goodwin's and carpool to Top Town to save the 
additional zone charge; Be nice to run hourly, even out the schedule for FR; OTM 
- skip the down town loop and focus on Metrolink and Transit Center 

RIM Fixed Route: 
a. Rt 2: Connect Crestline and Arrowhead Rt 2 on Saturdays 
b. Rt 4 Ending in Running Springs combined with restricted DAR hours means that 

people don't have a way to complete their trip from RS to home (OTM riders 
coming back up the mountain) 

c. Put 2 and 4 back together.  When it was 1 route there were no breaks or relief 
but if they (did a bunch of stuff describing interlining of 2 and 4) put it back 
together that way it should improve connections; Pulse the services at the Village 
so both buses there at the same time (timed transfers) 

d. Rt 4 EB connection for people going to hospital is good, but coming back they 
have to wait an hour or more  

e. Address Valley of Enchantment to Running Springs service levels 
Fares: Look at fare structure to help people travel farther (zones) for their fare 
BB Fixed Route: Some concerns about limited Sunday service and Route 3. 
DAR: 

a. Start DAR earlier in the AM 
b. DAR fare is too high ($8 to get to Lake Arrowheads one way) 
c. RIM: Need DAR on Sunday to go to church 
d. Big Bear: Add an extra DAR, add a 3rd bus on holidays because behind 

schedule 
Bus stops: 

a. Add stop at 138/Valley (does courtesy stops & people walk from Top Town to 
Balsam) 

b. Stop locations are good; there are enough.   
c. Wants to add stop at Althorp/Lake Gregory but carefully placed due to curve 
d. People don't know where interim stops are - get confused about where to catch 

bus when they only see time points and no info on other stops 
Other General Comments: 

a. Concerned about safety if there is mixed of skiers/snowboarders on board buses 
with non-riders - if anything, do a dedicated bus for riders.  

b. Increase frequency to half hour headways 
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c. Consider Moonridge loop as deviated/re-evaluate; find a different way around 
the Village in the winter time (problematic for drivers); improve wheel chair 
load/unload  

d. Connection with other transit 
e. During holidays run a Sunday schedule  

 
7. On the topic of bus stops, we asked each employee to identify the top two existing bus stop 

locations that you would recommend MT install a bus shelter?  Of those interviewed, two did 
not have suggestions. The recommended shelters were organized by service area: 

 
Big Bear Valley Locations  # 

Silverpine/San Bernardino in Sugarloaf 6 
Sandalwood 5 
4 Square Church 3 
Erwin Lake 3 
Gilber/East of Division 2 
Boulder Bay 2 
All of these bus stops were mentioned once:  

• Community Market,  
• Senior Center,  
• K-Mart,  
• Woodland/Pine,  
• Alden by Sandy's 
• Gold Mountain 

 
RIM Locations # 

Jensen's/Gas Station at Top Town, 
Linders 

6 

Lower Lake Arrowhead Village 3 
Goodwins 2 
Community Hospital 2 
RIM Forest/OTM 2 
All of these bus stops were mentioned once:  

• VOE Mobile Home Park 
• RIM USPS 
• Cedar Pines 
• Spruce & Water 
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8. If there were three new stops or locations that MT could provide service to and from, to 

improve satisfaction and service, what would those be?  Six Employees did not provide 
suggestions.  

 
Big Bear Valley Location # % of Respondents 

Big Bear to Lucerne Valley and/or Victorville 12 41% 
The Discovery Center 5 17% 
Redlands/Mentone/Loma Linda 3 10% 
North Shore in General/St. Joseph's church 3 10% 
Snow Summit 2 7% 
Fawnskin 2 7% 
Baldwin Lake 2 7% 
Campgrounds on North Side of Big Bear Lake 1 3% 
Big Bear hiking/mountain biking trailheads 1 3% 
Moonridge Locations (Cedar, Triangle) 1 3% 
Boulder Bay Park 1 3% 
Around Big Bear Lake in the summer, hop on & off 1 3% 
East Boat Launch / Wilderness Trail / Pedal Path 0 0% 
Meadow Park 0 0% 
West Boat Launch/Ramp 0 0% 

 
RIM Locations # % of Respondents 

Evening service to Lake Arrowhead Concert Series 3 10% 
OTM Upper Waterman Canyon 1 3% 
Arrowbear 1 3% 
Grass Valley to Middle School 1 3% 
North Side of Lake Arrowhead 1 3% 
Skypark at Santa's Village 1 3% 
Inland Center Mall 1 3% 
Lake Arrowhead Village to Big Bear 1 3% 

 
9.  Do you have any suggestions that could improve the buses/vehicles themselves?  Of the 

29 employees interviewed, 15 did not have suggestions. Of the 14 who responded, the 
following comments were made: 

a. 3 commented on 8-seaters: not useful, especially for OTM - need more seats when 
student groups 

b. 4 Commented on Fareboxes: 
1. Should be able to take credit card for fare payment on board 
2. Visibility restricted due to farebox location on some vehicles;  
3. Location of fare box blocks view through right side of window and can't see 

enough when making left turns.  
4. Fareboxes that provide change 
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c. Bus Issues: 
1. Issue with low windows below shoulder level so passengers are looking at wall, 

have to duck to see out window and get car-sick.  8,9,18,19,20,21 are all OK 
though. 

2. Bus should address passenger load early AM VOE to Lake Arrowhead work trips 
3. Bus size is limited by size of garage; capacity of lift is an issue with bigger vehicle 
4. The 2 new buses are too heavy for the lift and too long so they just lift the front 

end in order to do things like oil changes 
5. Need a reliable spare big enough to handle OTM 
6. Add front/side visors to all vehicles 
7. Fan of diesel engines, especially on the OTMs 
8. Headlights on older buses are bad 
9. Driver seat issues on new buses on configuration (regular features before 

enhancing) - focus on comfort  
10. Buy better quality buses, better seats seem to be cheaper now 
11. 3 mentioned aging buses - please replace before end of useful life 
12. 2 mentioned need for 4-wheel drive buses - one mentioned studded tires 
13. People would like it if the lower windows would open for fresh air 

d. Signage issues: 
1. At the bench by the theater telling people to go to Blue Jay library because 

people see the bench and think it's a bus stop but it isn't;  
2. EB Lake Gregory@Berg needs a 'wait here' sign 
3. Sign for MT is missing at St. Bernadine 
4. Bus stop at log cabin, upper Mann 

e. 2 Commented on wheelchair lifts: 
1. Lifts rattle - need buffers 
2. Easier lift operations, onboard tiedowns that have a bar like at VVTA buses 

f. 550 Issues: 
1. 3 mentioned the blind spot on right side is bad (vision is blocked) 
2. Customers don't like them seats are sitting up higher can't see out front window 
3. Need Bigger gas tanks 
4. Sit lower 
5. Pay vault is too close to driver seat, to work on lift have to go outside and around 

g. 4 commented on minivans: 
1. Too small - can't schedule enough people 
2. Wheelchair capacity issues 
3. They are too light and they slide 
4. New vans require car seats 
5. Bike racks inhibit door movement  
6. Don't drive well in the snow 

h. Bus Amenities: 
1. Talked about ski/snowboard racks, tried in the past and didn't work out, got 

banged up - bike racks are used, use to repairing them, not a problem  
2. Radio in #21 gets stuck because of the way it's mounted 
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3. TV/LCD running adds 
4. Put Wi-Fi on OTM 

i. Radio issues from other questions: 
1. New radios are not better than old 
2. Radio coverage has gaps, can we get satellite phones? 
3. Radios still don't work well - have to do work-arounds like relay through BB; 

repeaters don't help much - school district radios and coverage are clear as a 
bell and work all the time even in Waterman Canyon 

4. Radios are better, but still big issues and communication between vehicles - 
issue is in am with Crestline 
 

10. Any suggestions on improvements to MT facilities (buildings in Big Bear Lake & Crestline)?  
a. 19 made comments about the need for more space, highlighting that the bus 

yard/parking vehicles is inadequate, buses do not fit, need more parking during shift 
changes, mechanics need more room, about half did not have any other improvement 
suggestions, those that did, more office space (citing an office is needed for Thomas), 
that the agency has outgrown the facilities, need more bus bays to accommodate 
new vehicles, no room for inventory.  

b. If a new facility were considered, could there be a separation of drivers and 
maintenance. Mechanics liked the idea of having separate facilities so drivers don't 
walk through Maintenance on way in - when they do, mechanics get lots of complaints, 
wasteful time, would like to see more separation 

c. Other comments included:  
1. TVs needed in break rooms 
2. Snack machines are needed (no options since break is not near Vons) 

 
11. Do you have any suggestions that could improve other support programs to the bus 

service?  Of the 29 employees, 20 had additional comments to make, which included: 
a. Road service vehicle needs a compressor to deal with tire issues 
b. Consistency in how routes are driven through Staters.  
c. People need help with how to read a schedule 
d. Hub to help improve connections if we can get the schedules timed closer or at least 

in places where routes meet 
e. Better way to determine how much money in fareboxes/vaults 
f. Concept to explore - layovers and interconnecting services - adjusting schedules - 

ability to wait in sheltered areas 
g. There is no where to go to the bathroom cause can't go to Vons or port potties at end 

of routes 
h. Technology: 

1. Looking forward to STAR system 
2. Technology is key 
3. Starting to use Manager Plus, seems OK, Pat doesn't like the new features, but 

they would like to see more technology  
4. Dispatch computers seem to crash a lot 
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5. Next stop announcements
6. Online tracking/next bus capabilities
7. Stay away from the tablets

i. Bus Stop Features:
1. Lights at stop
2. More shelters and get of out wind
3. Issue with stop at Montclair, when lift comes down you are in the dirt
4. Half of the bus stops, difficult for wheel chair
5. Pads for people with wheel chairs, waiting; heat in bus shelters
6. Round tubes on bus stop signs - passengers don't understand it
7. 90% of bus shelters do not work (solar panels/lighting) - people getting out of

weather, you can't see them.
8. Lower Village is adequate but the bus zone at Staters is dangerous if someone

backs up. People honk/yell. No bench, so people go to lower village to wait.
9. Need a sign at Antlers to tell people exactly where to stand to wait - they go too

far away; 18 @ Ranger Station needs a 'wait here' sign
10. Sky Forest Ranger Station stop is an issue - don't want passengers crossing the

road so go into the parking lot

12. Anything else to add about MT's development of a five-year service, operating and capital
plan, not covered in the questions above? Of the 29 employees, 12 had additional
comments to make which included:

a. Service/Scheduling:
1. It's hard to tell people how to get from Crestline to BB because the itinerary is so

complex; direct would be better
2. Rt 4 is very busy first week of the month when people get their checks and food

stamps. They can only afford to take a few bus trips so they do one big shopping
and then we don't see them for the rest of the month.  No money to go do stuff.

3. Some bus stops not used - drive by.
4. Make Moonridge an on call/deviated - very few passengers. Great place to work!
5. If there is any expansion in Big Bear, can there be one-way in and out, buses can't

escape the boulevard and the congestion
6. Expand services and wait times more frequent buses

b. Customers in general sometimes are just not satisfied - they have unrealistic
expectations

c. Wouldn't mind getting rid of the union; have cards to hand out to customers to send
photos to FB and post

d. People are bringing too many bags/groceries to bring, impacts schedule
e. Thinks we are on the right track -many people are slow to adopt new things, keep that

in mind
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2015 Mountain
Transit Survey

Please take a moment to fill out this brief survey. Your thoughts will help us 
improve transit service in the Mountains. If you have filled out this survey before, 
thank you! We only need one response per rider. You can also fill out this survey 
online at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MtTransitSurvey2015. Or, fill out the 
survey & return it to the box near the driver or drop the survey off at Mountain 

Transit’s Offices. All responses are anonymous and confidential. 

Please Tell Us How You Use Mountain Transit Services
1. Check how many DAYS each week you usually ride these services:

Average number of DAYS each week you ride each route:

Route 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Less than 1 Never

Big Bear Rts 1/1A □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Rt 3 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear OTM □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Dial-A-Ride □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Trolley □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Rt 2 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Rt 4 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM OTM □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Dial-A-Ride □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

2. For today or in general when you use Mountain Transit, what is the main purpose of
your trip? (mark ONE only)

□ Work
□ Shopping
□ Social services
□ Social or recreation
□ Grade, middle or high school

□ College or vocational school
□ Doctor or medical visit
□ I have not or will not ride Mountain Transit

□ Other: ____________________________
3. What is the ONE main reason you ride or will ride Mountain Transit? (Mark ONE only)

□ My only transportation
□ Convenience
□ Save money
□ Avoid traffic & parking

□ Environmental benefits
□ I have not or will not ride Mountain Transit

□ Other: ____________________________
4. Overall, how would you rate Mountain Transit bus service?

Very 
Satisfied Satisfied Somewhat 

Satisfied Neutral Somewhat 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very 

Dissatisfied

□ □ □ □ □ □ □

Turn Over to Complete 
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Tell Us How We Can improve Mountain Transit Services:
5. Mark up to THREE of the following locations that Mountain Transit should consider adding
service to & from:

□ The Discovery Center
□ E. Boat Launch/Wilderness Trail/Pedal Path
□ Snow Summit
□ Fawnskin
 □ Campgrounds on North Side of Big Bear Lake

□ Big Bear W. Boat Launch/Ramp
□ Big Bear Meadow Park

□ Big Bear to Lucerne Valley
□ Big Bear to Victorville
□ Evening service to Lk Arrowhead Concerts
□ None of the above - I have no suggestions

□ Other: ___________

□ Other: ____________
6. Mark up to THREE areas Mountain Transit could improve bus service:

□ More frequent service on existing routes
□ Buses arriving/departing on time
□ Bus driver courtesy & professionalism
□ Security & safety at bus stops/shelters
□ Security & safety on the bus
□ Bus shelters at existing bus stops
□ Additional bus stop locations
□ Overcrowding inside buses
□ Customer information

□ Shorter travel time 
□ Continue service later in the evenings
□ Start service earlier in the morning 
□ More frequent Saturday service
□ More frequent Sunday service
□ Ski/snowboard racks on buses
□ Ease of bus lift operation
□ None of the above - I have no suggestions

Questions About Marketing, Media and Payment Methods
7. How do you obtain information about Mountain Transit? (mark ALL that apply)

□ Mountain Transit Website
□ Google Transit
□ Mountain Transit’s Facebook page
□ Calling Mountain Transit 
□ Printed schedule 
□ Info/schedule at Bus stops

□ Information/schedules on the Bus
□ Word of mouth
□ Talking with a bus driver
□ Radio
□ Newspaper
□ None of the above

8. Mark ALL of the electronic media & payment methods you have access to:
□ iPhone
□ Android smart phone
□ Cell phone that texts 
□ iPad
□ Android Tablet
□ Home computer with Internet access
□ Work computer with Internet access

□ Facebook
□ Instagram
□ YouTube
□ Twitter
□ Credit Card
□ Debit Card
□ None of the above

Tell Us About Yourself
9. Are you ….  (mark ONE only)

□ A permanent/full-time Mountain resident
□ Staying at a friend or family-owned weekend/
vacation home

□ Visiting & spending at least one night in the 
Mountains
□ Visiting the Mountains for the day

10. How often do you visit the Mountains? (mark ONE only)
□ This is my first visit
□ 1 or 2 times a year
□ 3 or 4 times a year
□ Monthly

□ 2 times a month
□ 3 or more times a month 
□ I am a permanent/full-time Mountain resident

11. What is your home/permanent residence zip code? _______
12. How old are you? _______
13. What is your total annual HOUSEHOLD income (mark ONE only)?

□ less than $10,000
□ $10,000 to $14,999
□ $15,000 to $19,999
□ $20,000 to $24,999
□ $25,000 to $34,999

□ $35,000 to $49,999
□ $50,000 to $74,999
□ $75,000 to $100,000
□ More than $100,000

THANK YOU! Visit the MT Website at www.mountaintransit.org
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Encuesta de Mountain 
Transit 2015

Tome un momento para completar esta breve encuesta, por favor. Tus pensamientos 
nos ayudarán a mejorar el servicio de transporte en las montañas. Si usted ha llenado 

esta encuesta antes, gracias! Sólo necesitamos una respuesta por jinete. También 
puede llenar esta encuesta en línea en: https://es.surveymonkey.com/r/MTTransit2015. 
O, llene la encuesta y volver al cuadro de cerca del conductor o dejar la encuesta en 
las oficinas Mountain Transit. Todas las respuestas son anónimas y confidenciales.

Por favor díganos cómo usar servicios Mountain Transit
1. Compruebe cuántos DÍAS a la semana por lo general montar estos servicios:

Route 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Menos De 1 Nunca

Big Bear Rts 1/1A □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Rt 3 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear OTM □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Dial-A-Ride □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Big Bear Trolley □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Rt 2 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Rt 4 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM OTM □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

RIM Dial-A-Ride □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

2. Para hoy o en general cuando se utiliza Mountain Transit, ¿cuál es el propósito prin-
cipal de su viaje? (marca UNO)

□ Trabajo
□ Ir de compras
□ Servicios sociales
□ Sociales o recreación
□ La escuela

□ Universidad o escuela vocacional
□ Médico o médica, visite
□ Yo no tengo o no voy a montar Mountain
Transit
□ Otros: ____________________________

3. ¿Cuál es la razón PRINCIPAL para su paseo o viajar Mountain Transit? (marca UNO)
□ Mi único transporte
□ Comodidad
□ Ahorrar dinero
□ Evitar tráfico y estacionamiento

□ Beneficios ambientales
□ No he montado Mountain Transit

□ Otros: ____________________________
4. En general, ¿cómo calificaría el servicio de autobuses Mountain Transit?

Muy 
Satisfecho Satisfecho Un Poco 

Satisfecho Neutral Un Poco 
insatisfechos Insatisfecho Muy 

Insatisfecho

□ □ □ □ □ □ □

Entregar a Completar
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 Díganos cómo podemos mejorar el servicio Mountain Transit:
5. Marcos hasta TRES de los siguientes lugares que Mountain Transit debe considerar la
adición de servicio hacia y desde:

□ Discovery Center
□ E. Boat Launch/Wilderness Trail/Pedal Path
□ Snow Summit
□ Fawnskin
 □ Campamentos al norte de Big Bear Lake

□ Big Bear W. Boat Launch/Ramp
□ Big Bear Meadow Park

□ Big Bear to Lucerne Valley
□ Big Bear to Victorville
 □ Noche de servicio a la conciertos de Lk Arrowhead

□ Ninguno de los anteriores - tengo ningún

□ Otros: ______________________________

□ Otros: ______________________________
6. Marcos hasta TRES zonas de Mountain Transit podrían mejorar su servicio de autobús:

 □ Servicio más frecuente en las rutas existentes
 □ Autobuses llegando/saliendo a tiempo
 □ Profesionalismo y cortesía del conductor del autobús
 □ Seguridad y seguridad en refugios de paradas de autobús
□ Seguridad y seguridad en el autobús
 □ Marquesinas en las paradas de autobús existentes
 □ Lugares de parada adicional

□ Hacinamiento dentro de autobuses
□ Información del cliente

□ Más corto tiempo de viaje
□ Servicio de continuar más tarde en la noche
□ Iniciar servicio más temprano en la mañana
□ Servicio de sábado más frecuente
□ Servicio los domingos más frecuente
□ Estante de ski/snowboard en autobuses
□ Facilidad de autobús levante operación
□ Ninguno de los anteriores - tengo ningún

Preguntas Sobre Marketing, Medios y Formas de Pago
7. ¿Cómo obtener información sobre el Mountain Transit? (Marque TODAS las que apliquen)

□ Página Web Mountain Transit
□ Google Transit
□ Página de Facebook Mountain Transit
□ llamada Mountain Tranit
□ Calendario impreso

 □ Información/horarios en las paradas de autobús

□ Información/horarios en el Bus
□ De boca
□ Hablando con un conductor de autobús
□ Radio
□ Periódico
□ Ninguna de las anteriores

8. Marcar TODOS de los medios electrónicos y usted tiene acceso a los métodos de pago:
□ iPhone
□ Android
□ Teléfono celular que recibir textos
□ iPad
□ Android Tablet
□ Internet de casa
□ Equipo de trabajo con acceso a Internet

□ Facebook
□ Instagram
□ YouTube
□ Twitter
□ Tarjeta de crédito
□ Tarjeta de débito
□ Ninguna de las anteriores

Cuéntenos Acerca de Usted
9. Eres... (marca UNO)

 □ Una permanente/tiempo completo montaña residente
□ Alojarse en un amigo o de fin de semana 
familiar / casa de vacaciones

□ Visitar y pasar al menos una noche en las
montañas
□ Visita a las montañas para el día

10. ¿Con qué frecuencia visita las montañas? (marca UNO)
□ Esta es mi primera visita
□ 1 o 2 veces al año
□ 3 o 4 veces al año
□ Mensual

□ 2 veces al mes
□ 3 o más veces al mes
□ Soy una permanente/tiempo completo mon-
taña residente

11. ¿Cuál es su código postal hogar? _______
12. ¿Cuántos años tiene usted? _______
13. ¿Cuál es su ingreso anual? (marca UNO)

□ menos de $10.000
□ $10.000 a $14.999
□ $15.000 a $19.999
□ $20.000 a $24.999
□ $25.000 a $34.999

□ $35.000 a $49.999
□ $50.000 a $74.999
□ $75.000 a $100.000
□ Más de $100.000

¡¡¡Gracias!!!  Visita Nuestro Sitio Web En www.mountaintransit.org
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